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SABER-BUPIVACAINE: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. Post-Surgical Pain: Epidemiology and Management
The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in 2014 indicated that 17.2 million hospital
visits in the United States (US) included invasive, therapeutic surgeries. Approximately 58% of
these visits occurred in an ambulatory surgery setting, and the remaining 42% were inpatient
procedures (Steiner, 2018). It has been estimated that 86% of surgical patients had postoperative
pain and 75% of those with pain rated it as moderate-to-extreme in severity during the immediate
postoperative period (Gan, 2014).
Relief of postoperative pain is an essential part of patient care following any surgical procedure.
The acute phase of the postoperative pain is typically most intense during the first 1-3 days
following surgery (Beauregard, 1998; Gramke, 2007, Lynch, 1997; McGrath, 2004; Watt-Watson,
2004). After discharge, pain can continue to interfere with daily activities (sleep, work, mobility)
for several days (Beauregard, 1998; Watt-Watson, 2004). Inadequately treated acute
postoperative pain leads to reduced patient satisfaction and increased morbidity and mortality,
and it also places a burden on the finances of both the patient and the health system.
Complications associated with inadequate postoperative pain management include pneumonia,
deep vein thrombosis, infection, coronary ischemia, poor wound healing, longer length of
hospital stay, unnecessary psychological distress, development of chronic pain, and depression
(Carr, 1999; Dunbar, 2001; Pearse, 2007; Chapman, 2008; Puolakka, 2010; Meissner, 2015).
Poorly treated acute postoperative pain is also an important risk factor for the development of
chronic postoperative pain, a potentially debilitating condition in which pain persists well
beyond the usual duration of recovery from surgery (Correll, 2017).
Inadequate control of postoperative pain may also delay the initiation of rehabilitation and
adversely affect surgical outcomes. Among 40 patients who underwent total hip arthroplasty,
higher postoperative pain was associated with a longer period of recovery before rehabilitation
was initiated (Simoes, 2018), and among patients undergoing anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction, higher postsurgical pain levels were associated with poorer physical performance
12 months after the intervention (Culvenor, 2015). Failure to effectively control postoperative
pain diminishes health-related quality of life (HRQoL) (Lindberg, 2013; Taylor, 2013). A survey
of 166 postsurgical patients indicated that pain severity at 7 days post-surgery was highly
correlated with decreased HRQoL as assessed by the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 12
Physical and Mental Component Scores and EuroQol Group EQ-5D scores (both p<0.0001)
(Taylor, 2013).
Poorly controlled postoperative pain is associated with increased length of hospital stay,
prolongation of time to discharge, increased risk for readmission, and longer time before
ambulation (Twersky, 1997; Coley, 2002; Morrison, 2003; Robinson, 2014). In 2010, the
average US hospital day cost $2,129. If 20 million US surgery patients stayed one extra day in
hospital due to poorly managed postoperative pain, the total cost would be $42.6 billion
(International Association for the Study of Pain, 2010). Slower recovery due to pain may also
result in more days of lost work productivity due to unnecessary partial or total disability
(International Association for the Study of Pain, 2010).
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Despite advances in pain management, opioid analgesics are still the mainstay of postoperative
pain therapy in many settings (Garimella, 2013; White, 2017). Even though opioid analgesics
can provide effective relief from acute pain, they have many adverse effects that limit their
benefit in the postoperative setting. Opioid-related adverse events (ORAEs) greatly increase the
total cost of surgical patient management (Long, 2018; Pitter, 2018; Rogal, 2016; Gan, 2012).
Results from a recent study that included information for 135,379 adult surgical patients
indicated that ORAEs were associated with increased inpatient mortality (absolute increase
2.9%; odds ratio 28.8 [95% CI 24.0-34.5]). This analysis also indicated that ORAEs were
associated with a 1.6-day increase in length of stay, an $8,225 increase in cost for the index
hospitalization, and an increase in the 30-day readmission rate (Shafi, 2018).
The persistent use, abuse, and diversion of opioids by postsurgical patients has been increasingly
recognized in recent years, and the likely contribution of postoperative opioid prescribing
practices to the opioid crisis has been extensively discussed (Cramer, 2018; Sabatino, 2018;
Clark, 2017; Mancini, 2016). Numerous reports have established that postoperative opioids
prescribed to opioid-naïve patients can contribute to the risk of long-term opioid use well after
postoperative pain has resolved. Both the total dose and the duration of prescribing contribute to
the risk of long-term (>6 months) opioid use (Young, 2019; Alam, 2012; Shah, 2017; Brummet,
2017; Wright, 2019). These findings suggest that reducing or eliminating postoperative opioid
use may in itself provide benefit to patients at risk for chronic opioid use, irrespective of any
short-term improvements in opioid-related side effects.
Multimodal approaches to pain management that take advantage of the synergistic effect of
combining different analgesic agents and anesthetic techniques can improve the treatment of
postoperative pain while also reducing the consumption of opioid analgesics and lessening their
attendant risks (Buvanendran, 2009; Chou, 2016; Devin, 2015). Both the American Pain Society
(Chou, 2016) and the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA Task Force on Acute Pain
Management, 2012) recommend the use of multimodal analgesia, whenever possible, for the
control of perioperative and postoperative pain. The efficacy of multimodal analgesia for the
control of pain in surgical patients is supported by results from multiple clinical trials that have
demonstrated significant decreases in postoperative pain with this approach (e.g., Mont, 2018;
Beck, 2015; Lavand'homme, 2006).
2. Bupivacaine
Local anesthetics such as lidocaine, bupivacaine, and ropivacaine are central elements of most
multimodal analgesic regimens. Administered peripherally, regionally, neuraxially, and in some
cases systemically, they are effective in producing postoperative analgesia, have fewer side
effects than conventional systemic opioid analgesics (Patacsil, 2016; Tandoc, 2011), and don’t
lead to long-term use, abuse, or death from self-administered overdose.
Sustained delivery of bupivacaine (or other local anesthetic) by infusion catheter or reformulation
has proven to be an effective part of a multimodal approach for the management of postsurgical
pain providing up to 24-72 hours of analgesia with a concomitant reduction in opioid use (Liu,
2006; Dasta, 2012; Alter, 2017; Nadeau, 2016; Surdam, 2015; Davidovitch, 2017).
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SABER-Bupivacaine is instilled as a single dose at the completion of surgery after closure of the
fascial layer (if applicable) and just before closure of the cutaneous layer. In clinical trials,
SABER-Bupivacaine has been instilled into long linear incisions (open surgery), into port
incisions (laparoscopic surgery), into various exposed tissue layers of the inguinal canal
(inguinal hernia repair), and into the subacromial space under arthroscopic visual guidance.
Unlike immediate-release bupivacaine HCl, it is not administered by infiltration into tissues
surrounding the surgical incision. SABER-Bupivacaine is not intended to be administered intravascularly or intra-articularly, and should not be used for regional or neuraxial nerve block.
Following administration, the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation releases bupivacaine base into
the surgical site at a stable rate ranging from 10-20 mg/hour over the first 2 days, and declining
to 5 mg/hour or less by the end of the third day. This rate of release was modeled on that of
catheter-based continuous wound infusion systems. No dose dumping or early “burst” of
bupivacaine from the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation has been observed.
4. Sponsor Clinical Development Program for SABER-Bupivacaine
The development goals for SABER-Bupivacaine are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1.

Development goals for SABER-Bupivacaine
Target Profile

Indication

•

Acute postoperative pain

Mode of action

•

Extended-release bupivacaine

Administration

•
•
•

Instilled directly into the surgical incision (needle-free)
Option to inject into anatomic spaces under visual guidance
Single dose, single administration

•
•
•

Continuous 72-hour pain reduction
Superiority to placebo (per regulatory requirements)
Evidence of benefit vs immediate-release bupivacaine

•
•
•

Stable bupivacaine release rate
Safe bupivacaine systemic exposure
No effect on wound healing

Efficacy goals

Safety goals

The SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program was intended to develop evidence to support these
goals and to facilitate marketing approval. In keeping with applicable regulatory standards and
specific guidance provided by FDA, approval under the 505 (b)(2) pathway was predicated upon
demonstrating efficacy in comparison with placebo control in 2 adequate and well-controlled
trials (1 soft-tissue surgical model and 1 orthopedic model) and establishing a safety profile
commensurate with the demonstrated analgesic benefit of the product. Although several
exploratory comparisons with active control (bupivacaine HCl) were undertaken to establish
within-trial assay sensitivity, the clinical development program was not directed toward
establishing evidence of superiority over immediate-release bupivacaine HCl.
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The Sponsor has completed a total of 14 clinical studies of SABER-Bupivacaine in its current
formulation (15 including the safety extension study C803-017e, not shown) in a variety of
surgical models (Table 2). A total of 1,463 subjects were included in the overall safety
population, and 876 were exposed to SABER-Bupivacaine.
Table 2.

Clinical trials using the formulation of SABER-Bupivacaine proposed
for commercial use
Safety
Population

Administered
SABER-Bupivacaine

CLIN005-0008

5

5

Inguinal hernia

CLIN004-0001

81

61

Inguinal hernia

CLIN004-0009

42

32

Inguinal hernia

CLIN005-0010

89

54

Inguinal hernia

CLIN005-0007

12

12

Appendectomy

CLIN005-0002

21

14

Shoulder arthroscopy

CLIN005-0006

106

62

Shoulder arthroscopy

C803-017

60

40

Hysterectomy

BU-001-IM

114

60

Abdominal (biopsy)

C803-027

10

10

Abdominal

C803-025 (BESST)

305

189

Lap cholecystectomy

C803-028 (PERSIST)

388

193

Inguinal hernia

CLIN803-006-0006

123

91

Shoulder arthroscopy

BU-002-IM

107

53

1,463

876

Surgical Model

Protocol No.

Healthy subjects

Total Subjects

Of the listed studies, 8 were efficacy studies. Three of these examined SABER-Bupivacaine in
orthopedic surgery and 5 examined SABER-Bupivacaine in soft tissue surgery. Two of the
studies, C803-025 and C803-028 were divided into separate substudies with distinct research
objectives. Thus, there were effectively 11 studies that examined the efficacy of
SABER-Bupivacaine. However, only 6 of these 11 studies met criteria permitting them to be
considered adequate and well controlled.
The clinical pharmacokinetics of SABER-Bupivacaine were explored in a total of 10 trials using
a variety surgical models and administration techniques, including the instillation method
proposed for marketing approval. One additional trial (SABER01-01) used an early formulation
of the drug that has since been abandoned.
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5. Adequate and well-controlled (AWC) studies
There were 6 efficacy studies in the Sponsor’s SABER-Bupivacaine clinical development
program that met the FDA regulatory criteria for adequate and well-controlled clinical studies.
Table 3 summarizes the key elements of these studies. Two of these studies, CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair, a soft-tissue model) and BU-002-IM (arthroscopic subacromial
decompression, an orthopedic model) were designated pivotal, since they met their primary pain
endpoints. The remaining 4 studies (abdominal hysterectomy, laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy, laparoscopic cholecystectomy, and subacromial decompression) were considered
supportive, since they added to weight of evidence demonstrating the efficacy of SABERBupivacaine.
Note that study CLIN-803-006-0006 (inguinal hernia repair), one of the pivotal efficacy studies,
included 2 dose groups for the investigational product: 5.0 mL (660 mg) and 2.5 mL (330 mg).
The 5.0 mL dose comparison with placebo control was considered the primary comparison for
this study. This dose is the one proposed for commercial use and is the same dose studied in the
other pivotal and 4 supportive AWC efficacy studies. The 2.5 mL dose comparison, while not
figuring into the integrated efficacy analysis, nonetheless added valuable dose-response
information to the overall efficacy picture.
All of the AWC trials were randomized, controlled, double-blind, multicenter, parallel-group
studies. The study populations consisted of adult patients undergoing the indicated surgery on an
elective basis. Subjects with pre-existing conditions (e.g., chronic pain or depression) or on
chronic medications (e.g., opioids, NSAIDS, or systemic corticosteroids) that could affect pain
perception were generally excluded. Pain was assessed by patient report (entry into an electronic
diary) at prespecified intervals after surgery, typically 5 or 6 times on the day of surgery and
every 4 hours on postoperative days 1 to 4. Rescue analgesia, in the form of an IV or immediaterelease oral opioid, was provided upon request for breakthrough pain. In 2 studies (BU-001-IM,
hysterectomy, and BU-002-IM, subacromial decompression) acetaminophen was given as
background analgesia at 6-hour intervals around the clock.
The primary efficacy endpoints of the AWC trials consisted of assessments of the mean
analgesic effect of SABER-Bupivacaine over a period of 72 hours after surgery, which was the
investigational product’s expected duration of action, and evaluation of the use of systemic
opioids during this same 72-hour period, a reduction in which would support the conclusion that
any reported pain relief was both real and clinically meaningful. In 5 of 6 of the AWC trials, the
primary or key secondary opioid-use endpoint was the cumulative consumption of opioid rescue
medication from 0 to 72 hours after surgery in IV morphine milligram equivalents. In the sixth
trial (CLIN-803-006-0006), it was the percentage of subjects taking any opioid rescue
medication over 15 days, which was the full duration of the trial. The time to first use of opioid
rescue medication and the percentage taking (or abstaining from) postsurgical opioid use were
also assessed in the 6 AWC trials.
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6. Efficacy
6.1. Individual AWC Studies
6.1.1. Pivotal study: CLIN803-006-0006 (open-mesh inguinal hernia repair)
Study design
This was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, doseresponse study to examine the efficacy, pharmacokinetics, and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine
instilled directly into the wound in subjects undergoing elective, unilateral, open, tension-free
(Lichtenstein) inguinal hernia repair. The duration of the study was up to 21 days (screening
through study completion on Day 14), with 3- and 6-month long-term safety follow-ups. Prior to
surgery, eligible subjects were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 treatments. Subjects in dose Cohort 1
received SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL (330 mg) or SABER-placebo 2.5 mL in a 3:1 ratio, and
subjects in dose Cohort 2 received SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL (660 mg) or SABER-placebo
5.0 mL in a 3:1 ratio. The operative procedure was performed according to standard local
practice under general anesthesia. Study drug, administered with a needleless syringe during
wound closure (Day 0), was instilled gradually throughout the inguinal canal and abdominal wall
layers to cover all raw surfaces of the wound, filling the subaponeurotic and subcutaneous
spaces. Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine
position) on an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 5 days of recovery.
Tramadol (for moderate-to-severe pain) and acetaminophen (for mild-to-moderate pain) were
provided on demand as rescue medication. There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints: mean
pain intensity on movement normalized area under the curve (AUC) over the time period 1 to 72
hours post-surgery and the proportion of subjects receiving opioid rescue medication during the
study (0-15 days post-surgery).
Results
Overall, 135 subjects were assessed for eligibility, 124 were randomized, 2 discontinued, and
122 were counted in the intention-to-treat (ITT) population. Nearly all the subjects were male
and white. The mean age was 49.3 years, with ages ranging from 20-79 years, and 3 subjects >65
years of age.
The primary pain reduction endpoint was met. The mean pain intensity on movement normalized
AUC from 1-72 hours was significantly lower for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL treatment
group than for the placebo group (Table 4 and Figure 2). The absolute reduction was 1.14 on the
0-10 numerical pain rating scale, which is a clinically meaningful benefit.
The 2.5 mL dose produced about half the analgesic effect relative to placebo control as the
5.0 mL dose (0.53 on the 0-10 scale; nonsignificant p-value), suggesting a linear dose response
in this dose range, and supporting the choice of 5 mL as the recommended dose.
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Table 4.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours, CLIN-803-006-0006,
ITT population

SABERSABERSABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
Placebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
2.5 mL
5.0 mL
(N=43)
(N=47)
(N=32)
Opioid rescue pain scores and scheduled pain scores combined (prespecified analysis)
Mean (SE)
3.1 (0.25)
2.5 (0.19)
3.6 (0.31)
LS mean (SE)
3.4 (0.26)
2.7 (0.25)
3.9 (0.29)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
-0.53 (0.359)
-1.14 (0.353)
95% CI
(-1.24, 0.18)
(-1.84, -0.44)
P-value
0.2372
0.0031
Opioid rescue pain scores substituted for scheduled pain scores (sensitivity analysis) [2]
Mean (SE)
3.2 (0.26)
2.6 (0.21)
LS mean (SE)
3.4 (0.27)
2.8 (0.26)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
-0.57 (0.374)
-1.17 (0.368)
95% CI
(-1.31, 0.18)
(-1.90, -0.45)
P-value
0.2223
0.0035

3.8 (0.32)
4.0 (0.30)

CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Based on ANOVA model with study site and treatment group as factors, using the Dunnett test to adjust for
multiple comparisons. P-value based on Wilcoxon test.
[2] The pain score recorded at the time of opioid rescue medication administration was substituted for the
scheduled pain score if it was higher than the scheduled pain score and the rescue medication was taken
<1 half-life before the scheduled pain measurement.
Source: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 2 and Table 6.
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6.1.2. Pivotal study: BU-002-IM (arthroscopic subacromial decompression)
Study design
This was a multicenter, parallel-group, randomized, double-blind, active- and placebo-controlled,
dose-response trial of SABER-Bupivacaine, with postoperative assessments of pain intensity and
opioid use, safety, pharmacokinetics, and health economics in subjects undergoing elective
arthroscopic subacromial decompression. The study consisted of a screening period of up to
14 days, a 7-day post-surgical period, an end-of-treatment visit at Day 14, and a long-term safety
follow-up at 6 months. Subjects in dose Cohort 1 were randomized 2:1:1 to receive
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL (660 mg), SABER-placebo 5 mL, or immediate-release
bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 20 mL (50 mg), each instilled in an identical manner into the
subacromial space at the close of surgery.
Subacromial decompression was performed under general anesthesia for the treatment of
impingement syndrome; reconstructive procedures (e.g., rotator cuff repair) were not permitted.
Study drug was instilled into the subacromial space, with direct visual confirmation of proper
placement provided by a camera in the posterior port. Interscalene and other nerve blocks were
prohibited so that serial pain assessments could be made as early as 1 hour after administration of
the study drug. Investigators performing postoperative assessments were excluded from the
operating room at the time of study drug administration to guard against accidental unblinding of
study drug assignment.
Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (shoulder flexion to 90 degrees) on an
electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Oral acetaminophen
4 g/day (or 2 g/day for weight <66 kg) was given to all subjects as background analgesia, and
intravenous or immediate-release oral morphine was provided upon subject request as rescue
analgesia for breakthrough pain. There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints: mean pain
intensity on movement normalized AUC over the period 1-72 hours post-surgery and the total IV
morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the period 0-72 hours
post-surgery, both in comparison with placebo control. Comparisons with bupivacaine HCl were
prespecified as exploratory, since the study was not powered for these comparisons.
Results
Overall, 126 subjects were screened, 115 subjects were randomized prior to surgery, and eight
randomized subjects were not dosed, resulting in a final total of 107 randomized, treated
subjects, which constituted the ITT population. Nearly all (96.3%) of the subjects were white,
approximately 60% were female, and the mean age was 50 years (range 21 to 70 years). There
were no important demographic or clinical differences between the treatment groups.
The primary pain reduction endpoint was met, with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL demonstrating a
statistically significant and clinically meaningful 1.27 point reduction in mean pain intensity on
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electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Oral acetaminophen
4 g/day (or 2 g/day for weight <66 kg) was given to all subjects as background analgesia, and
intravenous or immediate-release oral morphine was provided upon subject request as rescue
analgesia for breakthrough pain. There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints: mean pain
intensity on movement normalized AUC over the period 1-72 hours post-surgery and the total IV
morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the period 0-72 hours
post-surgery, both in comparison with placebo control. Comparisons with bupivacaine HCl were
prespecified as exploratory, since the study was not powered for these comparisons.
Results
Overall, 119 subjects were screened, 115 were randomized (the ITT population), 114 were
dosed, and 113 completed the study. One subject randomized to SABER-Bupivacaine withdrew
consent prior to surgery and was not dosed, and one subject randomized to SABER-placebo
withdrew consent after surgery because of an unrelated treatment-emergent adverse event
(“abdominal pain”). All remaining subjects completed the study and were available for the 6month follow-up evaluation. All the subjects were female and white, and the mean age was
approximately 46 years. There were no important differences between treatment groups.
The primary pain reduction endpoint was not met; however, the point estimate favored
SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo (0.21 reduction in mean pain intensity [AUC] over 72 hours,
p=0.467) (Table 7). The primary opioid-use endpoint was also not met, although the point
estimate favored SABER-Bupivacaine relative to placebo control (2.5 mg mean reduction in
total IV morphine-equivalent opioid consumption over 0-72 hours, p=0.331).
Table 7.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours, BU-001-IM,
ITT population

Mean (SD)
LS mean difference (SE) vs placebo

[2]

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=60) [1]

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

4.46 (1.48)

4.15 (1.74)

4.27 (1.69)

-0.21 (0.29)

95% CI
P-value

-0.79, 0.36
[3]

0.467

LS mean difference (SE) vs bupivacaine HCl [2]

-0.10 (0.29)

95% CI

-0.68, 0.47

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] 1 randomized subject who withdrew consent prior to dosing was excluded from the analysis.
[2] ANOVA model with treatment group and country as factors; missing pain scores imputed by last observation
carried forward for subjects discontinuing before 72 hours, first observation carried backward for missing
initial pain scores, and linear interpolation for missing pain scores between two non-missing scores.
[3] t-test in an ANOVA model
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.1.
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6.1.4. Supportive study: C803-025, Cohort 3 (laparoscopically-assisted colectomy)
Study design
C803-025 was an international, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group controlled
trial evaluating the safety, efficacy, effectiveness, and pharmacokinetics of SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL in subjects undergoing a variety of elective, general surgical procedures with various
incision sizes. Three surgical procedures were studied, each organized as a separate cohort of
subjects: laparotomy (Cohort 1), laparoscopic cholecystectomy (Cohort 2), and
laparoscopically-assisted colectomy (Cohort 3). Results from Cohorts 1 and 2 were not
considered AWC because they were not powered for efficacy; were prespecified as exploratory,
with noninferential analyses of efficacy; and there was inappropriate pooling of
SABER-Bupivacaine arms from the two cohorts for comparison with active control (dissimilar
surgeries, patient populations, and routes of administration).
Cohort 3 was the primary investigational component of the study. Subjects in C803-025,
Cohort 3 underwent laparoscopically-assisted colectomy for colon cancer, diverticulitis, or
polyps. They were randomized in a 3:2 ratio to receive SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or
SABER-placebo 5 mL. The study consisted of a screening period of up to 30 days, surgery and
administration of a single dose of investigational product on Day 0, a follow-up clinic visit on
Day 7, a final clinic visit on Day 14, and a follow-up phone call on Day 30. A minimum 72-hour
(3-day) hospital stay was required after surgery.
The operative procedure for Cohort 3 was performed according to standard local practice under
general anesthesia. For the laparoscopic ports, the investigational product was administered
directly into the port incisions via a bare syringe (no needle) or an irrigation catheter fitted to the
syringe. For the hand port or other extended linear incision, the peritoneum was first closed, and
then a flexible 15 cm irrigation catheter was placed into the wound. The cutaneous layer was
closed over the catheter with subcuticular sutures. A syringe containing the test drug was then
attached to the catheter and the test drug was gradually expressed from the syringe as the catheter
was withdrawn, spreading test drug along the length of the incision. Approximately 80-90% of
the total SABER-Bupivacaine dose was instilled into the hand port using this method. The
remaining 10-20% was instilled into the laparoscopic port incisions.
Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine position) on
an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Intravenous or oral
morphine (for moderate-to-severe pain) and up to 1 g/day of acetaminophen (for mild pain) were
provided on demand as rescue medication for breakthrough pain (IV fentanyl or oral oxycodone
could be substituted for morphine-intolerant subjects). There were 2 co-primary efficacy
endpoints: mean pain intensity on movement time-normalized AUC during the period 0 to 72
hours post-dose and the total IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication
administered over the period 0-72 hours post-surgery.
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Results
A total of 258 subjects were screened, 226 were randomized, and 19 were randomized but not
treated, yielding an ITT population of 203. The reasons for non-treatment included unanticipated
surgical procedures that did not meet protocol requirements, unavailable test drug, cardiac
arrhythmia, investigator decision, and withdrawal of consent. The mean age was 60 years, the
proportion of men and women was roughly equal, and nearly all subjects (>90%) were white.
More than three-quarters of subjects had a BMI >25 kg/m2, and a substantial proportion (nearly
30%) had an ASA physical status classification of III. There were slight imbalances between
treatment groups in sex and ASA classification, with the SABER-Bupivacaine group having
more female subjects and more ASA class III subjects.
The primary pain-reduction endpoint was not met, but the point estimate favored
SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo (0.34 mean reduction in pain intensity [AUC] over 72 hours,
p=0.148), and a pair of prespecified sensitivity analyses did show a modest, statistically
significant analgesic effect over 72 hours in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (Table 8). For the
sensitivity analyses, “opioid rescue” pain scores (collected each time opioid rescue medication
was administered) were removed from the computations, based on concern that their inclusion
might not accurately adjust for the effect of prior opioid use on scheduled pain assessments,
which was their intended purpose.
The primary opioid-use endpoint was also not met, but the point estimate favored
SABER-Bupivacaine relative to placebo (3.0 mg median reduction in IV morphine-equivalent
opioid consumption over 0-72 hours, p=0.5897), consistent with the results of the 2 pivotal
efficacy trials. The median time to first opioid use for the SABER-Bupivacaine group was 0.6
hours and that for the placebo group was 0.5 hours (p=0.8106).
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Table 8.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours, C803-025, Cohort 3, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=126)

SABERPlacebo
(N=77)

Primary analysis (time-normalized AUC 0-72 hours; scheduled scores plus opioid rescue scores)
Mean (SE)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

4.7 (0.16)

4.9 (0.17)

4.8 (0.19)

5.1 (0.23)

[1]

-0.34 (0.233)

95% CI
P-value

-0.80, 0.12
[2]

0.148

Sensitivity analysis (time-normalized AUC 0-72 hours; scheduled scores only)
Mean (SE)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

4.5 (0.18)

4.9 (0.21)

4.6 (0.22)

5.2 (0.26)

[1]

-0.54 (0.264)

95% CI

-1.06, -0.02

P-value [2]

0.043

Sensitivity analysis (MMRM 0-72 hours; scheduled scores only)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference [3]
95% CI
P-value

4.7 (0.15)

5.3 (0.18)
-0.60 (0.18)
-0.93, -0.21

[4]

0.002

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; SD, standard deviation;
SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Based on an ANCOVA model with pooled site and treatment group as factors, and incision
length as a covariate. Missing pain scores were imputed using the methodology described in the
statistical analysis plan.
[2] t-test in an ANCOVA model
[3] Based on an MMRM ANCOVA model with pooled site and treatment group as fixed factors,
incision length as a covariate, subject as a random factor, and time as a repeated measurement
factor. An autoregressive AR(1) covariance matrix is assumed.
[4] t-test in an MMRM model
Sources: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 6.1.1, Table 6.9, and Table 6.10.1.

6.1.5. Supportive study: C803-028, Part 1 (laparoscopic cholecystectomy)
Study design
C803-028 was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group trial consisting of two
sequential parts. Part 1 compared SABER-Bupivacaine with saline placebo and Part 2 compared
SABER-Bupivacaine with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl. Part 1 was terminated early at
approximately 30% enrollment to make way for Part 2, an action taken in response to FDA
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guidance that had not been anticipated at the start of the trial. Part 2, however, suffered from
several irremediable flaws and did not meet the criteria for an AWC trial (see Briefing Book
Section 2.2.2.2, Table 10, and Section 2.3.5 for details).
The primary endpoint result was not formally computed for Part 1 because the experimental
hypothesis had since been modified to support Part 2, in which the control comparator was
changed from saline placebo to bupivacaine HCl and the analysis period was shortened from
0-72 hours to 0-48 hours, and because Part 1, as a result of early termination, was considered
underpowered. For that reason, the efficacy outcomes for Part 1 have been computed in on a post
hoc basis using the analytical methods specified in the original (pre-Part 2) Statistical Analysis
Plan.
C803-028, Part 1 consisted of a screening period of up to 30 days, surgery and administration of
a single dose of investigational product on Day 1, a follow-up phone call on each of Days 2 and
3, and follow-up clinic visits on Days 4, 8, 15, and 29. Subjects underwent elective laparoscopic
cholecystectomy under general endotracheal anesthesia on an outpatient basis. They were
randomized in a 1:1 ratio to receive SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or saline placebo 5 mL instilled
into the laparoscopic port incisions at the close of surgery with a blunt, syringe-tip applicator.
Subjects were discharged home following the procedure. They recorded pain intensity at rest and
on movement (sitting up from a supine position) on an electronic diary at specified intervals
during the first 3 days of recovery (study Days 1-4). They also recorded pain intensity at rest and
on movement at any instance of rescue medication use (rescue pain scores). Intravenous fentanyl
was provided on demand as rescue medication for breakthrough pain during the post-anesthesia
care unit (PACU) stay. Oral immediate-release oxycodone (for moderate-to-severe pain) and
acetaminophen (for mild-to-moderate pain) were provided as rescue medication for home use.
The primary efficacy endpoint in Part 1 was pain intensity on movement measured at scheduled
time points from 0 to 72 hours following test drug administration, adjusted for prior rescue
medication use, and analyzed by a mixed effects ANOVA model of repeated measures
(MMRM). The key secondary efficacy endpoint was the total IV morphine-equivalent dose of
rescue opioids used during 0-72 hours following test drug administration.
Results
A total of 94 subjects were randomized in Part 1. Of these, 2 were not dosed because they
triggered intra-operative exclusion criteria, leaving a total of 92 treated subjects in the modified
ITT (mITT) population. This corresponded to a power of approximately 50% for the primary
efficacy endpoint, based on the original effect-size assumption. The mean age was 43.9 years,
approximately two-thirds of the subjects were female, and 85% were white. There were no
important imbalances between the treatment groups.
For the primary pain endpoint, there was an LS mean reduction in pain intensity on movement of
0.79 in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine over saline placebo that approached statistical significance
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(p=0.069) (Table 9). For the key secondary endpoint, SABER-Bupivacaine demonstrated a
statistically significant 6.9 mg reduction in median IV morphine-equivalent opioid consumption
over 0-72 hours compared with saline placebo (p=0.014) (Table 10). Although both these
endpoint results were obtained on a post hoc basis and for that reason are considered exploratory,
they add to the weight of evidence in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy and suggest that a
positive outcome might have resulted had Part 1 been allowed to progress to completion.
Table 9.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours (post hoc analysis),
C803-028, Part 1, mITT population

Mean (SE) [1]
LS mean (SE)

[1]

LS mean difference

[2]

Saline
placebo
(N=46)

4.38 (0.091)

5.17 (0.107)

4.45 (0.344)

5.23 (0.344)
-0.785 (0.432)

95% CI
P-value for the difference

SABERBupivacaine
(N=46)

-1.631, 0.062
[3]

0.0692

CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SE, standard error
of the mean
[1] Pain measurements adjusted for rescue medication use by the half-life substitution method;
missing values imputed by multiple imputation or, for any subjects discontinuing because
of an AE or lack of efficacy, by WOCF.
[2] Based on a mixed effects repeated measures model with fixed effects for study site, sex,
treatment and two-way interactions, study subject as a random effect, and time as a
repeated factor.
[3] t-test in an MMRM model
Source: C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 7.
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Table 10.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication
taken from 0 to 72 hours after surgery (post hoc analysis), C803-028, Part 1,
ITT population

Min, max, mg
Median, mg
Median difference, mg

Saline
placebo
(N=46)

0.0, 82.5

0.0, 91.2

13.80

21.73

[1]

95% CI
P-value

SABERBupivacaine
(N=46)

-6.9
-14.4, 0.0

[2]

0.0140

ITT, intention to treat; IV, intravenous; CI, confidence interval
[1] Hodges-Lehmann estimates for median difference
[2] Van Elteren test
Source: C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 8.

6.1.6. Supportive study: C803-017 (arthroscopic subacromial decompression)
Study design
This was an international, multi-center, parallel-group, randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled trial to assess postoperative pain and supplemental analgesia use in subjects
undergoing arthroscopic subacromial decompression. The study was approximately 4 weeks in
duration, consisting of a 14-day screening period, a single-dose administration of investigational
product on the day of surgery, and a follow-up period of 14 days. Subjects were randomized in a
2:1 ratio to receive SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or SABER-placebo 5 mL instilled at the close of
surgery into the subacromial space under arthroscopic visualization via a needle inserted through
an existing port incision or through intact skin.
Subacromial decompression for the treatment of impingement syndrome was performed under
general anesthesia. Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (shoulder elevation
to 90 degrees) on an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery.
Intravenous or immediate-release oral morphine was provided upon request as rescue analgesia
for breakthrough pain. Paracetamol (acetaminophen) was not allowed during the first 72 hours
after surgery. There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints: mean pain intensity on movement
time-normalized AUC during the period 0-72 hours post-dose and the total IV morphineequivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the period 0-72 hours postsurgery.
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Results
A total of 80 subjects were screened, 65 were randomized, and 5 were considered ineligible and
not dosed with test drug (1 failed screening exclusion criteria and 4 failed to meet intraoperative
surgical requirements), leaving 60 treated subjects in the mITT population. Following dosing,
one subject withdrew consent, resulting in a total of 59 subjects who completed the study. The
mean age was 47.5 years, just over half the subjects were female, and nearly all (92.5%) were
white. There was a somewhat higher proportion of women than men and a somewhat lower
mean weight and BMI in the SABER-Bupivacaine group compared with the placebo group.
These differences were not likely meaningful.
The primary pain reduction endpoint did not achieve statistical significance; however the point
estimates favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo (0.64 reduction in mean pain intensity
[AUC] over 72 hours, p=0.303), consistent with the results of the 2 pivotal efficacy trials
(Table 11).
The primary opioid-use endpoint also did not reach statistical significance; however, the point
estimate again favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo (10.25 mg mean reduction in IV
morphine-equivalent opioid consumption over 0-72 hours, p=0.303).
Table 11.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 0-72 hours, C803-017,
mITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=40)

SABERPlacebo
(N=20)

Mean (SE)

5.35 (0.30)

5.81 (0.50)

LS mean (SE)

5.33 (0.30)

5.97 (0.50)

LS mean difference [1]
95% CI
P-value

-0.64
-1.74, 0.47

[2]

0.303

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified
intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Analysis of covariance model, with clinical site and treatment group as factors, and age as
a covariate.
[2] t-test in an ANCOVA model, Hochberg-adjusted for simultaneous evaluation of pain and
opioid use
Source: C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.8.1; ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis report, Table 1a (for
the SE of the LS mean).
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6.2. Conclusion: results of individual studies
Of the 6 adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials included in this integrated efficacy
evaluation, 2 demonstrated substantial evidence of analgesic effectiveness: CLIN-803-006-0006,
which examined SABER-Bupivacaine in subjects undergoing inguinal hernia repair (a soft-tissue
surgical model), and BU-002-IM, which examined SABER-Bupivacaine in subjects undergoing
arthroscopic subacromial decompression (an orthopedic surgical model). Both these trials
demonstrated statistically significant and clinically meaningful reductions in mean pain intensity
over 72 hours postoperatively for SABER-Bupivacaine compared with placebo control.
BU-002-IM also showed a significant reduction in postoperative opioid use compared with
placebo, and CLIN-803-006-0006 showed a near-significant reduction in the proportion of
subjects requiring opioids after surgery compared with placebo. The opioid-use findings are
relevant in that they support the primary analgesic outcomes of the 2 studies, based on the
hypothesis that reduced opioid use results from reduced pain and, hence, provides confirmation
of the clinical meaningfulness of the pain relief. The 4 remaining adequate and well-controlled
trials, for reasons discussed above, did not show statistically significant differences in pain
reduction compared with placebo. However, in each study, the point estimates for these
comparisons favored SABER-Bupivacaine, adding to the weight of evidence that SABERBupivacaine administered to the surgical site is effective in producing postoperative analgesia
over an extended period. Although not reaching statistical significance, the postoperative opioid
use among subjects receiving SABER-Bupivacaine was also less than that of patients receiving
placebo in each non-pivotal study.
6.3. Combined results from the adequate and well controlled (AWC) trials
6.3.1. Meta-analysis of pain and opioid use endpoints
A meta-analysis of the 6 AWC trials was performed. The meta-analysis consisted of 2 parts:
first, an examination of the point estimates for 72-hour postoperative pain intensity produced by
each of the 6 AWC trials, and second, an examination of the p-values calculated for each of the
6 AWC trials. Identical computations were also done with the 2 pivotal trials excluded, to
determine whether they exerted an undue influence on the overall results. For the meta-analyses
of point estimates, a fixed-effects estimate was computed subject to a test for homogeneity.
Table 12 and Figure 7 show the results of the meta-analysis of primary pain endpoints.
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Table 12.

Meta-analysis of pain intensity on movement from
0 to 72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population
Estimated treatment difference,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo

Studies analyzed
6 AWC trials
N (combined ITT populations)

600

[1]

-0.57 (0.140)

LS mean (SE)
95% CI

-0.85, -0.30

4 Supportive trials
N (combined ITT populations)

443

[1]

-0.39 (0.160)

LS mean (SE)
95% CI

-0.70, -0.07

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat;
LS, least squares; SE, standard error
[1] Fixed-effects model using the squared reciprocal of the SE as a weight for each
study.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Table 3.

Figure 7.

Meta-analysis of primary pain endpoints: LS mean difference in pain-onmovement scores 0-72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population
N

Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown; 0-10 numeric pain rating scale.
Source: ISE Figure 21.
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For the 6 AWC trials, there was a combined treatment effect relative to placebo control of -0.57,
with a 95% confidence interval that did not span zero (-0.85 to -0.30). The treatment difference
was consistent with those reported in a pair of Cochrane reviews evaluating the effect of
nonopioid systemic analgesics (Gurusamy, 2014) and local analgesics (Loizides, 2014) on
postoperative pain after laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Results from the 4 non-AWC trials,
considered separately, also support the efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine in reducing pain on
movement for 0-72 hours post-treatment.
Figure 8 presents a forest plot of mean pain on movement over 72 hours postoperatively divided
among each of the standard subpopulations age, sex, race, and body mass index (BMI). Point
estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown. All the 95% confidence intervals overlap,
indicating no statistically significant differences between subpopulations. While the point
estimates are largely aligned, the response of subjects >65 years bears explanation, as it is largely
the result of confounding between age and study assignment. It turns out that 80% of the subjects
>65 years old came from a single study (C803-025, Cohort 3; laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy) that itself showed only a small treatment effect for SABER-Bupivacaine compared
with placebo control. So, the point estimate for this group seen in forest plot actually reflects the
lackluster results of this single underlying study rather than a true pharmacologic effect based on
age. A subpopulation analysis performed on the results of study C803-025, Cohort 3 itself,
showed no differences in the primary pain endpoint related to age.
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Figure 8.

Subpopulation analysis for pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours
post-treatment
N
S-B

Placebo

316

202

56

25

217

114

155

113

25

17

347

210

263

156

109

71

Source: ISE Table s 78, 83, 87, and 91.

A meta-analysis of the 72-hour opioid consumption endpoints for the 6 AWC trials and the
4 supportive trials was also performed. Table 13 and Figure 9 present the results of this metaanalysis.
Table 13.

Meta-analysis of total IV morphine-equivalent opioid consumption
from 0 to 72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population

Studies analyzed
6 AWC trials
N (combined ITT populations)
Estimated difference (SE) [1] , mg
95% CI
4 Supportive trials
N (combined ITT populations)
Estimated difference (SE) [1] , mg
95% CI

Estimated treatment difference,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo
600
-5.59 (1.514)
-8.55, -2.62
443
-4.10 (1.955)
-7.93, -0.27

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat;
SE, standard error
[1] Fixed-effects model using the squared reciprocal of an asymptotic approximation
of the SE as a weight for each study.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Table 4.
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Figure 9.

Meta-analysis of primary opioid-use endpoints: median difference in total
morphine-equivalent dose of rescue medication 0-72 hours post-treatment,
AWC trials, ITT population

For the 6 AWC trials, there was a combined reduction in total IV morphine-equivalent opioid
consumption during the first 72 hours after surgery relative to placebo control of -5.59 mg, and a
95% confidence interval that did not span zero (-8.55, -2.62). While only a modest absolute
reduction in opioid use, this result nonetheless supports the presence of an analgesic effect on the
part of SABER-Bupivacaine, as seen in the meta-analysis of primary pain endpoints. For the
4 supportive trials examined collectively, the reduction was 4.10 (95% CI: -7.93 to -0.27).
6.3.2. Effect of SABER-Bupivacaine on the spectrum of postsurgical pain
To gain a better understanding of the effect of SABER-Bupivacaine on the range of all pain
scores from 0 to 10, an analysis was done to determine how frequently each individual pain score
was reported by subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine compared with those treated with
placebo control. All pain scores recorded over 72 hours in the 2 pivotal trials were pooled, and
the percentage of scores reported at each pain intensity by each treatment group was calculated.
A pain intensity score of 0 indicates no pain, a score of 1 to 3 represents “mild” pain, 4 to 6
“moderate” pain, and of 7 to 10 “severe” pain. The outcome of this analyses is shown in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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6.4. Conclusion: combined results from the adequate and well controlled (AWC) trials
Meta-analysis of the primary pain endpoints from the 6 AWC trials indicated a significant
overall effect of decreased postoperative pain favoring SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo. This
finding was supported by a consistent decrease in postoperative opioid medication use among
SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects compared with placebo-treated subjects and an increased
time postoperatively before rescue pain medication was requested. Examination of the effect of
SABER-Bupivacaine on the range of pain severities showed a downward shift relative to placebo
control, with an increased prevalence of mild pain reports and a decreased prevalence of severe
pain reports. Examination of the duration of action of SABER-Bupivacaine suggested that the
design goal of continuous 72-hour postoperative pain reduction had been met.
6.5. Comparison with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl
The clinical development program for SABER-Bupivacaine, as mentioned previously, was not
designed to demonstrate the superiority of SABER-Bupivacaine over immediate-release
bupivacaine HCl. For that reason, there are no adequate and well-controlled comparisons
between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl in the Sponsor’s clinical dataset. There were
2 adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials, BU-001-IM (abdominal hysterectomy) and
BU-002-IM (arthroscopic subacromial decompression) that included a bupivacaine HCl
treatment arm, but the comparisons with bupivacaine HCl were not powered for efficacy and
were prespecified as exploratory. There were 2 trial subparts (C803-025, Cohort 1, laparotomy;
and C803-025, Cohort 2, laparoscopic cholecystectomy) that were bupivacaine HCl controlled,
but these were also not powered for efficacy, were prespecified as exploratory, and were not
considered AWC. Finally, there was a non-AWC trial (C803-028, Part 2, laparoscopic
cholecystectomy) that was bupivacaine HCl controlled, the results of which were considered
unreliable because it suffered from important structural defects (see Briefing Book
Section 2.2.2.2, Table 10, and Section 2.3.5 for details).
As an exploratory exercise, bupivacaine HCl-related data from the above-described studies is
presented here, with the caveat that examination of these data should be undertaken with caution.
Figure 13 shows a meta-analysis of the endpoint comparisons for pain reduction between
SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl for the 5 trials or trial arms described above. The
point estimate (SE) for the overall treatment difference was -0.30 (0.160), and the 95%
confidence interval was just shy of excluding zero (-0.62 to 0.01).
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Meta-analysis of the 6 adequate and well-controlled trials in the clinical program showed a
significant overall reduction in 72-hour mean pain intensity compared with placebo control, as
well as a reduction in 72-hour opioid consumption. SABER-Bupivacaine appeared to exert an
effect on the entire range of pain intensities, decreasing the prevalence of severe pain reports
while increasing the prevalence of mild pain reports relative to placebo. Pooling of data from the
adequate and well-controlled trials yielded sufficient statistical power to test the duration of
action of SABER-Bupivacaine. A significant treatment difference between SABER-Bupivacaine
and placebo was seen at all but one measurement point during the 72-hour assessment period,
suggesting a 72-hour duration of action.
There were no adequate and well-controlled studies in the clinical program comparing SABERBupivacaine with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl. Exploratory analyses of data from 5
bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies that were not adequate and well controlled suggest that
SABER-Bupivacaine may provide analgesic benefit over bupivacaine HCl, and in any event, is
at least as efficacious as the immediate-release formulation.

7. Safety
Fourteen clinical studies in total, both exploratory and adequate and well-controlled, have been
conducted to investigate the safety of SABER-Bupivacaine in its current formulation. The
studies used a variety of study designs, comparator treatments, safety assessment procedures,
surgical models, and methods of study drug administration. The studies used differing methods
for eliciting patient symptoms, which has led to reporting rates for adverse events that may have
been biased by the method used. For example, in some studies, certain adverse events were
solicited by investigators — that is, subjects reported them in response to specific queries from
the investigators (e.g., “Have you had any nausea today?”). In other studies, the very same
adverse events were reported spontaneously — that is, subjects reported them in response to
nonspecific inquiries such as “Have you had any bothersome symptoms today?” As a rule, the
reporting rate for solicited symptoms is higher than that for spontaneously-reported symptoms,
and care must be taken to consider solicited and spontaneously-reported adverse events
separately, so that confounding between incidence rates and study assignment can be avoided.
Table 14 provides details on safety data collection for the different studies.
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Table 14.

Overview of safety data collection for SABER-Bupivacaine clinical studies

Study reference
number

Final
Formulation
Yes

Randomized
Controlled
Trial?
No

Bupivacaine
Control?
No

Solicited
Symptoms?
No

pK Data
N/A

Electrocardiographic
data collection
No ECG data were collected after
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment

Safety
Subjects
5*

005-0008

Ph
I

004-0001

II

Yes

No

Yes

No

All, D1+

Screening and as needed after surgery

81

004-0009

II

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

24 subjects

Screening and as needed after surgery

42

005-0002

II

Yes

No

No

Screening and as needed after surgery
Periodic assessment (Cohort 2 only)

21

005-0006

II

Yes

Yes

No

9 blinded
+ 14 unblinded

Screening and post treatment as
indicated

106

005-0007

II

Yes

No

No

Symptoms were
collected by the mBPI.**
Reported symptoms were
included as adverse
events (AEs)

All, D1+

12

Screening only

12

005-0010

II

Yes

Yes

No

None

Screening and post treatment as
indicated

89

006-0006

II

Yes

Yes

No

32 subjects

Screening and post treatment, as
indicated (24 hour Holter
monitoring at 2 centers)

123

BU-001-IM

II

Yes

Yes

Yes

All, D1+

Periodically to 72 hours post treatment

114

BU-002-IM

II

Yes

Yes

Yes

OR SDS*** (diary) and
mPADSS† (investigator)
Reporting diary
symptoms as AEs was
not required

All, D1+

Periodically to 72 hours post treatment

107

803-017/803-017e

II

Yes

Yes

No

Pre-specified symptoms
by electronic diary were
to be reported as AEs

NA

Screening only

60

803-025, Cohort 1 & 2

III

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

All, D1+

803-025, Cohort 3

III

Yes

Yes

No

No

All, D1+

24 hour baseline plus 72 hours post
treatment Holter monitoring

207

98

803-027

II

Yes

No

No

No

NA

Study entry and exit

10

803-028, Part 1

III

Yes

Yes

No

None

Study entry and exit

90

803-028, Part 2

III

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pre-specified symptoms
by electronic diary were
to be reported as AEs

None

* Five subjects were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine in the third and final arm of the crossover trial. ** Modified Brief Pain Inventory
*** Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale † Modified Post-Anaesthetic Discharge Scoring System
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Based upon the initial reporting by the Sponsor, which did not accurately distinguish solicited
from spontaneously-reported adverse events, and which was also compiled from a safety
database that contained a relatively small number of subjects who had been treated with a
non-vehicle control, FDA prepared a Complete Response Letter (CRL) that raised 3 specific
questions about the safety of the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation:
a. There were adverse events related to the shoulder joint and surrounding tissues in
subjects who underwent follow-up assessments at 18 months after their arthroscopic
subacromial decompression surgery. There were insufficient data due to the limited
number of subjects and the lack of an appropriate comparator to permit a determination
of whether SABER-bupivacaine causes adverse reactions affecting the joint or the
surrounding structures to a clinically relevant greater extent than either bupivacaine HCl
or a non-SABER containing placebo.
To resolve this issue, which was based on a concern that SABER-Bupivacaine could cause
chondrolysis of the glenohumeral (shoulder) joint, a potentially devastating complication, a new
independent, blinded, central reading of the baseline and 18-month MRI images from the
shoulder arthroscopy trial (C803-017e) referenced in the CRL was conducted. In addition, the
baseline and 6-month physical examination and MRI data from the BU-002-IM shoulder
arthroscopy shoulder trial were carefully reviewed and re-analyzed. And finally, a 10-year
written follow-up survey of the investigators participating in the 2-week CLIN005-0006 shoulder
arthroscopy trial seeking any reports of chondrolysis among the study subjects was also
conducted. All 3 of these exercises produced no evidence among the treated subjects of
chondrolysis or any other abnormality of the shoulder joint or surrounding soft tissues that was
not pre-existing or an expected result of the surgical procedure.
b. The risk of bruising, hematoma, pruritus, and dehiscence occurred following
administration of SABER-containing products (SABER-bupivacaine and SABER-placebo)
substantially more often than following administration of bupivacaine HCl. There were
insufficient data to determine whether the risk is greater with SABER-bupivacaine than
for either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo following the surgical
procedures studied and whether the risk was greater with only certain surgical
procedures.
To resolve this issue, the Sponsor conducted a new Phase 3 clinical trial (the PERSIST trial;
C803-028; laparoscopic cholecystectomy) to examine in a detailed, structured manner the risk of
the specific wound-related complications noted in the CRL, when compared with saline placebo
and bupivacaine HCl, two non-vehicle (“non-SABER containing”) controls. In addition, the
Sponsor exhaustively reviewed and re-analyzed the safety data from previous trials and
integrated them with new data from the PERSIST trial. The updated analyses did not reveal
evidence of a safety signal for clinically relevant wound-related complications among subjects
treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, with the exception of peri-incisional bruising, a common,
self-resolving, post-surgical phenomenon.
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c. There was a marked increased risk of neurologically related adverse events, i.e.,
dizziness, dysgeusia, headache, hypoesthesia, paresthesia, and somnolence, which
occurred with substantially greater frequency following administration of SABERcontaining products compared to bupivacaine HCl. There were insufficient data to
determine whether the risk is greater with SABER-bupivacaine than for either
bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo following each of the surgical
procedures studied and clinical impact of these reactions, e.g., whether they delayed
discharge from the post-anesthesia care unit or affected time to ambulation.
To resolve this issue, the Sponsor examined 10 specific symptoms of interest to FDA (including
the 6 mentioned in the CRL) as part of the newly conducted PERSIST trial, which used the nonvehicle (“non-SABER containing”) controls saline and bupivacaine HCl. The PERSIST trial
more than doubled the number of evaluable bupivacaine HCl-treated patients in the integrated
safety dataset. Re-analysis of the neurologically-related adverse event data after completion of
the PERSIST trial, with care taken to separate solicited from spontaneously-reported adverse
events, yielded no evidence of a meaningful imbalance in the incidence of neurologically-related
adverse events with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
The Sponsor believes that the actions it undertook adequately address the safety concerns raised
by the FDA in its previous Complete Response Letter. Specifically, newly developed safety data
from 3 shoulder arthroscopy studies resolve the issue of adverse events related to the shoulder
joint, and newly developed safety data from the PERSIST trial, which employed non-SABER
containing controls and examined the specific safety concerns raised by FDA, resolve the issues
of wound-related complications and neurological adverse events.
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7.1. Adverse event profile
A summary of deaths and serious treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) is presented in
Table 15.
Table 15.

Deaths and serious treatment-emergent adverse events
Trials with
Bupivacaine HCl control
SABERBupivacaine HCl
Bupivacaine
50-150 mg
(N=321)
(N=242)

Trials with
Placebo* control
SABERBupivacaine
Placebo
(N=342)
(N=216)
98%
97%

Any TEAE

85%

90%

Any serious TEAE

7%

5%

6%

8%

Any severe TEAE

10%

7%

10%

12%

Any TEAE leading to
discontinuation

0%

1%

0%

0%

0

0

1

0

Death
* Placebo = SABER vehicle

Source: ISS Table 53 and Table 54.

There was 1 death in the clinical program. An 82 year-old man treated with SABER-Bupivacaine
who had a history of Parkinson’s disease-related gut dysmotility that had progressed to
megacolon died 40 days after laparoscopically-assisted colectomy from an unresolved ileus. His
death was judged unrelated to the study drug.
The following tables summarize the incidence of TEAEs in the clinical program as a whole.
Table 16 and Table 17 present spontaneously-reported and solicited TEAEs, respectively, from
trials that were bupivacaine HCl controlled. Table 18 and Table 19 present spontaneouslyreported and solicited TEAEs, respectively, from trials that were placebo controlled. Note that 2
trials (BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM) had both bupivacaine and placebo controls. To maximize
the number of bupivacaine HCl control subjects for comparison, these trials were assigned to the
set of bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials. Note also that the 46 subjects from the PERSIST trial
who were treated with saline placebo were omitted from the placebo group in the placebocontrolled trials to avoid confounding with the much larger group of subjects (N=216) who were
treated with vehicle control.
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Table 16.

TEAEs spontaneously-reported in bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies,
incidence ≥5% in either treatment group
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

Post-procedural contusion

202 (62.9%)

119 (49.2%)

Nausea

85 (26.5%)

79 (32.6%)

Vomiting

38 (11.8%)

27 (11.2%)

Procedural pain

34 (10.6%)

37 (15.3%)

Headache

34 (10.6%)

16 (6.6%)

Constipation

27 (8.4%)

22 (9.1%)

Dizziness

27 (8.4%)

21 (8.7%)

Pyrexia

22 (6.9%)

17 (7.0%)

Diarrhoea

19 (5.9%)

11 (4.5%)

Somnolence

18 (5.6%)

16 (6.6%)

Dysgeusia

17 (5.3%)

10 (4.1%)

Back pain

8 (2.5%)

17 (7.0%)

Preferred Term, n (%)

Table 17.

TEAEs solicited in bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies, incidence
≥5% in either treatment group
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

Somnolence

76 (23.7%)

66 (27.3%)

Constipation

65 (20.2%)

58 (24.0%)

Headache

53 (16.5%)

49 (20.2%)

Nausea

47 (14.6%)

50 (20.7%)

Dizziness

44 (13.7%)

43 (17.8%)

Dysgeusia

31 (9.7%)

24 (9.9%)

Pruritus

31 (9.7%)

27 (11.2%)

Paraesthesia

20 (6.2%)

21 (8.7%)

Vomiting

16 (5.0%)

20 (8.3%)

Preferred Term, n (%)

Among the spontaneously-reported TEAEs with incidence ≥5% in bupivacaine HCl-controlled
trials, there was a markedly higher incidence of post-procedural contusion (peri-incisional
bruising) in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group than the bupivacaine HCl group. This
particular adverse event will be discussed in detail in Section 7.3.1, below. There was a lower
incidence of nausea, procedural pain, and back pain, and a higher incidence of headaches in the
SABER-Bupivacaine group. Among the solicited TEAEs with incidence ≥5% in bupivacaine
HCl-controlled trials, there was a lower incidence of all TEAEs in the SABER-Bupivacaine
treatment group than the bupivacaine HCl group.
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Table 18.

TEAEs spontaneously-reported in placebo-controlled studies, incidence
≥5% in either treatment group
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)

Vehicle control
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)

Nausea

146 (42.7%)

90 (41.7%)

Post-procedural contusion

81 (23.7%)

46 (21.3%)

Headache

51 (14.9%)

40 (18.5%)

Vomiting

50 (14.6%)

25 (11.6%)

Somnolence

43 (12.6%)

39 (18.1%)

Dizziness

43 (12.6%)

30 (13.9%)

Constipation

39 (11.4%)

22 (10.2%)

Pyrexia

27 (7.9%)

19 (8.8%)

Pruritus

23 (6.7%)

16 (7.4%)

Diarrhoea

23 (6.7%)

13 (6.0%)

Incision site erythema

22 (6.4%)

13 (6.0%)

Abdominal distension

19 (5.6%)

14 (6.5%)

Bradycardia

18 (5.3%)

7 (3.2%)

Post procedural discharge

17 (5.0%)

9 (4.2%)

Insomnia

17 (5.0%)

9 (4.2%)

Back pain

14 (4.1%)

15 (6.9%)

Hypokalemia

14 (4.1%)

12 (5.6%)

Dysgeusia

8 (2.3%)

11 (5.1%)

Preferred Term, n (%)

Table 19.

TEAEs solicited in placebo-controlled studies, incidence
≥5% in either treatment group
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)

Vehicle control
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)

Constipation

83 (24.3%)

54 (25.0%)

Somnolence

74 (21.6%)

54 (25.0%)

Pruritus

59 (17.3%)

37 (17.1%)

Dizziness

54 (15.8%)

38 (17.6%)

Nausea

47 (13.7%)

34 (15.7%)

Tinnitus

25 (7.3%)

14 (6.5%)

Dysgeusia

24 (7.0%)

18 (8.3%)

Paraesthesia

19 (5.6%)

14 (6.5%)

Vomiting

16 (4.7%)

9 (4.2%)

Preferred Term, n (%)
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Among the spontaneously-reported TEAEs with incidence ≥5% in placebo-controlled trials, the
incidence of TEAEs in the 2 groups was similar. There slightly few headaches and less
somnolence in the SABER-Bupivacaine group than the vehicle-control group and slightly more
vomiting. The incidence of solicited TEAEs was also similar between groups, with a slightly
lower incidence of somnolence in the SABER-Bupivacaine group.
Overall, there was no clear pattern among the spontaneously-reported and solicited TEAEs seen
in SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects, bupivacaine HCl-treated subjects, or placebo-treated
subjects to suggest a safety signal of clinical concern. There was a higher incidence of postprocedural contusion (peri-incisional bruising) among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects that
bupivacaine HCl-treated subjects, which is discussed below in Section 7.3.1.
7.2. Chondrolysis and adverse events related to the shoulder joint
Three trials with SABER-Bupivacaine in arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery were
conducted. Each trial contributes critical safety data that together provide compelling evidence
regarding the lack of drug-induced injury to the shoulder joint and surrounding tissues when
patients were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. Table 20 summarizes the important features of
the three shoulder trials.
Table 20.

Summary of DURECT-sponsored therapeutic trials in shoulder surgery
Number of patients treated with
subacromial drug

Trial Number /
Location /
Start-Stop Dates

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

SABERPlacebo
5 mL

Bupivacaine
HCl
50 mg

Duration
of
Followup

Follow-up
Assessments

Surgery

Rotator cuff repair,
subacromial
AE, PE, labs
decompression,
labral repair, or
biceps tendon repair
Subacromial
decompression
MRI, AE, PE, pain
without major
rotator cuff tears
MRI,
Subacromial
shoulder function, decompression with
wound healing
intact rotator cuff

CLIN-005-0006
US & NZ
2006-2007

62 [1]

44 [2]

0

14 days

C803-017
Australia & NZ
2008-2009

40

20

0

18
months

BU-002-IM
Europe
2009-2010

53

25

29

6 months

Total

155

89

29

Overall Total = 273 Patients

[1] 3 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-Bupivacaine
[2] 4 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-placebo
Source: Clinical study reports
BU-002-IM and C803-017– AWC trials

Chondrolysis is a profound degradation of the articular cartilage of the shoulder that results in
pain and loss of function, and may be caused by high-flow infusion of bupivacaine directly into
the joint capsule. It was rarely seen before the widespread use of pain pumps that were capable
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of infusing sustained high concentrations (0.5%) of bupivacaine for prolonged periods directly
into the intra-articular space (Matsen and Papadonikolakis, 2013). In the 3 shoulder studies
described above, SABER-Bupivacaine was instilled into the subacromial space under direct
vision with the arthroscope to ensure that only the subacromial space was exposed to drug.
Unlike intra-articular administration, subacromial infusion of bupivacaine is safe and has not
resulted in chondrolysis (Busfield et al, 2014). The subacromial space is separated from the
glenohumeral joint by two anatomical barriers: the supraspinatus muscle and tendon, and the
joint capsule of the glenohumeral joint, which together can be over 2 cm thick. Passive diffusion
over this anatomical barrier would reduce the concentration of bupivacaine reaching the
glenohumeral joint by several orders of magnitude (Sendelbeck and Urquhart, 1985; Kroin and
Penn, 1982; Kasamatsu et al, 1981).
7.2.1. Blinded reading of MRI images from study C803-017
Shoulder MRIs were obtained at baseline and 18 months in the shoulder arthroscopy study
C803-017. These images had previously been read locally at the individual study sites. Based on
advice from the FDA, the baseline and 18-month MRI images from C803-017 and the safety
extension study C803-017e were collected and centrally read by a musculoskeletal radiologist
expert in MRI interpretation, who was blinded to the underlying purpose of the reading and to
the study drug assignment. Of the 29 SABER-Bupivacaine patients who had MRI examinations
at the 18-month follow-up study, 27 of the original MRI image files were obtained. Of the 14
SABER-placebo patients who had MRI examinations at the 18-month follow-up study, all 14
MRI image files were retrieved. For each patient, the pre-operative and postoperative images
were read side by side on two screens. A detailed scoring template was used to grade a total of
38 individual anatomical features in the shoulder images. Seven regions of interest (ROI) were
defined: (1) acromioclavicular joint, (2) bodies of muscles of the rotator cuff, (3) bursa and soft
tissue, (4) coracoid, (5) glenohumeral joint and humeral head, (6) rotator cuff and labrum, and
(7) subacromial space–acromion. Thus, all areas of FDA concern for assessment of postoperative
healing, along with any effects of SABER-Bupivacaine on the shoulder joint and surrounding
soft tissue were completely examined in this central MRI evaluation.
After the radiologist had completed the blinded reading of all images, an orthopedic surgeon
expert in shoulder surgery and MRI interpretation participated in a joint reading session with the
radiologist to add clinical context to the radiologist’s finding. The verbatim summary of their
joint report was as follows:
Overall, this staged reading process led to the following conclusions:
•

No unexpected injuries or findings

•

Prevalent findings that did not show change on the post-operative [images]

•

All changes noted on the images were characterized as related to surgery or
to natural progression of an underlying disease or condition
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- Majority were related to the acromioclavicular joint and bursitis
- In a limited number of cases, there were changes in the rotator cuff that
were related to surgical debridement
- In particular, there were no cartilage or bone lesions identified that
would be of concern.
There was no evidence in the MRI studies of any treatment-related injury to the shoulder
cartilage, either on the humeral head or on the glenoid. Nor was there evidence of any
unexpected changes abnormalities of the tissues surrounding the shoulder joint. Of two positive
MRI findings at 18 months related to the glenohumeral joint, moderate thinning of humeral head
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
cartilage (patient
) and presence of a focal defect on the glenoid cartilage (patient
),
both were also present at baseline, indicating they were not due to surgery or to study drug
treatment.
The few positive MRI findings that were unrelated to the glenohumeral joint were sporadic and
affected both treatment groups. Several were apparent only at baseline and several were apparent
both at baseline and at 18-month follow-up. There was no consistent pattern to the MRI findings
to indicate that treatment with either SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-placebo caused any
healing abnormalities or injuries to the shoulder joint or the surrounding tissues.
Consistent with the MRI findings, the 18-month follow-up physical examinations of the treated
shoulders did not reveal any evidence of treatment-related injury to the treated shoulders.
Likewise, 3 shoulder-related adverse events that were reported at the 18-month follow-up visit
had no plausible causal relationship to study drug administration: 2 occurred in placebo-treated
subjects, and the third (“degenerative cartilage disease”) was a misreporting of a relatively
(b) (6)
benign biopsy finding (see narrative below for subject
).
During the FDA review of the C803-017e data presented in the original NDA, 3 subjects were
regarded by the reviewers as cases of possible post-arthroscopic glenohumeral chondrolysis
(PAGCL).
(b) (6)

Subject
was a 66 year-old male who had a history of repeated trauma to his right shoulder
due to a motor vehicle accident and a subsequent fall. He underwent surgery in the C803-017 trial
and was treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. He completed the trial normally without complications,
but the surgery did not completely resolve all of his shoulder symptoms. At the 18-month follow-up,
his right shoulder was still painful, with a limited range of motion.
(b) (6)

Subject
was a 30 year-old male who had a motor vehicle accident that injured his right
shoulder. He was treated for a frozen shoulder prior to enrolling in the C803-017 trial. He underwent
(b) (6)
right shoulder subacromial decompression surgery on
, was treated with SABERplacebo, and completed the trial without complications, albeit with continuing shoulder pain. On
(b) (6)
he underwent repeat shoulder surgery for persistent symptoms. He attended the
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18-month follow-up visit on 2 April 2010, where he still had shoulder pain and limited range of
motion.
(b) (6)

Subject
was a 27 year-old female treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. She did not benefit from
the first arthroscopic surgery in the C803-017 trial and underwent a second arthroscopic surgery
about 15 months after the index surgery. The investigator took it upon himself to take a small biopsy
from the non-articular glenoid margin for “scientific purposes” as the patient had participated in a
clinical trial (i.e., C803-017). There was no visible pathology at the biopsy site. The pathology report
of the biopsy specimen was reported as “mild degenerative change.” In spite of the incidental nature
of the biopsy and the unremarkable pathology finding, the investigator incorrectly reported the
biopsy finding as a serious adverse event (“degenerative cartilage disease”). After MedDRA coding,
this SAE was reported in the original ISS as “chondropathy,” which the FDA reviewers erroneously
concluded was a case of chondrolysis. At the 18-month examination in the C803-017e study, the
patient was pain-free and had a normal shoulder examination.

All 3 of these patients of FDA interest had a complete set of MRI images available for the central
reading. As the reading was completely blinded, no information was provided to the radiologist
that there was anything special about these 3 patients. A summary of all of the centrally-read
MRI data for the 3 patients of interest is provided in Section 3.1.4, Table 92 of the full Briefing
Book.
(b) (6)

There was a single finding of moderate humeral head cartilage thinning (patient
) that was
unchanged from the baseline examination. No other notable findings related to the glenohumeral
joint were observed in any of the MRI studies of the 3 subjects.
(b) (6)

Physical examination at 18-months showed that patient
was pain free, with a normal
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
range of motion and no impingement sign. Patients
and
continued to have
shoulder pain, did not have a full range of motion, and still had a positive impingement sign. The
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
lack of clinical benefit for patients
and
cannot be construed as evidence of a study
drug-related healing abnormality, as it is common for patients undergoing arthroscopic
subacromial decompression surgery not to be completely cured of their presenting symptoms
(Beard, 2018; Schreurs, 2018).
In conclusion, the central, blinded reading of the MRI images from C803-017 did not detect any
unexpected pathology or any evidence of study-drug related injury to the treated shoulders,
including those of the 3 subjects of FDA concern.
7.2.2. Review of 6-month safety data from study BU-002-IM
The BU-002-IM trial provided considerable safety data; it more than doubled the number of
subjects (103) with long-term follow-up data compared with the C803-017e trial (47). In
addition, the BU-002-IM trial included a non-SABER control group (bupivacaine HCl). The
6-month follow-up was prospectively planned, and the MRI images were centrally read by an
experienced radiologist who followed a defined image analysis protocol. The physical
examination of the operated shoulders used a well-established structured scoring system, the
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Constant-Murley score, to rate the physical function of the shoulder. The intact rotator cuff
required by the study protocol provided an effective anatomical barrier separating the
subacromial space from the glenohumeral joint, and the study drug was instilled into the
subacromial space under direct vision with an arthroscope. Thus, there was no possibility of the
study drug gaining access to the glenohumeral joint.
Based on both physical examination and MRI assessment of the shoulder 6 months after
treatment (101 of 103 subjects), there was no evidence of chondrolysis or new-onset cartilage
loss, and the surgical incisions had healed as expected in all subjects. Constant-Murley scores
were nearly identical for the 3 treatment groups at 6-month follow-up. Seven subjects (5 treated
with SABER-Bupivacaine and 2 with vehicle-control) had 6-month Constant-Murley scores that
had decreased from baseline, and per-protocol, the MRIs of these subjects were reviewed for
pathology that could explain the decrease in shoulder function. In 2 of the subjects, there was
evidence of acromioclavicular osteoarthritis and sub-deltoid inflammation, respectively, that
could explain the lower scores; however, in the other 5 subjects, no explanatory MRI findings
were evident. Reduced shoulder function can be expected in 10% to 13% of patients after
subacromial decompression (Patel, 1999) and should not be construed as an effect of the study drug.
7.2.3. Survey of investigators in study CLIN-005-0006
CLIN-005-0006, earliest of the 3 shoulder surgery trials, studied 62 SABER-Bupivacaine and 44
SABER-placebo patients who underwent arthroscopic shoulder surgery. The study design did not
require pre- or post-surgical MRI examinations and had only a 14 day post-surgery follow-up
examination. In an effort to obtain long-term follow-up on patients participating in this study, all
of the original investigators were contacted by telephone to inquire whether any of the treated
subjects had developed chondrolysis in the operated shoulder. Following FDA guidance, the
results of this telephone survey were confirmed by a subsequent written survey, conducted
approximately 10 years after completion of the study. Long-term follow-up information was
obtained for each of the 106 subjects who had been enrolled and treated in the CLIN005-0006
trial. Investigators reported that none of the patients who participated in the trial had developed
chondrolysis during the follow-up period. No other adverse outcomes were mentioned by any of
the investigators.
7.2.4. Conclusion: chondrolysis and adverse events related to the shoulder joint
The totality of data for the 3 shoulder surgery trials show that there are sufficient data to allow an
assessment of the benefit-risk ratio of SABER-Bupivacaine in shoulder surgery. A total of 273
patients were studied in the 3 trials, 155 of whom were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. A
thorough review of the literature on the occurrence of postarthroscopic glenohumeral
chondrolysis (PAGCL) provided good evidence from multiple studies that the subacromial
administration of bupivacaine HCl does not result in any injury to the glenohumeral cartilage.
Published data (Matsen, 2013; Busfield, 2014) show that bupivacaine administered into the
subacromial space does not diffuse or seep into the glenohumeral joint in sufficient
concentrations to cause harm to the glenohumeral cartilage. This is in contrast to patients treated
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with intra-articular infusions of high-dose bupivacaine HCl, among whom symptoms of PAGCL
can occur as early as 2 months after treatment, with most symptoms detected within 3 to 5
months.
Data from the three arthroscopic shoulder surgery trials show that SABER-Bupivacaine instilled
into the subacromial space does not cause any identifiable harm to local tissues that can be
discerned from MRI examinations or physical examinations of the treated shoulders. Likewise,
there is good data from the surgical literature showing that the subacromial administration of
bupivacaine is a safe and effective way to treat post-arthroscopic shoulder pain.
7.3. Wound-related complications (bruising, hematoma, pruritus, dehiscence)
The FDA requested further analysis related to the incidence and risk of bruising, hematoma,
pruritus, and dehiscence following administration of SABER-containing products (SABERBupivacaine and SABER-placebo) versus bupivacaine HCl. At the time of the initial NDA
submission, the reviewers felt that there were insufficient data for the FDA to assess those risks
with SABER-Bupivacaine compared with either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing
placebo. The PERSIST (C803-028) trial in laparoscopic cholecystectomy was designed and
conducted to address the FDA’s request by carefully evaluating surgical site complications and
wound healing. The PERSIST trial included non-SABER controls (normal saline and
bupivacaine HCl), more than doubling the number of non-SABER control subjects available for
analysis. The increased number of non-SABER controls allowed a more robust assessment of the
risk of wound healing complications to be included the Sponsor’s response to the Agency’s
Complete Response Letter, particularly with regard to the comparison between SABERBupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl.
At each clinic visit in the PERSIST trial, a blinded, medically trained evaluator examined each of
the surgical incisions for the presence or absence of any of 6 prospectively defined surgical site
complications of interest: peri-incisional bruising, wound hematoma, wound dehiscence, surgical
site infection, surgical site bleeding, and drainage from the surgical incision. Each incision was
examined prior to discharge from the surgical facility on the day of surgery and again on study
Days 4, 8, 15, and 30. At the request of the FDA, an additional Day 60 examination was added
for the last 90 enrolled subjects to detect any late-occurring complications (none were observed).
Previous clinical trials of SABER-Bupivacaine in postsurgical analgesia included assessments
for normal or abnormal healing of the surgical incisions during and at the end of the primary
14-day study period (and some at the 3-, 6-, and 18-month safety follow-ups), but none had
serially assessed these 6 complications of interest in a carefully structured manner over a 1- to
2-month period after surgery.
7.3.1. Bruising
Bruising is caused by extravasation of red blood cells, resulting in the discoloration of
subcutaneous tissue. It is commonly encountered in surgical procedures, with an incidence of up
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Peri-incisional bruising is a common postoperative finding after surgery. The SABER
formulation, which provides prolonged release of bupivacaine at the surgical site, is associated
with more frequent and greater extent of bruising than non-SABER controls, and physiological
and pharmacological mechanisms (e.g., bupivacaine- and/or benzyl alcohol-induced vasodilation
and inhibition of hemostasis) have been proposed to explain this effect. The peri-incisional
bruises associated with SABER-Bupivacaine-treated incisions in clinical trials have resolved at
the same rate as bruises associated with the non-SABER controls saline placebo and bupivacaine
HCl. Surgical wounds showing evidence of bruising healed normally and without sequelae, and
histological examination of bruised cutaneous tissue revealed no concerning pathology. Because
of its physical characteristics, bruising can be readily distinguished from the more serious
complications of infection and hematoma.
7.3.2. Hematoma
A hematoma is defined as a collection of blood and clot in the surgical incision or surrounding
tissues. It is almost always caused by imperfect surgical hemostasis, and the risk is higher in
patients being treated with antithrombotic agents such as low molecular weight heparin for the
prophylaxis of DVT. Wound hematomas produce elevation and discoloration of the wound
edges, with swelling and discomfort. Treatment consists of evacuation of the clot, achievement
of hemostasis as needed, and reclosure of the wound (Doherty, 2015).
Table 21 summarizes the published incidences of incision site hematoma for a variety of surgical
procedures. The incidence of wound hematomas reported in the surgical literature ranges from
2.4% to 10%. The incidence of incision-site hematoma in the SABER-Bupivacaine studies,
which ranged from 0% to 3.4% in bupivacaine HCl controlled trials, and from 2.8% to 6.8% in
SABER-placebo controlled trials, was well within the published rates for similar surgical
incisions. The incidence of incision site hematomas requiring intervention (i.e., drainage), at
0.45% to 1.12%, was far lower. Only 1 out of 5 wound hematomas were significant enough to
require evacuation, and the rate was not imbalanced between treatment groups, suggesting that
surgeons did not mistake peri-incisional bruising for more serious wound hematomas. Likewise,
there were no reports from surgeons that severe bruising had masked cases of incisional
hematoma that went on to require surgical intervention.
Table 21:

Published Wound Hematoma Rates

Surgical Procedure
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

Reported Rate of
Wound Hematoma
2.9%

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

3.7% - 6.0%

Cheng et al, 2013

Abdominal surgery

4.4% - 7.7%

Kakkar et al, 1997

Laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair
Cesarean section

5.1%
4.7% - 6.9%

Reference
Pan et al, 2013

Panton and Panton, 1994
Nuthalapaty et al, 2013

Open inguinal hernia repair

5% - 10%

Stucky et al, 2015

Open inguinal hernia repair

2.4%

Zhang et al, 2013

Reduction mammoplasty
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The MedDRA mapping of adverse events in the safety dataset was completely reviewed, to
ensure that reports of “hematoma” were mapped to preferred terms consistent with the physical
characteristics of the events reported, as investigators in trials preceding C803-028 had used a
wide variety of terms to describe wound-related adverse events. Reports of “hematoma” that
more properly described peri-incisional bruising were differentiated from true incision site
hematomas, which were matched to a standardized clinical description of wound hematoma
developed for study C803-028.
There were no meaningful imbalances in the incidence of incision site hematomas between the
treatment groups in either the bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials or the placebo-controlled trials.
Although more hematomas were reported among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients than
bupivacaine HCl-treated patients in the former dataset, only 2 of the 14 subjects with hematomas
required intervention, and both of these were in the bupivacaine HCl group. For the bupivacaine
HCl-controlled trials and placebo-controlled trials combined, 80% of reported hematomas did
not require treatment. A total of 8 hematomas were treated with drainage on an outpatient basis,
and the incidence of these clinically important hematomas was not imbalanced between
treatment groups (Table 22). The overall incidence of incision site hematomas among SABERtreated patients was well within the expected incidence from the surgical literature. Based on
these findings, incision site hematoma does not appear to be a safety signal associated with
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
Table 22:

Subjects with hematomas requiring surgical drainage (bupivacaine-controlled
trials and placebo-controlled trials combined)
Number of Patients
with Drained
Hematoma

Number of
Subjects in
Treatment Group

% Incidence

Bupivacaine HCl 50-150 mg

2

242

0.83%

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

3

663

0.45%

SABER-placebo 5 mL

3

268

1.12%

SABER formulation (active or placebo)

6

931

0.64%

Study Treatment

Source: ADAE dataset and ISS Disposition Table 1.1

7.3.3. Pruritus
In its Complete Response Letter, the FDA was concerned that “the risk of bruising, hematoma,
pruritus, and dehiscence occurred following administration of SABER-containing products
(SABER-Bupivacaine and SABER-placebo) substantially more often than following
administration of bupivacaine HCl.” With regard to pruritus, the referenced imbalance was an
artifactual one that resulted from the Sponsor’s mixing of spontaneously-reported events
collected in bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials with solicited events collected in SABER-placebo
controlled trials. The resulting confounding of AE collection method with subject study
assignment could have been avoided by a more careful presentation of the data by the Sponsor.
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The resubmitted ISS has carefully separated AEs into those that were solicited via questionnaire
on a paper or electronic diary (LogPad) and those that were spontaneously reported without
specific prompting. Moreover, care was taken to identify which reports of pruritus were surgical
site-related and which referred to nonspecific or generalized pruritus. Review of the ISS safety
dataset showed that over 90% of occurrences of pruritus reported as TEAEs were not related
specifically to the incision but instead specified no particular anatomical site or an anatomical
site that was distant from the surgical site. Any AE reports of pruritus localized to or associated
directly with an incision were coded as “incision site pruritus.”
Pruritus is a common perioperative symptom. For example, it is often reported after the infusion
of intravenous opioids given for postoperative pain control, with an incidence ranging from 10%
to 50% (Ganesh, 2007). However, there is no evidence to suggest that the administration of
either bupivacaine (Reich, 2009) or SABER-Bupivacaine causes increased pruritus. Histological
examination of cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues adjacent to the SABER-Bupivacaine depot in
C803-027 did not reveal the presence of mast cells, eosinophils, or other indicators of a
hypersensitivity reaction that could cause pruritus.
With the separation of adverse events in the resubmitted ISS into those solicited on patient
diaries and those that were spontaneously reported, and the further separation into those that
were related to the incision site and those that were distant or nonspecific, there is no evidence of
an excess of pruritus reports among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients compared with
bupivacaine HCl-treated controls (Table 23).
Table 23:

Incidence of pruritus in bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials
SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

4 (1.2%)

8 (3.3%)

Solicited

31 (9.7%)

27 (11.2%)

Spontaneously reported

11 (3.4%)

11 (4.5%)

At incision site, n (%)
Nonspecific location n (%)

Source: ISS Tables 32, 33, and 34.

7.3.4. Wound Dehiscence
The PERSIST trial (C803-028) was specifically designed to evaluate the incidence of wound
dehiscence in SABER-Bupivacaine treated subjects compared with equal numbers of nonSABER (saline placebo and bupivacaine HCl) control subjects. Compared with the longer
incisions studied in previous SABER-Bupivacaine trials, the relatively small incisions in
laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgery resulted in a much higher local exposure to test drug,
providing a robust test of the effect of SABER-Bupivacaine on wound healing and dehiscence.
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An examination of the surgical site was performed on postoperative days 0, 3, 7, 14, and 30, and
for a subset of subjects, day 60 by a medically-trained investigator who was blinded to study
drug assignment.
No dehiscence was reported for either the saline placebo group or the SABER-Bupivacaine
group in Part 1 of the study. In Part 2 (148 SABER-Bupivacaine subjects and 148 bupivacaine
HCl subjects), there were 5 cases of superficial dehiscence and no cases of fascial dehiscence.
The incidence of superficial dehiscence in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (1.4%) was slightly
lower than the incidence in the bupivacaine HCl control group (2.0%).
When all bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials were combined (321 SABER-Bupivacaine subjects
and 242 bupivacaine HCl subjects), there was a small, nonsignificant excess incidence in the
SABER-Bupivacaine group (2.5%) compared with the bupivacaine HCl group (1.2%), p=0.3661.
Of the 11 cases of dehiscence in this dataset, 9 consisted of mild superficial cutaneous wound
separation that required no surgical treatment. Of the 2 that required treatment, both occurred in
subjects with predisposing risk factors and both had been treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
(b) (6)

Laparotomy subject
experienced a fascial dehiscence on postoperative day 5
in association with abdominal strain due to coughing and vomiting. The fascial dehiscence was
surgically repaired on postoperative day 9. This patient had many risk factors for fascial
dehiscence, including intra-abdominal infection, abdominal straining due to cough and vomiting,
anemia, elevated glucose, smoking, a long 25 cm midline incision, a colostomy, and a long,
complicated operation. The investigator regarded the dehiscence as unlikely to be related to
SABER-Bupivacaine administration.
(b) (6)

Laparotomy subject
underwent subtotal colectomy, distal pancreatectomy, and
splenectomy for colon carcinoma. On postoperative day 26, the patient experienced complete
superficial dehiscence of his midline incision after he had returned to strenuous work as a farmer.
The dehiscence was treated in the operating room with debridement and a vacuum dressing. Risk
factors for dehiscence in this patient included malignancy, strenuous activity, complex surgery,
pancreatic resection, and a postoperative pancreatic fistula which may have delayed and
weakened the wound healing. The investigator considered this severe superficial dehiscence as
unrelated to SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
Among all 25 cases of dehiscence in the bupivacaine HCl-controlled and placebo-controlled
studies combined, only 3 required operative intervention, including the 2 described immediately
(b) (6)
above. The third case was a subject treated with vehicle control (
) who
experienced fascial dehiscence on study day 8, three days after he was discharged from the
hospital after a complication-free colectomy for colon cancer. He required operative repair of the
fascial dehiscence. This patient had several risk factors for dehiscence, including malignancy,
diabetes, and obesity (BMI of 32). The surgeon thought that the absorbable fascial suture had
actually broken and that the test drug was an unlikely cause of the dehiscence.
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Nonclinical studies indicate that there is no inherent property of the SABER-formulation that
would increase the risk of dehiscence compared with non-SABER controls. In a series of in vitro
studies, 9 commonly-used absorbable and nonabsorbable sutures from different manufacturers
were exposed to SABER-Bupivacaine for a period of 24 hours without any degradation or
reduction of tensile strength. In an animal study, male Sprague-Dawley rats were given 2.5 cm
full-thickness incisions under anesthesia, and the incisions were exposed to 0.125 mL/300 g rat
(equivalent to 29 mL/70 kg human) of SABER-Bupivacaine (N=15), vehicle control (N=10), or
no treatment (N=15). The healing incisions were tested for wound integrity on postoperative day
7. No difference in disruption pressure was observed between the 3 treatment groups.
A review of the relevant surgical literature indicates rates of superficial dehiscence ranging from
3.2% to 20% (Table 24) and rates of fascial dehiscence ranging from 1.2% to 5.9% (Table 25).
Overall, the incidence of dehiscence in the SABER-Bupivacaine trials was well within the range
of similar surgeries published in the surgical literature.
Table 24:

Published superficial dehiscence rates

Incision type

Reported rate

Laparotomy

3.2%

Trimbos et al, 1992

Sternotomy

5.8%

Zeitani et al, 2004

C-section

15.1%

Cetin et al, 1997

Abdominal hysterectomy

17.3%

Mahana et al, 2013

Orthopedic surgery

41.0%

Uckay et al, 2011

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

5.1%-9.1%

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

20%

Reference

Na, 2015
Neri, 2008

Source: ISS Table 40.

Table 25:

Published fascial dehiscence rates

Incision type

Reported rate

Laparotomy

1.2%

Carlson, 1997

Laparotomy

3.4%

Webster et al, 2003

Laparotomy

5.9%

Waqar, 2005

Midline incision

<1% acceptable
≥4 still reported

Reference

Israelsson and
Millbourn, 2012

Source: ISS Table 39.

In summary, although there was a marginal, nonsignificant excess of dehiscence among SABERBupivacaine-treated subjects compared with bupivacaine HCl-treated subjects, the vast majority
of these events were clinically inconsequential. Of the 2 cases of dehiscence in the SABERBupivacaine group that required surgical intervention and 1 case in the vehicle-control group, all
occurred in subjects with substantial underlying risk factors, and none was considered by the
investigator to be related to study drug. Blinded serial examinations of the surgical site in the
PERSIST (C803-028) laparoscopic cholecystectomy trial yielded dehiscence rates similar to
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those seen in the clinical program as a whole, and the incidence was slightly lower in the
SABER-Bupivacaine group (1.4%) than the bupivacaine HCl group (2.0%). Dehiscence rates for
the safety population as a whole were lower than those reported in the surgical literature, and
there is no nonclinical or clinical evidence to suggest that the SABER-formulation increases the
risk of wound dehiscence.
7.3.5. Normal versus abnormal wound healing assessments
In addition to the surgical site complications of interest discussed above, the PERSIST
(C803-028) trial serially evaluated each of the four laparoscopic port incisions for normal or
abnormal wound healing. Evaluations were made on the day of surgery and at each of 4
subsequent clinic visits on Days 4, 8, 15, and 29. Ninety (90) patients enrolled under protocol
Amendment 5 returned for an additional surgical site evaluation on Day 60. Bruising, which was
classified as a surgical site complication of interest, was not considered to be abnormal healing
for the purposes of this evaluation. Table 26 summarizes the assessment of normal wound
healing in PERSIST.
Table 26. Wound healing assessment - Safety Population - PERSIST trial (C803-028)
Part 1
Saline-controlled

Time of Wound Assessment, n (%)
Day of Surgery
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 4
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 8
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 15
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 29
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Subjects enrolled under Protocol Amendment 5 [2]
Day 60
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]

Part 2
Bupivacaine HCl-controlled

SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

Saline
Placebo
(N=47)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=148)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

143 (97%)
5 (3.4%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

144 (97%)
4 (2.7%)

143 (97%)
5 (3.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=0)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=0)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=45)

147 (99%)
1 (0.7%)
(N=45)

–
–

–
–

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

42 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

[1] The total number of patients that had abnormal wound healing at one or more of the four laparoscopic port incisions
(i.e., umbilical, epigastric, right lateral midaxillary, right lateral midclavicular).
[2] Only subjects enrolled under Protocol Amendment 5 were required to complete the Study Day 60 Visit. Percentages for
the Study Day 60 visit are computed relative to the number of subjects enrolled under Protocol Amendment 5.
Source: C803-028 Table 14.3.1.10.8, Listing 16.2.7.5.6
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By study day 29, all wounds had healed normally, except for a single case of abnormal healing in
a bupivacaine HCl-treated subject who developed an umbilical incisional hernia that was
subsequently surgically repaired. Notably, no abnormal healing was observed at the Day 29 or
Day 60 visits among subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, providing evidence that the
SABER formulation did not affect normal wound healing compared with bupivacaine HCl.
BU-001-IM (abdominal hysterectomy)
The BU-001-IM trial in open abdominal hysterectomy prospectively required that all treated
subjects return for a 6-month clinical evaluation of healing of the surgical incision (Pfannenstiel
incision, median length 15 cm, range 9 cm to 20 cm). In addition, an MRI scan of the pelvis to
assess the hysterectomy scar characteristics and thickness was performed in a subset of subjects
from investigational sites that had the appropriate MRI scanning facilities. Table 27 summarizes
the clinical wound-healing evaluations at the 6 month follow-up visit. Scarring considered
moderate or excessive was the only wound abnormality noted. Moderate or excessive scarring
was noted in both the SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl treatment groups, with a
somewhat higher incidence in the bupivacaine HCl-treated patients. The MRI examinations at
6 months post-surgery did not detect any scar or soft tissue abnormalities in any of the treatment
groups. There was no significant difference in scar thickness, as measured by MRI, between the
three treatment groups.
Table 27.

Clinical wound healing evaluation at 6-month follow-up - BU-001-IM
(Safety Population)
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=60)

SABER-Placebo
5 mL
(N=27)

Bupivacaine HCl
100 mg
(N=27)

58 (96.7%)

26 (96.3%)

24 (88.9%)

Surgical site healing and/or local tissue
conditions not as expected

2 (3.3%)

0 (0.0%)

3 (11.1%)

Scarring (moderate or excessive)

2 (3.3%)

0 (0.0%)

3 (11.1%)

Wound Evaluation, n (%)
Surgical site healing and/or local tissue
conditions as expected

Source: BU-001 Table 14.3.7.0 and Listing 16.2.21.0

BU-002-IM (shoulder arthroscopy)
The BU-002 arthroscopic subacromial decompression study prospectively required that the
treated subjects return 6 months after surgery for a follow-up clinical examination of the
operated shoulder and an assessment of wound healing and local tissue conditions. In all subjects
evaluated, the surgical incisions had healed normally, and no tissue abnormalities were reported
on physical examination.
In addition to physical examinations, MRI examinations were done for all patients who had
returned for the follow-up visit. The MRI images were centrally read using a defined set of
anatomical assessments. Assessment of the internal bony anatomy was of primary concern. The
MRI examination also assessed the incisional scars and underlying soft tissue. All the MRIs were
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evaluated as “no change from baseline,” except for a single patient in the SABER-Bupivacaine
(b) (6)
group
) who was reported to have mild edema of the deltoid muscle, which is distant
from the site of study drug administration and, therefore, unlikely to be related. Thus, both
physical examination and MRI examination of the surgical sites showed normal wound healing
at 6 months for all treatment groups with no indication of any adverse effects of the SABER
formulation.
C803-017/C803-017e (shoulder arthroscopy)
The C803-017 trial examined the arthroscopic shoulder incisions for healing at study day 14, at
which time all incisions were noted to have healed normally. A long-term follow-up study
(C803-017e) was conducted at 18 months after surgery. The study was not prospectively planned
and was conducted to examine the operated shoulders for any evidence of chondrolysis. Both
physical examination and MRI scans of the operated shoulders were performed. The MRI
examinations were locally read and only minimal MRI data was captured on the case report
forms of the study. On the advice of the FDA, all available MRI images were collected and the
images were centrally re-read by a radiologist who was blinded to the purpose of the trial and the
treatments administered. Section 7.2.1 above and Section 3.1.3, Table 90 of the full Briefing
Book summarize the MRI data for any evidence of treatment-related injury to the operated
shoulders. Table 28 presents an excerpt of the MRI report focusing on the surgical scar and the
surrounding soft tissue. The 41 patients with 18-month MRI data all had normal surgical scars
and underlying soft tissue, with no indication of any adverse effects related to the SABER
formulation.
Table 28. MRI examination of surgical site at 18-months – C803-017 and C803-017e
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL

SABER-Placebo 5.0 mL

Screening
or Baseline

Month 18

Screening
or Baseline

Month 18

Safety Subjects

40

31

20

16

Subjects with MRI

39

29

18

14

Subjects with MRI obtainable for central review

24

27

13

14

24 (100.0)

27 (100.0)

13 (100.0)

14 (100.0)

Grade 1: mild

0

0

0

0

Grade 2: moderate

0

0

0

0

Grade 3: severe

0

0

0

0

Not evaluable

0

0

0

0

Soft tissue scarring, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none

SABER-Placebo = vehicle control
Note: One subject in each treatment group who had ultrasound imaging in lieu of MRI was excluded from the review.
Source: C803-017e Addendum Table 14.3.0.0
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CLIN803-006-0006 (inguinal hernia): 3 and 6-month follow-up
The inguinal hernia repair study CLIN803-006-0006 prospectively conducted long-term follow
up examinations of the surgical site at 3 months and 6 months after surgery. The surgical sites
were evaluated for healing of the inguinal incisions as well as local tissue conditions (Table 29).
At the 6 month examination all surgical wounds were completely normal for all patients,
providing further evidence that the SABER formulation does not interfere with normal wound
healing or result in any long-term adverse effects.
Table 29.

Wound healing at 3- and 6-month follow-up - CLIN803-006-0006
(Safety Population)
SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=44)

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 - 5 mL
(N=32)

Healing as expected, n (%)

34 (100%)

42 (100%)

26 (100%)

Local tissue evaluation as expected, n (%)

33 (97.1%)

42 (100%)

26 (100%)

Healing as expected, n (%)

32 (100%)

38 (100%)

24 (100%)

Local tissue evaluation as expected, n (%)

32 (100%)

38 (100%)

24 (100%)

Wound Healing Evaluation
3-Month Follow-up

6-Month Follow-up

SABER-Placebo = vehicle control
Source: CLIN803-006-0006 CSR, Appendix 16.1.16, Assessment of Wound Healing (no table number).

Summary of normal vs abnormal wound healing assessments
Wound healing data have been reviewed for a variety of surgical incisions, ranging from longer
Pfannenstiel hysterectomy incisions (median incision length 15 cm; range 9 cm to 20 cm) to
medium length inguinal hernia incisions (median incision length 6.5 cm; range 5 cm to 10 cm) to
minimal laparoscopic cholecystectomy incisions (median cumulative length 3.7 cm; range 1.7 cm
to 9.5 cm). Long-term examinations for normal wound healing ranged from 29 and 60 days for the
PERSIST trial, to 6 months for BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and CLIN-803-006-0006, to 18 months
for C803-017e. Physical examination of the surgical incisions was done in all studies, and MRI
scans of the surgical sites were obtained in three studies (BU-001, BU-002, and C803-017e). In
all of the studies, investigators assessed the wounds as having healed normally, and no
differences were observed between wounds treated with SABER-Bupivacaine and those treated
with non-SABER controls (bupivacaine HCl or saline placebo). The wound healing data from
widely different surgical incisions and follow-up intervals consistently showed that the SABER
formulation did not interfere with normal wound healing and did not cause any long-term
adverse effects in surgical incisions treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
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7.3.6. Conclusion: wound-related complications
Wound-related complications of concern cited by FDA in the Complete Response Letter
included bruising, hematoma, pruritus, and dehiscence. The addition of the newly developed data
from the PERSIST trial (C803-028) to the safety dataset for SABER-Bupivacaine has
sufficiently expanded the size of the bupivacaine HCl safety population to allow an assessment
of the risk of these wound-related complication relative to non-SABER (non-vehicle) control.
Apart from peri-incisional bruising, which appeared more frequently in SABER-Bupivacainetreated subjects than control subjects, no clinically meaningful imbalances in the risks of the
other 3 complications of interest were evident. In addition, both short- and long-term
assessments of wound healing in multiple trials have detected no abnormalities. Peri-incisional
bruising, a common postsurgical phenomenon, is resolves spontaneously without sequelae, and is
readily distinguishable from more serious complications such as infection or hematoma. On the
whole, there is no meaningful evidence of a safety signal for wound-related complications with
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
7.4. Neurologically-related adverse events
Based on the original NDA submission, the FDA commented upon an apparent excess of
neurologically-related adverse events among subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine
compared with those treated with bupivacaine HCl. Specifically, the FDA stated in its Complete
Response Letter that:
There was a marked increased risk of neurologically related adverse events, i.e.,
dizziness, dysgeusia, headache, hypoesthesia, paresthesia, and somnolence, which
occurred with substantially greater frequency following administration of
SABER-containing products compared to bupivacaine HCl. There were
insufficient data to determine whether the risk is greater with SABERBupivacaine than for either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo
following each of the surgical procedures studied and clinical impact of these
reactions, e.g., whether they delayed discharge from the post-anesthesia care unit
or affected time to ambulation.
Careful review and re-analysis of the existing safety data has shown that these imbalances were a
methodological artifact, and that they disappeared when solicited AEs were segregated from
spontaneously-reported AEs. Moreover, the new PERSIST trial was designed to evaluate these
specific concerns in detail, and it provided definitive new data to address the concerns related to
neurological adverse events.
7.4.1. Neurologic adverse events: aggregate safety population
In the presentation of aggregate adverse events submitted with the original NDA for SABERBupivacaine, solicited adverse events (largely from placebo-controlled trials) were comingled
with spontaneously-reported adverse events (largely from bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials).
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The ability to ambulate with a steady gait and no dizziness, consistent with the preoperative
level, was one of the sub-measures captured by the mPADSS assessment. This rating score was
captured every 15 minutes during each subject’s PACU stay. A Kaplan-Meier analysis of the
time to ambulation (Figure 22) shows no meaningful differences in the median time to
ambulation between the treatment groups. Subjects in the saline placebo group appeared to
become ambulatory slightly faster than subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine or bupivacaine HCl
groups, but then lagged behind their counterparts after 2 hours.
Figure 22. Time to ambulation after laparoscopic cholecystectomy,
C803-028 (PERSIST) (Safety Population)

7.4.3. Conclusion: neurologically-related adverse events
When properly analyzed, and with the addition of newly developed safety data from the
PERSIST study, the imbalance in 6 neurologically-related AEs noted by FDA reviewers in the
Complete Response Letter was no longer evident. Careful assessment of the same 6 symptoms in
the PERSIST study also failed to detect any meaningful differences between treatment groups.
Comparisons of PACU discharge time and time to ambulation between SABER-Bupivacaine and
non-SABER controls using data from the PERSIST study has addressed the FDA concern
regarding possible delayed acute postsurgical recovery. The totality of evidence thus shows that
the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation is not associated with an increased incidence of
neurologically-related adverse events.
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7.5. Pharmacokinetics and potential bupivacaine toxicity
7.5.1. Introduction
During development, the Sponsor was asked by the Agency to evaluate the question of whether,
in some patients, the administration of SABER-Bupivacaine at the intended dose of 5 mL could
result in high plasma concentrations of bupivacaine that could pose a safety risk. The labeling of
bupivacaine-containing products reflects the possible dangers of bupivacaine, and there are
numerous literature reports of bupivacaine-related adverse drug reactions, some of which were
fatal. Many of the reported cases involved epidural administration or regional nerve blocks, and
little information is available on the risk of bupivacaine given as an infiltrate for surgical wounds
(Mulroy, 2002). There is also little information on what plasma concentrations of bupivacaine
(total or free) may reliably precipitate toxic reactions in humans, and whether the rate of rise
exerts a significant effect. Most authorities consider a peak plasma (total) bupivacaine
concentration under 1500 ng/mL to be safe, and most CNS toxicity occurs at considerably higher
concentrations (Tucker, 1979).
Most researchers agree that the most serious effects of bupivacaine overdose are related to the
central nervous system and cardiovascular system. In its most recent Practice Advisory on local
anesthetic systemic toxicity (LAST), the American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain
Medicine (ASRA) catalogued the frequency of presentation of serious symptoms of LAST, as
reported in the current literature (Neal, et al, 2018). Figure 23 summarizes the findings.
Figure 23. Spectrum of CNS and cardiovascular presentations of LAST,
ASRA Practice Advisory, 2017

Neal, et al, Reg Anesth Pain Med. 2018

Loss of consciousness or seizure was not reported in any SABER-Bupivacaine study. Cardiac
arrest, conduction delay (manifested by changes in the PR, QRS, or QT intervals), arrhythmias,
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or proarrhythmic events were also not reported. Agitation was reported by 1 subject in the
placebo group and 1 subject in the SABER-Bupivacaine group with a plasma bupivacaine
concentration of 326 ng/mL. So-called prodromal symptoms (dysgeusia or metallic taste in the
mouth, tinnitus, perioral numbness, etc.) were reported sporadically but did not differ in
incidence between the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo groups and were not correlated with
plasma bupivacaine concentration in subjects who had received SABER-Bupivacaine or
bupivacaine HCl. Likewise, treatment-related bradycardia or hypotension were not seen on ECG
or vital signs monitoring.
7.5.2. Evaluation of pharmacokinetics
The pharmacokinetics (PK) of SABER-Bupivacaine were examined in a total of 7 clinical studies.
The PK dataset consists of 335 subjects who were administered SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL,
20 subjects who were administered SABER-Bupivacaine 1.5 mL, and 38 subjects who were
administered bupivacaine HCl 150 mg. Four other studies were not included in the PK analysis
group because they used nonstandard administration techniques, were non-controlled, or were
confounded by the co-administration of other forms of bupivacaine.
Table 30 summarizes the standard pharmacokinetic parameters for patients in the PK study
group. The data show reasonable dose proportionality for the SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL and
5 mL dose groups. Systemic exposure for the bupivacaine HCl group was lower than that for
SABER-Bupivacaine, reflecting the greater dose and intended prolonged release of bupivacaine
in the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation. SABER-Bupivacaine also had a delayed Tmax compared
with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl.
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Table 30.

Descriptive statistics for bupivacaine plasma pharmacokinetic parameters
SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5 mL [1]

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL [2]

Bupivacaine HCl
150 mg [3]

N

20

335

38

Mean (SE)

410.0 (48.00)

792.5 (23.78)

313.7 (36.77)

Standard Deviation

214.68

435.21

226.67

Median

337.5

730.0

274.5

Min, Max

101.0, 854.0

70.4, 2850.0

18.6, 1170.0

n

20

335

38

Mean (SE)

16.4 (2.95)

31.4 (1.10)

10.1 (2.29)

Standard Deviation

13.17

20.09

14.10

Median

12.0

30.1

1.2

Min, Max

2.0, 48.0

0.0, 95.9

0.5, 48.3

n

20

335

38

Mean (SE)

18281.5 (2108.87)

37409.0 (1221.44)

7172.8 (921.89)

Standard Deviation

9431.15

22356.10

5682.94

Median

17941.3

33363.9

6502.4

Min, Max

5792.0, 37279.3

634.8, 136308.9

464.6, 26363.8

Cmax (ng/mL)

Tmax (h)

AUC(0–last) (h*ng/mL)

[1]

Includes PK subjects from study CLIN-803-006-0006.

[2]

Includes PK subjects from studies C803-025, BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, CLIN004-0001, CLIN 005-0002, CLIN 005-0006, and
CLIN-803-006-0006.

[3]

Includes PK subjects from study C803-025.

Figure 24 shows mean plasma bupivacaine concentrations over time as measured in 7 different
surgical procedures following the administration of SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL. The peak plasma
concentration (Cmax) was comparable across all 7 procedures and was less than 900 ng/mL in
every case. The time of maximum plasma concentration (Tmax) varied from procedure to
procedure, with the fastest systemic uptake seen in subacromial decompression (low fat, high
vascularity) and the slowest in laparotomy and laparoscopically-assisted colectomy (abdominal
tissue with high lipid content and low vascularity).
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Table 31.

Incidence of CNS-related AEs by high or low Cmax, days 1-5 post-treatment

System-organ classification
Preferred Term, n (%)

Subjects[1] w/ Cmax
≥1500 ng/mL
(N=27)

Subjects[2] w/ Cmax
<1500 mg/mL
(N=287)

Nervous system disorders
Somnolence

6 (22.2)

59 (20.6)

Dizziness

3 (11.1)

61 (21.3)

Hypoesthesia

1 ( 3.7)

16 ( 5.6)

Paresthesia

1 ( 3.7)

15 ( 5.2)

Dysgeusia

0

23 ( 8.0)

Headache

0

40 (13.9)

Lethargy

0

1 ( 0.3)

Presyncope

0

1 ( 0.3)

Syncope

0

2 (0.7)

1 ( 3.7)

0

Agitation

0

2 ( 0.7)

Confusional state

0

2 ( 0.7)

Restlessness

0

2 ( 0.7)

1 ( 3.7)

14 ( 4.9)

0

2 ( 0.7)

Psychiatric disorders
Disorientation

Ear and labyrinth disorders
Tinnitus
Eye disorders
Vision blurred

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical
studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and
C803-025
[1] Subjects with at least one PK sample with plasma bupivacaine concentration ≥1500 ng/mL are
summarized in this column.
[2] All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
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Table 32.

Incidence of cardiovascular AEs by high or low Cmax, days 1-5 post-treatment
Subjects[1] w/ Cmax

System-organ classification
Preferred Term, n (%)

≥1500 ng/mL
(N=27)

Subjects[2] w/ Cmax
<1500 mg/mL
(N=287)

Investigations
ECG T wave abnormal

1 ( 3.7)

0

ECG T wave inversion

0

2 (0.7)

ECG QRS prolonged

0

1 ( 0.3)

4 (14.8)

8 ( 2.8)

0

12 ( 4.2)

1 ( 3.7)

0

AV block complete

0

1 ( 0.3)

AV block first degree

0

1 ( 0.3)

Bradycardia

0

13 ( 4.5)

Palpitations

0

1 ( 0.3)

Sinus arrhythmia

0

1 ( 0.3)

Sinus bradycardia

0

2 (0.7)

Sinus tachycardia

0

3 (1.0)

Tachycardia

0

15 ( 5.2)

Ventricular extrasystoles

0

1 ( 0.3)

Vascular disorders
Hypertension
Hypotension
Cardiac disorders
Atrial fibrillation

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical
studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and
C803-025
[1] Subjects with at least one PK sample with plasma bupivacaine concentration ≥1500 ng/mL are
summarized in this column.
[2] All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.

Although bupivacaine plasma concentrations were not measured during the PERSIST trial in
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, subjects enrolled in the trial were queried twice on the day or
surgery and once daily for the following 3 days as to the presence or absence of 10 symptoms of
special interest, 6 of which could be considered “prodromal symptoms” of bupivacaine toxicity,
as described in the 2017 ASRA Practice Advisory. The incidence of these symptoms is shown in
Figure 26. No meaningful differences between treatment groups were observed, suggesting the
absence of a detectable signal of bupivacaine toxicity during the period when plasma
bupivacaine levels were likely to be the highest.
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7.5.5. Holter monitoring
Continuous 72-hour Holter monitoring was performed on 123 subjects administered
SABER-Bupivacaine in study C803-025, and the readings were analyzed for the presence of
cardiac arrhythmias and pro-arrhythmic events using standard diagnostic software. No instances
of either event were found. Comparison of the baseline data with the on-treatment data also
showed no clear evidence of clinically significant induction of supraventricular or ventricular
arrhythmias.
7.5.6. Vital signs and oxygen saturation measured in the PACU
Per FDA request, vital signs and blood oxygen saturation were tracked for a minimum of 2 hours
after surgery in the PERSIST trial (C803-028). In written communications, the FDA had
expressed concern that the benzyl alcohol component of SABER-Bupivacaine, which reaches
peak plasma concentrations 1 hour or less after the administration of SABER-Bupivacaine, could
have a detectable effect on physiologic function. The acute vital signs data from the PERSIST
trial indicated that the benzyl alcohol component of the SABER-formulation had no effect on
vital signs or O2 saturation, as these values were unchanged relative to saline placebo and
bupivacaine HCl controls (Figure 31).
Figure 31. Change from presurgical baseline in vital signs and SpO2 at 15-minute
intervals after laparoscopic cholecystectomy, C803-028 (Safety Population)
Heart rate

Systolic BP

Respiratory rate

SpO2

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL (n=194)
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7.6. Safety conclusion
The updated ISS has addressed specific issues related to safety in compliance with the advice
and recommendations from the FDA.
Chondrolysis
MRI data from the shoulder surgery trial C803-017 and its 18-month safety extension study
C803-017e have been retrieved from the investigators and have been subjected to a blinded
reading by an expert musculoskeletal radiologist and an orthopedic surgeon expert in shoulder
imaging. The results of the blinded reading have been presented in detail. No evidence of
chondrolysis or other new-onset abnormalities of tissues comprising or surrounding the shoulder
joint were found.
In addition to the MRI data from the C803-017 and C803-017e trials, the MRI data from the
European shoulder surgery trial BU-002-IM have also been presented in detail to further address
concerns related to chondrolysis. The BU-002-IM trial is especially useful because it used a
non-SABER control (bupivacaine HCl) and had a prospectively planned follow-up visit at
6 months after surgery where repeat MRI scans and a structured physical examination of the
operated shoulders were done. Neither the imaging studies, which were centrally read, nor the
shoulder physical examinations revealed any significant pathology that had developed during the
6 months after treatment.
A formal written survey of the principal investigators in the U.S. shoulder trial CLIN-005-0006
was undertaken to validate the results of a phone survey that was done in preparation for the
EOR meeting. Each investigator was sent a letter of explanation and a case report form on which
to record pertinent follow-up information for each of the patients treated at the investigator’s site.
All investigators provided follow-up information indicating that none of the treated patients had
developed chondrolysis in the operated shoulder.
Finally, the medical literature on chondrolysis and shoulder surgery has been carefully reviewed
and summarized. It emphasizes that chondrolysis has occurred in the setting of highconcentration, high-flow infusion of bupivacaine into the shoulder joint but not in cases of
subacromial infusion or instillation.
The totality of the safety data shows that the subacromial instillation of SABER-Bupivacaine
after arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery did not result in chondrolysis or injury to
the surrounding soft tissues of the shoulder and did not display any drug-related safety signals.
Wound complications and neurological adverse events
After the original NDA submission and receipt of FDA’s Complete Response Letter, the
PERSIST trial (C803-028) was designed and conducted to satisfy advice from the Division to
provide definitive safety data to address the issues of wound complications and neurological
adverse events. The trial used non-SABER-containing controls (saline placebo in Part 1 and
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bupivacaine HCl in Part 2) to provide a more accurate picture of any adverse effects of the
SABER formulation. Compared to the original NDA database, PERSIST more than doubled the
number of evaluable bupivacaine HCl patients in the safety database. The PERSIST trial
protocol included definitions of each of the wound complications to be evaluated at each of the
postoperative clinic visits, and a detailed eCRF was developed to capture all pertinent
information for any wound complications observed. An agreed-upon list of 10 neurological
symptoms that could potentially be related to the bupivacaine or benzyl alcohol components of
the SABER-formulation was used to solicit patient-reported symptoms during the brief 12-hour
period of systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol and the longer 72-hour period of exposure to
bupivacaine. Solicited and spontaneous AEs were carefully separated during the trial, and the
statistical analyses reported the incidence of solicited and spontaneous AE in separate tables. The
new data that the PERSIST trial provided completely addressed Complete Response Letter Items
1b and 1c and provided sufficient safety data to permit a robust assessment of the benefit-to-risk
ratio of SABER-Bupivacaine.
In addition to addressing each of the specific safety issues raised by the Agency in its Complete
Response Letter, the updated ISS also addressed other FDA concerns about the safety profile of
SABER-Bupivacaine, some of which have been covered in this document:
1. Is there a potential for bupivacaine systemic toxicity, given the high concentration of
bupivacaine base in the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation?
2. Does the benzyl alcohol component of SABER-Bupivacaine cause any systemic adverse
effects?
3. How long does SAIB persist in the surgical incision and does it have any long-term adverse
effects on wound healing?
Each of these issues has been specifically addressed in the current ISS, and data have been
provided to support the risk-benefit assessment of this non-opioid postoperative pain
management agent. Specifically, the neurological, cardiac, electrocardiographic effects of
SABER-Bupivacaine have been rigorously examined, and no evidence of untoward adverse
effects have been uncovered when SABER-Bupivacaine was administered at the recommended
5 mL dose. Monitoring of vital signs, early postsurgical recovery, and a comprehensive set of
potentially-related symptoms indicate that the brief systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol resulting
from SABER-Bupivacaine administration does not cause any unexpected adverse effects.
Interference with normal wound healing has not been observed in any of the surgical models
studied, based on short-term follow-up ranging from 3 to 60 days and long-term follow-up
extending to several years. Non-clinical studies of SABER-Bupivacaine show that the
formulation does not affect the integrity of suture materials, and adverse findings from animal
toxicology studies such as foreign body reactions have not translated into clinical consequences.
No new safety signals for SABER-Bupivacaine have emerged from the full analysis of all data in the new
ISS. The Sponsor believes that it is now possible for the Agency to perform a full benefit-to-harm
assessment of SABER-Bupivacaine, as well as a full assessment of the safety signals that were identified
in the CRL.
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8. Conclusion
8.1. Argument for approvability
Compared with placebo control in 2 adequate and well-controlled clinical studies, one using a
soft tissue surgical model and one an orthopedic model, SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL reduced pain
on movement for 72 hours postoperatively after a single-dose instillation into the surgical site at
the close of surgery. Pain reduction in the inguinal hernia repair trial (CLIN803-006-0006) was
-1.14 (95% CI: -1.84 to -0.44; p=0.003) on the 0-10 numeric pain scale, and pain reduction in the
shoulder arthroscopy trial (BU-002-IM) was -1.27 (95% CI: -2.25 to -0.28; p=0.012). Metaanalysis of the outcomes of the 6 adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials indicated a
statistically significant collective improvement in mean pain on movement over 72 hours
postoperatively of -0.57 (95% CI: -0.85 to -0.30). Pooled analyses of the 2 pivotal and all 6
AWC trials using combined subject-level data (equivalent to a subject-level meta-analysis; see
full Briefing Book, Section 2.6.1) showed improvements in mean pain control over 72 hours
postoperatively in a heterogeneous surgical population. For the 2 pivotal trials combined
(N=157), the LS mean difference in pain intensity on movement over 0-72 hours for SABERBupivacaine compared with placebo control was -1.83 (95% CI -2.48 to -1.18, p<0.0001), a
relative reduction of 33%. For all 6 AWC trials combined, the treatment difference was -0.97
(95% CI -1.28 to -0.66, p<0.0001), a relative reduction of 17%.
In the 2 pivotal efficacy trials, reliance on opioid rescue medication was significantly reduced
among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects compared with placebo-treated subjects. In the
inguinal hernia trial (CLIN803-006-0006) the median IV morphine-equivalent consumption of
opioids over 72 hours postoperatively was reduced from 12.5 mg in the placebo group to 2.5 mg
in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (p=0.009). In the shoulder arthroscopy trial (BU-002-IM), the
median IV morphine-equivalent consumption of opioids was reduced from 12.0 mg to 4.0 mg
(p=0.010). Other measures of opioid use (time to first use and percent of subjects abstaining
from use) were also significantly improved in the pivotal trials, with the sole exception of the
proportion of subjects not using opioid rescue medication in CLIN-803-006-0006, which
approached, but did not achieve, statistical significance.
Meta-analysis of the prespecified endpoint results of the 6 adequate and well-controlled efficacy
trials showed a median reduction of -5.6 mg (95% CI -8.55 to -2.62) in IV morphine-equivalent
opioid consumption over 0-72 hours with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment. Meta-analysis of the
pivotal trials and the 6 AWC trials using subject-level data produced similar results. For the
pooled pivotal trials, median IV morphine-equivalent consumption was 4.0 mg in the SABERBupivacaine group vs 12.0 mg in the placebo group (p=0.0002). For the pooled AWC trials,
median IV morphine-equivalent consumption was 21.2 mg in the SABER-Bupivacaine group vs
28.9 mg in the placebo group (p=0.0007). In the 4 supportive studies alone (pivotal trials
excluded), all but one point estimate for measures of opioid use (specifically, time to first use of
opioid rescue in C803-017) favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo control, consistent with
the results of the pivotal trials. Reductions in the requirement for opioid rescue medication seen
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with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment relative to placebo treatment, along with a significant
prolongation of the time to first use of rescue opioids, confirm that the observed reductions in
pain with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment were clinically meaningful.
Additional analysis of data from the SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy dataset indicated that,
compared with placebo control, SABER-Bupivacaine reduced pain across the entire spectrum of
pain intensities, resulting in a lower prevalence of severe pain reports and a higher prevalence of
mild pain reports. Evaluation of the evolution of pain over time showed that the treatment
difference (i.e., pain reduction) between SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo was statistically
significant through 72 hours postoperatively, adequately demonstrating the 72-hour duration of
action of the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation. A comparison of the 5 mL and 2.5 mL doses in
the inguinal hernia trial (CLIN-803-006-0006) showed proportionality of dose-response, and
supports the choice of 5 mL as the dose recommended for commercial use.
Finally, although comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and immediate-release bupivacaine
HCl were not an objective of the clinical program and, therefore, are not represented in the
efficacy dataset by any adequate and well-controlled trials, exploratory post hoc analysis has
indicated that SABER-Bupivacaine is not inferior to bupivacaine HCl and may, in fact, offer
modest improvement. Meta-analysis of 5 exploratory bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials showed a
collective reduction in 72-hour mean pain on movement for SABER-Bupivacaine over
bupivacaine HCl of -0.30 (95% CI: -0.62 to 0.01). Evaluation of the evolution of pain over time
using pooled data from the 5 exploratory bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials showed a modest but
statistically significant comparative reduction in pain with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment
through 48 hours postoperatively, suggesting that SABER-Bupivacaine may have prolonged the
local analgesic effect of immediate-release bupivacaine HCl by up to 2 days.
8.2. Generalizability
During the course of the clinical program, the following surgical pain models, representing a
range of inpatient and ambulatory procedures potentially suitable for SABER-Bupivacaine use,
were studied in adequate and well-controlled trials:
•
•
•
•
•

Inguinal hernia repair
Arthroscopic subacromial decompression
Abdominal hysterectomy
Laparoscopically-assisted colectomy
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy

Inclusion and exclusion criteria were designed to recruit a representative surgical population into
the clinical program, with care taken to exclude subjects with pre-existing conditions that could
interfere with or bias the results, such as chronic pain or the regular use of a medication with
analgesic effects.
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Subjects ranged in age from 18-87 years; approximately 30% were younger than 45 years, 57%
were between 45 and 65 years, and 13% were older than 65 years. Approximately 57% of
subjects were female and 43% male. Nearly all the subjects were white (about 94%), which may
have been the result of local demographics and patterns of healthcare utilization in the countries
where many of the studies were done (northern Europe and Australia/New Zealand). Although
nonwhite subjects were underrepresented, there is no evidence that the activity of local
anesthetics is affected by race, and a subgroup analysis did not uncover such an association.
Approximately 30% of subjects had a body mass index (BMI) ≤25, 61% had a BMI between 25
and 35, and 9% had a BMI >35. Subgroup efficacy analyses of pooled data from the 6 adequate
and well-controlled studies did not reveal important differences in response to SABERBupivacaine treatment among any demographic groups.
SABER-Bupivacaine is efficacious in both orthopedic and soft tissue models. The AWC studies
included 4 soft-tissue procedures (3 with entry into the peritoneal cavity) and 2 orthopedic
procedures (both arthroscopic subacromial decompression). There were 2 open procedures
(CLIN-803-006-0006, inguinal hernia repair, and BU-001-IM, abdominal hysterectomy), 3
endoscopic procedures (BU-002-IM and C803-017, arthroscopic subacromial decompression,
and C803-028, Part 1, laparoscopic cholecystectomy) and 1 procedure that was a combination of
both (C803-025, Cohort 3, laparoscopically-assisted colectomy). Abdominal hysterectomy and
laparoscopically-assisted colectomy were major inpatient procedures, while inguinal hernia
repair, laparoscopic cholecystectomy, and arthroscopic subacromial decompression were
outpatient procedures. Cumulative incision lengths ranged from 2 to 40 cm, depending on
whether the procedure was open or endoscopic. For all trials combined, the mean length was
10.4 cm and the median was 8.0 cm.
Although only the 2 pivotal trials met their primary analgesic endpoints, point estimates were
favorable to SABER-Bupivacaine relative to placebo control in all 6 of the adequate and wellcontrolled trials, adding to the totality of evidence that SABER-Bupivacaine is efficacious in a
broad range of surgical procedures involving a heterogeneous adult surgical population.
8.3. Benefit-risk statement
The treatment of postoperative pain remains a pressing problem, and new, safe and effective
non-opioid options can provide benefit to how patients feel and function. SABER-Bupivacaine
has been shown in clinical trials to provide clinically meaningful pain reduction over 72 hours
after surgery, which is the period of greatest postoperative pain. It has also been shown to reduce
(and in some cases eliminate) the consumption of systemic opioids postoperatively, which not
only lends credence the observation of analgesic effect, but can be considered a clinical goal in
its own right. As a locally-acting analgesic, SABER-Bupivacaine may be integrated into
multimodal analgesic regimens, providing additional incremental pain reduction without undue
burden. In clinical studies SABER-Bupivacaine has been studied in a range of inpatient and
outpatient surgeries in a representative surgical population, suggesting that its benefits should
extend to general use.
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To address the concerns expressed by FDA in the 2014 Complete Response Letter based on the
data in the initial NDA submission, a more complete assessment of the safety of SABERBupivacaine has now been made possible through additional research (a new bupivacaine HClcontrolled clinical trial and a central reading of the MRI studies from a previous shoulder surgery
trial) and careful re-analysis of the pre-existing clinical safety data. SABER-Bupivacaine is
subject to the same risks as the approved immediate-release bupivacaine formulation, with the
important distinction that it presents a greatly diminished risk of accidental intravascular
injection. Careful review of the safety data generated by the complete clinical program has not
revealed additional clinically meaningful adverse reactions with the use of the product. The one
adverse reaction noted more frequently with SABER-Bupivacaine than with immediate-release
bupivacaine preparations, peri-incisional bruising, is a transient effect that resolves without
sequelae and does not appreciably affect patient risk. Classic signs of CNS and cardiac
bupivacaine toxicity have not been observed with use of the extended-release SABER
formulation. FDA questions about wound complications and effects on joint cartilage have been
resolved by additional data and by follow-up clinical and MRI data showing no chondrolysis or
shoulder tissue damage associated with use of SABER-bupivacaine.
Based on the pain reduction and confirmatory opioid sparing benefits summarized above, and a
risk profile comparable to that of current local anesthetic agents approved for postoperative
surgical pain control, the Sponsor believes that the benefit-risk profile of SABER-Bupivacaine
supports NDA approval.
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1. INTRODUCTION
SABER-Bupivacaine (POSIMIR®) is an investigational extended-release formulation of
bupivacaine intended to be administered into the surgical site to produce post-surgical analgesia.
Bupivacaine, the active ingredient, is an amide-type local anesthetic widely used in surgical
practice. The efficacy of local anesthetics, such as bupivacaine and ropivacaine in providing
postsurgical analgesia is well established, but the utility of these agents is limited by their
relatively short durations of action (Hu, 2013).
SABER-Bupivacaine differs from immediate-release bupivacaine HCl in its method of
administration. When bupivacaine HCl is used for local anesthesia, it is typically infiltrated into
tissues with a needle and syringe. An aqueous solution, it spreads through interstitial spaces and
tissue planes, blocking neuronal sodium channels within its local volume of distribution
(Marcaine® Prescribing Information, 2018; Becker, 2012). SABER-Bupivacaine, by contrast, is
not infiltrated but instilled directly into the surgical incisions or other affected anatomic spaces,
where its hydrophobic nature prevents it from spreading. Unlike bupivacaine HCl, it condenses
to form an in situ depot that releases bupivacaine to the local tissues over an extended period.
The SABER-Bupivacaine formulation was developed with the goal of prolonging the analgesic
activity of immediate-release bupivacaine to cover the 3-day period of maximal postoperative
pain (Bisgaard, 2006; Bisgaard, 2001; Tverskoy, 1990). A New Drug Application (NDA
204803) for SABER Bupivacaine was originally submitted to the FDA by the Sponsor on April
12, 2013. The Agency issued a Complete Response Letter (CRL) on February 12, 2014. In both
the original CRL and in a subsequent Formal Dispute Resolution Response (FDRR) letter, FDA
expressed concerns regarding its ability to establish a positive benefit-to-harm calculus. The
CRL listed specific issues about which FDA sought additional information from the Sponsor so
that it could assess efficacy, safety, and benefit-to-harm.
Upon careful review of each of the original 11 clinical efficacy trials performed and reported in
the original NDA, including evaluation of each against the criteria used to define an adequate
and well-controlled trial in the Code of Federal Regulations (21 CFR § 314.126), only 6 of these
trials could be considered adequate and well controlled. The remaining 5 would be better
characterized as exploratory clinical studies aimed at evaluating different doses, volumes, and
delivery methods that, in some cases, improperly combined treatment cohorts for statistical
analyses to produce incorrect and misleading results. This more precise understanding of the
scientific merit of each of the trials in the clinical program was a critical factor in evaluating and
presenting clinical efficacy data for the recently submitted complete response to the CRL. With
the clear identification of clinical studies that were adequate and well-controlled, and with the
follow-up safety data and analysis requested by the Division, including additional safety data
from the new PERSIST clinical study, the Sponsor believes it is now possible for the Division to
perform a full benefit-to-harm assessment of the investigational product, including a proper
assessment of both its efficacy and the potential safety signals identified in the CRL.
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In summary, the Sponsor has conducted a new clinical study (PERSIST) designed to respond to
Agency concerns, has reviewed follow-up information on subjects in previously conducted
studies, and has carefully re-analyzed all study data relevant to the safety and efficacy of the
proposed product. This Briefing Book summarizes the clinical data supporting an assessment of
safety and efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine and provides data to respond to the FDA questions
raised in its Complete Response Letter to the original NDA.
1.1. Clinical context
Most surgery is accompanied by postoperative pain. A report from the US Institute of Medicine
indicated that 80% of patients who undergo surgery report postoperative pain, with 88% of those
reporting pain of moderate-to-extreme severity. Similarly, results from a US survey of 300 adults
who had undergone surgery within the previous 5 years indicated that 86% had postoperative
pain and 75% of those with pain rated it as moderate-to-extreme in severity during the immediate
postoperative period (Gan, 2014).
Relief of postoperative pain is an essential part of patient care following any surgical procedure.
The acute phase of the postoperative pain is typically most intense during the first 1-3 days
following surgery, although more extensive surgical procedures can extend the acute phase of
pain for as long as 2 weeks (Beauregard, 1998; Gramke, 2007, Lynch, 1997; McGrath, 2004;
Watt-Watson, 2004). Postsurgical pain of moderate-to-severe intensity occurs in approximately
80% of surgical patients (Apfelbaum, 2003; Warfield, 1995). After discharge, pain can continue
to interfere with daily activities (sleep, work, mobility) for several days (Beauregard, 1998; WattWatson, 2004). In a review of over 7,000 published studies by the US Department of Health and
Human Services Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), it was found that
postsurgical pain management is inadequate in >50% of patients given conventional therapy
following surgery (AHRQ, 1992; Van Den Kerkhof, 2006).
Inadequately treated acute postoperative pain leads to reduced patient satisfaction and increased
morbidity and mortality, and it also places a burden on the finances of both the patient and the
health system. Complications associated with inadequate postoperative pain management include
pneumonia, deep vein thrombosis, infection, coronary ischemia, poor wound healing, longer
length of hospital stay, unnecessary psychological distress, development of chronic pain, and
depression (Carr, 1999; Dunbar, 2001; Pearse, 2007; Chapman, 2008; Puolakka, 2010;
Meissner, 2015). Poorly treated acute postoperative pain is also an important risk factor for the
development of chronic postoperative pain, a potentially debilitating condition in which pain
persists well beyond the usual duration of recovery from surgery (Correll, 2017). Results from
different surveys have indicated that chronic postsurgical pain occurs in approximately 15% of
surgical patients and that it is most common following orthopedic surgical procedures (Simanski,
2014; Fletcher, 2015; Kubricht, 2017).
Inadequate control of postoperative pain may also delay the initiation of rehabilitation and
adversely affect surgical outcomes. Among 40 patients who underwent total hip arthroplasty,
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higher postoperative pain was associated with a longer period of recovery before rehabilitation
was initiated (Simoes, 2018), and among patients undergoing anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction, higher postsurgical pain levels were associated with poorer physical performance
12 months after the intervention (Culvenor, 2015). Failure to effectively control postoperative
pain diminishes health-related quality of life (HRQoL) (Lindberg, 2013; Taylor, 2013). A survey
of 166 postsurgical patients indicated that pain severity at 7 days post-surgery was highly
correlated with decreased HRQoL as assessed by the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 12
Physical and Mental Component Scores and EuroQol Group EQ-5D scores (both p<0.0001)
(Taylor, 2013).
Depending on type and extent of surgery, postsurgical pain can be predominantly, or most often
a combination of, somatic, visceral and/or neuropathic pain (Blichfeldt-Eckhardt, 2018). Despite
advances in pain management, opioid analgesics are still the mainstay of postoperative pain
therapy, regardless of the underlying mechanism, in many settings (Garimella, 2013; White,
2017). Opioids can provide effective relief from acute pain, but they have many adverse effects
that limit their benefit in the postoperative setting. Gastrointestinal side effects such as nausea,
vomiting, and constipation, which occur in a large percentage of opioid-treated patients, have
major impacts on patient management, and are an important reason for undertreatment of acute
pain (Wheeler, 2002). Results from a systematic review of opioid-associated adverse events in
postoperative patients from multiple randomized controlled trials, observational studies, and case
reports indicated that 31% of patients experienced an adverse gastrointestinal event, most
commonly nausea, vomiting, ileus, or constipation. In addition, sedation and somnolence were
reported by 30.3% of patients, pruritus by 18.3%, urinary retention by 17.5%, and respiratory
events by 2.8% (Moore, 2005). Some opioid-treated patients experience paradoxical
hyperalgesia resulting from a relatively poorly understood mechanism thought to involve opioidinduced changes in neural function in both the peripheral and central nervous systems that lead
to sensitization of pain pathways (Lee, 2014; Ramasubbu, 2011).
Opioid-related adverse events (ORAEs) greatly increase the total cost of surgical patient
management (Long, 2018; Pitter, 2018; Rogal, 2016; Gan, 2012). Results from the Premier
national database in the US indicated that occurrence of an ORAE increased patient length of
stay by 0.7 days and the total cost of care by $1,614 (Gan, 2012). Results from a more recent
study that included information from 135,379 adult surgical patients indicated that ORAEs were
associated with increased inpatient mortality (absolute increase 2.9%; odds ratio 28.8 [95% CI
24.0-34.5]). This analysis also indicated that ORAEs were associated with a 1.6-day increase in
length of stay, an $8,225 increase in cost for the index hospitalization, and an increase in the
30-day readmission rate (Shafi, 2018).
The persistent use, abuse, and diversion of opioids by postsurgical patients has been increasingly
recognized in recent years, and the likely contribution of postoperative opioid prescribing
practices to the opioid crisis has been extensively discussed (Cramer, 2018; Sabatino, 2018;
Clark, 2017; Mancini, 2016). Numerous reports have established that postoperative opioids
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prescribed to opioid-naïve patients can contribute to the risk of long-term opioid use well after
postoperative pain has resolved. Both the total dose and the duration of prescribing contribute to
the risk of long-term (>6 months) opioid use (Young, 2019; Alam, 2012; Shah, 2017; Brummet,
2017; Wright, 2019). Two recent large-scale studies quantified the risk of persistent opioid use
after surgery. One, involving 36,177 surgical patients, found that the rate of new persistent
opioid use was 5.9% for those who underwent major surgical procedures and 6.5% for those who
underwent minor procedures, compared with 0.4% for matched non-operative controls
(Brummett, 2017). The other, involving 641,941 surgical patients, found that the adjusted odds
ratio for chronic opioid use after surgery relative to nonsurgical controls ranged from 1 to 5,
depending on the type of surgery (Sun, 2016). These findings suggest that reducing or
eliminating postoperative opioid use may in itself provide benefit to patients at risk for chronic
opioid use, irrespective of any short-term improvements in opioid-related side effects.
Since no single analgesic is able to target all types of pain, a multimodal approach (combined
opioid and non-opioid analgesic drugs administered systemically, neuraxially, regionally, and/or
locally) is recommended. Multimodal approaches to pain management that target the central and
peripheral nervous system and take advantage of the synergistic effect of combining different
analgesic agents and anesthetic techniques can improve the treatment of postoperative pain while
also reducing the consumption of opioid analgesics and lessening their attendant risks
(Buvanendran, 2009; Chou, 2016; Devin, 2015). Both the American Pain Society (Chou, 2016)
and the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA Task Force on Acute Pain Management,
2012) recommend the use of multimodal analgesia, whenever possible, for the control of
perioperative and postoperative pain.
The efficacy of multimodal analgesia for the control of pain in surgical patients is supported by
results from multiple clinical trials that have demonstrated significant decreases in postoperative
pain with this approach (e.g., Mont, 2018; Beck, 2015; Lavand'homme, 2006). Regional
analgesia, acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents, gabapentinoids, tramadol,
lidocaine, bupivacaine, and/or the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) class of glutamate receptor
antagonists have all been shown to be effective adjuncts to opioid analgesia in multimodal
analgesic regimens (Wick, 2017).
Results from multiple large-scale analyses show that multimodal analgesia techniques may
provide shorter hospitalization times, improved recovery and function, increased patient
satisfaction with care, and possibly decreased healthcare costs compared with conventional
opioid-based approaches (Buvanendran, 2009). These claims are supported by multiple largescale analyses. A meta-analysis that included 21 controlled trials (1,980 patients) indicated that
multimodal analgesia that included regional administration of local anesthetics significantly
reduced the frequency of post-surgery pain (p<0.001) and significantly improved patient
satisfaction versus treatment without regional anesthesia (p=0.001) (Zhou, 2017). An assessment
of outcomes for 512,393 total hip arthroplasties and 1,028,069 total knee arthroplasties based on
information from the Premier Perspective database for the period from 2006 to 2016 indicated
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that 85.6% of patients (N=1,318,165) received multimodal analgesia. Compared with patients
receiving opioid analgesia alone, these patients experienced 19% fewer respiratory adverse
events, 26% fewer gastrointestinal events, an 18.5% decrease in opioid prescription, and a 12.1%
decrease in length of stay (all p<0.05) (Memtsoudis, 2018). Results from an open-label study that
compared multimodal analgesia with intravenous opioid-based, patient-controlled analgesia in
individuals undergoing ileostomy reversal indicated that the multimodal regimen decreased perpatient hospitalization costs by $2,800 (Marcet, 2013).
Multimodal analgesia is an important component of the Enhanced Recovery After Surgery
(ERAS) model of care introduced in 1997 by a group of European general surgeons led by
Henrik Kehlet (Kehlet, 1997; Kehlet, 2002). The effectiveness of ERAS has been demonstrated
across many different types of surgeries, including abdominal (Li, 2018), gastrointestinal
(Pedziwiatr, 2018), urologic (Vukovic, 2018), cardiothoracic (Brown, 2018), rectal/pelvic
(Segelman, 2017), obstetric (Corso, 2017), gynecologic (Miralpeix, 2016), and orthopedic
surgery (Jones, 2014), among others. Results from multiple studies have also demonstrated that
ERAS can significantly decrease the direct costs associated with surgery (Joliat, 2015; Thiele,
2015; Xiong, 2016).
Local anesthetics such as lidocaine, bupivacaine, and ropivacaine are central elements of most
multimodal analgesic regimens. Administered peripherally, regionally, neuraxially, and in some
cases systemically, they are effective in producing postoperative analgesia and have fewer side
effects than conventional systemic opioid analgesics (Patacsil, 2016; Tandoc, 2011).
Employment of local anesthetics in various forms may also decrease blood loss (Stevens, 2000),
reduce opioid exposure (Zhang, 2017; Chan, 2014; Johns, 2012; Siddiqui, 2011), lower
postoperative nausea and vomiting (de Windt, 2010; Siddiqui, 2011; Zhang, 2017), improve
quality of recovery (Green, 2013; Marino, 2009), lessen the length of hospital stay
(de Windt, 2010; Mostafa, 2008), and reduce the risk for development of chronic postsurgical
pain (Okur, 2017; Weinstein, 2018).
Due to the relatively short duration of analgesia (8 hours or less) of standard, single-dose local
anesthetics, alternative approaches to deliver local anesthetics over sustained periods of time
(24-72 hours) using indwelling catheters with mechanical pumps or extended-release
bupivacaine formulations (Exparel®; liposomal encapsulated bupivacaine base) have been
developed (Skolnik, 2014; Li, 2015; Shan, 2018). Sustained delivery of bupivacaine (or other
local anesthetic) has proven to be an effective part of a multimodal approach for the management
of postsurgical pain providing up to 24-72 hours of analgesia with a concomitant reduction in
opioid use (Liu, 2006; Dasta, 2012; Alter, 2017; Nadeau, 2016; Surdam, 2015; Davidovitch,
2017). Each of these approaches has its limitations in use; for example, with indwelling catheter
and pumps, issues with staff training and some safety concerns (pump failures, erratic
elastomeric pump delivery rates, improper use by physicians), as well as the inconvenience of
having to wear a pump-catheter, a requirement for medical staff assisted catheter removal, and
potentially wet bandages, have been cited as short-comings (ISMP, 2009; Remerand, 2008;
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Shuren 2010). Tissue necrosis and infections have been reported as adverse events associated
with infusion pumps (Brown, 2004). Thus, the landscape remains ripe for the development of
new approaches to prolonging the activity of locally-acting analgesics. SABER-Bupivacaine, in
particular, has been developed to provide extended post-surgical pain relief for a period of 72
hours following a single application at the close of surgery.
1.2. Product description
SABER-Bupivacaine is an investigational extended-release formulation of bupivacaine intended
to be administered into the surgical site to produce post-surgical analgesia. Bupivacaine, the
active ingredient, is an amide-type local anesthetic widely used in surgical practice.
1.2.1. Development rationale and goals
The efficacy of local anesthetics such as bupivacaine and ropivacaine in providing postsurgical
analgesia is well established, but the utility of these agents is limited by their relatively short
durations of action (Hu, 2013). The SABER-Bupivacaine formulation was developed with the
goal of prolonging the analgesic activity of immediate-release bupivacaine to cover the 3-day
period of maximal postoperative pain (Bisgaard, 2006; Bisgaard, 2001; Tverskoy, 1990).
Numerous published studies of the continuous infusion of bupivacaine HCl into surgical wounds
with pump and catheter systems have demonstrated that a dose rate of 10 mg/h to 20 mg/h is
both safe and capable of producing clinically meaningful analgesia (Liu, 2006; Baig, 2006;
LeBlanc, 2005; White, 2003; Cheong, 2001). The aim for SABER-Bupivacaine, then, was to
produce a high-concentration bupivacaine depot that could be administered as a single dose at
the close of surgery and would release its bupivacaine payload at a controlled rate comparable to
that of a pump and catheter wound-infusion system, while avoiding the attendant maintenance
and monitoring requirements of such a system. The dose and release kinetics of the final
formulation were chosen to deliver bupivacaine to the local tissues continuously for 72 hours at a
target rate of 10 mg/h.
1.2.2. Physical description
SABER-Bupivacaine is a solution consisting of 12% bupivacaine base dissolved in 66% sucrose
acetate isobutyrate (SAIB) and 22% benzyl alcohol on a weight/weight basis. SAIB is a
biocompatible, biodegradable, hydrophobic, fully-esterified sucrose derivative that controls the
rate of release of bupivacaine from the formulation. Benzyl alcohol is a solvent that maintains
the bupivacaine base in solution and decreases the viscosity of the formulation so that it can be
conveniently drawn up and administered. The concentration of bupivacaine in the formulation is
132 mg/mL, so that a single 5 mL dose of SABER-Bupivacaine contains 660 mg of bupivacaine
base, the same quantity present in 743 mg of bupivacaine HCI.
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1.2.3. Mechanism of action
Bupivacaine is an amide-type local anesthetic, acting primarily through inhibition of neuronal
voltage-gated sodium channels. It has been in clinical use for nearly 50 years (reviewed by
Covino, 1986; Nilsson, 1998; Amir, 2006). Local anesthetics block the generation and the
conduction of action potentials, presumably by increasing the threshold for electrical excitation
in the nerve, by slowing the propagation of the action potential, and by reducing its rate of rise.
1.3. Clinical program overview and regulatory history
The clinical development program for SABER-Bupivacaine began with a series of early
explorations (learning studies) aimed at optimizing the formulation, dose, and administration
method and identifying the surgical models, endpoints, and statistical methods best suited for
further study. Since these early explorations often did not use the formulation, dose, or method of
administration currently proposed for commercial use, and since they were not adequate and
well-controlled studies, they are considered only from a safety standpoint. Of the 6 efficacy
studies in the SABER-Bupivacaine program that were considered adequate and well controlled, 2
are designated as pivotal (CLIN-803-006-0006 and BU-002-IM), since they clearly demonstrated
both the efficacy and safety of the investigational product. The remaining 4 studies, which for a
variety of reasons did not meet their primary efficacy endpoints, produced point estimates that
favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo control and therefore, are viewed as supportive.
This application is a complete response to the Division’s Complete Response Letter (CRL) to
New Drug Application (NDA) 204803, which was originally submitted on April 12, 2013. The
Division of Anesthesia, Analgesia, and Addiction Products (DAAAP) issued a Discipline
Response Letter (DRL Clinical) on January 14, 2014 followed by a CRL for the POSIMIR
505(b)(2) NDA (NDA 204803; April 12, 2013) on February 12, 2014. DURECT subsequently
met with DAAAP for an End-of-Review-Cycle meeting on September 23, 2014 (minutes dated
November 4, 2014; corrected minutes submitted November 10, 2014). On November 21, 2014,
DURECT submitted a Formal Dispute Resolution package and request for a Type A meeting to
satisfactorily resolve any issues preventing approval. A meeting was held between FDA and
DURECT Corporation on December 16, 2014 during which the issues raised in the request for
formal dispute resolution were discussed. A letter issued by FDA on January 15, 2015 denied
DURECT’s appeal.
In both the original CRL and in the Formal Dispute Resolution Response (FDRR) letter, FDA
expressed concerns regarding its ability to establish a positive benefit-to-harm calculus. The
CRL listed specific issues about which FDA sought additional information from the Sponsor so
that it could assess efficacy, safety, and benefit-to-harm.
After an extensive review of the NDA, the clinical study reports, the integrated summary of
safety (ISS) and integrated summary of efficacy (ISE), and the CRL and FDRR, the Sponsor
acknowledges that, in its original NDA submission, it did not clearly and unambiguously explain
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certain safety findings, nor did it explicitly distinguish the clinical trials that were adequate and
well controlled from those that, even though important to the clinical program, suffered
deficiencies that rendered them incapable of adding to or subtracting from the evidence of
analgesic efficacy. Upon careful review of each of the 11 clinical efficacy trials performed,
including evaluation of each against the criteria used to define an adequate and well-controlled
trial in the Code of Federal Regulations (21 CFR § 314.126), only 6 of these trials could be
considered adequate and well controlled. The remaining 5 would be better characterized as
clinical experiences aimed at exploring different doses, volumes, and delivery methods that, in
some cases, improperly combined treatment cohorts for statistical analyses to produce incorrect
and misleading results. This more precise understanding of the scientific merit of each of the
trials in the clinical program was a critical factor in evaluating and presenting clinical efficacy
data for this CRL complete response. With the clear identification of clinical studies that were
adequate and well-controlled, and with the follow-up safety data and analysis requested by the
Division, including additional safety data from the new PERSIST clinical study, the Sponsor
believes it is now possible for the Division to perform a full benefit-to-harm assessment of the
investigational product, including a proper assessment of both its efficacy and the potential
safety signals identified in the CRL.
For completeness, we remind you that a Quality amendment (SN0026) was also submitted to
FDA on 07 January 2019 identifying Renaissance Lakewood, LLC (Lakewood, NJ) as the
planned contract commercial manufacturer of SABER-Bupivacaine (POSIMIR®) on behalf of
DURECT.
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2. SUMMARY OF EFFICACY
2.1. Trial objectives and designs
The clinical development program had several key efficacy objectives. The primary objective
was to demonstrate a treatment effect sufficient to support an indication for use in postsurgical
analgesia. Second was to demonstrate a prolonged duration of action capable of maintaining the
analgesic effect throughout the target period of 72 hours. To satisfy these two objectives, the
mean pain intensity on movement over the initial 72 hours after surgery was set as the primary
efficacy endpoint in each of the adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials of SABERBupivacaine.
The third objective was to demonstrate that treatment with SABER-Bupivacaine reduced the
need for systemic opioid analgesia after surgery. Such a reduction would support the conclusion
that any reported reductions in pain were both real and clinically meaningful. To this end, 5 of
the 6 adequate and well-controlled (AWC) efficacy trials (CLIN-803-006-0006; BU-002-IM; BU001-IM; C803-025, Cohort 3; and C803-017) specified a measure of postoperative opioid use as
a coprimary endpoint, and the sixth (C803-028, Part 1) specified one as the key secondary
endpoint. At least 2 of the following 3 opioid-use endpoints were assessed in each study: (1) the
cumulative consumption of opioid rescue medication (in IV morphine milligram equivalents)
during the period 0-72 hours after surgery, (2) the time to first use of opioid rescue medication,
and (3) the proportion of subjects using (or abstaining from) opioid use after surgery) (Table 3).
The surgical models studied in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program were intended to be
broadly representative of the circumstances under which SABER-Bupivacaine could be expected
to find clinical use so as to support a general-use indication. Abdominopelvic (soft tissue) and
orthopedic (bony) procedures, endoscopic (short incision) and open (long incision) procedures,
and inpatient (more invasive) and outpatient (less invasive) procedures were all represented.
Table 1 shows how the 6 adequate and well-controlled (AWC) efficacy studies were distributed
among these categories.
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Table 1.

Surgical procedure categories, AWC trials

Study

Soft
Tissue

Orthopedic

Open

Endoscopic

Inpatient

Outpatient

Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)



BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)




 [1]


 [1]

Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal hysterectomy)
C803-025 Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy)
C803-028 Part 1
(laparoscopic cholecystectomy)
C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)























 [1]

AWC, adequate and well-controlled
[1] Subjects were admitted to an inpatient facility for a variable period postoperatively, depending on the local
standard of care. Subjects in BU-002-IM remained in-house for a minimum of 48 hours, with the exception of
58 subjects whose plasma bupivacaine concentrations were measured through 96 hours.
Source: Respective clinical study reports.

Study Endpoints
Efficacy endpoints were chosen to shed light on the primary research objective, namely, to
characterize the extent and duration of postoperative analgesia provided by SABERBupivacaine.
Primary pain endpoint
Pain perception is subjective and highly variable in nature. For that reason, efforts were made to
standardize the assessment of pain intensity within each trial and across the set of trials. In all
6 AWC studies, pain was measured on an 11-point, 0-10 numeric pain rating scale (NPRS), a
widely used measurement instrument that has been validated for the assessment of postoperative
pain (Tandon, 2016; Gerbershagen, 2011). The measurement interval chosen for the primary
pain endpoint was the initial 72 hours after surgery, since this was both the expected duration of
activity of the investigational product and the period during which postoperative pain is maximal
(Bisgaard, 2006; Bisgaard, 2001; Tverskoy, 1990). Dynamic pain (pain on movement), as
opposed to resting pain, was chosen for the primary efficacy endpoint for several reasons:
(1) it is typically of greater intensity than resting pain, and so aids in discrimination between
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study drug and control; (2) it is more sensitive to local analgesic intervention because of its
predominant somatic component; and (3), it is more relevant to functional recovery (i.e.,
mobilization) than resting pain (Srikandarajah, 2011; Corbett, 2018; Mankovsky-Arnold, 2017).
For abdominopelvic procedures, pain on movement was generally defined as the pain elicited
while sitting up (or attempting to sit up) from a supine position. For orthopedic procedures
involving the shoulder, it was defined as shoulder flexion (active or assisted) to 90 degrees.
There was no assessment of baseline pain in any study, since the study drug was administered
under anesthesia. Hence, endpoint comparisons were made with control treatment and not with
baseline values. Table 2 summarizes the pain endpoints for each study.
The frequency of serial pain assessments was selected so that the treatment effect of SABERBupivacaine, including the onset and duration of activity, could be characterized with reasonable
precision. Pain was assessed 5-8 times on the day of surgery, and 4 times per day (every 4 hours
during the normal waking period) on postoperative days 1-3. With the exception of BU-001-IM
and BU-002-IM, pain was also assessed any time that rescue analgesia was administered. Rescue
pain scores allowed the primary pain data to be adjusted for the potential attenuating effect of a
preceding dose of rescue medication. The methods used for such adjustment varied from study to
study, and in some cases were applied to the primary analysis and in other cases to sensitivity
analyses.
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Table 2.

Pain endpoints by study, AWC trials
Pain Endpoints

Study
Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia
repair)

BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic
subacromial
decompression)

Primary

Secondary

Adjustment for
Rescue Analgesia

YES
• Mean pain intensity • Mean pain intensity
on movement
on movement
• Primary and
normalized AUC
normalized AUC
secondary endpoint
from 1-72 h after
from 1-48 h after
analyses
treatment
treatment
• Sensitivity analyses
NO
• Mean pain intensity • Mean pain intensity
on movement
at rest normalized
• Rescue pain scores
normalized AUC
AUC from 1-72 h
not collected
from 1-72 h after
after treatment
treatment
• Pain treatment
satisfaction score on
Day 4

Adjustment
Method

• Rescue scores added
to scheduled scores
(primary analysis)
• Rescue scores
substituted for
schedules scores [1]
(sensitivity analyses)
N/A

Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal
hysterectomy)

C803-025, Cohort 3
(laparoscopicallyassisted colectomy)

C803-028, Part 1
(laparoscopic
cholecystectomy)

C803-017
(arthroscopic
subacromial
decompression)

• Mean pain intensity • Mean pain intensity
on movement
at rest normalized
normalized AUC
AUC from 1-72 h
from 1-72 h after
after treatment
treatment
• Pain treatment
satisfaction score on
Day 4
• Mean pain intensity • Mean pain intensity
on movement
on movement
normalized AUC
normalized AUC
from 0-72 h after
from 0-48 h after
treatment
treatment
• Mean pain intensity
at rest normalized
AUC from 0-72 h
and 0-48 h after
treatment
• Mean pain intensity • None
on movement from
0-72 h after
treatment, adjusted
for prior rescue
medication use, and
analyzed by a mixed
effect ANOVA
model of repeated
measures
• Mean pain intensity • Mean pain intensity
on movement
on movement
normalized AUC
normalized AUC
from 0-72 h after
from 0-48 h after
treatment
treatment

NO
• Rescue pain scores
not collected

N/A

YES
• Primary and
secondary endpoint
analyses

• Rescue scores added
to scheduled scores
(all analyses)

YES
• Primary endpoint
analysis
• Sensitivity analyses

• Rescue scores
substituted for
scheduled scores [1]
(all analyses)

NO
• Rescue pain scores
collected but not
used in analyses

N/A

ANOVA , analysis of variance; AUC, area under the curve; AWC, adequate and well-controlled; h, hours;
N/A, not applicable
[1] The rescue pain score was substituted for the scheduled pain score if it was greater than the scheduled score and
preceded the scheduled score by less than 1 half-life of the rescue medication.
Source: Respective statistical analysis plans and clinical study reports.
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Secondary pain endpoints
Secondary pain endpoints differed from the primary pain endpoint in that they assessed resting
pain rather than pain on movement, examined different measurement periods (e.g., 48 hours
instead of 72 hours), or both. Two studies, BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM evaluated summary
scores for pain-treatment satisfaction on postoperative day 4 that were based on a set of oncedaily assessments. In general, the secondary endpoints were intended to be supportive of the
primary pain endpoint by looking at more varied analgesic parameters.
Primary opioid-use endpoint
Since the consumption of opioid analgesia in the acute setting can be considered a marker for
elevated pain intensity (Bot, 2014; Nota, 2015), endpoints assessing various aspects of opioid use
provided additional evidence in support of the primary pain findings. In general, reductions in
measures of postoperative opioid rescue analgesia use correlate with reductions in pain intensity
levels. Thus, a concurrent finding of reduced pain and reduced opioid consumption adds
reliability to the observation of an analgesic effect and implies that the effect is clinically
meaningful. Decreased opioid use also has positive implications for the speed and quality of
recovery, the occurrence of postoperative complications, healthcare utilization, patient
satisfaction, and public health (Luo, 2017; Koepke, 2018; Tick, 2018). However, the primary
opioid-use endpoints discussed here were not designed to demonstrate these effects.
Opioid-use endpoints specified for the set of AWC studies are summarized in Table 3. Of the
6 studies, 5 designated the cumulative (or total) IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue
medication consumed over 72 hours postoperatively as the primary opioid-use endpoint. One
study (CLIN-803-006-0006) designated the proportion of subjects taking any opioid rescue
medication over the 14-day course of the study as the primary opioid-use endpoint and the total
dose consumed as a secondary endpoint. The time to first use of opioid rescue medication, a third
common measure of opioid use, was specified as a secondary endpoint in every study.
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Table 3.

Opioid-use endpoints by study, AWC trials

Study

Primary

Secondary

Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)

• Proportion of subjects who received
opioid rescue medication during the
study (Days 0-15)

BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)

• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose
of opioid rescue medication
administered from 0-72 h after
treatment

• Time to first use of opioid rescue
medication
• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of
opioid rescue medication administered
during the study (Days 0-15)
• Time to first use of opioid rescue
medication
• Proportion of subjects not using opioid
rescue medication from 0-72 h after
treatment (post hoc)

Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal
hysterectomy)
C803-025, Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy)

• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose
of opioid rescue medication
administered from 0-72 h after
treatment
• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose
of opioid rescue medication
administered from 0-72 h after
treatment

C803-028, Part 1
(laparoscopic
cholecystectomy)

• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose
of opioid rescue medication
administered from 0-72 h after
treatment [1]

C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)

• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose
of opioid rescue medication
administered from 0-72 h after
treatment

• Time to first use of opioid rescue
medication

• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of
opioid rescue medication administered
from 0-48 h after treatment
• Time to first use of opioid rescue
medication
• Proportion of subjects not using opioid
rescue medication from PACU
discharge to 72 h after treatment
• Time to first opioid rescue medication
use after discharge from PACU
• Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of
opioid rescue medication administered
from 0-48 h after treatment
• Time to first use of opioid rescue
medication

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; IV, intravenous; h, hours; PACU, post-anesthesia care unit
[1] Principal opioid-use endpoint, prespecified as the key secondary endpoint.
Source: Respective statistical analysis plans and clinical study reports.

Secondary opioid-use endpoints
Secondary opioid-use endpoints included the time to first use of opioid rescue medication, the
proportion of subjects using (or not using) opioids over 72 hours postoperatively, and the total IV
morphine-equivalent dose of opioids consumed over various measurement periods—all three of
which tended to track together because they measured different aspects of the same phenomenon.
The time to first use of opioid rescue medication, calculated by the Kaplan-Meier method, was
specified as a secondary endpoint in all 6 AWC studies. In theory, it indicated the period during
which pain relief produced by the investigational product was sufficient to allow subjects to
forgo the use of rescue opioids. Among subjects for whom this degree of pain relief was
sustained over the entire 3-day postoperative period (primarily those undergoing ambulatory
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procedures), complete abstention from opioid use may have been possible. Since a goal of
modern perioperative care is to reduce or eliminate exposure to systemic opioids (Zhu, 2017;
Helander, 2017; Lipman, 2015), this set of secondary endpoints is meaningful not only for
supporting the primary pain and opioid-use endpoints but for demonstrating consistency with
current treatment practices.
Recovery and return of function endpoints
Recovery and return of function endpoints were included in several studies as secondary or
exploratory endpoints. These included:
•

Inpatient or outpatient discharge eligibility assessed by the modified Post-Anesthesia
Discharge Scoring System (mPADSS): BU-001-IM; BU-002-IM; C803-025, Cohort 3;
and C803-028, Part 1

•

The proportion of patients who returned to work by Day 14: BU-002-IM

•

Mean scores on the RI-49 postoperative functional subscales: C803-025, Cohort 3

•

Mean function activities, Days 1-5 (based on the modified Brief Pain Inventory):
CLIN-803-006-0006

•

Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale (OR-SDS) score: BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM

•

The frequency and severity of subject-reported opioid-related adverse events: C803-017
and C803-025, Cohort 3

•

Proportion of subjects with evidence of a wound infection on Days 7 and 14: C803-025,
Cohort 3

These endpoints were intended to examine whether improvements in pain control and/or
reductions in systemic opioid use would translate into patient-level outcomes benefits. Some
were based on composite questionnaires or instruments that integrated data across several
dimensions. In theory, they could have provided useful health economics and outcomes
comparisons, but in practice, they proved unable to discriminate between the investigational
product and control comparators in a meaningful way, and revealed no significant trends.
Study Drug Dosing and Administration
Dose
SABER-Bupivacaine was conceived as an extended-release product that would mimic the effect
of an elastomeric pump and catheter system delivering bupivacaine HCl to the surgical site over
3 days at a rate of approximately 10 mg/hour. This infusion rate translates to a 72-hour dose of
bupivacaine HCl of 720 mg, which equates to 640 mg of bupivacaine base. The 5 mL dose of
SABER-Bupivacaine, which contains 660 mg of bupivacaine base, was therefore considered the
target dose for clinical trials.
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The effect of halving this dose to 2.5 mL was examined in CLIN-803-006-0006, which enrolled
2 equal dose cohorts, 5.0 mL and 2.5 mL. The result suggested a linear response over this dose
range: compared with placebo control, subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL
reported about twice the mean pain reduction over the 72-hour assessment period as subjects
treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL.
The effect of increasing the dose to 7.5 mL was examined in two early-stage exploratory trials,
CLIN004-0001 and CLIN004-0009, neither of which used the current method of administration
and neither of which was adequate and well-controlled. Although no reliable conclusions can be
drawn from these studies with regard to the relative efficacy of the 7.5 mL and 5.0 mL doses,
neither study suggested superior efficacy for the higher dose. Based on potential safety concerns,
the FDA placed partial clinical holds on studies CLIN005-0006 and CLIN005-0010, prohibiting
the planned administration of SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5 mL, but allowing treatment with the 2.5
mL and 5.0 mL doses to proceed (FDA, Partial Clinical Hold letter, 03 Nov 2006). These clinical
holds were not the result of any adverse events and the safety concern was risk for potential
cardiovascular and central nervous system adverse events. There was no evidence of any safety
issues with SABER-Bupivacaine and the concern was based on the notion of potential effects
with the reported plasma levels of bupivacaine in previous studies. The Agency also
recommended additional monitoring of ECGs and that neurological symptoms associated with
bupivacaine toxicity at and around the time of Cmax be captured with the 5.0 mL dose.
The 6 AWC studies focused on the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL dose, as it appeared to offer the
best balance of risk and benefit. In cases where there was more than one surgical incision, the
5 mL dose was divided among the incisions to provide coverage to all potential sources of
somatic pain. Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the doses of SABER-Bupivacaine and the 3
control comparators examined in the 6 AWC studies, along with their methods of administration.
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Table 4.

Doses, AWC trials
Dose

Study
Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)
BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)
Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal hysterectomy)
C803-025 Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy)
C803-028 Part 1
(laparoscopic cholecystectomy)
C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)

SABERBupivacaine

SABER-Placebo

5 mL
2.5 mL

5 mL
2.5 mL

5 mL

5 mL

20 mL
(50 mg)

5 mL

5 mL

40 mL
(100 mg)

5 mL

5 mL

Saline Placebo

5 mL

Bupivacaine HCl

5 mL

5 mL

5 mL

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; mL, milliliters; mg, milligrams
Source: Respective study protocols.

Table 5.

Methods of administration, AWC trials
Method of Administration

Study
Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)
BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)
Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal
hysterectomy)
C803-025 Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy)
C803-028 Part 1
(laparoscopic
cholecystectomy)
C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)

SABER-Bupivacaine

Control

Subaponeurotic
& subcutaneous instillation

Subaponeurotic
& subcutaneous instillation

Subacromial instillation
(percutaneous)

Subacromial instillation
(percutaneous)

Intra-incisional instillation

Intra-incisional instillation or
peri-incisional infiltration [1]

Intra-incisional instillation

Intra-incisional instillation

Intra-incisional instillation

Intra-incisional instillation

Subacromial instillation
(percutaneous
and via ports)

Subacromial instillation
(percutaneous
and via ports)

AWC, adequate and well-controlled
[1] SABER-Placebo was instilled into the incision; bupivacaine HCl was infiltrated peri-incisionally
Source: Respective study protocols.
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Administration
SABER-Bupivacaine was administered as a single dose at the close of surgery. It was not
intended for re-administration, as it was designed to have an extended duration of effect
compared with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl.
SABER-Bupivacaine differs from immediate-release bupivacaine HCl in its method of
administration. When bupivacaine HCl is used for local anesthesia, it is typically infiltrated into
tissues with a needle and syringe. An aqueous solution, it spreads through interstitial spaces and
tissue planes, blocking neuronal sodium channels within its local volume of distribution
(Marcaine® Prescribing Information, 2018; Becker, 2012). SABER-Bupivacaine, by contrast, is
not infiltrated but instilled directly into the surgical incisions or other affected anatomic spaces,
where its hydrophobic nature prevents it from spreading. Unlike bupivacaine HCl, it condenses
to form an in situ depot that releases bupivacaine to the local tissues over an extended period.
Since SABER-Bupivacaine is instilled rather than infiltrated, a blunt-tipped applicator is
indicated for administration in most cases. However, in instances where the target space may not
be superficially accessible (e.g., the subacromial space), SABER-Bupivacaine may be instilled
with a needle placed through intact skin, with appropriate visual guidance to ensure correct
placement.
Control Comparators
Three control comparators were used in clinical studies of SABER-Bupivacaine.
SABER-placebo (placebo control)
SABER-placebo, or vehicle control, contains the same proportions of excipients (SAIB and
benzyl alcohol) as the full SABER-Bupivacaine formulation, but does not contain the active
ingredient (bupivacaine). Based on laboratory studies of composition, viscosity, and other
physical properties, and on GLP toxicology studies, the in vivo behavior of SABER-placebo is
expected to be comparable to that of the active formulation, albeit without analgesic effects.
SABER-placebo was, therefore, an appropriate control for isolating the pharmacological effects
of bupivacaine, the active pharmaceutical ingredient. SABER-placebo was the control
comparator in the 2 pivotal studies and in 3 of the 4 supportive studies (Table 4).
Saline placebo (placebo control)
Saline placebo, or sterile normal saline (NaCl 0.9% aqueous solution), was used as the control
comparator in C803-028, Part 1. It was chosen in response to an FDA request (FDA, Complete
Response, 12 Feb 2014) to expand the safety database to include additional comparisons between
SABER-Bupivacaine and a non-SABER (non-vehicle) control. Saline placebo 5 mL can be
considered pharmacologically inert when administered as an intra-incisional instillation, and so
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was an appropriate control comparator for examining the effects of the full SABER-Bupivacaine
formulation.
Immediate-release bupivacaine HCl (active control)
Immediate-release bupivacaine HCl (Marcaine® or Sensorcaine®) is commonly used to provide
short-term local analgesia at the surgical site, for which it may be administered locally,
regionally, or neuraxially. When used locally, it is typically infiltrated peri-incisionally just prior
to the commencement of surgery, just prior to the close of surgery, or both (Marcaine®
Prescribing Information, 2018; Butterfield, 2001; Moiniche, 1998). While the use of this agent
for local infiltration is supported by the results of numerous clinical trials (Kato, 2000;
Ahn, 2013; Butterfield, 2001), the optimal dose, administration technique, and timing of
administration have not been established (Chou, 2016), and in practice, may vary widely from
surgeon to surgeon and procedure to procedure. Review of the clinical literature reveals no
consistent relationship between bupivacaine dose and analgesic response, which means that
selection of a bupivacaine dose (concentration and volume) in a given surgical setting is based
primarily on surgeon preference and not on an established evidence base. The approved labeling
for immediate-release bupivacaine HCl does not provide dosage recommendations for periincisional infiltration (Marcaine® Prescribing Information, 2018).
A bupivacaine HCl control arm was included in 2 of the 6 AWC efficacy studies, BU-001-IM
and BU-002-IM (Table 4). The comparison between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl
in these studies was considered exploratory. Comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and
bupivacaine HCl were also made in several non-AWC studies (C803-025, Cohort 1 and Cohort
2; and C803-028, Part 2). The choice of bupivacaine HCl as an active comparator allowed
assessment of the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects of the SABER formulation
relative to the immediate-release formulation, since the active pharmaceutical ingredient was
common to both. The inclusion of an active comparator could theoretically also have been used
to evaluate assay sensitivity; however, none of the statistical analysis plans for these trials called
for an efficacy comparison between active control and placebo control.
In studies that included a bupivacaine HCl treatment arm, the dose of bupivacaine HCl was
selected following consultation with practicing surgeons, who indicated the dose (concentration
and volume) they would typically use for the surgical procedure in question. In BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial decompression), bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 20 mL (50 mg) was instilled
subacromially, and in BU-001-IM (abdominal hysterectomy), bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 40 mL
(100 mg) was infiltrated into the margins of the surgical incision. In C803-028, Part 2
(laparoscopic cholecystectomy; not an AWC study), bupivacaine HCl 0.5% 15 mL (75 mg) was
infiltrated into the margins of the 4 laparoscopic port incisions. This dose was consistent with a
Cochrane Review (Loizides, 2014) that compiled the doses of bupivacaine HCl used in clinical
trials of laparoscopic cholecystectomy, the surgical procedure studied in this trial. And in
C803-025, Cohorts 1 (Laparotomy) and 2 (laparoscopic cholecystectomy ) neither AWC studies,
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a total of 30 mL (150 mg) of bupivacaine HCl 0.5% was infiltrated into the margins of the
surgical incisions. This higher dose was selected so that SABER-Bupivacaine could be compared
with the approximate maximum single-administration dose of immediate-release bupivacaine
HCl, based on the product prescribing information.
Rescue and Supplemental Analgesia
For ethical reasons, and to prevent dropouts from lack of efficacy, subjects participating in
studies of SABER-Bupivacaine required access to rescue analgesia. Nonetheless, it was
important to avoid the overprovision of rescue analgesia, which could have reduced the pain
signal among all treatment groups to the point where no meaningful comparisons could be made.
It was also important to limit the types of rescue analgesics used, so that responses to these noninvestigational interventions would be similar among the subjects receiving them.
Three of the AWC trials (CLIN-803-006-0006; C803-025, Cohort 3; and C803-028, Part 1) used
a 2-tiered approach to providing rescue medication: subjects were offered an intravenous or oral
opioid for moderate-to-severe pain and oral acetaminophen for mild-to-moderate pain. In the
other 3 trials (BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-017), intravenous or oral morphine was the
only available rescue analgesic. In 2 trials, BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM, supplemental analgesia,
in the form of around-the-clock background therapy with paracetamol (acetaminophen, 4 g/day)
was given to all subjects, largely to comply with European standards of care at the investigative
sites. This practice may not have been ideal for assessing the treatment effect of the
investigational product, as it may have contributed to an overall attenuation of the pain signals
obtained in these studies. Table 6 and Table 7 summarize the various approaches taken to
providing rescue medication in the SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy trials.
Several strategies were employed to discourage the overuse of rescue medication and limit
variability: (1) subjects were allowed rescue analgesics only on an “as-needed” basis rather than
on a scheduled basis, as might be the case in a standard clinical setting; (2) subjects were
instructed to take only immediate-release products and not extended-release products that could
confound distant pain measurements; (3) subjects were prohibited from using combination
opioid-acetaminophen analgesics, since the 2 ingredients have been shown to have synergistic
effects that may not be predictable (Gatti, 2010; Raffa, 2006; Raffa, 2010); (4) in studies where
both opioid and nonopioid analgesics were available, subjects were instructed not to take both
simultaneously; and (5) subjects were instructed to limit their use of rescue medications to the 1
or 2 approved agents that were typically supplied by the sponsor.
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Table 6.

Protocol-specified supplemental analgesia for use from 0-72 hours after
surgery, AWC trials

Supplemental
(Scheduled / Mandatory)

Study
Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)
BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial decompression)

None
Paracetamol 4 g/day [1] (every 6 hours)

Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal hysterectomy)
C803-025, Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted colectomy)

Paracetamol 4 g/day [1] (every 6 hours)
None

C803-028, Part 1
(laparoscopic cholecystectomy)

None

C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial decompression)

None

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; g, grams; IV, intravenous
[1] 2 g/day for subjects weighing <66 kg
Source: Respective study protocols.
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Table 7.

Protocol-specified rescue analgesia for use from 0-72 hours after surgery,
AWC trials
Rescue
(As Needed / Upon Request)

Study

Opioid

Nonopioid

IV or oral tramadol
(immediate-release)

Acetaminophen
up to 4 g/day [1]

IV or oral morphine
(immediate-release)

None

IV or oral morphine
(immediate-release)

None

IV or oral morphine
(immediate-release) [2]

Acetaminophen
up to 1 g/day

IV fentanyl or
oral oxycodone
(immediate-release)

Acetaminophen
up to 4 g/day [1]

Oral morphine
(immediate-release) [2]

None

Pivotal
CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)
BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)
Supportive
BU-001-IM
(open abdominal
hysterectomy)
C803-025, Cohort 3
(laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy)
C803-028, Part 1
(laparoscopic
cholecystectomy)
C803-017
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; g, grams; IV, intravenous
[1] For mild-moderate pain; not to be taken concomitantly with opioid rescue
[2] For pain intensity score ≥4

Source: Respective study protocols.

Randomization
Screened and consented subjects were assigned subject identifiers according to the investigative
site and the order consented. Subjects were randomized to treatment assignments according to a
centrally-generated randomization scheme. Randomized subjects who were not dosed with study
drug because they triggered screening or intra-operative exclusion criteria between the time of
randomization and the time of treatment were replaced, and their assigned study drug vial was
retired. Randomization was stratified by sex in C803-028, Part 1 to ensure an equal number of
men and women in each treatment group, based on evidence that pain perception differs between
men and women (Aufiero, 2017; Staikou, 2017). Randomization was also stratified by site in all
studies but C803-028, so that the ratio of subjects administered study-drug and control drug
would be the same at each site. C803-028 was not stratified by site because there was a concern
that several investigative sites would enroll a very small number of subjects.
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Blinding
Each of the 6 AWC efficacy trials was double-blinded. In trials where SABER-Bupivacaine was
compared with a non-SABER (i.e., non-vehicle) control, special care was taken to ensure that
differences between the study drug and the control comparator in appearance, volume, or method
of administration did not break the blind. As a general precaution, investigators who were
assigned to perform any postoperative assessments in such trials were not permitted in the
operating room when the study drug was administered, and operating room personnel were
cautioned not to reveal the identity of the administered agent to the subject or the blinded
investigator. In cases where the operating surgeon or attending anesthesiologist was also the
principal investigator, and the investigational and control drugs were readily distinguishable,
postoperative assessments were assigned to another qualified investigator at the study site.
Study Duration
The duration of the 6 AWC studies was 14 days after study drug treatment, with the exception of
C803-028, Part 1, which was 30 days. From an efficacy standpoint, a 14-day post-treatment
period was more than sufficient to evaluate the primary pain and opioid-use endpoints, given that
the study drug was administered once at the close of surgery and had an expected duration of
action of 3 days. One study, CLIN-803-006-0006, specified a 14-day interval for analysis of its
primary opioid-use endpoint, which could have complicated interpretation of the result, but in
practice had only a small effect.
The initial 72 hours after surgery was a reasonable choice as the principal data collection period
for the primary efficacy assessments. An assessment period shorter than 72 hours would have
been unable to properly characterize the tail of the treatment effect, while a longer assessment
period could have led to confounding of drug and non-drug effects, as well as to reduced
discriminatory power resulting from steadily decreasing pain levels. The period from 4 to 14
days (or 4 to 30 days) after surgery was intended primarily to collect safety data; however, it was
also used to assess several secondary and exploratory efficacy endpoints. In some cases, pain and
opioid-use data were also collected during this period, but with the exception of CLIN-803-0060006, these data were not formally analyzed beyond 72 hours. Long-term safety follow-up visits
took place at 3 and 6 months in CLIN-803-006-0006, 6 months in BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM,
and 18 months in C803-017.
Study Population
The SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program was intended to study adult surgical populations
representative of those expected to be treated with SABER-Bupivacaine upon commercial
approval. In general, the goal was to strike a balance between enrolling a diverse enough
population to ensure generalizability and placing limits on enrollment sufficient to control
variability and prevent confounding of treatment effects with other factors.
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Inclusion/exclusion criteria
Studies of SABER-Bupivacaine included male or female subjects over 18 years of age, of any
race or ethnicity, who had an upcoming elective surgical procedure compatible with a relevant
study protocol. In an effort to cast a broad net, both outpatient (ambulatory) surgeries and
inpatient (requiring a postsurgical hospital stay) surgeries were studied, as were arthroscopic,
laparoscopic, and open procedures associated with a range of postoperative pain intensities and
expectations for the course of postoperative recovery.
Studies of SABER-Bupivacaine excluded patients undergoing urgent or emergent surgery, since
they may have had additional pathologies that could complicate interpretation of the pain and
opioid-use results. Patients with pre-existing conditions that could have altered pain perception,
adding bias or variability to the dataset, were also excluded. These included active psychiatric
diagnoses (psychosis or depression), chronic pain conditions, particularly those requiring
repeated or chronic use of opioid or other analgesics, the ongoing use of medications known to
affect pain quality or intensity (e.g., antidepressants or systemic corticosteroids), and significant
acute pain unrelated to the surgical diagnosis. Since opioid analgesics were used to treat
breakthrough postsurgical pain in all studies, patients who could not tolerate opioids, were
unwilling to take them, or had histories of opioid abuse were excluded. Also, because the
primary pain and opioid use data were collected by direct entry into electronic diaries (LogPads),
patients were excluded who were unable or unwilling to operate the diaries according to the
instructions set forth in the study protocols. Pregnant and lactating women were excluded from
all studies for safety reasons.
In addition to the exclusion criteria applied at screening, studies also had a set of
postrandomization or intraoperative exclusion criteria, intended to exclude subjects who had
unforeseen intraoperative complications that could affect pain assessments during postoperative
recovery or whose status had changed significantly since they were randomized. A subject who
triggered a postrandomization exclusion criterion was not administered study drug and was
terminated from the study.
Age
The age range was 18 to 87 years, with a mean of approximately 50 years. The ages of enrolled
subjects were broadly consistent with those of the populations typically undergoing the
respective surgical procedures. Subjects in C803-025, Cohort 3 (laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy) were generally older (mean 59.6 years) than subjects in other trials, reflecting the
older age distribution of the underlying surgical diagnoses in the group.
Sex
Both men and women were enrolled in the proportions generally seen among patients presenting
with the underlying medical conditions. In some cases, the particular surgical model under study
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had the practical effect of excluding subjects of one sex or the other, for example, hysterectomy
(men) or inguinal hernia repair (women). This would not be expected to have a substantial effect
on generalizability.
Race
Subjects from all racial and ethnic groups were recruited; however, the final study populations
were predominantly white. In the case of the ex-US studies, which were conducted in northern
Europe, Australia, and New Zealand, this imbalance may have reflected local population
demographics or patterns of healthcare utilization. Among the 6 AWC studies overall (N = 655),
93.6% of subjects were white, 3.6% black or African American, and 1.4% Asian. The remaining
1.4% of subjects were classified as Aborigine/Torres Strait Islander, Hispanic/Latino, Mixed, or
Other. Two studies, C803-025, Cohort 3 and C803-028, Part 1, treated “Hispanic or Latino” as
an ethnic category independent of race. When this designation was factored in, the combined
proportion of subjects classified as Hispanic or Latino by race or ethnicity was 5.2%.
Based on a search of the published literature, there is no indication that the analgesic effect of
bupivacaine and other local anesthetics varies by race or ethnic origin, nor was a difference
observed in subgroup analyses of the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical trial results. The question of
whether placebo responses could differ by race or ethnicity is an interesting one, but likely not
relevant in this case, since the active and placebo arms of the studies were evenly balanced with
respect to race.
Nationality
The SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy studies were conducted at sites in the US, Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand. An effect on outcome of geographic differences in surgical technique or periand postoperative care, including the use of opioid analgesics, cannot be ruled out. Nor can the
effects of cultural attitudes towards postoperative pain and recovery, particularly as they might
have affected the placebo response. Within individual studies, the treatment arms were balanced
with respect to these factors, so the net effect should have been negligible.
Health status
Subjects enrolled in C803-025, Cohort 3 (laparoscopically-assisted colectomy) were generally
older and had more comorbidities than subjects enrolled in other studies. From an efficacy
standpoint, there is no indication that the health status of these subjects affected the results of the
trial. Their responses to treatment, as compared with subjects in other studies, were more likely
influenced by the more extensive surgical procedures they underwent.
Characteristics of the populations of the 6 AWC studies are summarized in Table 8.
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bupivacaine HCl for Cohorts 1 and 2 and SABER-placebo for Cohort 3). C803-028 had 2 parts,
conducted sequentially. Each had a different primary endpoint and a different control comparator
(saline placebo for Part 1 and immediate-release bupivacaine HCl for Part 2). Thus, there were
effectively 11 studies that examined the efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine. However, only those
that were adequate and well controlled (AWC) were considered suitable for supporting the
efficacy and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine.
2.2.1. Summary of criteria
To determine which of the above studies met the criteria for AWC, each was evaluated against
the following set of criteria, paraphrased here from the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations
(21 CFR § 314.126):
An adequate and well-controlled study has the following characteristics:
1. Objectives and methods of analysis clearly stated in protocol and clinical study report
2. Valid comparison with control to assess quantitative drug effect; study design precisely
described
3. Subjects selected have the disease or condition being studied
4. Method of assigning patients to treatment groups minimizes bias and assures
comparability
5. Experimenter and subject bias minimized (e.g., blinding)
6. Well-defined and reliable methods of assessment of subject response
7. Adequate analysis of results
8. Test drug standardized (identity, strength, quality, purity, dosage form)
2.2.2. Table of efficacy trials
2.2.2.1. Adequate and well-controlled (AWC) Studies
There were 6 efficacy studies in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program that met AWC
criteria (Table 9). Of these, 2 (CLIN-803-006-0006 and BU-002-IM) have been designated as
pivotal, since they clearly demonstrated the safety and efficacy of the investigational product.
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2.2.2.2. Efficacy studies not meeting the standards of being adequate and well controlled
(AWC)
There were 5 efficacy studies in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program that did not meet
AWC criteria (Table 10).
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2.2.3. CLIN005-0006 and CLIN005-0010: why non-AWC
CLIN005-0006 was not considered to be AWC for the following reasons:
The study design not precisely described:
• Efficacy endpoints not prospectively defined (only “variables” were defined).
• Primary efficacy variable listed as both - pain at rest and pain on movement.
• Change in route of administration from peri-incisional trailing injections to subacromial
instillation (protocol Amendment 3) not prospectively planned.
• Change in dose of study drug from 5.0 mL to 7.5 mL (protocol Amendment 3) and back to
5.0 mL (protocol Amendment 4) not prospectively planned.
• Modification of study population to exclude non-arthroscopic procedures (protocol Amendment
3) not prospectively planned.
• Experimenter and subject bias not minimized and the method of assessment was unreliable.
• Subjects recorded pain and opioid use data on paper diary cards (unverified entry times,
potential entry errors, recall bias).
There was inadequate analysis of results:
• Primary endpoint assessment based on PP population rather than ITT population.
• Sample size estimate based on Cohort 1 only.
• 120-hour duration of primary pain analysis too long for expected 72-hour activity of study drug.
• Inappropriate pooling of placebo data from 2 different randomization pools (Cohort 1 and
Cohort 2), which also included 2 different doses and 3 routes of administration.
CLIN005-0010 was not considered to be AWC for the following reasons:
The study design not precisely described:
• Efficacy endpoints not clearly defined.
• Primary efficacy endpoint listed as both pain at rest and pain on movement.
• Change in route of administration from subaponeurotic and subcutaneous trailing injections to
inguinal canal and abdominal wall instillation (protocol Amendment 3) not prospectively
planned.
• Change in dose of study drug from 5.0 mL to 7.5 mL (protocol Amendment 3) and back to
5.0 mL (protocol Amendment 4) not prospectively planned.
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The method of assessment was unreliable and bias not minimized:
• Subjects recorded pain and opioid use data on paper diary cards (unverified time of recording;
potential error and recall bias).
There was inadequate analysis of results:
• Primary endpoint assessment based on PP population rather than ITT population
• Sample size estimate based on Cohort 1 only
• 120-hour duration of primary pain analysis too long for expected 72-hour activity of study drug
• Inappropriate pooling of placebo comparators (3 different volumes and routes of
administration).
2.2.4. C803-025 Cohort 3 vs Cohorts 1 and 2
C803-025 Cohorts 1 and 2 were not considered to be AWC for the following reasons:
There was inadequate analysis of results:
• Not powered for efficacy (power calculation for C803-025 based on Cohort 3).
• Prespecified as exploratory, with non-inferential analyses of efficacy.
•

Inappropriate pooling of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 SABER-Bupivacaine arms for comparison
with active control (dissimilar surgeries, patient populations, and routes of administration).

2.2.5. C803-028 Part 1 (AWC) vs C803-028 Part 2 (non-AWC)
C803-028 Part 2 was not considered to be AWC for the following reasons:
The study design not precisely described; bias not minimized:
• Change in control comparator from saline placebo (Part 1) to bupivacaine HCl (Part 2) not
prospectively planned.
• Numerous additional unplanned changes in study design and conduct at behest of FDA
introduced bias and increased variability beyond acceptable experimental limits.
There was invalid comparison with control:
• No concurrent placebo control, so no assay sensitivity
There was inadequate analysis of results:
• Primary efficacy endpoint based on 0-48 hour pain data, so not integrable with 0-72 hour
adequate and well-controlled efficacy studies.
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• Inappropriate pooling of Part 1 and Part 2 SABER-Bupivacaine treatment arms for secondary
endpoints (nonconcurrent treatment at different investigative sites, different control
comparators with different routes of administration).

2.3. Pivotal trials: description and results
2.3.1. CLIN803-006-0006
A double-blind, placebo-controlled, pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic dose response study
of SABER-Bupivacaine instilled into the wound in patients undergoing open inguinal hernia
repair.
Critical Design Features
This was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, doseresponse study to examine the efficacy, pharmacokinetics, and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine
instilled directly into the wound in subjects undergoing elective, unilateral, open, tension-free
(Lichtenstein) inguinal hernia repair. The duration of the study was up to 21 days (screening through
study completion on Day 14), with 3- and 6-month long-term safety follow-ups. Prior to surgery,
eligible subjects were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 treatments. Subjects in dose Cohort 1 received
SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL (330 mg) or SABER-placebo 2.5 mL in a 3:1 ratio, and subjects in
dose Cohort 2 received SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL (660 mg) or SABER-placebo 5.0 mL in a
3:1 ratio. The operative procedure was performed according to standard local practice under
general anesthesia. Study drug, administered with a needleless syringe during wound closure
(Day 0), was instilled gradually throughout the inguinal canal and abdominal wall layers to cover
all raw surfaces of the wound, filling the subaponeurotic and subcutaneous spaces. The identity
of the study drug was concealed at the time of administration to guard against unblinding.
Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine position) on
an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 5 days of recovery. Tramadol (for
moderate-to-severe pain) and acetaminophen (for mild-to-moderate pain) were provided on
demand as rescue medication. The study design is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

Study schematic, CLIN-803-006-0006

Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, in-text Figure 1.

Objectives
•

•

Primary: to assess the dose-response efficacy and pharmacokinetics of SABERBupivacaine instilled directly into the wound in subjects undergoing elective, open
inguinal hernia repair.
Secondary: to examine the safety and tolerability of SABER-Bupivacaine instilled
directly into the wound in subjects undergoing elective, open inguinal hernia repair.

Population Studied
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Male and female subjects, 18 to 65 years of age, planning to undergo elective open
unilateral tension-free Lichtenstein-type inguinal hernia repair;
Determined to be in good health prior to study participation based on a medical history,
physical examination, 12-lead ECG, and laboratory tests;
Systolic BP ≤160 mmHg and diastolic BP ≤95 mmHg;
Agreement to use a medically acceptable method of contraception throughout the study
period and for 1 week after the study is completed for all subjects;
A requirement to refrain from strenuous activities and to avoid modifications to
prescribed exercise levels throughout the course of the study;
Ability to read, understand, communicate, and voluntarily sign the approved informed
consent form prior to the performance of any study specific procedures.
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Exclusion criteria
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Pregnant or lactating;
Previous abdominal surgery with scar tissue that would limit subjects' ability to
participate;
Evidence of clinically significant hepatic, gastrointestinal, renal, hematologic, urologic,
neurologic, respiratory, endocrine, or cardiovascular system abnormalities; psychiatric
disorders; or acute infection unrelated to the disease under study;
Connective tissue disorders (systemic lupus erythematosus, scleroderma, mixed
connective tissue disease);
Known or suspected alcohol abuse or illicit drug use within the 6 months prior to study
enrollment;
Current or regular use of analgesic medication for other indication(s);
Current or regular use at screening of amitriptyline or imipramine antidepressants or
monoamine oxidase inhibitors;
Use of any prescription drugs or over the counter medication starting within 7 days
before treatment and throughout the study (except for birth control medications) that may
interfere with the conduct or interpretation of the study results;
Participation in another clinical study concurrent or within 30 days of enrollment;
Known sensitivity to bupivacaine, benzyl alcohol, or other treatments or their
constituents;
Subject unwilling or unable to comply with the study procedures.

Planned Sample Size
It was anticipated that approximately 144 subjects would be randomized to the study to yield
120 total evaluable subjects (60 subjects per dose cohort, with a 3:1 randomization in favor of
active treatment within each cohort). This estimate assumed 80% power to detect a relative
treatment effect between the SABER-placebo 5.0 mL and SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL groups
of 0.67 with a 5% significance level, based on the mean pain intensity on movement AUC over
the period of 1-72 hours.
Number and Location of Study Sites
There were 4 study sites in Australia and 1 site in New Zealand.
Treatments Compared
Subjects were randomized in a 3:1 ratio to receive:
Cohort 1
SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL or SABER-placebo 2.5 mL
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Cohort 2
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL or SABER-placebo 5.0 mL
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the intention-to-treat (ITT) population, which consisted of all
randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to the study treatment or the success of the
operation. The prespecified comparisons were between SABER-Bupivacaine (5.0 mL or 2.5 mL)
and a combined placebo group consisting of SABER-placebo 5.0 mL and SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
Primary
There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints:
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC over the time period 1 to 72 hours
post-surgery
Proportion of subjects receiving opioid rescue medication during the study (0-15 days
post-surgery)

Secondary
Secondary efficacy endpoints included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC over the time period 1 to 48 hours
post-surgery
Post-surgery time to first use of opioid rescue medication (not listed in protocol, but
added to SAP prior to database lock and unblinding of data)
Mean total opioid dose converted into morphine equivalence for analgesia rescue during
the study
Overall treatment satisfaction (based on modified Brief Pain Inventory)
Mean function activities, Days 1 through 5 (based on modified Brief Pain Inventory)

Exploratory
Other efficacy analyses included the following:
•
•
•

Normalized AUC values of pain intensity from 1-24, 1-96, 1-120 hours, and 1 to last
Worst pain and least pain (based on the modified Brief Pain Inventory), Days 1 to 5
AUCs of current pain, worst pain, and least pain from Days 1-5 (based on modified Brief
Pain Inventory)
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Important Results
Disposition
One hundred thirty-five (135) subjects were assessed for eligibility and 124 were randomized to
1 of 4 treatment groups. Subjects assigned to SABER-placebo 2.5 mL or SABER-placebo 5.0 mL
were combined into a single placebo group for the efficacy analyses (Table 11 and Figure 2).
One subject in the placebo group discontinued the study on Day 4 because of surgery for a
preexisting shoulder condition; this subject was included in all analyses. One subject in the
placebo group who completed the study was excluded from the efficacy evaluable analysis
because the subject received analgesics for an ankle injury. Three subjects in the SABERBupivacaine 2.5 mL group discontinued the study: one did not receive treatment and was
excluded from all analyses; one was administered non-allowed concomitant medications
intraoperatively, withdrew from the study on Day 16, and was excluded from the ITT and
efficacy evaluable analyses; and one had multiple surgeries performed concomitantly, withdrew
from the study on Day 14, and was excluded from the efficacy evaluable analysis.
Table 11.

Subject disposition and analysis populations, CLIN-803-006-0006

Screened
Randomized
Randomized, dosed
Randomized, not dosed
Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)
Multiple surgeries
Subject’s best interest
Underwent surgery for
pre-existing condition
Non-allowed concomitant
medications
Analysis populations
Safety [1]
ITT [2]
Efficacy evaluable [3]

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL

45
44
1
42 (93.3)
3 (6.7)
1 (2.2)
1 (2.2)

47
47
0
47 (100)
0
—
—

32
32
0
31 (96.9)
1 (3.1)
—
—

Study
Total
135
124
123
1
120 (96.8)
4 (3.2)
1 (0.8)
1 (0.8)

—

—

1 (3.1)

1 (0.8)

1 (2.2)

—

—

1 (0.8)

44
43
42

47
47
47

32
32
31

123
122
120

ITT, intention-to-treat
[1] All randomized subjects who received at least part of a treatment instillation.
[2] All randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to the study treatment or the success of the operation.
[3] All subjects in the ITT population who completed the study without any major deviations.
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.1, Table 1/1 and Appendix 16.2.4, Listing 2.
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Figure 2.

Subject disposition flowchart, CLIN-803-006-0006

Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.1, Table 1/1 and Appendix 16.2.4, Listing 2.
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Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics for the ITT population are summarized in Table 12.
Nearly all the subjects were male and white. The mean age was 49.3 years, with ages ranging
from 20-79 years, and 3 subjects >65 years of age.
Table 12.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, CLIN-803-006-0006,
ITT population

Age, years
Mean (SD)
Range
Sex, n (%)
Female
Male
Race or Ethnicity, n (%)
Black
Hispanic/Latino
Mixed
White
Other
Weight, kg
Mean (SD)
Range
Height, cm
Mean (SD)
Range
BMI, kg/m2
Mean (SD)
Range

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

Study Total
(N=122)

46.1 (11.88)
20-67

48.6 (13.04)
21-79

50.3 (9.26)
27-65

49.3 (11.60)
20-79

2 (4.7)
41 (95.3)

2 (4.3)
45 (95.7)

0 (0)
32 (100.0)

4 (3.3)
118 (96.7)

0 (0)
1 (2.3)
2 (4.7)
40 (93.0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
46 (97.9)
1 (2.1)

1 (3.1)
0 (0)
1 (3.1)
30 (93.8)
0 (0)

1 (0.8)
1 (0.8)
3 (2.5)
116 (95.1)
1 (0.8)

85.0 (15.24)
62-134

84.4 (12.75)
52-106

83.1 (11.70)
59-109

83.8 (12.27)
52-134

178.6 (7.86)
160-196

178.7 (8.39)
150-196

175.8 (7.21)
162-198

177.5 (8.01)
150-198

26.6 (3.78)
20-39

26.3 (2.92)
19-33

26.9 (3.68)
20-36

26.6 (3.24)
19-39

BMI, body mass index; ITT, intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.1, Table 1/2.1; ISE Appendix 2, Table A4.

Co-primary endpoints
The primary pain-reduction endpoint was met, and the primary opioid-use endpoint was nearly
met (p=0.0909).
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Postoperative pain intensity
The mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC from 1-72 hours was significantly lower
for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL treatment group than for the placebo group (Table 13). The
relative reduction was -29% based on the LS mean difference and LS mean (-31% for the mean
difference and mean), and the absolute reduction was -1.14 on the 0-10 numerical pain rating scale,
which are clinically meaningful benefits (Olsen, 2017; Cepeda, 2003; Jensen, 2003; Farrar, 2001).
The mean pain intensity over 1-72 hours was also reduced for SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL
compared with placebo; however, the difference was not statistically significant.
The pain intensity data suggest a dose-response relationship with respect to postoperative
analgesia between the 2.5 mL and 5.0 mL doses of SABER-Bupivacaine. Although the 2.5 mL
dose comparison with placebo did not reach statistical significance, the point estimates suggest
that the higher dose produced about twice the pain reduction as the lower dose relative to
placebo, thereby pointing to a linear dose response over the range of doses studied (Figure 3).
Table 13.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours, CLIN-803-006-0006,
ITT population

SABERSABERSABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
Placebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
2.5 mL
5.0 mL
(N=43)
(N=47)
(N=32)
Opioid rescue pain scores and scheduled pain scores combined (prespecified analysis)
Mean (SE)
3.1 (0.25)
2.5 (0.19)
3.6 (0.31)
LS mean (SE)
3.4 (0.26)
2.7 (0.25)
3.9 (0.29)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
-0.53 (0.359)
-1.14 (0.353)
95% CI
(-1.24, 0.18)
(-1.84, -0.44)
P-value
0.2372
0.0031
Opioid rescue pain scores substituted for scheduled pain scores (sensitivity analysis) [2]
Mean (SE)
3.2 ( 0.26)
2.6 ( 0.21)
LS mean (SE)
3.4 ( 0.27)
2.8 ( 0.26)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
-0.57 (0.374)
-1.17 (0.368)
95% CI
(-1.31, 0.18)
(-1.90, -0.45)
P-value
0.2223
0.0035

3.8 ( 0.32)
4.0 ( 0.30)

CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Based on ANOVA model with study site and treatment group as factors, using the Dunnett test to adjust for
multiple comparisons. P-value based on Wilcoxon test.
[2] The pain score recorded at the time of opioid rescue medication administration was substituted for the
scheduled pain score if it was higher than the scheduled pain score and the rescue medication was taken
<1 half-life before the scheduled pain measurement.
Source: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 2 and Table 6.
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Figure 3.

Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours,
CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population

AUC, area under the curve
Source: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 2 and Table 6.

At each scheduled measurement time from 1 to 72 hours after surgery, the point estimate for
mean pain intensity on movement was lower for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL treatment group
than for the placebo group; formal statistical comparisons were not performed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4.

Pain intensity on movement (scheduled scores) 1-72 hours,
CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population

ITT, intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: 0-12 hours on the x-axis depicts elapsed time from surgery; 24-72 hours depicts nominal time from surgery,
which varied from subject to subject according to the time of day surgery was completed; scheduled measurement
times on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 were 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00.
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/1.1.

Postoperative use of opioid rescue medication
Opioid rescue medication was taken by proportionately fewer subjects in the SABERBupivacaine 5.0 mL treatment group than the placebo group during the first 15 days after surgery
(Table 14). This difference approached, but did not achieve, statistical significance (p=0.0909).
In the SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL treatment group, the proportion using opioid rescue
medication was similar to that of the SABER-placebo group.
The reasoning behind the choice of 0-15 days as the analysis period for this endpoint was not
addressed in the study protocol. A post hoc analysis limiting the computation to the first 72 hours
after surgery was subsequently performed (CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 4)
and is included in Table 14. The rationale for this re-analysis was several-fold:
•

The 72-hour period is consistent with both the co-primary pain endpoint and with the
opioid use interval analyzed in the other adequate and well-controlled studies of
SABER-Bupivacaine.
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•
•

The 72-hour period is consistent with the 72-hour duration of bupivacaine release
characteristic of the SABER-Bupivacaine depot.
The level of pain following inguinal hernia repair typically does not require treatment
with opioid analgesics beyond 72 hours, so any use of opioids beyond 72 hours for
reasons other than post-surgical pain could confound the endpoint result.

The post hoc analysis produced results similar to that of the prespecified analysis, with a
near-significant trend toward a lower percentage of subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL
treatment group than the placebo group using opioids (p=0.0664).
Table 14.

Proportion of subjects taking postoperative opioid rescue medication,
CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

0-15 days postoperatively (prespecified analysis)
Subjects taking opioid
rescue medication, n (%)

31 (72.1)

25 (53.2)

23 (71.9)

Subjects not taking opioid rescue
medication, n (%)

12 (27.9)

22 (46.8)

9 (28.1)

0.9952

0.0909

P-value vs placebo [1]

0-72 hours postoperatively (post hoc analysis)
Subjects taking opioid
rescue medication, n (%)

30 (69.8)

24 (51.1)

23 (71.9)

Subjects not taking opioid rescue
medication, n (%)

13 (30.2)

23 (48.9)

9 (28.1)

—

0.0664

P-value vs placebo [1]

ITT, intention-to-treat
[1] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test
Source: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 4.

Secondary endpoints
Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC, 1 to 48 hours post-surgery
Table 15 summarizes the mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC from 1-48 hours
after surgery. A statistically significant and clinically meaningful reduction in mean pain over
48 hours was observed between the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL group and the placebo group
(relative reduction 33%, absolute reduction 1.34). A trend toward statistical significance was
observed between the SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL and SABER-placebo groups.
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The treatment effect seen with SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL over 48 hours was about twice that
seen with SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL, consistent with the dose-response relationship
previously noted for the primary 72-hour efficacy analysis.
Table 15.

Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-48 hours, CLIN-803006-0006, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

Opioid rescue pain scores added to scheduled scores (prespecified analysis)
LS mean (SE)

3.4 ( 0.26)

2.8 (0.26)

-0.72 (0.363)

-1.34 (0.356)

95% CI

(-1.44, -0.00)

(-2.05, -0.63)

P-value

0.0861

0.0005

LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]

4.1 ( 0.30)

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Based on ANOVA model with study site and treatment group as factors, using the Dunnett test to adjust for
multiple comparisons. P-value based on Wilcoxon test.
Source: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 7.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication after surgery
The time to first use of opioid rescue medication was calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method.
Subjects who did not use opioid rescue medication were censored on the final study day.
Table 16 and Figure 5 show that the median time to first opioid use among subjects treated with
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL was significantly prolonged compared with placebo-treated subjects
(58.9 hours vs 2.7 hours, respectively, p=0.0227). The difference between SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5 mL (10.8 hours) and SABER-placebo (2.7 hours) was not statistically significant.
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Table 16.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication after surgery, CLIN-803-006-0006,
ITT population

Median (95% CI), hours
P-value vs placebo

[1]

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

10.8 (1.2, 31.9)

58.9 (22.8, ND)

2.7 (1.1, 32.7)

0.9317

0.0227

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; ND, not defined
[1] Based on Log-rank test.
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR Addendum #4, Table A4.1.

Figure 5.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication after surgery,
CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population

ITT, intention-to-treat
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR Addendum #4, Figure A4.1.
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Total dose of opioid rescue medication taken during the study
The doses of all opioid analgesics taken after surgery were converted to IV morphine milligram
equivalents using standard conversion factors. The mean and median total doses of opioid rescue
medication taken during both the initial 0-72 hour postsurgical period and the 15-day full-study
period were significantly lower for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL treatment group than the
placebo group (Table 17). While the SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL group reported numerically
less opioid use than the placebo group over both periods, the difference was not statistically
significant.
Table 17.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication taken after
surgery, CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

0-15 days postoperatively (prespecified analysis)
Mean (SE), mg

17.7 (3.87)

12.5 (2.57)

38.4 (10.65)

Min, max, mg

0.0, 106.3

0.0, 70.0

0.0, 220.0

10.0

5.0

18.3

0.1634

0.0215

Mean (SE), mg

11.2 (2.0)

7.9 (1.6)

23.5 (6.9)

Min, max, mg

0.0, 45.3

0.0, 48.0

0.0, 210.0

5.0

2.5

12.5

0.1333

0.0085

Median, mg
P-value for median difference
vs placebo [1]
0-72 hours postoperatively (post hoc analysis)

Median, mg
P-value for median difference
vs placebo [1]

ITT, intention-to-treat; IV, intravenous; SE, standard error
[1] Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR Addendum #4, Table A4.2 and Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Table 11.

Overall treatment satisfaction
Most subjects (>90%) in each treatment group were slightly to very satisfied with their overall
pain treatment, as measured by the modified Brief Pain Inventory (Table 18). There was little
overall difference between treatment groups in expression of satisfaction, although satisfaction as
a whole may have been marginally higher among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects than
SABER-placebo-treated subjects.
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Table 18.

Modified brief pain inventory assessment of overall pain treatment, CLIN-803006-0006, ITT population
Very
Dissatisfied

Slightly
Dissatisfied

Slightly
Satisfied

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

All

1 (2.4)

1 (2.4)

2 (4.8)

15 (35.7)

21 (50.0)

42 (100.0)

1 (2.4)

1 (2.4)

4 (9.5)

15 (35.7)

21 (50.0)

42 (100.0)

Day 3

3 (7.1)

13 (31.0)

26 (61.9)

42 (100.0)

Day 4

2 (5.3)

18 (47.4)

18 (47.4)

38 (100.0)

1 (2.6)

1 (2.6)

16 (41.0)

21 (53.8)

39 (100.0)

2 (4.4)

4 (8.9)

16 (35.6)

21 (46.7)

45 (100.0)

2 (4.7)

3 (7.0)

19 (44.2)

19 (44.2)

43 (100.0)

Day 3

2 (4.4)

23 (51.1)

20 (44.4)

45 (100.0)

Day 4

1 (2.3)

21 (47.7)

22 (50.0)

44 (100.0)

Day 5

1 (2.4)

17 (40.5)

24 (57.1)

42 (100.0)

4 (13.8)

12 (41.4)

11(37.9)

29 (100.0)

2 (6.7)

4 (13.3)

12 (40.0)

11 (36.7)

30 (100.0)

1 (3.6)

2 (7.1)

14 (50.0)

11 (39.3)

28 (100.0)

3 (10.3)

12 (41.4)

13 (44.8)

29 (100.0)

1 (3.7)

11 (40.7)

14 (51.9)

27 (100.0)

Dissatisfied

SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL, n (%)
Day 1

2 (4.8)

Day 2

Day 5
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL, n (%)
Day 1

2 (4.4)

Day 2

SABER-Placebo 2.5 mL and 5.0 mL, n (%)
Day 1
Day 2

2 (6.9)
1 (3.3)

Day 3
Day 4

1 (3.4)

Day 5

1 (3.7)

Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/3.

Mean functional activities (Days 1 through 5)
The modified Brief Pain Inventory, which was administered to subjects once daily, queried
subjects on the degree to which pain hindered their ability to perform various functional
activities, including getting out of bed, walking, interacting with visitors, falling asleep, staying
asleep, eating, breathing deeply, and coughing. The mean scores for each functional activity
improved from Day 1 to Day 5 in all 3 treatment groups, and there was no discernable pattern
suggesting a meaningful difference between groups (CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Table 3/3).
Exploratory analyses
Worst pain and worst pain AUC
Of the several exploratory analyses, the worst pain by time (assessed once daily via the modified
Brief Pain Inventory) and the mean worst pain AUC over Days 1-5 (assessed once daily via the
modified Brief Pain Inventory) were the most clinically relevant, and are summarized in
Table 19 and Table 20, respectively. Collectively, they support the previously observed dose64
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response relationship with respect to postoperative analgesia between SABER-Bupivacaine
5.0 mL and SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL, although the computations include descriptive
statistics only.
Table 19.

Worst pain by study day, CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=32)

Mean
(SD)
4.3
(2.09)

Median
(95% CI)
4.0
(3.0, 5.0)

Mean
(SD)
3.5
(2.26)

Median
(95% CI)
3.0
(3.0, 5.0)

Mean
(SD)
5.4
(2.59)

Median
(95% CI)
5.5
(4.0, 7.0)

2

4.3
(2.12)

4.0
(3.0, 5.0)

3.9
(1.89)

4.0
(3.0, 5.0)

5.0
(2.25)

5.0
(4.0, 6.0)

3

3.6
(2.20)

3.0
(3.0, 4.0)

3.1
(1.65)

3.0
(3.0, 4.0)

4.0
(2.58)

3.0
(2.0, 6.0)

4

3.4
(2.06)

3.0
(2.0, 4.0)

2.8
(1.64)

3.0
(2.0, 3.0)

3.8
(2.59)

4.0
(2.0, 5.0)

5

3.4
(2.22)

3.0
(2.0, 4.0)

2.8
(1.66)

3.0
(2.0, 3.0)

3.1
(2.27)

3.0
(1.0, 4.0)

Study Day
1

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/2.1.2.

Table 20.

Subject evaluations: worst pain normalized AUC, Days 1-5, CLIN-803-0060006, ITT population

Mean (SD)
Median (95% CI)

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=43)

SABERBupivacaine
5.0 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 mL and 5.0 mL
(N=31)

3.9 (1.99)

3.2 (1.55)

4.3 (2.21)

3.4 (3.00, 4.25)

3.3 (3.00, 3.88)

4.5 (3.25, 5.88)

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/2.2.2.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this pivotal inguinal hernia repair trial, the primary pain reduction endpoint was met, with
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL demonstrating a statistically significant and clinically meaningful
29% reduction in mean pain intensity on movement over 72 hours postoperatively (normalized
AUC 1-72) compared with placebo (p=0.0031). The primary opioid-use endpoint was nearly
met, with SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL showing a trend toward reducing the proportion of
subjects who used opioid rescue medication from 72% in the placebo group to 53% in the
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SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL group over 0-15 days postoperatively (p=0.0909) and from 70% to
51% over 0-72 hours postoperatively (p=0.0664). These results support the primary analgesic
outcome, based on the conjecture that reduced rescue opioid use correlates with reduced
postoperative pain.
Secondary endpoint results relating to pain and opioid use were generally consistent with the
primary results, providing support to the primary efficacy outcomes. In particular, the time to
first opioid use and the total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication taken
during the study were supportive of the analgesic benefit of study drug at the 5.0 mL dose.
Comparison of the pain and opioid-use results produced by SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL and
SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL, suggests a linear dose-response relationship, with the higher dose
producing about twice the pain reduction as the lower dose relative to placebo.
2.3.2. BU-002-IM
An international, randomized, double-blinded, multi-center, active- and placebo-controlled
dose-response trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine for postoperative
pain control in subjects following arthroscopic shoulder surgery.
Critical Design Features
This was a multicenter, parallel-group, randomized, double-blind, active- and placebo-controlled,
dose-response trial of SABER-Bupivacaine, with postoperative assessments of pain intensity and
opioid use, safety, pharmacokinetics, and health economics in subjects undergoing elective
arthroscopic subacromial decompression. The study consisted of a screening period of up to
14 days, a 7-day post-surgical period, an end-of-treatment visit at Day 14, and a long-term safety
follow-up at 6 months.
The trial was planned to be divided into two sequential cohorts, each with three treatment groups.
Subjects in Cohort 1 were randomized 2:1:1 to SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL (660 mg), SABERplacebo 5 mL, or immediate-release bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 20 mL (50 mg), each to be instilled
in an identical manner into the subacromial space at the close of surgery. Subjects in Cohort 2
were to be administered SABER-Bupivacaine at an increased dose of 7.5 mL (990 mg), but
following a review of the positive results from the study’s initial phase, a data review committee
elected not to proceed with Cohort 2.
Subacromial decompression was performed under general anesthesia for the treatment of
impingement syndrome; reconstructive procedures (e.g., rotator cuff repair) were not permitted.
Both to standardize the procedure and as a precautionary measure to minimize potential exposure
of the intra-articular cartilage to bupivacaine, presurgery magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was
obtained to confirm that the rotator cuff was intact. Study drug was instilled into the subacromial
space, with direct visual confirmation of proper placement provided by a camera in the posterior
port. For convenience, investigators elected to use a percutaneous approach to the subacromial
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space instead of maneuvering the instillation needle through one of the existing port incisions.
Interscalene and other nerve blocks were prohibited so that serial pain assessments could be
made as early as 1 hour after administration of the study drug. Subjects recorded pain intensity at
rest and on movement (shoulder flexion to 90 degrees) on an electronic diary at specified
intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Oral acetaminophen 4 g/day (or 2 g/day for weight
<66 kg) was given to all subjects as background analgesia, and intravenous or immediate-release
oral morphine was provided upon subject request as rescue analgesia for breakthrough pain. At
6 months, a follow-up MRI was obtained and compared with each subject’s presurgical scan, a
functional shoulder assessment (Constant-Murley score) was performed and compared with the
baseline assessment, and the surgical port incisions were carefully examined for any healing
abnormalities. Investigators performing postoperative assessments were excluded from the
operating room at the time of study drug administration to guard against accidental unblinding of
study drug assignment. The study design in shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6.

Study schematic, BU-002-IM

D, day; IMP, investigational medicinal product
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, in-text Figure 9-1.
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Objective
The objective of this study was to identify the optimal dose of SABER-Bupivacaine for
postoperative pain control administered into the subacromial space [but not the shoulder joint] in
subjects undergoing elective arthroscopic shoulder surgery on the basis of pharmacokinetics,
efficacy, and safety evaluations.
Population Studied
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Male or female, age 18 years and above;
Subacromial impingement syndrome, diagnosed by a positive subacromial impingement
test, full passive range of motion, and exclusion of shoulder instability;
MRI with intact rotator cuff as judged by a radiologist;
Suitable for general anaesthesia;
Willing to refrain from strenuous activities and avoid modifications to prescribed
physiotherapy/exercise levels throughout the course of the trial;
Negative urine pregnancy test at screening for women of childbearing potential;
Use of adequate contraception throughout the trial period and for 1 week after
completion, according to local law (women of childbearing potential).
Ability to read, understand, communicate, and voluntarily sign the approved informed
consent form prior to the performance of any trial specific procedures.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Participation in another clinical trial with an investigational drug or device within 30 days
before inclusion in this trial;
Previous participation in this trial;
Known serious or important reactions in previous anaesthesia procedures with local
anaesthetics;
Known major joint trauma, infection, avascular necrosis, chronic dislocation,
inflammatory or degenerative glenohumeral arthropathy, glenohumeral arthritis, frozen
shoulder, or previous surgery of the affected shoulder;
Known clinically significant hepatic, gastrointestinal, renal, hematological, urologic,
neurological, respiratory, endocrine, or cardiovascular system abnormalities;
Known serious uncontrolled illness: cancer, psychiatric, or metabolic disturbances
(history of cured localized malignancies, e.g., basal or squamous cell skin carcinoma,
breast carcinoma, or cervical carcinoma, were allowed);
Abnormal electrocardiogram (ECG), as interpreted by a physician (abnormalities such as
sinus tachycardia, right bundle branch block, ectopic atrial rhythm, or premature atrial
contractions were not necessarily reasons for exclusion, depending on physician
interpretation);
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prolonged QT syndrome: QT >450 milliseconds (msec) for males and >470 msec for
females, as interpreted by a physician, or family history of long QT syndrome;
Current or regular use of analgesic medication for other indication(s);
Conditions contraindicated for use of opioids, including paralytic ileus, acute or severe
bronchial asthma, or hypercarbia;
Current or regular use of anticonvulsants or antiepileptics;
Connective tissue disorder (systemic lupus erythematosus, scleroderma, mixed
connective tissue disease);
Current or regular use of antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, or medication
known to be associated with QT prolongation;
Known or suspected alcohol abuse or illicit drug use within the 6 months prior to trial
enrollment;
Known sensitivity to bupivacaine (or similar local anaesthetics), benzyl alcohol, or other
trial drugs (paracetamol, morphine) or their constituents;
Unwillingness or inability to comply with the trial visit schedule;
Breast feeding;
Situated in an institution due to regulatory order or judicial direction.

Planned Sample Size
The sample-size calculation was based on the difference in total morphine consumption between
the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo arms observed in a previous trial of inguinal hernia repair
(CLIN-803-006-0006), in which the log-transformed mean (SD) for SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
was 2.7 (0.6) mg and for placebo was 3.3 (0.9) mg. Based on these data, 50 SABER-Bupivacaine
subjects and 25 placebo subjects were estimated to be needed to obtain an 80% probability of
showing superiority over placebo, with a 2-sided significance level of 0.05. An additional
25 subjects were included in the exploratory, immediate-release bupivacaine HCl treatment
group. An anticipated drop-out rate of 10% meant that a total of 112 subjects were required for
each cohort. The sample size calculation was based on the co-primary morphine-use endpoint
rather that the pain-intensity endpoint because data from CLIN-803-006-0006 suggested the
morphine-use endpoint would require more subjects.
Number and Location of Study Sites
The trial was initiated and activated in 12 sites in 6 countries (Austria, Denmark, Germany,
Latvia, Poland and Sweden), of which 9 sites in 5 countries (Austria, Denmark, Germany, Latvia
and Sweden) recruited subjects.
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Treatments Compared
Subjects were randomized in a 2:1:1 ratio to receive:
Cohort 1:
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL, SABER-placebo 5 mL, or bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 20 mL (50 mg).
Cohort 2
Cancelled.
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the intention-to-treat (ITT) population, which consisted of all
randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to the study treatment or the success of the
operation. Comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and immediate-release bupivacaine HCl
were designated as exploratory and were not powered for efficacy; p-values are not presented for
these comparisons.
Primary
There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints:
•
•

Pain intensity on movement normalized area under the curve (AUC) over the period
1-72 hours post-surgery
Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the
period 0-72 hours post-surgery

Secondary
Secondary efficacy endpoints included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication
Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale (OR-SDS) score on Days 0 to 7
Pain intensity at rest normalized AUC over the period 1-72 hours post-surgery
Pain treatment satisfaction score on Day 4
Proportion of subjects dischargeable on the basis of the Post-Anesthetic Discharge
Scoring System (PADSS) on Days 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7
Proportion of subjects who had returned to work by Day 14

A post hoc analysis of the proportion of subjects in each treatment group not using any opioid
rescue medication through 72 hours was also performed.
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Important Results
Disposition
Subject disposition is summarized in Table 21 and Figure 7. Overall, 126 subjects were
screened, and 115 subjects were randomized prior to surgery. Eight randomized subjects were
not dosed, resulting in a final total of 107 randomized subjects, all of whom received treatment.
For the 8 subjects not dosed, randomization was cancelled for the following reasons: no longer
met inclusion/exclusion criteria (n=5), preoperative adverse event (n=2), and damaged trial drug
(n=1). All 107 subjects in Cohort 1 completed the trial at Day 14, and 103 subjects were assessed
at the 6-month safety follow-up.
Table 21.

Subject disposition and analysis populations, BU-002-IM
SABERPlacebo

SABERBupivacaine

Bupivacaine
HCl

Screened
Randomized

Study
Total
126

[1]

115

Randomized, dosed
Randomized, not dosed

25

53

29

[1]

Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)

107
8

25 (100)

53 (100)

29 (100)

107 (100)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

25

53

29

107

25

53

29

107

20

42

22

84

N/A

36

20

56

25

52

26

103

25

51

25

101

Analysis populations
Safety population [2]
ITT population

[3]

Per protocol population [4]
Pharmacokinetics population
6-month safety follow-up
Constant-Murley exam
Evaluable MRI

[5]

ITT, intention-to-treat; N/A, not applicable
[1] Treatment group assignments not available
[2] All randomized subjects that received at least part of a trial drug administration.
[3] All randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to trial drug or the success of the surgery.
[4] All randomized subjects who successfully underwent the surgical procedure, received 100% ± 25% of a dose
of trial drug, had post-surgical data for PI recorded at one or more post-surgical time points, and were not
excluded due to protocol deviations.
[5] An MRI obtained at 6-month follow-up was considered evaluable if it had an accompanying baseline MRI
for comparison.
Sources: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.1.1.1, Table 14.1.1.3, Table 14.1.3.2, Subject Disposition dataset (DS),
Subject MRI dataset (ZM).
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Figure 7.

Subject disposition flowchart, BU-002-IM

Sources: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.1.1.1, Table 14.1.1.3, Table 14.1.3.2; subject disposition dataset (DS),
subject MRI dataset (ZM).

Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics for the ITT population are summarized in Table 22.
Nearly all the subjects were white, approximately 60% were female, and the mean age was
50 years (range 21 to 70 years). There were no important differences between the treatment
groups.
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Table 22.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, BU-002-IM, ITT population
SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

Study
Total
(N=107)

48.6 (10.1)

50.1 (9.5)

51.6 (10.7)

50.2 (9.9)

24-63

28-70

21-70

21-70

Female

14 (56.0)

33 (62.3)

17 (58.6)

64 (59.8)

Male

11 (44.0)

20 (37.7)

12 (41.4)

43 (40.2)

Asian

1 (4.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.9)

Hispanic

0 (0.0)

2 (3.8)

0 (0.0)

2 (1.9)

White

24 (96.0)

50 (94.3)

29 (100)

103 (96.3)

Other

0 (0.0)

1 (1.9)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.9)

169.6 (10.2)

170.2 (8.4)

173.9 (9.9)

171.1 (9.3)

151-187

154-192

157 -192

151-192

74.9 (16.44)

77.7 (12.72)

81.0 (17.82)

78.0 (15.14)

47-108

58-107

55-126

47-126

Mean (SD)

25.8 (4.13)

26.8 (3.50)

26.7 (4.74)

26.5 (4.04)

Range

19.3-34.4

20.6-35.3

21.5-41.5

19.3-41.5

44.7 (12.5)

42.0 (11.3)

43.3 (11.9)

Age, years
Mean (SD)
Range
Sex, n (%)

Race or Ethnicity, n (%)

Height, cm
Mean (SD)
Range
Weight, kg
Mean (SD)
Range
BMI, kg/m2

Constant-Murley functionality score
Mean (SD)

41.7 (11.7)

BMI, body mass index; ITT, intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.1.2.1, Table 14.1.2.2, Table 14.1.3.2, and subject level analysis data set (ADSL).

Co-primary endpoints
Both co-primary endpoints were met.
Pain intensity on movement mean normalized AUC 1-72 hours after surgery
Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, on average, reported significantly less pain on
movement than those treated with placebo over the initial 72 hours after surgery (Table 23).
The relative reduction was 20%, and the absolute reduction was -1.27 (p=0.012) in favor of
SABER-Bupivacaine, both clinically meaningful treatment effects. No difference was observed
for the exploratory comparison between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl.
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A post hoc sensitivity analysis (CSR Addendum for BU-002-IM, Table 5) using imputed rescue
opioid pain scores (rescue pain scores were not collected in this study) to adjust for the prior use
of opioid rescue medication demonstrated a similar significant improvement for SABERBupivacaine compared with placebo control (LS mean difference -1.12, p=0.0305).
Table 23.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours, BU-002-IM,
ITT population

Mean (SD)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
95% CI
P-value

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

6.43 (1.77)

5.16 (1.94)

5.16 (2.38)

-1.27 (0.50)
-2.25, -0.28

[2]

0.012

LS mean difference (SE)
vs bupivacaine HCl [1]

-0.02 (0.47)

95% CI

-0.96, 0.92

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] ANOVA model with treatment group and country as factors; missing pain scores imputed by last observation
carried forward for subjects discontinuing before 72 hours, first observation carried backward for missing
initial pain scores, and linear interpolation for missing pain scores between two non-missing scores.
[2] t-test in an ANOVA model
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.1.

At each scheduled measurement time from 0 to 72 hours after surgery, the point estimate for
mean pain intensity on movement was lower for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL treatment group
than for the placebo group. Formal statistical comparisons were not performed (Figure 8).
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Figure 8.

Pain intensity on movement from 1 to 72 hours after treatment, BU-002-IM,
ITT population

ITT, intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: 0-12 hours on the x-axis depicts elapsed time from surgery; 24-72 hours depicts nominal time from surgery,
which varied from subject to subject according to the time of day surgery was completed; scheduled measurement
times on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 were 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.2.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication 0-72 hour after surgery
Significantly less opioid rescue medication was taken by subjects treated with SABERBupivacaine than placebo (Table 24). The median cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of
opioids from 0 to 72 hours after treatment was 4.0 mg for the SABER-Bupivacaine group and
12.0 mg for the placebo group (p=0.0100). The median cumulative dose was 8.0 mg for the
bupivacaine HCl group. Postoperative opioid rescue medication use was analyzed
nonparametrically because it did not meet prespecified normality assumptions.
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Table 24.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication taken from
0-72 hours after surgery, BU-002-IM, ITT population

Min, max, mg
Median, mg
Median difference
vs placebo, mg [1]
95% CI
P-value [2]
Median difference
vs bupivacaine HCl, mg [1]
95% CI

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)
0, 92
12.0

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)
0, 176
4.0

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)
0, 66
8.0

-8.0
-12.0, 0.0
0.0100
0.0
-4.6, 0.0

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; IV, intravenous
[1] Hodges-Lehmann estimates for median difference
[2] Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum #2, Revised Table 11.

Secondary endpoints
Time to first use of rescue opioid medication
Treatment with SABER-Bupivacaine significantly prolonged the time to first postsurgical use of
opioid rescue medication compared with placebo (Table 25 and Figure 9). The median time to
first use was 12.4 hours for the SABER-Bupivacaine group and 1.2 hours for the placebo group
(p=0.0137). The median time to first use was 1.4 hours for the bupivacaine HCl group.
Table 25.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, BU-002-IM, ITT population

Min, Max
Median (95% CI), hours [1]
P-value for median difference
vs placebo [2]

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)
0.0, 14.2
1.2 (0.7, 1.5)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)
0.0, 36.6
12.4 (1.2, -)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)
0.0, 10.9
1.4 (1.0, 4.1)

0.0137

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; min, minimum; max, maximum
Note: Subjects who did not use opioid rescue medication on-study were censored at their last study visit.
[1] Median time from study treatment to administration of an opioid medication reported as a concomitant
medication, based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[2] Log-rank test.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum #2, Revised Table 14.2.6.2.
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Figure 9.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication based on Kaplan-Meier survival
estimates, BU-002-IM, ITT population

ITT, intention-to-treat
Note: Subjects who did not use opioid rescue medication on-study were censored at their last study visit.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum #2, Revised Figure 3.4.

Proportion of subjects not using opioid rescue medication 0-72 hours after surgery
The proportion of subjects abstaining from rescue opioid use was not a prespecified endpoint for
BU-002-IM. To conform with the other adequate and well-controlled studies, it was analyzed on
a post hoc basis using data from the Kaplan-Meier analysis of time to first opioid use.
The percentage of subjects who did not use any opioid rescue medication within the first
72 hours after surgery was significantly greater for the SABER-Bupivacaine group than for the
placebo group: 39.6% vs 16.0%, respectively, p=0.0265 (Table 26). The percentage not using
any opioid rescue medication was 27.6% for the bupivacaine HCl group.
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Table 26.

Proportion of subjects not taking opioid rescue medication within 72 hours
after surgery, BU-002-IM, ITT population

Number not taking, n
Proportion not taking, %
95% CI, %

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

4

21

8

16.0

39.6

27.6

1.6, 30.4

26.5, 52.8

11.3, 43.9

P-value for difference
vs placebo [1]

0.0265

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat
[1] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, controlling for country; Germany combined with Denmark for this analysis.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum #2, Table 14.2.5.1.5.

Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale (OR-SDS) score on Days 0 to 7
The OR-SDS is a composite instrument designed to assess subjects’ opioid-related adverse
effects on a daily basis. Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine had slightly lower OR-SDS
summary scores than their counterparts treated with a control comparator during each of the
analysis intervals (Day 0, Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, Days 0 to 3, and Days 0-7); however, none of the
differences were statistically significant (BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.7.1).
Pain intensity at rest normalized AUC 1-72 hours after-surgery
Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine reported significantly less pain at rest, on average,
that those treated with placebo over the initial 72 hours after surgery (Table 27). The leastsquares mean difference was -0.91 (p=0.021) in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine, a clinically
meaningful reduction in resting pain intensity. No difference was observed for the exploratory
comparison with bupivacaine HCl.
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Table 27.

Pain intensity at rest normalized AUC 1-72 hours, BU-002-IM, ITT population

Mean (SD) [1]

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

3.43 (2.05)

2.50 (1.34)

2.33 (1.76)

LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [1]
95% CI
P-value

-0.91 (0.39)
-1.68, -0.14

[2]

0.021

LS mean difference (SE)
vs bupivacaine HCl [1]

0.12 (0.37)

95% CI

-0.62, 0.85

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] ANOVA model with treatment group and country as factors; missing pain scores imputed by last observation
carried forward for subjects discontinuing before 72 hours, first observation carried backward for missing
initial pain scores, and linear interpolation for missing pain scores between two non-missing scores.
[2] t-test in an ANOVA model
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.4.1.

Pain treatment satisfaction score on Day 4
At screening, 86.8% of subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine group, 92.0% of subjects in the
placebo group, and 93.1% of subjects in the bupivacaine HCl group expected to be either satisfied
or very satisfied with their pain treatment (Table 28). On Day 4, these proportions remained
substantially the same: 86.8% of subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine group, 92.0% of subjects in
the placebo group, and 82.8% of subjects in the bupivacaine HCl group. Analysis of proportional
odds ratios showed no statistically significant difference between SABER-Bupivacaine and the
control comparators. One subject (1.9%) in the SABER-Bupivacaine group was very dissatisfied
with her pain treatment. Three subjects (5.7%) in the SABER-Bupivacaine group and 1 subject
(3.4%) in the bupivacaine HCl group were dissatisfied with their pain treatment.
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Table 28.

Subjects pain treatment expectation/satisfaction summary, BU-002-IM,
ITT population
SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

Study
Total
(N=107)

Very dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

2 (8.0)

6 (11.3)

2 (6.9)

10 (9.3)

Satisfied

16 (64.0)

33 (62.3)

20 (69.0)

69 (64.5)

Very satisfied

7 (28.0)

13 (24.5)

7 (24.1)

27 (25.2)

Very dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

1 (1.9)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.9)

Dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

3 (5.7)

1 (3.4)

4 (3.7)

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

2 (8.0)

3 (5.7)

3 (10.3)

8 (7.5)

Satisfied

17 (68.0)

31 (58.5)

16 (55.2)

64 (59.8)

Very satisfied

6 (24.0)

15 (28.3)

8 (27.6)

29 (27.1)

Screening, n (%)

Day 4, n (%)

ITT, intention-to-treat
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.8.1.

Proportion of subjects dischargeable by Post-Anaesthesia Discharge Scoring System (PADSS)
on Days 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7
The proportions of subjects in each treatment group considered discharge eligible (PADSS score
9 or 10 of 10) are shown in Table 29. A greater percentage of subjects treated with SABERBupivacaine than placebo were assessed as dischargeable during the first 3 days after surgery;
however, these differences (with the exception of the morning of postoperative day 2) were not
statistically significant. The proportions assessed as dischargeable on each postoperative day
were similar between the SABER-Bupivacaine group and the bupivacaine HCl group.
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Table 29.

Subjects dischargeable by PADSS on postoperative days 1-7, BU-002-IM,
ITT population

Time of Assessment
Day 0
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 1 / morning
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 1 / afternoon
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 2 / morning
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 2 / afternoon
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 3
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 4
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 7
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)

SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

24
4 (16.7)

51
32 (62.7)

28
14 (50.0)

20
5 (25.0)

43
18 (41.9)

23
10 (43.5)

24
9 (37.5)

47
25 (53.2)

23
11 (47.8)

20
6 (30.0)

42
25 (59.5)

25
13 (52.0)

23
9 (39.1)

46
29 (63.0)

25
15 (60.0)

21
12 (57.1)

42
32 (76.2)

23
15 (65.2)

21
15 (71.4)

43
30 (69.8)

21
18 (85.7)

9
8 (88.9)

12
11 (91.7)

11
9 (81.8)

ITT, intention-to-treat; PADSS, Post-Anaesthesia Discharge Scoring System
Note: The number dischargeable is the number of subjects with a PADSS score of 9 or 10 (out of 10).
The proportion dischargeable was calculated by dividing the number dischargeable by the number with
an available PADSS score.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.9.1.

Proportion of subjects returning to work by Day 14
A summary of the proportions of subjects who had returned to work by the 14th postoperative
day is presented in Table 30. Overall, only 16% of all subjects (or 24% of employed subjects)
had returned to work by Day 14. There were no statistically significant differences between
treatment groups.
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Table 30.

Proportion of subjects returning to work by Day 14 post-surgery, BU-002-IM,
ITT population
SABERPlacebo
(N=25)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=53)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=29)

Study
Total
(N=107)

4 (16.0)

10 (18.9)

3 (10.3)

17 (15.9)

No, n (%)

15 (60.0)

31 (58.5)

14 (48.3)

60 (56.1)

Not employed, n (%)

6 (24.0)

12 (22.6)

12 (41.4)

30 (28.0)

Returned to work
Yes, n (%)

ITT, intention-to-treat
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.10.1.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this pivotal arthroscopic subacromial decompression trial, the primary pain reduction endpoint
was met, with SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL demonstrating a statistically significant and
clinically meaningful 20% reduction in mean pain intensity on movement over 72 hours
postoperatively (normalized AUC 0-72) compared with placebo (p=0.012). The primary opioiduse endpoint was also met, with the median cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid
rescue medication taken over 72 hours postoperatively reduced from 12.0 mg in the placebo
group to 4.0 mg in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (p=0.010). This result supports the primary
analgesic outcome, based on the hypothesis that reduced rescue opioid use is correlated with
reduced postoperative pain.
Secondary endpoint results relating to pain and opioid use were consistent with the primary
results, providing additional support to the primary efficacy outcomes. In particular, the time to
first use of opioid rescue medication and the proportion of subjects not using opioid rescue
medication were significantly improved with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment relative to placebo.
However, secondary endpoints assessing functional outcomes (satisfaction with pain treatment,
Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale score, postsurgical dischargeability, and return to work)
did not reveal differences between the test drug and control comparators. The exploratory
comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl also failed to reveal significant
improvements in postoperative pain control or opioid use.
2.3.3. BU-001-IM- Elective, open, abdominal hysterectomy
An international, randomized, double-blinded, multicenter, active- and placebo-controlled dose
response trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine for postoperative pain
control in patients undergoing primary, elective, open, abdominal hysterectomy
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Critical Design Features
This was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group, placebo- and active-controlled
study in adult subjects undergoing primary, elective, open, non-malignant abdominal
hysterectomy. It included a 1- to 14-day screening period, surgery and administration of the
investigational medicinal product on Day 0, a postsurgical period of 7 days, an end of trial visit
on Day 14, and additional long-term follow-up at 6 months. The study investigated the efficacy
and safety of SABER-Bupivacaine compared with SABER-placebo and commercially available
immediate-release bupivacaine HCl (Marcaine®).
The trial was planned to be divided into two sequential cohorts, each with three treatment groups.
Subjects in Cohort 1 were randomized 2:1:1 to SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL (660 mg), SABERplacebo 5 mL, or immediate-release bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 40 mL (100 mg) instilled into the
surgical incision at the close of surgery. Subjects in Cohort 2 were to be administered SABERBupivacaine at an increased dose of 7.5 mL (990 mg), but following an analysis of results from
the study’s initial phase, a data review committee elected not to proceed with Cohort 2. Upon
review of un-blinded Cohort 1 safety (AE rate and bupivacaine free and total plasma levels) and
efficacy results (primary efficacy endpoints) an independent Data Review Committee (DRC)
recommended not to pursue investigations of a higher (7.5 ml) dosage of SABER-Bupivacaine
based on efficacy results, however the safety data obtained in Cohort 1 did not prevent
continuation to the higher dose. The Sponsor chose not to conduct Cohort 2.
Subjects underwent supravaginal or total abdominal hysterectomy via a Pfannenstiel incision
under general anesthesia. After closure of the fascial layer but before closure of the cutaneous
layer, study drug was administered as a single dose either by instillation into the surgical incision
with a needle-free syringe (SABER-Bupivacaine and SABER-placebo) or by infiltration into the
muscular and subcutaneous tissue layers of the surgical incision (bupivacaine HCl). Subjects
recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine position) in an
electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Oral acetaminophen
4 g/day (or 2 g/day for weight <66 kg) was given to all subjects as background analgesia, and
intravenous or immediate-release oral morphine was provided upon subject request as rescue
analgesia for breakthrough pain. At 6 months, healing of the incision was assessed by physical
exam and, for a prespecified subset of subjects, by MRI. Investigators performing postoperative
assessments were excluded from the operating room at the time of study drug administration to
guard against accidental unblinding of study drug assignment. The study design is shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Study schematic, BU-001-IM

D, day; IMP, investigational medicinal product
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, in-text Figure 9-1.

Objective
The objective was to identify the optimal dose of instilled SABER-Bupivacaine for postoperative
pain control in abdominal hysterectomy for a non-malignant indication on the basis of efficacy,
safety, and pharmacokinetic (PK) evaluations.
Population Studied
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Females 18 years of age and above;
Planned elective, open, supravaginal or total abdominal hysterectomy, with or without
salpingo-oophorectomy, for a non-malignant indication, requiring a Pfannenstiel incision;
Suitable for general anaesthesia;
Body mass index (BMI) no more than 35 kg/m2;
Willing to refrain from strenuous activities and avoid modifications to prescribed
physiotherapy/exercise levels throughout the course of the trial;
Ability to read, understand, communicate, and voluntarily sign the approved informed
consent form prior to the performance of any trial specific procedures.
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Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation in another clinical trial with an investigational drug or device within 30 days
before inclusion in this trial;
Previous enrollment into this trial;
Known serious/important reactions in previous anaesthesia procedures with local
anaesthetics;
Known clinically significant hepatic, gastrointestinal, renal, hematological, urologic,
neurological, respiratory, endocrine, or cardiovascular system abnormalities;
Known serious uncontrolled illness, such as cancer and psychiatric or metabolic
disturbances; history of cured localized malignancies (e.g., basal or squamous cell skin
carcinoma, breast carcinoma, or cervical carcinoma) allowed;
Abnormal electrocardiogram (ECG), as interpreted by a physician; abnormalities such as
sinus tachycardia, right bundle branch block, ectopic atrial rhythm, or premature atrial
contractions not necessarily reasons for exclusion, depending on physician interpretation;
Prolonged QT syndrome: QT >470 milliseconds, as interpreted by a physician, or family
history of long QT syndrome;
Current or regular use of analgesic medication for other indication(s);
Current or regular use of antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, or medication
known to be associated with QT prolongation;
Conditions contraindicated for use of opioids, including paralytic ileus, acute or severe
bronchial asthma, or hypercarbia;
Current or regular use of anticonvulsants or antiepileptics;
Connective tissue disorder (systemic lupus erythematosus, scleroderma, mixed
connective tissue disease);
Known or suspected alcohol abuse or illicit drug use within the 6 months prior to trial
enrollment;
Known sensitivity to bupivacaine (or similar local anaesthetics), benzyl alcohol, or other
trial drugs (paracetamol, morphine) or their constituents;
Unwillingness or inability to comply with the trial visit schedule;
Situated in an institution due to regulatory order or judicial direction.

Planned Sample Size
The sample-size calculation was based on the difference in total morphine consumption between
the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo arms observed in a previous trial of inguinal hernia repair
(CLIN-803-006-0006), in which the log-transformed mean (SD) for SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
was 2.7 (0.6) mg and for placebo was 3.3 (0.9) mg. Based on these data, 50 SABER-Bupivacaine
subjects and 25 SABER-placebo subjects were estimated to be needed to obtain an 80%
probability of showing superiority over placebo, with a 2-sided significance level of 0.05. An
additional 25 subjects were included in the exploratory bupivacaine HCl treatment group. An
anticipated drop-out rate of 10% meant that a total of 112 subjects were required for each cohort.
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The sample size calculation was based on the morphine-use endpoint rather that the co-primary
pain-intensity endpoint because data from CLIN-803-006-0006 suggested that the opioid-use
endpoint would require more subjects.
Number and Location of Study Sites
The study was initiated and activated at 13 centers in 5 countries (France, Germany, Hungary,
Latvia, Sweden), of which 10 centers in 3 countries (Hungary, Latvia, and Sweden) recruited
subjects. Additional sites in Germany, Poland, and Hungary were approved by the competent
authorities and ethics committees but were not activated.
Treatments Compared
Subjects were randomized in a 2:1:1 ratio to receive:
Cohort 1
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL, SABER-placebo 5 mL, or bupivacaine HCl 0.25% 40 mL (100 mg).
Cohort 2
As a result of the advice from the DRC noted above the sponsor decided not to proceed with this
cohort.
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the intention-to-treat (ITT) population, which consisted of all
randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to the study treatment or the success of the
operation. Comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and immediate-release bupivacaine HCl
were designated as exploratory and were not powered for efficacy; p-values are not presented for
these comparisons.
Primary
There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints:
•
•

Pain intensity on movement normalized area under the curve (AUC) over the period
1-72 hours post-surgery
Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the
period 0-72 hours post-surgery
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Secondary
Secondary efficacy endpoints included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication
Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale (OR-SDS) score on Days 0 to 7
PI at rest normalized AUC over the period 1-72 hours post-surgery
Pain treatment satisfaction score on Day 4
Proportion of subjects who were dischargeable on the basis of the Post-Anesthetic
Discharge Scoring System (PADSS) on post-surgery Days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7

Important Results
Disposition
Subject disposition is summarized in Table 31 and Figure 11. Overall, 119 subjects were
screened, of whom 115 subjects were randomized, 114 were dosed, and 113 completed the study.
One subject randomized to SABER-Bupivacaine withdrew consent prior to surgery and was not
dosed, and one subject randomized to SABER-placebo withdrew consent after surgery because
of a treatment-emergent adverse event. All remaining subjects completed the study and were
available for the 6-month follow-up evaluation.
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Table 31.

Subject disposition and analysis populations, BU-001-IM
SABERPlacebo

SABERBupivacaine

Bupivacaine
HCl

Screened

Study
Total
119

Randomized

27

61

27

115

Randomized, dosed

27

60

27

114

Randomized, not dosed

0

1

0

1

26 (96.3)

60 (98.4)

27 (100)

113 (98.3)

1 (3.7)

1 (1.6)

—

2 (1.7)

1 (3.7)

—

—

1 (0.9)

—

1 (1.6)

—

1 (0.9)

27

60

27

114

27

61

27

115

22

46

22

90

N/A

60

27

87

26

60

27

113

5

10

6

21

Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)
Adverse event
Withdrew consent
Analysis populations
Safety [1]
ITT

[2]

Per protocol

[3]

Pharmacokinetics
6-month safety follow-up
Surgical site examination
MRI examination

[4]

ITT, intention-to-treat; N/A, not applicable
[1] All randomized patients that received at least part of a trial drug administration
[2] All randomized patients, independent of their exposure to study medication or the success of the surgery
[3] All randomized patients who received 100% ± 25% dose of trial drug and who had post-surgical data for
pain intensity recorded at one or more post-surgical time points
[4] MRI scans were obtained for a prespecified subgroup of 21 subjects.
Sources: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.1.1.1 and Table 14.1.1.3 (disposition), Table 14.3.7.0 (6-month surgical site
exam), STDM dataset ZM (6-month MRI exam).
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Figure 11. Subject disposition flowchart, BU-001-IM

Sources: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.1.1.1, Table 14.1.1.3, Listing 16.2.1.2; subject disposition dataset (DS).

Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics for the ITT population are summarized in Table 32.
All the subjects were female and white, and the mean age was approximately 46 years. There
were no important differences between treatment groups.
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Table 32.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, BU-001-IM, ITT population
SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=61)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

Study
Total
(N=115)

44.3 (4.8)

46.7 (8.3)

45.1 (5.7)

45.8 (7.07)

37-53

29-66

35-55

29-66

27 (100)

61 (100)

27 (100)

115 (100)

27 (100)

61 (100)

27 (100)

115 (100)

165.1 (6.3)

164.1 (6.4)

163.9 (4.9)

164.3 (6.05)

156-179

152-180

155-174

152-180

71.52 (13.06)

70.35 (10.50)

72.46 (12.54)

71.3 (11.51)

49-100

53-94

53-101

49-101

26.2 (4.50)

26.1 (3.61)

27.0 (4.65)

26.4 (4.04)

19.4-34.1

19.0-33.2

18.3-35.0

18.3-35.0

Age (years)
Mean (SD)
Range
Sex, n (%)
Female
Race, n (%)
White
Height (cm)
Mean (SD)
Range
Weight (kg)
Mean (SD)
Range
2

BMI (kg/m )
Mean (SD)
Range

BMI, body mass index; ITT, intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Sources: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.1.2.1 and Table 14.1.2.2; ISE Appendix 2, Table A4.

Co-primary endpoints
Neither of the co-primary endpoints was met.
Pain intensity on movement mean normalized AUC 1-72 hours after surgery
Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine reported less pain on movement, on average, than
those treated with placebo over the initial 72 hours after surgery; however, the reduction was
small and not statistically significant (Table 33). The least-squares mean difference was -0.21
(p=0.467) in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine. For the exploratory comparison between SABERBupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl, there was no observed difference in pain scores.
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Table 33.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 1-72 hours, BU-001-IM,
ITT population

Mean (SD)
LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [2]
95% CI
P-value

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=60) [1]

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

4.46 (1.48)

4.15 (1.74)

4.27 (1.69)

-0.21 (0.29)
-0.79, 0.36

[3]

0.467

LS mean difference (SE)
vs bupivacaine HCl [2]

-0.10 (0.29)

95% CI

-0.68, 0.47

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] 1 randomized subject who withdrew consent prior to dosing was excluded from the analysis.
[2] ANOVA model with treatment group and country as factors; missing pain scores imputed by last observation
carried forward for subjects discontinuing before 72 hours, first observation carried backward for missing
initial pain scores, and linear interpolation for missing pain scores between two non-missing scores.
[3] t-test in an ANOVA model
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.1.

Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication administered over the period
0-72 hours post-surgery
The total use of opioid rescue analgesia 0-72 hours after surgery is summarized in Table 34.
There was no statistically significant difference between SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects
and placebo-treated subjects in postoperative opioid consumption. Subjects treated with
immediate-release bupivacaine HCl used a similar quantity of opioid rescue medication as
subjects in the other 2 groups.
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Table 34.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication taken from 0 to
72 hours after surgery, BU-001-IM, ITT population

Mean (SD), mg

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=61)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

26.32 (25.74)

22.75 (24.28)

23.93 (25.87)

LS mean difference
vs placebo, mg [1]

-2.51 (2.57)

95% CI
P-value

-7.59, 2.58
[2]

0.331

LS mean difference
vs bupivacaine HCl, mg [1]

-1.20 (2.57)

95% CI

-6.29; 3.89

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; IV, intravenous; SD, standard deviation
[1] Analysis of variance model, with treatment group and trial site as factors
[2] t-test in an ANOVA model
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.5.1.1.

Secondary endpoints
Time to first use of opioid rescue medication
The median times to first opioid rescue medication were similar across treatment groups, and no
statistically significant differences were apparent (Table 35): SABER-Bupivacaine (1.14 hours),
SABER-placebo (1.08 hours) and standard bupivacaine HCl (1.11 hours).
Table 35.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, BU-001-IM, ITT population

Mean (SD) [1]
Median
Hazard ratio (SE) vs placebo [2]
P-value [2]
Hazard ratio (SE) vs bupivacaine HCl [2]

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)
1.53 (1.56)
1.08

SABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=61)
(N=27)
7.71 (45.79)
25.94 (87.77)
1.14
1.11
1.127 (.239)
0.615
1.046 (0.123)

CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Computations for summary statistics include censored observations.
[2] Cox proportional hazard regression
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.6.1 and Table 14.2.6.2.
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Opioid-Related Symptom Distress Scale (OR-SDS) score on Days 0 to 7
The OR-SDS is a composite instrument designed to assess subjects’ opioid-related adverse
events on a daily basis. Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine had slightly lower OR-SDS
summary scores than their placebo-treated counterparts during each of the analysis intervals
(Day 0, Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, Days 0 to 3, and Days 0-7); however, the only statistically
significant difference occurred on Day 0, when the SABER-Bupivacaine group reported fewer
opioid-related symptoms than the placebo group (p<0.001) (BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.7.1).
PI at rest normalized AUC over the period 1-72 hours post-surgery
There was no difference in pain intensity at rest over the initial 72 hours after surgery between
the SABER-Bupivacaine group and the placebo group, or for the exploratory comparison
between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl (Table 36).
Table 36.

Pain intensity at rest normalized AUC 1-72 hours, BU-001-IM, ITT population

Mean (SD)

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=60) [1]

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

2.45 (0.86)

2.41 (1.47)

2.60 (1.33)

LS mean difference (SE)
vs placebo [2]
95% CI

0.02 (0.26)
-0.50, 0.54

LS mean difference (SE)
vs bupivacaine HCl [2]

-0.18 (0.26)

95% CI

-0.70, 0.34

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: P-values not computed for these comparisons.
[1] 1 randomized subject who withdrew consent prior to dosing was excluded from the analysis.
[2] ANOVA model with treatment group and country as factors; missing pain scores imputed by last observation
carried forward for subjects discontinuing before 72 hours, first observation carried backward for missing
initial pain scores, and linear interpolation for missing pain scores between two non-missing scores.
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.4.1.

Pain treatment satisfaction score on Day 4
At screening, 88.5% of subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine group, 85.2% of subjects in the
SABER-placebo group, and 96.3% of subjects in the bupivacaine HCl group expected to be
either satisfied or very satisfied with their pain treatment (Table 37). On Day 4, these
proportions remained substantially the same: 90.2% of subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine
group, 92.6% of subjects in the SABER-placebo group, and 88.8% of subjects in the bupivacaine
HCl group. Analysis of proportional odds ratios showed no difference between SABERBupivacaine and the control comparators. One subject (3.7%) in the bupivacaine HCl group was
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very dissatisfied with her pain treatment, and one subject (1.6%) in the SABER-Bupivacaine
group was dissatisfied.
Table 37.

Subjects pain treatment expectation/satisfaction summary, BU-001-IM,
ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=61)

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

Study
Total
(N=115)

Very dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

1 (3.7)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.9)

Dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

7 (11.5)

3 (11.1)

1 (3.7)

11 (9.6)

Satisfied

35 (57.4)

20 (74.1)

16 (59.3)

71 (61.7)

Very satisfied

19 (31.1)

3 (11.1)

10 (37.0)

32 (27.8)

Very dissatisfied

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (3.7)

1 (0.9)

Dissatisfied

1 (1.6)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.9)

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

4 (6.6)

1 (3.7)

2 (7.4)

7 (6.1)

Satisfied

28 (45.9)

14 (51.9)

11 (40.7)

53 (46.1)

Very satisfied

27 (44.3)

11 (40.7)

13 (48.1)

51 (44.3)

Screening, n (%)

Day 4, n (%)

ITT, intention-to-treat
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.8.1.

Proportion of subjects dischargeable by Post-Anesthetic Discharge Scoring System (PADSS)
on Days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7
The proportions of subjects in each treatment group considered discharge eligible (PADSS score
9 or 10 of 10) are shown in Table 38. No pattern of discharge eligibility was discernable
between treatment groups, and the percentage of subjects in each group considered discharge
eligible was roughly comparable at each measurement time.
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Table 38.

Subjects dischargeable by PADSS on postoperative days 1-7, BU-001-IM,
ITT population

Time of Assessment

SABERBupivacaine
(N=61)

SABERPlacebo
(N=27)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=27)

59

27

26

4 (6.8)

0 (0.0)

4 (15.4)

53

24

20

16 (30.2)

4 (16.7)

4 (20.0)

55

24

25

26 (47.3)

12 (50.0)

10 (40.0)

58

25

23

39 (67.2)

19 (76.0)

16 (69.6)

55

25

24

41 (74.5)

20 (80.0)

18 (75.0)

56

25

25

46 (82.1)

20 (80.0)

20 (80.0)

53

25

26

48 (90.6)

24 (96.0)

26 (100)

47

17

20

43 (91.5)

17 (100)

18 (90.0)

Day 0
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 1 / morning
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 1 / afternoon
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 2 / morning
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 2 / afternoon
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 3
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 4
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)
Day 7
PADSS score available, n
Dischargeable, n (%)

ITT, intention-to-treat; PADSS, Post-Anesthetic Discharge Scoring System
Note: The number dischargeable is the number of subjects with a PADSS score of 9 or 10 (out of 10).
The proportion dischargeable was calculated by dividing the number dischargeable by the number with
an available PADSS score.
Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.9.1. (Note: “Dischargeable” and “Not Dischargeable” values were
mistakenly interchanged in the source table.)
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Discussion and Conclusions
In this abdominal hysterectomy trial, the primary pain reduction endpoint was not met. The point
estimate favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo, however, consistent with the results of the
2 pivotal efficacy trials. The primary opioid-use endpoint was also not met, although the point
estimate favored SABER-Bupivacaine relative to placebo control. Secondary endpoint results
likewise revealed no meaningful differences between the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo
treatment groups. Finally, the exploratory comparisons between SABER-Bupivacaine and
bupivacaine HCl did not demonstrate differences in postoperative pain control or opioid use.
Several factors may have contributed to this study’s inability to demonstrate analgesic efficacy
on the part of SABER-Bupivacaine. The most likely is that abdominal hysterectomy, which is
associated with extensive surgical dissection, intra-abdominal manipulation, and tissue damage,
resulted in a large, if not predominant, visceral pain component that local wound instillation
would have been unlikely to affect (Choi, 2016, Leung, 2000). In support of this hypothesis is
the fact that, although not formally analyzed, the treatment difference between immediate-release
bupivacaine HCl and placebo control appeared comparable to the difference between SABERBupivacaine and placebo control, suggesting a lack of assay sensitivity for this study, or possibly
for this surgical model. It is also possible that the relatively large doses of opioid rescue
medication consumed by all treatment groups, in combination with scheduled background
acetaminophen, may have equalized pain scores to the extent that a treatment difference between
groups based solely on the somatic pain component could not be discriminated.

2.3.4. C803-025 (BESST), Cohort 3- laparoscopically-assisted colectomy
C803-025 was an international, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group trial of
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in patients undergoing a variety of general surgical procedures with
various wound sizes. C803-025, Cohort 3 enrolled subjects undergoing laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy. Cohorts 1 and 2, were not able to be characterized as adequate and well controlled
studies by FDA criteria. They were considered not adequate and well controlled because they
were not powered for efficacy; were prespecified as exploratory, with noninferential analyses of
efficacy; and there was inappropriate pooling of SABER-Bupivacaine arms from the two
cohorts for comparison with active control (dissimilar surgeries, patient populations, and routes
of administration). Results from these two cohorts are not included in data for the Integrated
Summary of Efficacy (ISE).
Critical Design Features
C803-025 was an international, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group controlled
trial evaluating the safety, efficacy, effectiveness, and pharmacokinetics of SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL in subjects undergoing a variety of elective, non-urgent general surgical procedures with
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various incision sizes. Three surgical procedures were studied, each organized as a separate
cohort of subjects:
•
•
•

Laparotomy (Cohort 1)
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy (Cohort 2)
Laparoscopically-assisted colectomy (Cohort 3)

Cohort 3 was the primary investigational component of the study. Cohorts 1 and 2 were intended
to examine, on an exploratory basis, additional soft-tissue surgical models in which SABERBupivacaine might be effective and to expand the safety database. Thus, they do not contribute
to the integrated efficacy discussion (see Section 2.2.4).
Subjects in C803-025, Cohort 3 underwent laparoscopically-assisted colectomy for colon cancer,
diverticulitis, or polyps. They were randomized in a 3:2 ratio to receive SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
or SABER-placebo 5 mL. The study consisted of a screening period of up to 30 days, surgery
and administration of a single dose of investigational product on Day 0, a follow-up clinic visit
on Day 7, a final clinic visit on Day 14, and a follow-up phone call on Day 30. A minimum
72-hour (3-day) hospital stay was required after surgery.
The operative procedure for Cohort 3 was performed according to standard local practice under
general anesthesia. In addition to several instrument ports, there was also a hand port, a 5-10 cm
linear incision used to exteriorize the colon for resection and anastomosis. The formation of a
stoma was not permitted, but conversion to open surgery with an incision length of up to 15 cm
was allowed at the surgeon’s discretion. For the laparoscopic ports, the investigational product
was administered directly into the port incisions via a bare syringe (no needle) or an irrigation
catheter fitted to the syringe. For the hand port or other extended linear incision, the peritoneum
was first closed, and then a flexible 15 cm irrigation catheter was placed into the wound. The
cutaneous layer was closed over the catheter with subcuticular sutures. A syringe containing the
test drug was then attached to the catheter and the test drug was gradually expressed from the
syringe as the catheter was withdrawn, spreading test drug along the length of the incision.
Approximately 80-90% of the total SABER-Bupivacaine dose was instilled into the hand port
using this method. The remaining 10-20% was instilled into the laparoscopic port incisions.
Subjects recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine position) on
an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Intravenous or oral
morphine (for moderate-to-severe pain) and up to 1 g/day of acetaminophen (for mild pain) were
provided on demand as rescue medication for breakthrough pain (IV fentanyl or oral oxycodone
could be substituted for morphine-intolerant subjects). Investigators performing postoperative
assessments were excluded from the operating room at the time of study drug administration to
guard against accidental unblinding of study drug assignment. The overall study design is shown
in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Study schematic, C803-025, Cohort 3

Source: C803-025 CSR, in-text Figure 1.

Objectives
The objectives were (1) to evaluate the efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine, (2) to assess wound
healing and systemic safety, including the effect on corrected QT interval (QTc) of 5 mL
SABER-Bupivacaine instilled directly into the surgical wound(s), and (3) to characterize
pharmacokinetics in the general surgical population with wound sizes ranging from laparoscopic
portals to open laparotomies.
Population Studied
C803-025 Cohort 3 specifically enrolled subjects undergoing laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy.
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Males and females, 18 years of age and older;
Scheduled to undergo elective general surgical procedures according to the specified
surgical requirements;
ASA Physical Status I, II, or III;
Body mass index <45 kg/m2;
Electrocardiogram (ECG) wave form within normal limits or with nonspecific ST-T
changes, heart rate 45-100 bpm, PR interval ≤220 ms, QRS interval ≤110 ms, and Bazettformula corrected QT interval (QTcB) <450 ms;
Agreement to use a medically acceptable method of contraception throughout the entire
trial participation period and for 1 week after completion;
Written consent to participate in the trial prior to any trial procedures and understanding
of freedom to withdraw from the trial at any time;
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•

Able to read and understand the consent form, complete trial-related procedures, and
communicate with the trial staff.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pregnant or lactating;
Undergoing emergency surgery (unless full consent could be obtained and all screening
procedures could be completed prior to surgery);
Significant concomitant surgical procedure;
History of multiple prior laparotomy procedures;
Cancer with pre-operatively known metastases suspected to affect postoperative recovery
and postoperative pain;
Planned formation of stoma during surgery or plans to undergo another laparotomy
procedure within 30 days postoperatively;
Pre-operative evidence of sepsis or septic shock;
Pre-operative evaluation suggesting a surgery that could preclude full closure of the
incision(s);
Current or regular use of systemic steroids, anticonvulsants, antiepileptics,
antidepressants, or monoamine oxidase inhibitors without possibility of withdrawal from
these medications as described in the study protocol;
Current or regular use of drugs known to significantly prolong the QTc interval within a
period at least 5 times the drug’s half-life before Day 0;
Known hypersensitivity to local anesthetic agents of the amide type (e.g., lidocaine or
bupivacaine);
Known hypersensitivity to morphine;
Conditions contraindicated for use of opioids, including paralytic ileus, acute or severe
bronchial asthma, or hypercarbia;
Atrial fibrillation/flutter or other non-sinus rhythm (including paced rhythm), left bundle
branch block, right bundle branch block in presence of cardiac disease, clinically
significant cardiomyopathy, or myocardial infarction within last 6 months;
Serum creatinine level 2 times more than the local laboratory normal limit;
Received greater than 600 mg morphine-equivalent daily dose of an opioid for 3 or more
days per week in the month prior to the surgical procedure;
Current treatment with methadone or history of methadone use within the previous
6 months;
Known or suspected abuse of opioids or other illicit drugs;
Known or suspected alcohol abuse;
Participation in any other trial of an investigational drug or device concurrently or within
30 days prior to Day 0 of this trial;
In the Investigator’s opinion, should not participate in the trial or may not be capable of
following the trial schedule for any reason.
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Planned Sample Size
The sample size calculation for Cohort 3 was based on previously conducted clinical trials using
SABER-Bupivacaine in several surgical models, which yielded a treatment difference for pain
on movement of 1.1 and a standard deviation of 2.2, and assumed an allocation ratio of SABERBupivacaine to SABER-placebo of 3:2 for the new trial. Using these parameters, 204 subjects
were estimated to be needed (123 subjects for SABER-Bupivacaine and 81 subjects for SABERplacebo) to obtain a 90% probability of showing superiority over placebo with a 2-sided
significance level of 0.05. Sample size computations were performed for both co-primary
efficacy endpoints, and the result for the pain intensity endpoint was selected since it was the
larger of the two.
Number and Location of Study Sites
The trial was conducted at 15 sites in the US, 3 sites in Australia, and 1 site in New Zealand.
Treatments Compared
Subjects in Cohort 3 were randomized in a 3:2 ratio to receive SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or
SABER-placebo 5 mL.
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the intention-to-treat (ITT) population, which consisted of all
randomized subjects independent of their exposure to investigational product or the success of
surgery who had at least 1 postsurgical pain intensity record.
Primary
There were two co-primary efficacy endpoints:
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement time-normalized AUC during the period 0 to 72 hours
post-dose
Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 72 hours post-dose

Secondary
Secondary efficacy endpoints included the following:
•
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement time-normalized AUC during the period 0 to 48 hours
post-dose
Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose
Proportion of subjects who had evidence of a wound infection, as assessed by an
investigator on Day 7 and Day 14
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•
•

•
•

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication after extubation
Incidence of opioid-related adverse events, defined as any of the following preferred
terms: constipation, drowsiness or somnolence, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, respiratory
depression, or urinary retention
Mean pain intensity at rest normalized AUC during the period 0 to 72 hours post-dose
Mean pain intensity at rest normalized AUC during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose

Of interest
Other efficacy endpoints of interest identified in the Statistical Analysis Plan were:
•

•
•

Mean scores on the RI-49 postoperative functional subscales (emotional functioning,
physical functioning, bowel symptoms, general symptoms, and appetite) and opioidrelated distress at each time point
Modified Post-Anesthesia Discharge Scoring System (mPADSS) score at each time point
Treatment satisfaction at each time point

Exploratory
Exploratory efficacy endpoints included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proportion of subjects experiencing a wound infection during the period 0 to 30 days
post-dose as reported on the adverse events electronic case record form (eCRF)
Proportion of subjects experiencing a wound infection as reported on the Wound Healing
Structured Questionnaire eCRF at the 1-month follow-up call
Time to first wound infection
Mean pain intensity on movement normalized AUC during the periods 0 to 24 hours and
0 to 36 hours post-dose
Mean total morphine-equivalent dose during the periods 0 to 24 hours and 0 to 36 hours
post-dose
Mean pain intensity at rest normalized AUC during the periods 0 to 24 hours and 0 to 36
hours post-dose
Proportion of subjects who did not use opioids during the periods 0 to 24 hours, 0 to 36
hours, 0 to 48 hours, and 0 to 72 hours post-dose

Important Results
Disposition
Subject disposition is summarized in Table 39 and Figure 13. A total of 258 subjects were
screened and 226 subjects were randomized. There were 19 subjects who were randomized but
not treated. The reasons for nontreatment included unanticipated surgical procedures that did not
meet protocol requirements, unavailable test drug, cardiac arrhythmia, investigator decision, and
withdrawal of consent. Four (4) subjects from a single site (Site 31) were excluded from the ITT
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population because of questionable data integrity, as reported to the FDA Office of Compliance
in letters dated 08 Aug 2011 and 19 Dec 2011.
A total of 7 subjects failed to complete the study for a variety of reasons; none discontinued
because of an adverse event.
Table 39.

Subject disposition, C803-025, Cohort 3
SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

Screened

Cohort 3
Total
258

Randomized

140

86

226

Randomized, dosed

129

78

207

Randomized, not dosed

11

8

19

124 (96.1)

76 (97.4)

200 (96.6)

5 (3.9)

2 (2.6)

7 (3.4)

1 (0.8)

—

1 (0.5)

—

—

—

3 (2.3)

1 (1.3)

4 (1.9)

—

1 (1.3)

1 (0.5)

1 (0.8)

—

1 (0.5)

129

78

207

126

77

203

119

68

187

Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)
Lost to follow-up
Adverse event
Subject decision
Investigator decision
Other
Analysis populations
Safety [1]
ITT

[2]

Per protocol

[3]

ITT, intention to treat
[1] All subjects who received any amount of study drug
[2] All randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to investigational product or the success of surgery,
who had at least 1 postsurgical pain intensity record (4 subjects from a single site [Site 31] were excluded
because of questionable data integrity, as reported to the FDA Office of Compliance).
[3] All ITT subjects who did not experience any major protocol violations
Source: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.1, Table 1 and Section 16.2.1, Listing 1.
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Figure 13. Subject disposition flowchart, C803-025, Cohort 3

ITT, intention-to-treat
Source: C803-025 CSR, in-text Figure 2.

Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics are summarized in Table 40. For Cohort 3 as a whole,
the mean age was 60 years, the proportion of men and women was roughly equal, and nearly all
subjects (>90%) were white. More than three-quarters of subjects had a BMI >25 kg/m2, and a
substantial proportion (nearly 30%) had an ASA physical status classification of III. There were
slight imbalances between treatment groups in sex and ASA classification, with the SABERBupivacaine group having more female subjects and more ASA class III subjects.
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Table 40.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, C803-025, Cohort 3,
ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=126)

SABERPlacebo
(N=77)

Cohort 3
Total
(N=203)

60.3 (1.08)

58.4 (1.42)

59.6 (0.86)

24-87

34-84

24-87

42 (33.3)

23 (29.9)

65 (32.0)

Female

69 (54.8)

34 (44.2)

103 (50.7)

Male

57 (45.2)

43 (55.8)

100 (49.3)

Asian

3 (2.4)

1 (1.3)

4 (2.0)

Black / African American

7 (5.6)

7 (9.1)

14 (6.9)

116 (92.1)

69 (89.6)

185 (91.1)

Mean (SE)

169.9 (0.91)

171.1 (1.16)

170.4 (0.72)

Range

147.3-195.6

152.0-195.6

147.3-195.6

Mean (SE)

85.1 (1.78)

80.6 (1.86)

83.3 (1.31)

Range

43.5-134.3

45.6-116.4

43.5-134.3

Mean (SE)

29.4 (0.53)

27.5 (0.52)

28.6 (0.39)

Range

15.9-46.8

14.1-37.9

14.1-46.8

>25

102 (79.7)

54 (69.2)

156 (76.8)

I

6 (4.8%)

9 (11.7%)

15 (7.4)

II

79 (62.7%)

51 (66.2%)

130 (64.0)

III

41 (32.5%)

17 (22.1%)

58 (28.6)

Age, years
Mean (SE)
Range
>65, n (%)
Sex, n (%)

Race, n (%)

White
Height, cm

Weight, kg

2

BMI, kg/m

ASA class, n (%)

ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation;
SE, standard error of the mean
Source: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.1, Table 2.2; ISE Appendix 2, Table A4.
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The majority of subjects had surgical diagnoses related to cancer or other neoplastic disease,
reflecting the serious underlying pathology of the study population (Table 41).
Table 41.

Surgical diagnoses, C803-025, Cohort 3, safety population

Colon cancer

Diverticulitis

Polyp/tumor

Other

Other
malignancy

Crohn’s disease/
ulcerative colitis

32.4%

33.8%

24.6%

6.3%

2.4%

0.5%

Source: C803-025 CSR, in-text Figure 5.

Co-primary endpoints
Neither of the coprimary endpoints was met.
Pain intensity on movement mean normalized AUC 0-72 hours after treatment
Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine reported less pain on movement, on average, than
those treated with placebo over the initial 72 hours after surgery; however, the difference was
small and not statistically significant (Table 42). The least-squares mean difference was -0.34 in
favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.148).
Several prespecified sensitivity analyses were performed, however, that did demonstrate a
statistically significant analgesic effect in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (Table 42). Excluding
from the primary AUC calculation pain scores taken at the time of administration of rescue
medication (analysis of scheduled scores only) yielded an LS mean difference of -0.54 that just
met the threshold for statistical significance (p=0.043). Substituting a more efficient mixedmodel repeated measures (MMRM) analysis for the primary AUC analysis produced an LS mean
difference of -0.60 that was highly significant (p=0.002).
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Table 42.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours, C803-025, Cohort 3, ITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=126)

SABERPlacebo
(N=77)

Primary analysis (time-normalized AUC 0-72 hours; scheduled scores plus opioid rescue scores)
Mean (SE)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

4.7 (0.16)

4.9 (0.17)

4.8 (0.19)

5.1 (0.23)

[1]

-0.34 (0.233)

95% CI
P-value

-0.80, 0.12
[2]

0.148

Sensitivity analysis (time-normalized AUC 0-72 hours; scheduled scores only)
Mean (SE)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

4.5 (0.18)

4.9 (0.21)

4.6 (0.22)

5.2 (0.26)

[1]

-0.54 (0.264)

95% CI

-1.06, -0.02

P-value [2]

0.043

Sensitivity analysis (MMRM 0-72 hours; scheduled scores only)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

4.7 (0.15)
[3]

-0.60 (0.18)

95% CI
P-value

5.3 (0.18)

-0.93, -0.21
[4]

0.002

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; SD, standard deviation;
SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Based on an ANCOVA model with pooled site and treatment group as factors, and incision
length as a covariate. Missing pain scores were imputed using the methodology described in the
statistical analysis plan.
[2] t-test in an ANCOVA model
[3] Based on an MMRM ANCOVA model with pooled site and treatment group as fixed factors,
incision length as a covariate, subject as a random factor, and time as a repeated measurement
factor. An autoregressive AR(1) covariance matrix is assumed.
[4] t-test in an MMRM model
Sources: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 6.1.1, Table 6.9, and Table 6.10.1.

Mean pain intensity on movement over time is shown in Figure 14. The point estimates for
SABER-Bupivacaine suggest modest pain relief compared with placebo over most of the 3-day
period, although statistical significance was not tested at any of the individual measurement
times.
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Figure 14. Pain intensity on movement from 0-72 hours after treatment
(scheduled scores only), C803-025, Cohort 3, ITT population

ITT, intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: 0-12 hours on the x-axis depicts elapsed time from surgery; 24-72 hours depicts nominal time from surgery,
which varied from subject to subject according to the time of day surgery was completed; scheduled measurement
times on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 were 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00.
Source: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2. Table 6.10.1 and Figure 1.1.

Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 72 hours post-dose
Cumulative opioid use over 72 hours postoperatively did not differ significantly between the
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group and the placebo group (Table 43). The median difference
was -3.0 mg in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine, which was consistent with the observed trend in
pain reduction.
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Table 43.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication taken
from 0 to 72 hours after surgery, C803-025, Cohort 3, ITT population

Min, max, mg
Median, mg
Median difference, mg

SABERBupivacaine
(N=126)

SABERPlacebo
(N=77)

0.0, 292.0

0.0, 447.0

52.0

62.0

[1]

-3.0

95% CI

-15.0, 8.0

P-value [2]

0.5897

ITT, intention to treat; IV, intravenous; CI, confidence interval
[1] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference
[2] Wilcoxon rank-sum test
Source: C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2., Table 7.1.1.

Secondary endpoints
None of the secondary endpoints discussed below showed a significant difference between the
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group and the placebo group.
Mean pain intensity normalized AUC over the time period of 0-48 hours post-surgery
Results of the 48-hour analyses of mean pain intensity were similar to those of the 72-hour
analyses. The prespecified AUC analysis (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 6.1.1), which
included both scheduled pain scores and opioid rescue pain scores, showed a small LS mean pain
reduction of -0.3 in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine that was not statistically significant (p=0.183).
A sensitivity analysis that included scheduled pain scores only (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2,
Table 6.9) showed a slightly larger reduction (-0.55) in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine that fell
within the threshold of statistical significance (p=0.040). An MMRM analysis of mean pain
intensity over 48 hours was not done.
Total morphine-equivalent opioid dose during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose
The result of the 48-hour analysis of total opioid rescue medication use (C803-025 CSR, Section
14.2, Table 7.1.1) was similar to that of the 72-hour analysis, with a nonsignificant median
difference in opioid use of -2.5 mg in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.565).
Proportion of subjects who had evidence of a wound infection, as assessed by an investigator on
Day 7 and Day 14
This endpoint was intended to test the hypothesis that the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation
exerts a local antibacterial effect. It did not apply to Cohort 3, since subjects in both the active
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and placebo arms were administered the same vehicle formulation, with the only difference
being the presence or absence of bupivacaine, which has no known antibacterial effect.
Time to first use of opioid rescue medication after extubation
The median time to first use of opioid rescue medication was 0.6 hours (95% CI: 0.48 to
0.63 hours) for the SABER-Bupivacaine group and 0.5 hours (95% CI: 0.45 to 0.72) for the
placebo group (p= 0.811) (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 10.1).
Incidence of opioid-related adverse events, defined as any of the following preferred terms:
constipation, drowsiness or somnolence, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression, or
urinary retention
This endpoint was intended to quantify the clinical benefit, if any, of a reduction in opioid use
among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects. Since little actual difference between treatment
groups in opioid use was observed, there was no physiological basis for a difference in opioidrelated adverse events, and none was reported (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.3.1, Table 11.1).
Mean pain intensity at rest normalized AUC during the period 0 to 72 hours post-dose
The prespecified AUC analysis (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 8.1), which included only
scheduled pain scores, showed a mean reduction in resting pain for the SABER-Bupivacaine
group compared with the placebo group of -0.41 that approached statistical significance (95%
CI: -0.86 to 0.04; p=0.076). The MMRM sensitivity analysis (C803-025 CSR, Section 14.2,
Table 8.10.1) showed a statistically significant mean difference of -0.5 (95% CI: -0.77, -0.18;
p=0.002)
Mean pain intensity at rest normalized AUC during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose
Similar to the 72-hour analysis, the 48-hour analysis of resting pain (C803-025 CSR, Section
14.2, Table 8.1) showed a mean reduction for the SABER-Bupivacaine group compared with the
placebo group of -0.44 that approached statistical significance (95% CI -0.91 to 0.02; p=0.0592).
There was no MMRM analysis.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this laparoscopically-assisted colectomy trial, the efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine was
explored in older subjects with serious pathologies who received extensive surgeries. The
primary pain-reduction endpoint was not met, but the point estimates were in favor of SABERBupivacaine, and a pair of prespecified sensitivity analyses did show a modest, statistically
significant analgesic effect over 72 hours in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (see further discussion
below). The primary opioid-use endpoint was also not met, but the point estimate was in favor of
SABER-Bupivacaine, consistent with the results of the 2 pivotal efficacy trials. Secondary
endpoint analyses revealed no significant differences between the SABER-Bupivacaine and
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placebo treatment groups, although there was a modest, near-statistically significant reduction in
pain at rest with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
A variety of factors could have contributed to this trial’s failure to meet its primary endpoints.
The trial itself was ambitious, exploring an invasive surgery performed on an older, comorbid
patient population with a variety of underlying pathologies. The inclusive design increased
generalizability but also increased variability, adding noise to the experimental signal and
reducing discriminatory power. Also, at issue was a decision to apply nearly all the study drug to
the hand port, leaving the laparoscopic port incisions relatively uncovered with local anesthetic
and potentially limiting the study drug’s analgesic capacity. Even so, the predominant
explanation for this trial’s outcome was likely the suboptimal way it handled opioid rescue
medication—both in terms of study design, study conduct, and data analysis.
In an attempt to limit unnecessary rescue analgesia use, the study protocol specified that subjects
would need to a report pain score of 4 or higher on the 0-10 NPRS scale to receive opioid rescue
analgesia. This instruction had two unintended consequences. First, subjects were motivated to
inflate their rescue pain scores (i.e., pain assessments recorded at the time of opioid rescue
administration) to obtain opioid analgesics, and second, all rescue pain scores had an effective
floor of 4; that is, the rescue pain scores were reported on a scale of 4-10, while the scheduled
pain scores were reported on a scale of 0-10.
These biases in the pain data, which tended to compress and muddy the experimental signal,
might have had little effect, except that the quantity of opioid rescue medication consumed in the
days after this major surgery was relatively high, translating into a large number of rescue pain
scores relative to scheduled scores. A count of the scheduled and rescue scores included in the
primary pain analysis shows that for the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group, a total of 1,953
scheduled scores (15.6 per subject) and 2,721 rescue scores (21.8 per subject) were recorded, and
for the SABER-placebo treatment group, a total of 1,167 scheduled (15.2 per subject) and 1,771
rescue scores (23.0 per subject) scores were recorded. Since the prespecified AUC analysis
simply combined the scheduled scores with the rescue scores for each treatment group, the less
reliable rescue scores effectively overwhelmed the scheduled scores and drove the result. Indeed,
removal of the rescue scores from the computation produced a qualitatively different outcome.
Two prespecified sensitivity analyses of the primary pain endpoint, both of which omitted the
rescue pain scores, showed a statistically significant treatment effect for SABER-Bupivacaine
compared with placebo (p=0.043 for the AUC analysis and p=0.002 for the MMRM analysis).
The relatively high consumption of opioid rescue medication following this surgical procedure
also meant that the primary opioid-use endpoint was effectively underpowered, since variability
was increased relative to the difference in the means.
2.3.5. C803-028 (PERSIST), Part 1 - Elective outpatient laparoscopic cholecystectomy
C803-028 was a randomized, parallel-group, double-blind, placebo-controlled (Part 1) and
active-controlled (Part 2) multicenter trial evaluating the safety and efficacy of SABER110
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Bupivacaine 5 mL in patients undergoing elective outpatient laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Part 1, reviewed here, was adequate and well controlled, whereas Part 2 was not. Part 2 was not
considered to be AWC because there was a change in control comparator from saline placebo
(Part 1) to bupivacaine HCl (Part 2) that was not prospectively planned. There were also
numerous additional unplanned changes in study design and conduct at behest of FDA that
introduced bias and increased variability beyond acceptable experimental limits. There was no
concurrent placebo control, so no assay sensitivity; the primary efficacy endpoint was based on
0-48 hour pain data, so not integrable with 0-72 hour adequate and well-controlled efficacy
studies. There was also inappropriate pooling of Part 1 and Part 2 SABER-Bupivacaine treatment
arms for secondary endpoints (nonconcurrent treatment at different investigative sites, different
control comparators with different routes of administration).
Critical Design Features
C803-028 was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group trial consisting of two
sequential parts. Part 1 compared SABER-Bupivacaine with saline placebo and Part 2 compared
SABER-Bupivacaine with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl. Notably, Part 2 was not
prospectively planned, but instead was instituted in response to an unanticipated advisory
received from FDA several months after Part 1 had begun enrolling subjects. That belated
advice, communicated by email and teleconference, was that SABER-Bupivacaine should be
compared with active bupivacaine HCl control. Because of the manner in which Part 2 was
implemented, including certain design decisions made by the sponsor (DURECT) and a
continuing series of requests for methodological modifications made by FDA, C803-028, data
from Part 2 provided important safety information but, because of the changes made at the
belated request of FDA which altered the prospective protocol, Part 2 cannot be considered an
adequate and well-controlled trial for the purposes of efficacy evaluation. Thus, the remainder of
this efficacy discussion will focus on Part 1 alone.
C803-028, Part 1 consisted of a screening period of up to 30 days, surgery and administration of
a single dose of investigational product on Day 1, a follow-up phone call on each of Days 2 and 3,
and a follow-up clinic visit on Days 4, 8, 15, and 29.
Subjects underwent elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy under general endotracheal anesthesia
on an outpatient basis. A total of 5 mL of the investigational product (SABER-Bupivacaine or
saline placebo) was administered to each subject at the close of surgery with a blunt, syringe-tip
applicator. The dose was divided and instilled into each of the 4 laparoscopic port incisions
according to a prespecified dosing scheme. Subjects were discharged home following the
procedure. They recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement (sitting up from a supine
position) on an electronic diary at specified intervals during the first 3 days of recovery (study
Days 1-4). They also recorded pain intensity at rest and on movement at any instance of rescue
medication use. Intravenous fentanyl was provided on demand as rescue medication for
breakthrough pain during the subjects’ stay in the post-anesthesia care unit (PACU), and oral
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immediate-release oxycodone (for moderate-to-severe pain) and acetaminophen (for mild-tomoderate pain) were provided as rescue medication for home use. The overall study design is
shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Study schematic, C803-028, Part 1

POD, postoperative day
Note: the day 60 visit was limited to subjects in Part 2 enrolled under protocol Amendment 5.
Source: C803-028 CSR, in-text Figure 1.

Objective
The objective was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of SABER-Bupivacaine for alleviating
postoperative pain on movement compared with saline placebo in patients undergoing
laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
Population Studied
Inclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

Male or female, aged 18 years or older;
Scheduled for elective outpatient laparoscopic cholecystectomy using a conventional
4-port laparoscopic procedure;
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Class I, II, or III;
If of child-bearing potential, agreement to use a medically acceptable method of
contraception to prevent pregnancy for the duration of participation in the trial;
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•
•

Living close enough to the investigative site to attend the scheduled follow-up clinic
visits;
Able and willing to provide written informed consent, complete trial-related procedures,
and communicate with the trial staff.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Pregnant or nursing;
Absolute or relative contraindications to laparoscopic cholecystectomy;
Prior midline abdominal surgery presenting a risk for adhesions that could complicate
laparoscopic cholecystectomy and/or accurate pain assessments;
Requiring emergent or urgent surgery or requiring the preoperative placement of a
cholecystostomy tube for the management of acute cholecystitis;
Pre-planned overnight stay or pre-planned hospital admission after surgery;
Scheduled for single incision, mini trocars, NOTES, robotic laparoscopic procedures, or
any procedure (other than cholangiograms and minimal adhesiolysis) in addition to
laparoscopic cholecystectomy;
Known hypersensitivity to amide local anesthetics such as bupivacaine;
Acute pain not due to cholecystitis;
History of chronic pain unrelated to gallbladder disease;
Ongoing depression or psychosis;
Undergoing long-term treatment with opioids or other analgesics, including
acetaminophen, NSAIDs, anticonvulsants (gabapentin or pregabalin), and antidepressants
(selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors [SSRIs], selective norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitors [SNRIs], and tricyclics), but not including daily low-dose aspirin;
Chronic treatment with systemic corticosteroids, or requiring perioperative
corticosteroids because of adrenal insufficiency (inhalational or topical corticosteroids
permitted);
Unsuited for opioid administration (for example, sensitivity [e.g., history of severe
nausea and vomiting], hypersensitivity, known history of abuse or addiction, or
unwillingness to take prescribed rescue opioids);
Use of long-acting anticoagulants and antiplatelet drugs (with the exception of low-dose
[81 mg] aspirin) in the 1 week prior to surgery (short-acting newer oral anticoagulants to
be discontinued prior to surgery according to the label instructions);
Incapable of operating the electronic diary (LogPad) and/or missing more than 1 of the
practice diary assessments (less than 80% compliant) during screening;
Self-reported alcohol dehydrogenase deficiency;
Participation in any other trial with an investigational drug or device either concurrently
or less than 30 days prior to surgery for this trial;
In the Investigator’s opinion, should not participate in the trial or not capable of
following the trial procedures for any reason.
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Post-randomization (intra-operative) exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

Converted to open cholecystectomy or experienced other serious, unexpected
intra-operative complications;
Underwent unplanned additional surgical procedures (other than cholangiograms and
minimal adhesiolysis) in addition to laparoscopic cholecystectomy;
Required intra-operative doses of fentanyl higher than permitted per protocol;
Required the placement of a fifth laparoscopic port or percutaneous surgical drain.

Planned Sample Size
Based on the results of a previous laparoscopic cholecystectomy trial (C803-025, Cohort 2) and a
focused literature review, it was estimated that an enrollment of 306 subjects would result in
90% power to detect a difference between SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL and saline placebo 5 mL
of 0.75 points or more on the numerical pain rating scale (NPRS) for the primary outcome (the
mean pain on movement score from 0 to 72 hours post-dose), with an estimated effect size (ES)
of -0.375, a standard deviation (SD) of 2.0, and a 2-sided significance level of 0.05.
Number and Location of Study Sites
Part 1 of the trial was conducted at 15 sites in the United States, 11 of which enrolled subjects.
Treatments Compared
Subjects were randomized in a 1:1 ratio to receive: SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or saline (0.9%
sodium chloride) placebo 5 mL.
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the modified ITT (mITT) population, which consisted of all randomized
subjects who received any amount of test drug. Because Part 1 was terminated early at 30% of
expected enrollment to make way for Part 2, it lacked statistical power, and endpoint analyses
were, therefore, designated as descriptive only. Exploratory inferential analyses of the primary
and key secondary endpoints were performed on a post hoc basis.
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Primary
The primary efficacy endpoint was as follows:
•

Pain intensity on movement measured at scheduled time points from 0 to 72 hours
following test drug administration, adjusted for prior rescue medication use and analyzed
by a mixed effects ANOVA model of repeated measures (MMRM)

Secondary
Secondary efficacy endpoints included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioids used during 0-72 hours following
test drug administration
Composite endpoint of Silverman’s Integrated Analgesic (SIA) assessment score over
0 to 72 hours following test drug administration
Proportion of subjects taking no opioid rescue medication from PACU discharge until
72 hours after test drug administration
Time to first opioid rescue medication use after discharge from the PACU
Time to PACU discharge eligibility, as assessed by the modified Post-Anesthesia
Discharge Scoring System (mPADSS)

Exploratory
There were several exploratory endpoints:
•

•
•

Percentage of subjects who responded to treatment during each 24-hour period after test
drug administration; a responder was defined as a subject with at least 75% of scheduled
pain intensity on movement scores ≤3 and taking no more than 1 dose of opioid rescue
medication, with data collection beginning at PACU discharge
Pain intensity at rest measured at scheduled time points from 0 to 72 hours following test
drug administration, adjusted for prior rescue medication use
Time to actual discharge from the PACU

Important Results
Disposition
Subject disposition is summarized in Table 44 and Figure 16. Enrollment in C803-028 Part 1
was stopped early to make way for Part 2. A total of 94 subjects of an expected 306 were
randomized. Of these, 2 were not dosed because they triggered intra-operative exclusion criteria,
leaving a total of 92 treated subjects. This corresponds to a power of approximately 50% for the
primary efficacy endpoint, based on the original effect-size assumption. Of 46 subjects
randomized to receive SABER-Bupivacaine, one was inadvertently treated with saline placebo;
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this subject was assigned to SABER-Bupivacaine for the efficacy analyses (mITT population)
and to saline placebo for the safety analyses (safety population).
Table 44.

Subject disposition, C803-028, Part 1
SABERBupivacaine

Saline
placebo

Screened

Part 1
Total
131

Randomized

48

46

94

Randomized, dosed

46

46

92

Randomized, not dosed

2

0

2

46 (100)

46 (100)

92 (100)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

45

47

92

48

46

92

46

46

92

Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)
Analysis populations
Safety [1]
ITT

[2]

mITT

[3]

ITT, intent to-treat; PP, per-protocol
[1] All randomized subjects who received any amount of test drug
[2] All randomized subjects, independent of their exposure to test drug or completion of surgery
[3] All randomized subjects who received any amount of test drug
Source: C803-028 CSR, Table 14.1.1.
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Figure 16. Subject disposition flowchart, C803-028, Part 1

ITT, intention-to-treat; mITT, modified intention-to-treat
Note: 1 of 46 subjects randomized to SABER-Bupivacaine was inadvertently administered
saline placebo; this subject was assigned to saline placebo for the Safety population and to
SABER-Bupivacaine for the mITT population.
Source: C803-028 CSR, Table 14.1.1 and dataset ADSL (for screen failures).

Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics for the safety population are summarized in Table 45.
The mean age was 43.9 years, approximately two-thirds of the subjects were female, and 85%
were white.
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Table 45.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, C803-028, Part 1,
safety population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

SABERPlacebo
(N=47)

Part 1
Total
(N=92)

46.6 (14.28)

41.4 (12.87)

44.0 (13.75)

22-76

18-67

22-76

Female

29 (64.4)

30 (63.8)

59 (64.1)

Male

16 (35.6)

17 (36.2)

33 (35.9)

Asian

2 (4.4)

2 (4.3)

4 (4.3)

Black / African American

6 (13.3)

4 (8.5)

10 (10.9)

White

37 (82.2)

41 (87.2)

78 (84.8)

Other

0

0

0 (0)

167.3 (11.33)

168.1 (8.68)

167.7 (10.02)

150-191

150-188

150-191

87.1 (25.60)

90.6 (23.09)

88.9 (24.28)

46-185

55-172

46-185

30.7 (6.36)

32.0 (7.53)

31.4 (6.98)

18-51

21-61

18-61

Age, years
Mean (SD)
Range
Sex, n (%)

Race or Ethnicity, n (%)

Height, cm
Mean (SD)
Range
Weight, kg
Mean (SD)
Range
2

BMI, kg/m

Mean (SD)
Range

BMI, body mass index; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: C803-028 CSR, Table 14.1.3.2; ISE Appendix 2, Table A4.

Primary endpoint
Pain intensity on movement from 0 to 72 hours following test drug administration, adjusted for
prior rescue medication use
The primary endpoint was not formally computed for Part 1 because the experimental hypothesis
had been modified to support Part 2 objectives and because Part 1, as a result of early
termination, was considered underpowered. An exploratory post hoc analysis (Table 46),
however, showed an LS mean difference of -0.79 in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine that
approached statistical significance (p=0.069).
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Table 46.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours (post hoc analysis),
C803-028, Part 1, mITT population

Mean (SE) [1]
LS mean (SE)

[1]

LS mean difference

SABERBupivacaine
(N=46)

Saline
placebo
(N=46)

4.38 (0.091)

5.17 (0.107)

4.45 (0.344)

5.23 (0.344)

[2]

-0.785 (0.432)

95% CI
P-value for the difference

-1.631, 0.062
[3]

0.0692

CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SE, standard error
of the mean
[1] Pain measurements adjusted for rescue medication use by the half-life substitution method;
missing values imputed by multiple imputation or, for any subjects discontinuing because
of an AE or lack of efficacy, by WOCF.
[2] Based on a mixed effects repeated measures model with fixed effects for study site, sex,
treatment and two-way interactions, study subject as a random effect, and time as a
repeated factor.
[3] t-test in an MMRM model
Source: C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 7.

Mean pain intensity on movement over time, adjusted for prior rescue medication use, is shown
in Figure 17. The point estimates for SABER-Bupivacaine suggest modest but consistent pain
relief compared with placebo over the entire 3-day period, although statistical significance was
not computed for any individual measurement time.
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Figure 17. Pain intensity on movement from 0-72 hours after treatment
(adjusted for rescue medication use; post hoc analysis), C803-028, Part 1,
mITT population

mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: 0-12 hours on the x-axis depicts elapsed time from surgery; 24-72 hours depicts nominal time from surgery,
which varied from subject to subject according to the time of day surgery was completed; scheduled measurement
times on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 were 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00.
Sources: C803-028 CSR, Table 14.2.2.1 and Figure 14.2.2.

Secondary endpoints
Total IV morphine-equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication used from 0-72 hours following
test drug administration
Despite the study’s early termination, an exploratory post hoc analysis showed a significant
reduction in the use of opioid rescue medication among SABER-Bupivacaine treated subjects
compared with placebo-treated subjects (Table 47). The median difference was -6.9 mg in favor
of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.014).
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Table 47.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication
taken from 0 to 72 hours after surgery (post hoc analysis), C803-028, Part 1,
ITT population

Min, max, mg
Median, mg
Median difference, mg

SABERBupivacaine
(N=46)

Saline
placebo
(N=46)

0.0, 82.5

0.0, 91.2

13.80

21.73

[1]

-6.9

95% CI
P-value

-14.4, 0.0
[2]

0.0140

ITT, intention to treat; IV, intravenous; CI, confidence interval
[1] Hodges-Lehmann estimates for median difference
[2] Van Elteren test
Source: C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 8.

Composite endpoint of Silverman’s Integrated Analgesic (SIA) assessment score over
0 to 72 hours following test drug administration
The SIA score is an integrated measure of pain intensity and opioid use that ranges from -200 to
200. A negative score indicates lower pain intensity and opioid use and a positive score indicates
higher pain intensity and opioid use. The SIA scores were not inferentially compared for Part 1.
The point estimates were -26.1 (95% CI: -56.0 to 3.7) for the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment
group and 17.8 (95% CI: -12.1 to 47.7) for the placebo group (C803-028 CSR, Table 14.2.5).
Proportion of subjects taking no opioid rescue medication from PACU discharge until 72 hours
after test drug administration
An exploratory post hoc analysis (C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 9)
showed that twice as many subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group as the placebo
group (30.4% vs 15.2%, respectively) required no opioid rescue medication from PACU
discharge to 72 hours after surgery, a difference that approached statistical significance (p=0.068).
Time to first opioid rescue medication use after discharge from the PACU
An exploratory post hoc analysis (C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical Report, Table 10)
showed a statistically significant prolongation of the median time to first use of opioid rescue
medication after PACU discharge for SABER-Bupivacaine compared with placebo (5.6 hours vs
1.9 hours, respectively; p=0.012).
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Time to PACU discharge eligibility as assessed by mPADSS
The time to PACU discharge eligibility by mPADSS was not inferentially analyzed for Part 1.
The point estimate for the median was 1.8 hours for both treatment groups (C803-028 CSR,
Table 14.2.8.1).
Discussion and Conclusions
Early termination of this laparoscopic cholecystectomy trial in response to an FDA request to
change the control comparator, left it markedly underpowered. For that reason, only
noninferential analysis of the efficacy endpoints was planned. Nonetheless, an exploratory post
hoc analysis indicated that the primary pain endpoint was nearly met (p=0.069), suggesting that
the trial could have demonstrated a meaningful analgesic effect had it continued to completion.
This result is consistent with, and supportive of, the results of the 2 pivotal efficacy trials.
An exploratory post hoc analysis of the principal opioid-use endpoint showed a statistically
significant reduction in the use of opioid rescue analgesia among subjects treated with SABERBupivacaine compared with those treated with placebo. This outcome is consistent with the
results of the 2 pivotal efficacy trials. Secondary measures of postoperative opioid use either
significantly favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo in exploratory post hoc analyses (time
to first use of opioid rescue medication; p=0.012) or were nearly significant (proportion not
requiring opioid rescue; p=0.068), adding support to the primary analgesic and opioid-use
outcomes.
2.3.6. C803-017 - Arthroscopic shoulder surgery
A double-blind, multi-center, placebo-controlled trial of SABER-Bupivacaine for postoperative
pain control and opioid sparing/opioid-related adverse event reduction following arthroscopic
shoulder surgery.
Critical Design Features
This was an international, multi-center, parallel-group, randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled trial to assess postoperative pain and supplemental analgesia use in subjects
undergoing arthroscopic subacromial decompression. The study was approximately 4 weeks in
duration, consisting of a 14-day screening period, a single-dose administration of investigational
product on the day of surgery, and a follow-up period of 14 days.
Subacromial decompression for the treatment of impingement syndrome was performed under
general anesthesia. Other complementary procedures were allowed, but could not include
bicipital tenodesis or tenotomy, or procedures to correct shoulder instability. Care was taken to
avoid forming any conduit between the subacromial space and glenohumeral joint that could
allow seepage of the investigational product into the joint. Upon completion of surgery,
investigational product was instilled into the subacromial space under arthroscopic visualization
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via a needle inserted through an existing port incision or through intact skin. Subjects recorded
pain intensity at rest and on movement (shoulder elevation to 90 degrees) on an electronic diary
at specified intervals during the first 7 days of recovery. Intravenous or immediate-release oral
morphine was provided upon request as rescue analgesia for breakthrough pain. Paracetamol/
acetaminophen was not allowed during the first 72 hours after surgery. The study design is
shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18. Study schematic, C803-017

Source: C803-017 CSR, in-text Figure 2.

Objectives
The objectives of this trial were to explore analgesic effectiveness, to explore the reduction in
frequency of opioid-related adverse events, and to characterize the safety profile of 5.0 mL
SABER-Bupivacaine in an orthopedic surgical model compared to SABER-placebo.
Population Studied
Inclusion criteria
•
•

•

•
•

Males and females, 18 to 65 years of age, with the clinical syndrome of subacromial
impingement, and scheduled for arthroscopic shoulder surgery;
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Physical Status Classification of P1 or P2
prior to trial participation, based on medical history, physical exam, 12-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG), and laboratory tests;
ECG wave form within normal limits or nonspecific ST segment and T wave changes,
with heart rate 45-105 beats per minute, PR interval ≤220 ms, QRS interval ≤110 ms, and
QTc (corrected QT interval) <450 ms;
Systolic blood pressure ≤139 mm Hg and diastolic blood pressure ≤89 mm Hg;
Agreement to use a medically acceptable method of contraception throughout the entire
trial period and for 1 week after the trial was completed;
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•
•
•

Agreement to refrain from strenuous activities throughout the trial period and avoid
modifications to prescribed exercise levels throughout the course of the trial.
Provision of written consent to participate in the trial prior to any trial procedures and
understanding of freedom to withdraw from the trial at any time;
Able to read and understand the consent form, complete trial-related procedures, and
communicate with the trial staff.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glenohumeral arthritis;
Major or full thickness rotator cuff tears diagnosed by MRI;
Previous arthroscopic surgery or open surgery on the study shoulder;
Chronic pain conditions requiring continuous use of corticosteroids for greater than
3 months;
Fibromyalgia;
Rheumatoid arthritis;
Seronegative inflammatory arthropathies;
Calculated creatinine clearance < 30 mL/min;
Pregnant or lactating;
Receiving more than 20 mg of hydrocodone daily (or equivalent narcotic dose) on routine
basis (more than 3 out of 7 days per week) within 7 days prior to the day of surgery;
In the Investigator’s opinion, developed opioid tolerance;
Required the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) within 24 hours
prior to the scheduled arthroscopic shoulder surgery;
Regular use of anticonvulsants, antiepileptics, antidepressants, or monoamine oxidase
inhibitors at screening;
Regular use of drugs known to significantly prolong the QTc interval within seven days
prior to Day 0 or within a period of less than five times the drug’s half-life, whichever
was longer;
Known hypersensitivity to local anesthetic agents of the amide type (e.g., lidocaine,
bupivacaine);
Known hypersensitivity to morphine or other opioids;
Conditions contraindicated for use of opioids, including paralytic ileus, acute or severe
bronchial asthma, or hypercarbia;
Known or suspected abuse of opioids or other illicit drugs;
Known or suspected alcohol abuse;
Participating in any other trial with an investigational drug or device concurrently or
within 30 days prior to Day 0 of this trial;
In the Investigator’s opinion, should not participate in the trial or may not be capable of
following the trial schedule for any reason.
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Planned Sample Size
The sample size calculation was based on the treatment effect size of the pain intensity on
movement observed in a previous Phase II shoulder trial (CLIN005-0006) subgroup analysis. It
was estimated that approximately 60 subjects would need to be randomized in a 2:1 ratio
(SABER-Bupivacaine to SABER-placebo) to achieve at least 80% power to detect a treatment
effect difference (mean AUC pain on movement over the period 0 to 72 hours post-dose) of 1.9
with an estimated group standard deviation of 2.3, and a significance level of 0.05, using a twosided two-sample t-test. A dropout rate of less than 1% was expected, so no adjustments were
made to allow for dropouts.
Number and Location of Study Sites
The trial was conducted at 8 sites in Australia and 2 sites in New Zealand.
Treatments Compared
Subjects were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to receive: SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL or
SABER-placebo 5.0 mL.
Efficacy Endpoints
Analyses were based on the modified intention-to-treat (mITT) population, which consisted of
all randomized subjects who received at least part of an investigational product administration.
Primary
There were 2 co-primary efficacy endpoints:
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement time-normalized area under the curve (AUC) during
the period 0 to 72 hours post-dose
Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 72 hours post-dose

Secondary
Secondary endpoints included the following:
•
•
•
•

Mean pain intensity on movement AUC during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose
Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 48 hours post-dose
Time-to-first use of opioid supplemental medication
Frequency and severity of opioid-related adverse events (constipation, drowsiness,
dizziness, nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression, and urinary retention) reported by
subjects during 0 to 72 hours post-dose and during the trial
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Important Results
Disposition
A total of 80 subjects were screened for participation in the study, of which 15 failed screening.
Of the 65 subjects randomized into the study, 5 were considered ineligible and not dosed with
test drug: 1 failed the screening exclusion criteria after randomization (change in ASA status)
and 4 failed to meet the intraoperative surgical requirements. The remaining 60 subjects were
dosed with investigational product. Following dosing, one subject withdrew consent, resulting in
a total of 59 subjects who completed the study. Subject disposition is summarized in Table 48
and Figure 19.
Table 48.

Subject disposition and analysis populations, C803-017

Screened
Randomized [1]
Randomized, dosed
Randomized, not dosed [1]
Completed, n (%)
Discontinued, n (%)
Adverse event
Withdrew consent
Analysis populations
Safety [2]
mITT [3]
Per protocol [4]

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

40

20

40 (100)
0 (0.0)
—
—

19 (95.0)
1 (5.0)
—
1 (5.0)

Study
Total
80
65
60
5
59 (98.3)
1 (1.7)
—
1 (1.7)

40
40
39

20
20
19

60
60
58

mITT, modified intention-to-treat
[1] Treatment group assignments not available
[2] All subjects that received Investigational Product
[3] All subjects that received at least part of an Investigational Product administration
[4] All subjects that received a complete Investigational Product administration, met surgical and
anesthesia requirements, successfully underwent the surgical procedure, and had at least one postdose pain intensity recorded
Source: C803-017 CSR, Section 11.1 and Table 14.1.1.
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Figure 19. Subject disposition flowchart, C803-017

mITT, modified intention-to-treat; PP, per protocol
Source: C803-017 CSR, in-text Figure 2.

Demographic and baseline characteristics
Demographic and baseline characteristics for the mITT population are summarized in Table 49.
The mean age was 47.5 years, just over half the subjects were female, and nearly all were white.
There was a somewhat higher proportion of women than men and a somewhat lower mean
weight and BMI in the SABER-Bupivacaine group compared with the placebo group. These
differences were likely not meaningful.
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Table 49.

Demographic and baseline characteristics, C803-017, mITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=40)

SABERPlacebo
(N=20)

Study
Total
(N=60)

47.5 (8.8)

47.6 (9.9)

47.5 (9.1)

27-66

30-68

27-68

Female

23 (57.5)

10 (50.0)

33 (55.0)

Male

17 (42.5)

10 (50.0)

27 (45.0)

Aborigine/Torres
Strait Islander

1 (2.5)

0 (0.0)

1 (1.7)

Asian

1 (2.5)

0 (0.0)

1 (1.7)

White

37 (92.5)

20 (100.0)

57 (95.0)

Other

1 (2.5)

0 (0.0)

1 (1.7)

170.6 (9.0)

174.7 (9.4)

172.0 (9.3)

155-190

160-195

155-195

Mean (SD)

77.5 (14.6)

89.9 (18.4)

81.7 (16.9)

Range

54.0-104.1

61.4-128.9

54.0-128.9

Mean (SD)

26.6 (4.2)

29.3 (5.1)

27.5 (4.6)

Range

18.7-33.7

22.7-42.1

18.7-42.1

Age, years
Mean (SD)
Range
Sex, n (%)

Race or ethnicity, n (%)

Height, cm
Mean (SD)
Range
Weight, kg

2

BMI, kg/m

BMI, body mass index; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation
Source: C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.2.

Co-primary endpoints
Neither of the coprimary endpoints was met.
Mean pain intensity on movement time-normalized area under the curve (AUC) during the
period 0 to 72 hours post-dose
Subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine reported less pain on movement, on average, than
those treated with placebo over the initial 72 hours after surgery, but the difference was modest
and not statistically significant (Table 50). The least-squares mean difference was -0.64 in favor
of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.303). Pain scores were not adjusted for the use of opioid analgesics.
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Table 50.

Pain intensity on movement normalized AUC 0-72 hours, C803-017,
mITT population

Mean (SE)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference

SABERBupivacaine
(N=40)

SABERPlacebo
(N=20)

5.35 (0.30)

5.81 (0.50)

5.33 (0.30)

5.97 (0.50)

[1]

-0.64

95% CI
P-value

-1.74, 0.47
[2]

0.303

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified
intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Analysis of covariance model, with clinical site and treatment group as factors, and age as
a covariate.
[2] t-test in an ANCOVA model, Hochberg-adjusted for simultaneous evaluation of pain and
opioid use
Source: C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.8.1; ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis report, Table 1a (for
the SE of the LS mean).

Mean pain intensity on movement over time is shown in Figure 20. The point estimates for
SABER-Bupivacaine suggest a modest but consistent reduction in pain compared with placebo
over most of the 3-day period, although statistical significance was not tested at any of the
individual measurement times.
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Figure 20. Pain intensity on movement from 0-72 hours after treatment, C803-017,
mITT population

mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SE, standard error of the mean
Note: 0-12 hours on the x-axis depicts elapsed time from surgery; 24-72 hours depicts nominal time from surgery,
which varied from subject to subject according to the time of day surgery was completed; scheduled measurement
times on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 were 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00.
Source: C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.7.

Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 72 hours post-dose
Cumulative opioid use over 72 hours postoperatively did not significantly differ between the
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group and the placebo group (Table 51). The LS mean
difference estimate was -10.25 mg in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine, which is consistent with the
result of the primary pain-reduction endpoint. The median difference was not calculated because
it was not the prespecified endpoint; however, the medians appeared comparable for SABERBupivacaine and placebo.
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Table 51.

Total IV morphine equivalent dose of opioid rescue medication
taken from 0 to 72 hours after surgery, C803-017, mITT population
SABERBupivacaine
(N=40)

SABERPlacebo
(N=20)

0.0, 111.3

10.0, 172.7

38.5

36.0

Mean (SE), mg

44.5 (4.68)

49.9 (10.22)

LS mean (SE), mg

44.3 (N/A)

54.5 (N/A)

Min, max, mg
Median, mg

LS mean difference, mg [1]

-10.25

95% CI
P-value

-30.04, 9.55
[2]

0.303

CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; N/A, not available;
SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error of the mean
[1] Analysis of covariance model, with clinical site and treatment group as factors, and age as
a covariate
[2] t-test in an ANCOVA model, Hochberg-adjusted for simultaneous evaluation of pain and
opioid use
Source: C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.9.1.

Secondary endpoints
None of the secondary endpoints showed a significant difference between the SABERBupivacaine treatment group and the placebo group.
Mean pain intensity on movement AUC during the period 0 to 48 hours post-dose
The result of the 48-hour analysis of mean pain intensity (C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.8.1) was
similar to that of the 72-hour analysis, with a nonsignificant LS mean reduction in pain intensity
of -0.67 in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.244).
Mean total morphine-equivalent opioid dose for supplemental analgesia during the period
0 to 48 hours post-dose
The result of the 48-hour analysis of total opioid rescue medication use (C803-017 CSR,
Table 14.1.9.1) was similar to that of the 72-hour analysis, with a nonsignificant LS mean
reduction in opioid use of -10.7 mg in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine (p=0.184).
Time-to-first use of opioid supplemental medication
The median time to first use of opioid rescue medication (C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.10) was
0.43 hours for the SABER-Bupivacaine group and 0.48 hours for the placebo group (p= 0.528).
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Frequency and severity of subject-reported opioid-related AEs during 0 to 72 hours post-dose
and during the trial
There were no statistically significant differences in the frequency or severity of opioid related
TEAEs during the period 0 to 72 hours post-dose, or at any other time interval.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this arthroscopic subacromial decompression trial, the primary pain reduction endpoint did not
achieve statistical significance; however, compared with placebo, the point estimates were in
SABER-Bupivacaine’s favor, consistent with the results of the 2 pivotal efficacy trials. The
primary opioid-use endpoint also did not reach statistical significance; however, the point
estimate was in favor of SABER-Bupivacaine, consistent with the results of the 2 pivotal
efficacy trials. Secondary endpoint results were generally consistent with the primary results.
There were two predominant reasons why this study failed to meet its primary endpoints. First, it
was markedly underpowered. The sample size estimate for mean pain score assumed a treatment
difference of -1.9 (standard deviation 2.3) between SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo, whereas
the observed difference was -0.64. For the group of 6 AWC studies, the assumed treatment
differences ranged from -0.6 to -1.1. The pivotal trial BU-002-IM, which examined a comparable
surgical model, produced an actual treatment difference of -1.27. Second, the consumption of
opioid rescue medication was exceedingly high in both treatment groups. For subjects treated
with placebo control, the median IV morphine-equivalent consumption over 0-72 hours was
36 mg and the LS mean consumption was 54.5 mg. The corresponding values for BU-002-IM
were 12 mg and 23 mg, respectively, more typical for this surgical procedure. The reason for the
relatively high level of opioid use in this trial is unclear; however, the likely result was an
attenuation of the overall pain signal, further reducing study power. The primary pain analysis
did not adjust for opioid rescue medication use.
2.3.7. Conclusion: results of individual studies
Of the 6 adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials included in the integrated efficacy
evaluation, 2 demonstrated substantial evidence of analgesic effectiveness: CLIN-803-006-0006,
which examined SABER-Bupivacaine in subjects undergoing inguinal hernia repair (a soft-tissue
surgical model), and BU-002-IM, which examined SABER-Bupivacaine in subjects undergoing
arthroscopic subacromial decompression (an orthopedic surgical model). Both these trials
demonstrated statistically significant and clinically meaningful reductions in mean pain intensity
over 72 hours postoperatively for SABER-Bupivacaine compared with placebo control.
BU-002-IM also showed a significant reduction in postoperative opioid use compared with
placebo, and CLIN-803-006-0006 showed a near-significant reduction in the proportion of
subjects requiring opioids after surgery compared with placebo. The opioid-use findings are
relevant in that they support the primary analgesic outcomes of the 2 studies, based on the
hypothesis that reduced opioid use accompanies reduced levels of pain and, hence, provides
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confirmation of the clinical meaningfulness of the pain relief. The 4 remaining adequate and
well-controlled trials, for reasons discussed above, did not show statistically significant
differences in either pain reduction or measures of opioid use compared with placebo. However,
the point estimates for these comparisons favored SABER-Bupivacaine in all cases, adding to the
weight of evidence that SABER-Bupivacaine administered to the surgical site is effective in
producing postoperative analgesia over an extended period.
2.4. Supportive trials: description and results
Four of the 6 AWC efficacy trials are designated as supportive, since they add evidence to the
case for SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy even though, for a variety of reasons, they did not meet
their primary endpoints. Each of these trials produced point estimates for the primary pain and
opioid-use endpoints that favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo control. Moreover, they
explored a range of surgical models (abdominal hysterectomy, laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy, laparoscopic cholecystectomy, and subacromial decompression), adding breadth to
the clinical experience with SABER-Bupivacaine.
2.5. Meta-analyses
2.5.1. Pain
A meta-analysis of the 6 AWC trials was performed. The results of the meta-analysis of primary
pain endpoints are presented in Table 52 and Figure 21. The analysis showed a combined
treatment effect relative to placebo control of -0.57, with a 95% confidence interval that did not
span zero (-0.85 to -0.30). This result suggests that the set of AWC studies, taken collectively,
demonstrated a statistically significant analgesic effect on the part of SABER-Bupivacaine,
averaged over the initial 72 hours after treatment. The treatment difference is consistent with that
reported in a pair of Cochrane reviews (Gurusamy, 2014; Loizides, 2014) evaluating the effect of
nonopioid systemic and local analgesics, respectively, on postoperative pain after laparoscopic
cholecystectomy and in a meta-analysis of studies of in which patients underwent total knee
replacement; hemorrhoidectomy; inguinal hernia repair; bunionectomy, or breast augmentation
(Hamilton, 2017).
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Table 52.

Meta-analysis of pain intensity on movement from
0 to 72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population

Studies analyzed
6 AWC trials
N (combined ITT populations)
LS mean (SE) [1]
95% CI
4 Supportive trials
N (combined ITT populations)
LS mean (SE) [1]
95% CI

Estimated treatment difference,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo
600
-0.57 (0.140)
-0.85, -0.30
443
-0.39 (0.160)
-0.70, -0.07

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat;
LS, least squares; SE, standard error
[1] Fixed-effects model using the squared reciprocal of the SE as a weight for each
study.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Table 3.

Figure 21. Meta-analysis of primary pain endpoints: LS mean difference in pain-onmovement scores 0-72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; ITT, intention-to-treat; LS, least squares
Note: point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Figure 1.
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2.5.2. Opioid use
Meta-analysis of the 6 AWC trials (Table 53 and Figure 22) showed a combined reduction in
total IV morphine-equivalent opioid consumption during the first 72 hours after surgery relative
to placebo control of -5.59 mg, and a 95% confidence interval that did not span zero (-8.55,
-2.62). While only a modest absolute reduction in opioid use, this result nonetheless adds
credence to the assertion that SABER-Bupivacaine provided meaningful pain relief during the
initial 72-hour postsurgical period, as seen in the meta-analysis of primary pain endpoints.
Table 53.

Meta-analysis of total IV morphine-equivalent opioid consumption
from 0 to 72 hours post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population

Studies analyzed
6 AWC trials
N (combined ITT
populations)
Estimated difference (SE) [1] ,
mg
95% CI
4 Supportive trials
N (combined ITT
populations)
Estimated difference (SE) [1] ,
mg
95% CI

Estimated treatment difference,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo
600
-5.59 (1.514)
-8.55, -2.62
443
-4.10 (1.955)
-7.93, -0.27

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat;
SE, standard error
[1] Fixed-effects model using the squared reciprocal of an asymptotic approximation
of the SE as a weight for each study.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Table 4.
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Figure 22. Meta-analysis of primary opioid-use endpoints: median difference in total
IV morphine-equivalent dose (mg) of recue medication 0-72 hours
post-treatment, AWC trials, ITT population

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; ITT, intention-to-treat
Note: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
Note: The primary opioid-use endpoint for C803-006-0006 was the proportion of subjects using opioid rescue
medication during the study. The 72-hour morphine-equivalent total opioid dose was a secondary endpoint.
Source: ISE Appendix 3, Meta-analysis Report, Figure 2.

2.6. Pooled analyses
Subject-level data from the 6 individual AWC trials were combined into a new dataset that
included pain assessments and opioid analgesic use. The modified intention-to-treat (mITT)
pooled population consisted of all randomized subjects who were treated with study drug in any
of the 6 trials. The SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group included all subjects administered
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL; subjects administered other doses were excluded. The placebo
treatment group included all subjects administered either saline placebo or any dose of SABERplacebo.
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2.6.1. Pain
For the pooled pivotal trials, one a soft-tissue surgical model and the other an orthopedic surgical
model, there was a highly significant 33% relative reduction in mean pain over 72 hours, and for
the pooled AWC trials, there was a highly significant 17% relative reduction (Table 54).
Table 54.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled pivotal
and pooled AWC trials, mITT population
Pivotal Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
Placebo [1]
(N=100)
(N=57)

LS mean (SE)

3.67 (0.228)

LS mean difference [3]
95% CI
P-value for the difference

5.50 (0.282)

6 AWC Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
Placebo [2]
(N=372)
(N=227)
5.79 (0.134)
4.82 (0.106)

-1.83 (0.329)

-0.97 (0.158)

-2.48, -1.18

-1.28, -0.66

<0.0001

<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[2] Includes 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.2 and Table 9.4.

2.6.2. Opioid use
The results of the pooled opioid-use analyses supported the outcomes of the primary painreduction analyses.

2.6.2.1.

Total opioid consumption

A significantly lower total dose of opioids was consumed over 72 hours by SABERBupivacaine-treated subjects than by placebo-treated subjects in both pooled groups (Table 55).
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Table 55.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication
consumed 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled pivotal and pooled AWC trials,
mITT population
Pivotal Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=100)

Median, mg
Min, max, mg

Placebo [1]
(N=57)

4.0

12.0

21.2

0.0, 160.0

0.0, 315.0

0.0, 298.0

Median difference, mg [3]
95% CI
P-value

6 AWC Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=372)

[4]

Placebo [2]
(N=227)
28.9
0.0, 457.0

-7.5

-4.5

-12.0, -3.2

-8.4, -1.0

0.0002

0.0007

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[2] Includes 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.1 and Table 11.2.

2.6.2.2.

Time to first opioid use

The time to first use of opioid rescue medication was significantly prolonged in the SABERBupivacaine group relative to the placebo group for the pooled pivotal trials, and nearly
significantly prolonged (p=0.0528) for the pooled AWC trials, which included 2 major inpatient
surgeries for which an IV opioid analgesic was dispensed to nearly all subjects in the postanesthesia care unit (PACU) (Table 56).
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Table 56.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled pivotal and pooled AWC
trials, mITT population
Pivotal Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=100)

Median [3], h

95% CI
P-value

[4]

6 AWC Trials

Placebo [1]
(N=57)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=372)

26.1

1.5

1.1

12.4, NA

1.1, 3.2

0.9, 1.2

0.0002

Placebo [2]
(N=227)
0.9
0.8, 1.0

0.0528

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention
to treat
[1] Includes 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[2] Includes 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Log-rank test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.1 and Table 13.2.

2.6.2.3.

Proportion abstaining from opioid use

The proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use was significantly greater in both the
pooled pivotal trials and the AWC trials (Table 57). The number needed to treat (NNT) to
prevent the use of postoperative opioids by 1 additional subject was 5 for the pooled pivotal
trials, a clinically relevant result, and 14 for the AWC trials, less impressive, but still clinically
relevant.
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Table 57.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled pivotal and pooled AWC trials, mITT population
Pivotal Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=100)

Placebo [1]
(N=57)

6 AWC Trials
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=372)

Placebo [2]
(N=227)

Abstained from opioid use, n (%)
Yes
No
Risk difference (SE)

[3]

95% CI
P-value

[4]

Number need to treat (NNT)

43 (43.0%)

13 (22.8%)

53 (14.2%)

17 (7.5%)

57 (57.0%)

44 (77.2%)

319 (85.8%)

210 (92.5%)

21.3 (6.97)

7.4 (2.19)

7.7, 35.0

(3.1, 11.7)

0.0063

0.0022

5

14

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[2] Includes 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.1 and Table 12.2.

2.7. Exploratory analyses (MMRM, common endpoint and methodology)
The heterogeneity of endpoints and analytical methods used in the 6 adequate and wellcontrolled (AWC) efficacy studies in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program created certain
challenges for collective interpretation of the results. For that reason, a set of exploratory
sensitivity analyses was carried out in which the principal outcomes of each of these studies were
recomputed using a common set of endpoints and statistical methods. To accomplish this task,
subject-level data from the set of 6 AWC studies were aggregated into dedicated pain and
opioid-use datasets, which were then used as the basis for reanalyzing the 6 studies individually.
Both the primary pain endpoint (pain intensity on movement over the period 0-72 hours after
treatment) and 3 opioid-use endpoints (cumulative consumption over 72 hours, time to first use,
and proportion of subjects abstaining from use) were evaluated.
For the primary analysis of analgesic effect, a mixed-model repeated measures (MMRM) analysis
was chosen since it is believed to be the most appropriate analytic approach based on advice
from expert statistical consultants to the Sponsor.
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2.7.1. Pivotal: improvement in effect
For each of the AWC efficacy trials, the 2 tables below show a side-by-side comparison of the
prespecified pain intensity analysis reported in the CSR and the updated exploratory analysis. In
the case of the 2 pivotal trials (Table 58), use of the more efficient MMRM statistical method
produced results that substantially improved the analgesic signal observed in the original
analyses. In CLIN-803-006-0006, the estimate for mean pain reduction relative to placebo grew
from -1.14 to -1.91, corresponding to an increase in relative pain reduction from -29% to -45%,
with a simultaneous improvement in the p-value from 0.0031 to 0.0006. In BU-002-IM, the
estimate for mean pain reduction relative to placebo grew from -1.27 to -1.80, corresponding to
an increase in relative pain reduction from -20% to -27%, with a simultaneous improvement in
the p-value from 0.012 to 0.0001. Thus, the use of a modern statistical analysis method both
confirmed the results of the original AUC analyses, and in the case of the 2 pivotal trials,
produced considerable improvements.
Table 58.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pivotal trials,
mITT population
Prespecified

Exploratory

SABERBupivacaine

Placebo

SABERBupivacaine

Placebo

47

32

47

32

2.7 (0.25)

3.9 (0.29)

2.36 (0.505)

4.27 (0.265)

CLIN-803-006-0006
N
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

[1]

-1.14 (0.353)

-1.91 (0.534)

-29%

-45%

95% CI

-1.84, -0.44

-2.97, -0.85

P-value

0.0031

0.0006

Relative reduction

[2]

BU-002-IM
N
LS mean (SD) / (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

[1]

53

25

53

25

5.16 (1.94)

6.43 (1.77)

4.78 (0.317)

6.58 (0.415)

-1.27 (0.50)

-1.80 (0.460)

-20%

-27%

95% CI

-2.25, -0.28

-2.71, -0.89

P-value

0.012

0.0001

Relative reduction

[2]

CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error
[1] Based on mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA.
[2] (LS mean difference) / (placebo LS mean) × (100)
Sources: CSR Addendum for CLIN-803-006-0006, Table 6; BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.1; ISE Appendix 1,
Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 2.

By contrast, in the case of the 4 supportive trials, the effect of the exploratory re-analyses proved
unremarkable (Table 59). The small-to-modest treatment effects seen in the original analyses
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continued to favor SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo control, but were otherwise largely
unchanged. This outcome would be expected for C803-028, for which the exploratory analysis
used essentially the same methodology as the prespecified analysis, and for which the treatment
effect remained near-significant despite the study’s early termination and lack of statistical
power. For the other 3 studies, the unchanged outcomes suggest the presence of systematic
influences that could not be overcome by treating noisy data with greater efficiency.
Table 59.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, 4 supportive trials,
mITT population
Prespecified
SABERBupivacaine
60
4.15 (1.74)

Exploratory
Placebo

SABERBupivacaine

Placebo

27
4.46 (1.48)

60
5.43 (0.184)

27
5.84 (0.272)

BU-001-IM
N
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE) [1]
Relative reduction [2]
95% CI
P-value

-0.21 (0.29)
-5%
-0.79, 0.26
0.467

-0.42 (0.311)
-7%
-1.03, 0.20
0.184

C803-025, Cohort 3
N
LS mean (SD) / (SE)
LS mean difference (SE) [1]
Relative reduction [2]
95% CI
P-value
C803-028, Part 1
N
LS mean (SD) / (SE)
LS mean difference (SE) [1]
Relative reduction [2]
95% CI
P-value

126
4.8 (0.19)

77
5.1 (0.23)

-0.34 (0.233)
-7%
-0.80, 0.12
0.148
46
4.45 (0.344)

126
5.42 (0.166)

77
5.74 (0.211)

-0.32 (0.260)
-6%
-0.84, 0.19
0.213

46
5.23 (0.344)

-0.79 (0.432)
-15%
-1.63, 0.06
0.069

46
4.41 (0.357)

46
5.22 (0.357)

-0.81 (0.448)
-16%
-1.70, 0.08
0.074

C803-017
N
LS mean (SD) / (SE)
LS mean difference (SE) [1]
Relative reduction [2]
95% CI
P-value

40
5.33 (0.30)

20
5.97 (0.50)
-0.64
-11%
-1.74, 0.47
0.303

40
5.52 (0.244)

20
6.00 (0.352)

-0.48 (0.425)
-8%
-1.33, 0.36
0.259

CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error
[1] Based on mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA.
[2] (LS mean difference) / (placebo LS mean) × (100)
Sources: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.1; C803-025 CSR, Table 14.2.6.1.1; C803-028 CSR, Appendix 16.1.9: Statistical
Report, Table 7; C803-017 CSR, Table 14.1.8.1; ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 2.
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2.8. Subgroup analyses
Subject-level data from the set of 6 adequate and well-controlled (AWC) studies
(Section 2.2.2.1) were combined into an integrated dataset to create a sample of sufficient size to
inferentially analyze the response of standard subpopulations to SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
The 5 subpopulations examined were:
•
•
•
•
•

Age (≤65 years vs >65 years)
Sex (female vs male)
Race (nonwhite vs white)
Body mass index (BMI) (≤30 kg/m 2 vs >30 kg/m2)
Geographic location (U.S. vs ex-U.S.)

Subgroup analyses were performed for the primary pain endpoint, mean pain intensity on
movement over 0-72 hours after treatment. Subgroup analyses were also performed for 3 opioiduse endpoints: (1) the cumulative consumption of opioid analgesics from 0 to 72 hours after
treatment, (2) the time to first use of opioid analgesics, and (3) the proportion of subjects
abstaining from opioid use during the period 0-72 hours after treatment.
2.8.1. Age
The subpopulation analyses by age drew on a relatively small set of older subjects. Of 599
subjects in the pooled population, just 81 (13.5%) were older than 65 years, and 65 (80%) of
those derived from study C803-025, which had enrolled substantially more older subjects than
other studies in the clinical program. For this reason, the statistical challenges mentioned in the
preceding paragraph came into play, and the results, presented in Table 60, must be interpreted
with caution.
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Table 60.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC
trials, mITT population — by age
≤65 Years
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=316)

>65 Years

Placebo [1]
(N=202)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=56)

Placebo [2]
(N=25)

5.76 (0.135)

4.65 (0.485)

4.26 (0.788)

Fixed-effects model (SAP-specified analysis)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

4.80 (0.106)
[3]

-0.96 (0.172)

0.39 (0.925)

95% CI

-1.30, -0.62

-1.45, 2.24

P-value

<0.0001

0.6715

Random-effects model (sensitivity analysis)
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

4.69 (0.151)
[4]

5.52 (0.173)

4.31 (0.457)

4.33 (0.591)

-0.82 (0.172)

-0.03 (0.461)

95% CI

-1.16, -0.49

(-0.94, 0.89 )

P-value

<0.0001

0.9566

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 141 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 45 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 24 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 1 subject treated with saline placebo.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA, with fixed effects for Treatment Group, Sex, Study ID, and
Measurement Time, and interaction terms for Treatment by Sex and Treatment by Study ID.
[4] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA, with fixed effects for Treatment Group, Sex, and Measurement
Time, an interaction term for Treatment by Sex, and a random effect for Study ID.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.7 and Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy
Analyses, Table 9.7.1.

Neither the primary fixed-effects analysis nor the random-effects sensitivity analysis showed a
significant difference between SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo treatment for subjects older
than 65, in contrast to the notable pain relief reported by younger subjects. However, as
previously noted, these analyses included a relatively small number of older subjects, four-fifths
of whom were drawn from a single study.
Results of the opioid-use analyses by age category are presented in Table 61, Table 62, and
Table 63. The SAP-specified analyses by age were similarly subject to the methodological
artifacts described in the introduction to this section. In particular, since the distribution of
subjects over 65 years of age was not balanced between treatment groups, the choice to use a
statistical model that stratified by study had the effect of discarding a large proportion of the
underlying data from the analysis, leading to potentially spurious results (for example, in
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Table 63, the percent abstaining from opioids was 12.5% for SABER-Bupivacaine vs 4% for
placebo, whereas the computed risk difference was -0.8 in favor of placebo). Sensitivity analyses
that used unstratified models are presented for comparison; these appeared to produce more
intuitively sensible results. It should be noted, however, that for both the prespecified and
sensitivity models, no significant difference was observed between SABER-Bupivacaine and
placebo treatment among subjects older than 65. As with the subgroup analysis of mean pain
intensity, this finding appears to be the result of both a small sample size and confounding by
factors other than the effect of the study drug itself.
Table 61.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication
consumed 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC trials, mITT population
— by age
≤65 Years

>65 Years

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=316)

Placebo [1]
(N=202)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=56)

Placebo [2]
(N=25)

Median, mg

20.0

25.8

35.0

33.0

Range, mg

0.0, 298.0

0.0, 457.0

0.0, 156.0

0.0, 117.5

Stratified model (SAP-specified analysis)
Median difference, mg

[3]

95% CI
P-value

[4]

-5.0

3.9

-9.4, -0.6

-10.7, 18.0

0.0038

0.7545

-5.2

-6.0

-10.0, -1.0

-19.4, 11.0

0.0116

0.4131

Marginal model (sensitivity analysis)
Median difference, mg
95% CI
P-value

[5]

[3]

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 141 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 45 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 24 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 1 subject treated with saline placebo.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference. In the stratified model, ranks are aligned by study medians
before computing the estimate.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
[5] Wilcoxon rank sum test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.5 and Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy
Analyses, Table 11.5.1.
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Table 62.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled AWC trials,
mITT population — by age
≤65 Years

Median [3], h

95% CI

>65 Years

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=316)

Placebo [1]
(N=202)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=56)

Placebo [2]
(N=25)

1.1

0.9

1.1

1.1

0.9, 1.2

0.8, 1.0

(0.9, 1.6)

(0.9, 1.5)

Stratified model (SAP-specified analysis)
Hazard ratio (SE) [4]
P-value

[5]

0.758 (0.0748)

1.016 (0.2649)

0.0049

0.9505

0.756 (0.0728)

0.730 (0.1862)

0.0036

0.2150

Marginal model (sensitivity analysis)
Hazard ratio (SE) [6]
P-value

[7]

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 141 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 45 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 24 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 1 subject treated with saline placebo.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Cox proportional hazards regression model, stratified by study.
[5] Log-rank test, stratified by study.
[6] Cox proportional hazards regression model.
[7] Unstratified log-rank test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.5 and Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy
Analyses, Table 13.5.1.
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Table 63.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by age
≤65 Years

Abstained from opioid
use, n (%)

>65 Years

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=316)

Placebo [1]
(N=202)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=56)

Placebo [2]
(N=25)

46 (14.6%)

16 (7.9%)

7 (12.5%)

1 (4.0%)

Stratified model (SAP-specified analysis)
Risk difference (SE)

[3]

,%

95% CI
P-value

[4]

7.4 (2.50)

-0.8 (4.72)

2.5, 12.3

-10.0, 8.5

0.0055

0.8700

6.6 (2.75)

8.5 (5.91)

1.3, 12.0

-3.1, 20.1

0.0234

0.2391

Marginal model (sensitivity analysis)
Risk difference (SE)
95% CI
P-value

[6]

[5]

,%

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 141 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 45 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 24 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 1 subject treated with saline placebo.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
[5] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference, without stratification.
[6] Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test, without stratification.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.5 and Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy
Analyses, Table 12.5.1.

2.8.2. Sex
The analyses by sex of pain intensity and opioid use are presented in Table 64, Table 65,
Table 66, and Table 67. The results were equivocal, since estimates for the effect of SABERBupivacaine on pain relief appeared to favor women, while estimates for its effect on opioid use
appeared to favor men. In both cases, however, the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for these
estimates overlapped considerably, meaning that no significant differences between men and
women were observed. Literature reports (Bartley, 2013; Paller, 2009; Uchiyama, 2006; among
others) have documented differences between men and women in the experience of postoperative
pain and the response to opioid analgesics; however, diligent searching of the literature has
uncovered no evidence to suggest that locally-administered bupivacaine exerts a differential
analgesic effect on men and women.
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Table 64.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC
trials, mITT population — by sex
Female

LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

Male

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=217)

Placebo [1]
(N=114)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=155)

Placebo [2]
(N=113)

4.71 (0.243)

6.13 (0.196)

4.52 (0.151)

5.45 (0.181)

[3]

-1.42 (0.312)

-0.94 (0.236)

95% CI

-2.04, -0.81

-1.40, -0.47

P-value

<0.0001

<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 85 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 29 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 80 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 17 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.5.

Table 65.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication
consumed 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC trials, mITT population
— by sex
Female

Median, mg
Range, mg
Median difference, mg
95% CI
P-value

[4]

[3]

Male

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=217)

Placebo [1]
(N=114)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=155)

Placebo [2]
(N=113)

25.8

30.0

15.0

25.8

0.0, 197.5

0.0, 150.2

0.0, 298.0

0.0, 457.0

-3.0

-6.5

-8.9, 3.0

-12.5, -0.5

0.2071

0.0053

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 85 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 29 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 80 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 17 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.3
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Table 66.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled AWC trials,
mITT population — by sex
Female

Median [3], h

95% CI
P-value

Male

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=217)

Placebo [1]
(N=114)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=155)

Placebo [2]
(N=113)

0.9

0.8

1.7

1.1

0.8, 1.0

0.7, 0.9

1.2, 4.1

0.9, 1.5

[4]

0.1327

0.0125

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 85 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 29 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 80 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 17 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Log-rank test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.3.

Table 67.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by sex
Female

Abstained from opioid
use, n (%)
Risk difference (SE)
95% CI
P-value

[4]

[3]

,%

Male

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=217)

Placebo [1]
(N=114)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=217)

Placebo [2]
(N=114)

17 (7.8%)

3 (2.6%)

36 (23.2%)

14 (12.4%)

4.6 (2.27)

10.3 (4.12)

0.1, 9.0

2.2, 18.4

0.0756

0.0171

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 85 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 29 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 80 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 17 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.3.
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2.8.3. Race
The analyses by race of pain intensity and opioid use are presented in Table 68, Table 69,
Table 70, and Table 71. Meaningful differences in pain response and opioid use based on race
were not observed. However, the reliability of this comparison was limited by the very small
number of nonwhite subjects (42 of 599 or 7% of the pooled population) available for analysis
and the fact that further division of nonwhite subjects into subgroups with potentially
distinguishing clinical or pharmacological features could not be accomplished.
Table 68.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC
trials, mITT population — by race
Nonwhite

LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

[3]

White

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=25)

Placebo [1]
(N=17)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=347)

Placebo [2]
(N=210)

4.66 (0.546)

5.56 (0.804)

4.72 (0.103)

5.70 (0.132)

-0.91 (0.972)

-0.98 (0.167)

95% CI

-2.86, 1.04

-1.31, -0.65

P-value

0.3543

<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 11 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 6 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 154 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 40 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA.
Source: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.6.
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Table 69.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication
consumed 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC trials, mITT population
— by race
Nonwhite

Median, mg
Range, mg

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=25)

Placebo [1]
(N=17)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=347)

Placebo [2]
(N=210)

24.6

17.0

21.0

29.5

0.0, 117.5

0.0, 298.0

0.0, 160.0

Median difference, mg

[3]

95% CI
P-value

White

[4]

0.0, 457.0

7.3

-5.0

-10.8, 30.5

-10.0, -0.5

0.6076

0.0024

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 11 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 6 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 154 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 40 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
Source: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.4

Table 70.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled AWC trials,
mITT population — by race
Nonwhite

Median [3], h

95% CI
P-value

[4]

White

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=25)

Placebo [1]
(N=17)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=347)

Placebo [2]
(N=210)

0.8

0.7

1.1

0.9

0.7, 2.4

0.5, 1.5

1.0, 1.2

0.8, 1.1

0.4235

0.0157

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 11 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 6 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 154 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 40 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Log-rank test.
Source: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.4.
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Table 71.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by race
Nonwhite

Abstained from opioid
use, n (%)
Risk difference (SE)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=25)

Placebo [1]
(N=17)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=347)

Placebo [2]
(N=210)

1 (4.0%)

1 (5.9%)

52 (15.0%)

16 (7.6%)

[3]

,%

95% CI
P-value

White

[4]

1.0 (8.42)

7.7 (2.40)

-15.5, 17.5

3.0, 12.4

0.8892

0.0028

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 11 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 6 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 154 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 40 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
Source: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.4.

2.8.4. Body Mass Index (BMI)
The analyses by BMI of pain intensity and opioid use are presented in Table 72, Table 73,
Table 74, and Table 75. Subjects with BMI >30 kg/m2 had slightly higher mean pain intensity
scores than subjects with BMI ≤30 kg/m 2. However, the LS mean differences between SABERBupivacaine and placebo were comparable for both BMI categories. Likewise, no meaningful
differences in measures of opioid use between the lower and higher BMI categories were
evident.
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Table 72.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC
trials, mITT population — by BMI
≤30 kg/m2

LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)

>30 kg/m2

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=263)

Placebo [1]
(N=156)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=109)

Placebo [2]
(N=71)

4.64 (0.122)

5.59 (0.157)

4.99 (0.223)

6.02 (0.260)

[3]

-0.95 (0.199)

-1.03 (0.342)

95% CI

-1.34, -0.56

-1.70, -0.35

P-value

<0.0001

0.0030

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares;
mITT, modified intention to treat; SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 122 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 14 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 20 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 43 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 2 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and
26 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.8.

Table 73.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication consumed
0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by BMI
≤30 kg/m2

Median, mg
Range, mg
Median difference, mg
95% CI
P-value

[4]

[3]

>30 kg/m2

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=263)

Placebo [1]
(N=156)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=108)

Placebo [2]
(N=71)

19.0

30.5

28.0

25.8

0.0, 190.0

0.0, 315.0

0.0, 298.0

0.0, 457.0

-4.0

-4.0

-9.0, 0.2

-13.1, 4.5

0.0198

0.1017

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT,
modified intention to treat; SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 122 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 14 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 20 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 43 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 2 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and
26 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.6
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Table 74.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled AWC trials,
mITT population — by BMI
≤30 kg/m2

Median [3], h

95% CI
P-value

>30 kg/m2

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=263)

Placebo [1]
(N=156)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=108)

Placebo [2]
(N=71)

1.1

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.9, 1.3

0.8, 1.1

0.9, 1.3

0.7, 1.2

[4]

0.0230

0.1433

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; mITT, modified
intention
to treat
[1] Includes 122 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 14 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 20 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 43 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 2 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and
26 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Log-rank test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.6.

Table 75.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by BMI
≤30 kg/m2

Abstained from opioid
use, n (%)
Risk difference (SE)
95% CI
P-value

[4]

[3]

,%

>30 kg/m2

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=263)

Placebo [1]
(N=156)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=108)

Placebo [2]
(N=71)

41 (15.6%)

16 (10.3%)

12 (11.1%)

1 (1.4%)

5.2 (2.93)

11.5 (3.48)

-0.6, 10.9

4.7, 18.4

0.0930

0.0038

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention
to treat
[1] Includes 122 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 14 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL,
and 20 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 43 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 2 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and
26 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.6.
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2.8.5. Geographic region
The analyses by geographic location of pain intensity and opioid use are presented in Table 76,
Table 77, Table 78, and Table 79. Subjects participating in studies outside the U.S. appeared to
enjoy a greater degree of pain relief with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment than those enrolled in
studies within the U.S. (0-72 hour LS mean difference -1.13 vs -0.50, respectively, compared
with placebo). However, since the 2 pivotal trials CLIN-803-006-0006 and BU-002-IM were
both conducted outside the U.S. (Europe and Australia/New Zealand, respectively), this result is
likely artifactual, reflecting the greater treatment effect seen in these trials. Estimates of opioid
use were not meaningfully different between the U.S. and ex-U.S. trial populations, as suggested
by overlapping 95% CIs for the treatment differences.
Table 76.

Mean pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC
trials, mITT population — by geographic location
U.S.

LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE) [3]

Ex-U.S.

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=151)

Placebo [1]
(N=110)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=221)

Placebo [2]
(N=117)

4.93 (0.175)

5.43 (0.191)

4.68 (0.122)

5.81 (0.161)

-0.50 (0.259)

-1.13 (0.202)

95% CI

-1.01, 0.01

-1.53, -0.73

P-value

0.0527

<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 64 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 101 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[3] Mixed model repeated measures ANOVA.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.9.
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Table 77.

Cumulative IV morphine-equivalent dose of rescue opioid medication
consumed 0-72 hours post-treatment, pooled AWC trials, mITT population
— by geographic location
U.S.

Ex-U.S.

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=151)

Placebo [1]
(N=110)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=221)

Placebo [2]
(N=117)

Median, mg

35.2

39.8

15.0

21.0

Range, mg

0.0, 298.0

0.0, 457.0

0.0, 160.0

0.0, 315.0

Median difference, mg

[3]

95% CI
P-value

[4]

-4.0

-5.0

-12.0, 4.5

-10.0, -0.5

0.3316

0.0015

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; mITT, modified intention to treat;
SE, standard error
Note: Analysis includes all pain scores through the first scheduled score after 72 hours from treatment. Pain scores
were adjusted for prior opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
[1] Includes 64 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 101 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[3] Hodges-Lehmann estimate for median difference.
[4] Van Elteren’s test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 11.7.

Table 78.

Time to first use of opioid rescue medication, pooled AWC trials,
mITT population — by geographic location
U.S.

[3]

Median , h

95% CI
P-value

[4]

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=151)

Ex-U.S.

Placebo
(N=110)

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=221)

Placebo
(N=117)

0.9

0.8

1.4

1.1

0.8, 1.0

0.7, 0.9

1.1, 1.9

0.9, 1.3

[1]

0.3284

[2]

0.0046

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; h, hours; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 64 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 101 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[3] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[4] Log-rank test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 13.7.
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Table 79.

Proportion of subjects abstaining from opioid use 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population — by geographic location
U.S.
SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=151)

Placebo [1]
(N=110)

SABERBupivacaine 5 mL
(N=221)

Placebo [2]
(N=117)

8 (5.3%)

4 (3.6%)

45 (20.4%)

13 (11.1%)

Abstained from opioid
use, n (%)
Risk difference (SE)

[3]

,%

95% CI
P-value

Ex-U.S.

[4]

2.6 (2.56)

10.9 (3.53)

-2.4, 7.6

4.0, 17.8

0.3238

0.0050

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat
[1] Includes 64 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
[2] Includes 101 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL.
[3] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel estimated risk difference.
[4] Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 12.7.

2.9. Onset and duration of effect
2.9.1. Local release rate
An analysis of the in vivo release of bupivacaine from the SABER-Bupivacaine depot in healthy
subjects (study CLIN005-008) showed that the release rate had reached 20 mg/hour by 1 hour
after subcutaneous injection, which was the earliest measurement time (Figure 23). For
reference, an infusion pump delivering bupivacaine HCl to the surgical wound via an indwelling
catheter would typically be set to a rate of 10 mg/h to 20 mg/h for continuous pain control
(Liu, 2006; Baig, 2006; LeBlanc, 2005; White, 2003; Cheong, 2001). Thus, it was likely that
SABER-Bupivacaine had released an analgesic dose of local anesthetic into the surgical site by
1 hour after instillation, and possibly sooner.
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Figure 23. In vivo release rate of bupivacaine from SABER-Bupivacaine
over time, by deconvolution analysis

h, hours; mg, milligrams
Source: Shah, 2014

2.9.2. Pivotal trials: pain vs time
In the pivotal studies CLIN-803-006-0006 and BU-002-IM, the earliest scheduled postoperative
pain assessment was 1 hour after treatment. By this time, a sizeable separation in pain on
movement scores between the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL groups and the placebo groups was
already apparent (Table 80). Thus the onset of effect of SABER-Bupivacaine can be assumed to
be no greater than 1 hour after administration, and possibly less.
Table 80.

Pain intensity on movement 1 hour after treatment, pivotal trials,
ITT population

CLIN-803-006-0006
(inguinal hernia repair)
N
Mean (SD)
Median
BU-002-IM
(arthroscopic subacromial
decompression)
N
Mean (SD)
Median

SABER-Bupivacaine

Placebo

47
2.7 (2.01)
3.0

29
4.4 (2.24)
4.0

39
4.6 (2.8)
4.0

15
8.1 (2.1)
8.0

SD, standard deviation
Sources: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/1.1; BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.2.
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The duration of effect of SABER-Bupivacaine can be estimated in several ways. Most directly,
the hour-by-hour pain scores for the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo treatment groups can be
compared over the span of 72 hours. Figure 24 and Figure 25 show mean pain intensity on
movement scores over time for the 2 pivotal trials. Although visual separation between the
treatment groups is apparent at all time points through 72 hours, the samples sizes were too small
to allow a meaningful statistical comparison at any given time point.
Figure 24. Pain intensity on movement from 0 to 72 hours, CLIN-803-006-0006,
ITT population

ITT, intention to treat
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/1.1.
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Figure 25. Pain intensity on movement from 0 to 72 hours, BU-002-IM,
ITT population

ITT, intention to treat
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.2.1.2.

2.9.3. Pooled AWC trials: pain vs time
To provide sufficient statistical power to permit an inferential comparison of mean pain on
movement scores at each individual scheduled measurement time through 72 hours, a pooled
analysis of all 6 adequate and well-controlled (AWC) studies was done. The mITT analysis
population for the study pool consisted of all randomized subjects who were dosed with study
drug in any of the 6 AWC trials. Each of the studies measured pain 4 times per day on
postoperative days (PODs) 1 to 3 at 08:00, 12:00, 16:00, and 20:00; however, scheduled
assessment times on the day of surgery varied from study to study. Because a different mix of
studies contributed to all but 3 of the measurement times, and also because missing pain scores
were not imputed for this analysis, the number of subjects assessed differed from measurement
time to measurement time, and in most cases, was smaller than the mITT population.
Table 81 and Figure 26 present the results of the analysis of pain intensity on movement by
scheduled assessment time. By 12:00 on POD 3, 75% of subjects had completed their 72-hour
assessment period, which was dependent on the time of day they had completed surgery. There was
a statistically significant difference between the SABER-Bupivacaine and placebo pain score at
each measurement time through 72 hours, with the exception of the 08:00 measurement on
postoperative day 3, which was nearly significant (p=0.0796). Although the treatment effect
declined over the 3-day assessment period with declining overall pain scores, it remained
clinically meaningful at all time points, supporting the conclusion that SABER-Bupivacaine
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produced analgesia at the surgical site throughout the initial 72-hour postoperative period, which
was a design goal for the product.
Table 81.

Pain intensity on movement by scheduled assessment time through POD 3,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo, pooled AWC trials, mITT population

Assessment
Time [1]
Day of surgery
(hours post-dose)
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
Postoperative day
1
(time of day)
08:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
Postoperative day
2
(time of day)
08:00
12:00
16:00
20:00
Postoperative day
3
(time of day)
08:00
12:00
16:00
20:00

Number of
subjects assessed, n
SABERBupivacaine
Placebo
(N=372)
(N=227) [2]

LS Mean (SE)
Treatment
Difference

95% CI

P-value

173
145
360
358
360
251
316

110
76
222
219
220
171
172

-1.56 (0.331)
-2.11 (0.331)
-1.75 (0.220)
-2.01 (0.221)
-1.70 (0.230)
-1.22 (0.276)
-1.08 (0.258)

-2.21, -0.91
-2.76, -1.46
-2.18, -1.31
-2.44, -1.57
-2.15, -1.25
-1.76, -0.68
-1.59, -0.57

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

353
360
359
358

214
218
219
210

-0.73 (0.221)
-0.63 (0.220)
-0.70 (0.229)
-0.75 (0.222)

-1.17, -0.30
-1.06, -0.19
-1.15, -0.25
-1.18, -0.31

0.0010
0.0046
0.0023
0.0008

350
357
358
357

216
212
216
215

-0.58 (0.221)
-0.77 (0.215)
-0.76 (0.220)
-0.53 (0.221)

-1.02, -0.15
-1.19, -0.34
-1.19, -0.33
-0.97, -0.10

0.0086
0.0004
0.0006
0.0163

353
350
346
346

212
210
210
213

-0.38 (0.217)
-0.51 (0.220)
-0.23 (0.218)
-0.48 (0.216)

-0.81, 0.05
-0.94, -0.08
-0.66, 0.20
-0.91, -0.06

0.0796
0.0206
0.2932
0.0263

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; CI, confidence interval; mITT, modified intention to treat; LS, least squares;
SE, standard error
Note: Pain scores were adjusted for the use of opioid rescue medication by a windowed substitution method.
Missing rescue pain scores were imputed as the worst observation of the preceding 24 hours carried forward.
Missing scheduled pain scores were not imputed. Estimates and p-values from ANOVA models (see source table).
[1] 0.5-hour and 3-hour results were omitted because each derived from a single study.
[2] The mITT placebo group consisted of 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with
SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
Source: Appendix 2, Supplementary Analyses, Table 9.1.1.
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Figure 26. Pain intensity on movement over 72 hours postoperatively,
SABER-Bupivacaine vs placebo, pooled AWC trials, mITT population

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; ITT, modified intention-to-treat, SE, standard error
Notes: LS mean pain scores are plotted. Scores were adjusted for the use of opioid rescue medication by a windowed
substitution method. 0.5-hour and 3-hour results were omitted because they derived from a single study, C803-017.
[1] The placebo group consisted of 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated
with SABER-placebo 2.5 mL, and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
Source: ISE Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy Analyses, Table 9.1.1.

2.10. Distribution of effects
2.10.1. Maximum pain
Maximum or worst pain (Days 1-5), based on the Modified Brief Pain Inventory questionnaire,
was reported as an exploratory endpoint for subjects in CLIN-803-006-0006. Based on an AUC
analysis, subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, on average, reported lower maximum pain
scores that those treated with placebo (Table 82). The mean (SD) AUC for worst pain for
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL was 3.2 (1.55) and that for SABER-placebo 5 mL was 4.3 (2.21).
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Table 82.

AUC of worst pain, Day 1 through Day 5, CLIN-803-006-0006, ITT population

Parameter

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
(N=47)

SABER-Placebo 5 mL
(N=31)

Mean (SD)

3.2 (1.55)

4.3 (2.21)

3.3

4.5

3.00, 3.88

3.25, 5.88

Median
95% CI of median

AUC, area under the curve; ITT, intention to treat
Source: CLIN-803-006-0006 CSR, Section 14.2, Table 3/2.2.2.

On the theory that limiting the highest level of pain experienced after surgery is a valuable
clinical goal, a pair of exploratory post hoc analyses of maximum pain scores were performed
using data pooled from the 2 pivotal trials and from all 6 AWC trials. The results of these
analyses are shown in Table 83. For the pooled pivotal trials, the mean maximum pain reported
by SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects was significantly lower than that reported by placebotreated subjects. The margin was -1.7 on the 0-10 numerical pain rating scale (p<0.0001), which
is a clinically meaningful treatment difference. For the group of 6 pooled AWC trials, the margin
was smaller (-0.9), but still meaningful and highly statistically significant.
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Table 83.

Maximum pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment,
pooled pivotal and pooled AWC trials, mITT population
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

Placebo

Pooled pivotal trials (N=157)
N
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)
95% CI for difference
P-value for difference

57 [1]
7.57 (0.348)

100
5.87 (0.268)
-1.70 (0.392)
-2.48, -0.93
<0.0001

Pooled AWC trials (N=599)
N
LS mean (SE)
LS mean difference (SE)
95% CI for difference
P-value for difference

227 [2]
8.25 (0.142)

372
7.38 (0.114)
-0.88 (0.168)
-1.21, -0.55
<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; mITT, modified intention-to-treat; CI, confidence interval;
LS, least squares; SE, standard error
Note: Pain scores adjusted for the use of opioid rescue medication by the half-life substitution
method.
[1] Consists of 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABERplacebo 2.5 mL.
[2] Consists of 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABERplacebo 2.5 mL, and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 10.1 and Table 10.2.

2.10.2. Minimum pain (first 12 hours)
A pair of exploratory post hoc analyses assessing minimum pain on movement over the period
0-12 hours after surgery were performed using data pooled from the 2 pivotal trials and from all
6 AWC trials. The first 12 hours after surgery were chosen for this analysis because they
represented the period of greatest pain intensity. Sampling beyond 12 hours would have increased
the proportion of minimum pain scores at the very low end of the range and produced less
meaningful findings. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 84. For the pooled pivotal
trials, the mean minimum pain reported by SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects was significantly
lower than that reported by placebo-treated subjects. The margin was -3.0 on the 0-10 numerical
pain rating scale (p<0.0001), which is a clinically meaningful treatment difference. For the group
of 6 pooled AWC trials, the margin was smaller (-1.6), but still meaningful and highly
statistically significant.
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Table 84.

Minimum pain intensity on movement 1-12 hours post-treatment,
pooled pivotal and pooled AWC trials, ITT population
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

Placebo

Pooled pivotal trials (N=157)
N
LS mean (SE)

100

56 [1]

2.12 (0.288)

5.12 (0.382)

LS mean difference (SE)

-2.99 (0.428)

95% CI for difference

-3.84, -2.15

P-value for difference

<0.0001

Pooled AWC trials (N=599)
N
LS mean (SE)

226 [2]

372
4.00 (0.149)

5.56 (0.187)

LS mean difference (SE)

-1.56 (0.220)

95% CI for difference

-1.99, -1.13

P-value for difference

<0.0001

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; ITT, intention to treat; CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares;
SE, standard error
Note: Pain scores adjusted for the use of opioid rescue medication by the half-life substitution
method.
[1] Consists of 41 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL and 16 subjects treated with SABERplacebo 2.5 mL, less 1 subject with no recorded pain scores during the 1-12 hour analysis period.
[2] Consists of 165 subjects treated with SABER-placebo 5 mL, 16 subjects treated with SABERplacebo 2.5 mL, and 46 subjects treated with saline placebo, less 1 subject with no recorded pain
scores during the 1-12 hour analysis period.
Sources: ISE Appendix 1, Primary Efficacy Analyses, Table 10.1 and Table 10.2.

2.10.3. Distribution of pain scores
To gain a better understanding of the effect of SABER-Bupivacaine on the range of all pain
scores from 0 to 10, an analysis was done to determine how frequently each individual pain score
was reported by subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine compared with those treated with
placebo control. All recorded pain scores from either the 2 pivotal trials or the set of 6 AWC
trials were pooled to calculate the percentage of scores reported at each pain intensity during the
72-hour collection period. A pain intensity score of 0 indicates no pain, a score of 1 to 3 is
generally considered “mild” pain, 4 to 6 “moderate” pain, and of 7 to 10 “severe” pain. The
outcomes of these analyses are shown in Figure 27 (pooled pivotal trials) and Figure 28 (pooled
AWC trials).
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Figure 27. Distribution of pain intensity on movement scores over 0-72 hours,
pooled pivotal trials, mITT population

mITT, modified intention-to-treat
Note: Pain scores adjusted for opioid rescue medication use by a windowed substitution method.
Source: ISE Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy Analyses, Table A1.2.
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Figure 28. Distribution of pain intensity on movement scores over 0-72 hours,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population

mITT, modified intention-to-treat
Note: Pain scores adjusted for use of opioid rescue medication by a windowed substitution method.
Source: ISE Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy Analyses, Table A1.1.

These analyses demonstrate that not only was mean pain intensity reduced over 72 hours with
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment, but the entire range of pain intensities was shifted downward.
For the 2 pivotal trials, 16.3% of pooled pain assessments among subjects treated with SABERBupivacaine were rated “severe” compared with 33.4% among subjects treated with placebo
control. Likewise, 54.6% of pooled pain assessments in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment
group were rated “none” to “mild” compared with 30.6% in the placebo group (Table 85). The
downward shift in overall pain severity also held true for the larger set of 6 AWC trials, although
the effect was less pronounced. The observed reduction in reports of severe pain and
corresponding increase in reports of mild pain among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects
provides evidence of a meaningful analgesic effect across the full spectrum of pain intensities.
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Table 85.

Proportion of mild, moderate, and severe pain assessments over 0-72 hours,
pooled AWC trials, mITT population

Pain level

SABER-Bupivacaine

Placebo

Severe, %

16.3

33.4

Moderate, %

29.2

36.0

Mild, %

54.6

30.6

Severe, %

30.7

40.8

Moderate, %

32.7

33.4

Mild, %

36.5

25.8

Pooled pivotal trials (N=157)

Pooled AWC trials (N=599)

AWC, adequate and well-controlled; mITT, modified intention-to-treat
Note: Pain scores adjusted for use of opioid rescue medication by a windowed substitution method.
Pain score 0-3 = mild pain; pain score 4-6 = moderate pain; pain score 7-10 = severe pain.
Source: ISE Appendix 2, Supplementary Efficacy Analyses, Table A1.1 and Table A1.2.

2.11. Conclusion: combined results from the adequate and well controlled (AWC) trials
Meta-analysis of the primary pain endpoints from the 6 AWC trials indicated a significant
overall effect of decreased postoperative pain favoring SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo. This
finding was supported by a consistent decrease in postoperative opioid medication use among
SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects compared with placebo-treated subjects and an increased
time postoperatively before rescue pain medication was requested. Examination of the effect of
SABER-Bupivacaine on the range of pain severities showed a downward shift relative to placebo
control, with an increased prevalence of mild pain reports and a decreased prevalence of severe
pain reports. Examination of the duration of action of SABER-Bupivacaine suggested that the
design goal of continuous 72-hour postoperative pain reduction had been met.
2.12. Comparison with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl
The clinical development program for SABER-Bupivacaine, as mentioned previously, was not
designed to demonstrate the superiority of SABER-Bupivacaine over immediate-release
bupivacaine HCl. For that reason, there are no adequate and well-controlled comparisons
between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl in the Sponsor’s clinical dataset. There were
2 adequate and well-controlled efficacy trials, BU-001-IM (abdominal hysterectomy) and
BU-002-IM (arthroscopic subacromial decompression) that included a bupivacaine HCl
treatment arm, but the comparisons with bupivacaine HCl were not powered for efficacy and
were prespecified as exploratory. There were 2 trial subparts (C803-025, Cohort 1, laparotomy;
and C803-025, Cohort 2, laparoscopic cholecystectomy) that were bupivacaine HCl controlled,
but these were also not powered for efficacy, were prespecified as exploratory, and were not
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considered AWC. Finally, there was a non-AWC trial (C803-028, Part 2, laparoscopic
cholecystectomy) that was bupivacaine HCl controlled, the results of which were considered
unreliable because it suffered from important structural defects (see Section 2.2.2.2, Table 10,
and Section 2.3.5 for details).
As an exploratory exercise, bupivacaine HCl-related data from the above-described studies is
presented here, with the caveat that examination of these data should be undertaken with caution.
Figure 29 shows a meta-analysis of the endpoint comparisons for pain reduction between
SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl for the 5 trials or trial arms described above. The
point estimate (SE) for the overall treatment difference was -0.30 (0.160), and the 95%
confidence interval was just shy of excluding zero (-0.62 to 0.01).
Figure 29.

Pain intensity on movement 0-72 hours post-treatment
(exploratory comparisons; data from non-AWC trials)
S-B

95% CI: -0.62 to 0.01

Bup HCl

N

N

Dose

30

20

150 mg

26

17

150 mg

148

148

75 mg

61

27

100 mg

53

29

50 mg

318

241

Figure 30 presents an exploratory examination of the effect of SABER-Bupivacaine relative to
bupivacaine HCl on the distribution of pain severities, similar to the placebo-based comparison
shown above in Table 85. By convention, “mild” pain includes pain scores from 0 to 3 on the 010 scale, “moderate” pain 4 to 6, and “severe” pain 7-10. Consistent with the placebo
comparison, there is a shift in the prevalence of pain reports from the severe range to the mild
range with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment, although modest in magnitude.
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2.13. Efficacy conclusions
Two adequate and well-controlled clinical studies, one using a soft-tissue surgical model
(CLIN803-006-0006, inguinal hernia repair) and one using an orthopedic surgical model
(BU-002-IM, arthroscopic subacromial decompression) demonstrated a statistically significant
and clinically relevant analgesic effect over 72 hours compared with placebo control after a
single-dose instillation into the surgical site at the close of surgery. A significant reduction in
postoperative opioid use was seen in both studies, providing support to the contention that the
observed analgesic effect was clinically relevant. The primary opioid-use endpoint for the hernia
repair trial (percentage of subjects using any opioid from 0-15 days) trended toward but did not
reach statistical significance. However, the median time to first request for opioid rescue was
markedly delayed for the SABER-Bupivacaine arm (58.9 hours) compared with the placebo arm
(2.7 hours). Four additional adequate and well-controlled studies whose point estimates for the
primary pain and opioid-use endpoints favored SABER-Bupivacaine added weight to the
evidence in support of SABER-Bupivacaine efficacy.
Meta-analysis of the 6 adequate and well-controlled trials in the clinical program showed a
significant overall reduction in 72-hour mean pain intensity compared with placebo control, as
well as a reduction in 72-hour opioid consumption. SABER-Bupivacaine appeared to exert an
effect on the entire range of pain intensities, decreasing the prevalence of severe pain reports
while increasing the prevalence of mild pain reports relative to placebo. Pooling of data from the
adequate and well-controlled trials yielded sufficient statistical power to test the duration of
action of SABER-Bupivacaine. A significant treatment difference between SABER-Bupivacaine
and placebo was seen at all but one measurement point during the 72-hour assessment period,
suggesting a 72-hour duration of action. Subpopulation analyses produced results consistent with
the overall efficacy picture.
There were no adequate and well-controlled studies in the clinical program comparing SABERBupivacaine with immediate-release bupivacaine HCl. Exploratory analyses of data from 5
bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies that were not adequate and well controlled suggest that
SABER-Bupivacaine may provide analgesic benefit over bupivacaine HCl, and in any event, is
at least as efficacious as the immediate-release formulation.
The totality of evidence thus indicates clear benefit in the treatment of postoperative pain and, in
combination with safety results presented below, supports a positive benefit-to-harm assessment
for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL dose.
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3. SUMMARY OF SAFETY
CRL safety issues
Certain underlying concerns about the SABER-Bupivacaine formulation have been
expressed by the FDA in previous communications. The three deficiencies stated in the
Complete Response Letter (CRL), and reproduced verbatim below, were as follows:
a. There were adverse events related to the shoulder joint and surrounding tissues in
subjects who underwent follow-up assessments at 18 months, after their arthroscopic
subacromial decompression surgery. There were insufficient data due to the limited
number of subjects and the lack of an appropriate comparator to permit a determination
of whether SABER-bupivacaine causes adverse reactions affecting the joint or the
surrounding structures to a clinically relevant greater extent than either bupivacaine HCl
or a non-SABER containing placebo.
b. The risk of bruising, hematoma, pruritus, and dehiscence occurred following
administration of SABER-containing products (SABER-bupivacaine and SABER-placebo)
substantially more often than following administration of bupivacaine HCL. There were
insufficient data to determine whether the risk is greater with SABER-bupivacaine than
for either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo following the surgical
procedures studied and whether the risk was greater with only certain surgical
procedures.
c. There was a marked increased risk of neurologically related adverse events, i.e.,
dizziness, dysgeusia, headache, hypoesthesia, paresthesia, and somnolence, which
occurred with substantially greater frequency following administration of SABERcontaining products compared to bupivacaine HCl. There were insufficient data to
determine whether the risk is greater with SABER-bupivacaine than for either
bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo following each of the surgical
procedures studied and clinical impact of these reactions, e.g., whether they delayed
discharge from the post-anesthesia care unit or affected time to ambulation.
These three issues as stated above will be addressed in the information below. A new central
reading of the 18-month MRI images from the shoulder trial (C803-017e) referenced in the CRL
has been conducted, and this reading, along with the 6-month MRI data from the BU-002-IM
bupivacaine-controlled shoulder trial and the results of a follow-up survey of the CLIN005-0006
shoulder trial, address point “a” listed above. The sponsor also conducted a new phase 3 clinical
trial (the PERSIST trial; C803-028) specifically to address the safety concerns “b” and “c.” The
PERSIST trial investigated postsurgical wound complications and neurological symptoms in a
detailed, structured manner, and because it used non-SABER controls (saline placebo and
bupivacaine HCl), it more than doubled the number of evaluable bupivacaine HCl-treated
patients in the integrated safety dataset. Considerable new safety data have thus been developed
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to address all three issues cited in the CRL, along with a substantive reanalysis of the original
NDA submission material.

3.1. AEs related to the shoulder joint (chondrolysis)
3.1.1. Overview of evidence showing that subacromial SABER-Bupivacaine does not harm
the shoulder
DURECT has conducted three trials with SABER-Bupivacaine in arthroscopic subacromial
decompression surgery. Each trial contributes critical safety data that together provide
compelling evidence regarding the lack of drug-induced injury to the shoulder joint and
surrounding tissues when patients were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. Table 86 summarizes
the important features of the three shoulder trials.

Table 86.

Summary of DURECT-sponsored therapeutic trials in shoulder surgery

Trial
Number /
Location /
Start-Stop
Dates

Number of patients treated with
subacromial drug
SABERSABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
Placebo
HCl
5 mL
5 mL
50 mg

Duration
of
Followup

Follow-up
Assessments

Surgery
Rotator cuff repair,
subacromial
decompression, labral
repair, or biceps tendon
repair

CLIN-0050006
US & NZ
2006-2007

62 [1]

44 [2]

0

14 days

AE, PE, labs

C803-017
Australia &
NZ
2008-2009

40

20

0

18
months

MRI, AE,
PE, pain

Subacromial
decompression without
major rotator cuff tears

MRI,
shoulder
function,
wound
healing

Subacromial
decompression with intact
rotator cuff

BU-002-IM
Europe
2009-2010

53

25

29

6 months

Total

155

89

29

Overall Total = 273 Patients

[1] 3 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-Bupivacaine
[2] 4 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-placebo
Source: Clinical study reports
BU-002-IM – AWC trial

The first trial, CLIN005-0006, was an exploratory trial conducted in the United States and New
Zealand from 2006-2007. A variety of shoulder surgeries were studied, including rotator cuff
repair, subacromial decompression, glenoid labrum repair, and debridement and biceps tendon
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repair. There was no protocol requirement for MRI scans or for an intact rotator cuff, as was
required in the two subsequent shoulder surgery trials. This trial was designed in 2005 and
conducted 2006-2007, before case reports of post-arthroscopic glenohumeral chondrolysis began
to appear in the literature in 2008-2009. The majority of the cases were done arthroscopically,
but six cases were combined arthroscopic-open procedures. Seven different study drug regimens
were used to investigate optimum placement of SABER-Bupivacaine and a total of 106 patients
were treated with one of these drug regimens. All subjects received study drug instilled into the
subacromial space, and three treatment groups were also treated with peri-incisionally injected
subcutaneous study drug. A total of 48 subjects received subacromial SABER-Bupivacaine and
58 subjects received subacromial SABER-placebo (14 of whom received concomitant
peri-incisional subcutaneous SABER-Bupivacaine). No specific shoulder function tests were
done, but wound healing and local tissue healing were evaluated at the final visit on post-op
Day 14.
The second AWC trial C803-017 was conducted in Australia and New Zealand from 2008-2009.
Surgery was restricted to arthroscopic subacromial decompression, and subjects with major or
full thickness rotator cuff tears were excluded. Rotator cuff integrity was confirmed by
presurgery MRI. Test drug, either SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL (40 patients) or SABER-placebo
5 mL (20 patients), was administered by injection into the subacromial space under direct vision
with the arthroscope to confirm placement of the needle tip in the subacromial space. A followup visit was conducted at 18 months after surgery as part of an observational extension trial
(C803-017e) to detect any long-term complications of treatment.
The third trial AWC trial BU-002-IM was conducted in Europe from 2009-2010. Surgery was
limited to arthroscopic subacromial decompression and was restricted to patients with an intact
rotator cuff confirmed by presurgery MRI. The BU-002-IM shoulder surgery trial had both
SABER-placebo and bupivacaine HCl controls. Thus, the BU-002-IM trial was unique in that a
non-SABER control was included. At a prospectively planned 6-month follow-up visit, repeat
MRIs and functional examinations of the shoulder were done. The baseline and 6-month MRI
images were centrally read by a blinded radiologist and changes from baseline were documented
using a defined set of imaging parameters. The 6-month examination of the operated shoulder
used the structured Constant-Murley assessment of shoulder function (Constant, 1987).
3.1.2. Anatomy of shoulder and barriers to glenohumeral joint exposure
The subacromial space is separated from the glenohumeral joint by two anatomical barriers: the
supraspinatus muscle and tendon, and the joint capsule of the glenohumeral joint, which together
can be over 2 cm thick. Passive diffusion over this anatomical barrier will reduce the
concentration of bupivacaine reaching the glenohumeral joint by several orders of magnitude. As
a safety precaution, SABER-Bupivacaine is instilled into the subacromial space under direct
vision with the arthroscope to ensure that only the subacromial space is exposed to drug.
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3.1.3. MRI evidence showing no structural harm at 6 and 18 months
The initial concerns about SABER-Bupivacaine adverse effects that were summarized in point
“a” of the CRL originated from the 18-month MRI data from the C803-017e follow-up study of
subjects initially treated in the C803-017 study.
Of the 60 subjects who were treated in the original arthroscopic subacromial decompression trial
(C803-017), 47 subjects returned for the 18-month follow-up examination in the C803-017e trial.
Table 87 summarizes the number of subjects and shoulder images by treatment group.
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Table 87.

Summary of subjects and images available for central reading (C803-017e)
C803-017

C803-017e

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

40

20

31

16

39

18

29

14

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

MRI images available for central reading

24

13

27

14

Shoulder physical examination

40

20

31

16

Parameter
Total subjects enrolled
Subjects with MRI imaging
Subjects with ultrasound imaging
Subjects with no imaging

[1]

[2]

[1] Subject (b) (6) was claustrophobic and could not tolerate MRI; Subject (b) (6) had an implanted nerve
stimulator that precluded MRI examination. The central MRI scoring system could not evaluate ultrasound
images and each parameter for these two subjects was scored as “Not evaluable”. These two patients are not
included in the summary table, but the ultrasound data will be presented separately.
[2] Subject (b) (6) complained of claustrophobia during the baseline MRI and was unwilling to undergo an MRI
at the 18-month follow-up. Thus, no scans were done at the 18-month visit. Subject (b) (6) was
claustrophobic and could not tolerate an MRI. However, a CT scan of the right shoulder was done before
enrollment. No scans were done at the 18-month visit.
Source: C803-017e Addendum Table 14.3.0.0

A total of 13 subjects enrolled in the C803-017 trial did not participate in the 18-month follow up
study for the reasons provided in Table 88.
Table 88.

C803-017e subject enrollment

Reasons for Not Enrolling in C803-017e
Site 03 declined to participate
Lost to follow-up
Did not meet enrollment criterion

SABERBupivacaine
5
2
2

SABERPlacebo
2
1
1

Three patients did not participate in the 18-month follow-up study because they were lost to
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
follow-up. Patients
and
were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine in the C803-017
trial and completed the trial normally. The clinical investigator provided further information for
(b) (6)
patient
, who had moved out of the country, but was not having any problems with his
(b) (6)
operated shoulder. SABER-placebo patient
had a history of extensive musculoskeletal
trauma and underwent extensive right shoulder surgery in the C803-017 trial. Her postoperative
pain was consistently rated as 10 and she received numerous doses of rescue medicine. She
withdrew from the trial the day after surgery. Follow-up information was received from the
surgeon who examined the patient about 5 months after surgery and he reported that her shoulder
pain was resolving, her range of motion had stabilized, and that physical therapy was starting. An
additional three patients did not consent to participate in the 18-month follow-up study. They had
all completed the C803-017 trial without any untoward events. The fact that several patients
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declined or were not available to participate in the long-term follow-up study is not surprising,
given that it had not been planned at the time patients gave their consent for the short-term study
C803-017.
Clinical trial Site 03 declined to participate in the 18-month follow-up trial because he wished to
unblind the patients to treatment assignment prior to enrollment in the C803-017e trial. The
patients were not unblinded, as the protocol for C803-017e appropriately required that the
treatment blind be maintained throughout the follow-up study. However, the Principal
Investigator (PI) for Site 03 did provide written follow-up information to his Ethics Committee
for the 7 patients not enrolled in C803-017e. The follow-up information was provided about
(b) (6)
8 months after the patients were treated in the C803-017 trial. Three subjects (
, a 55 year
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
old male;
, a 51 year old female; and
, a 38 year old female) were reported to have
developed painful stiff shoulders from 2 to 5 months after surgery. All three recovered with
hydrodilation treatment. All three were in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group. There was
nothing unusual in the medical history, surgical procedures, or adverse events for these three
patients.
Painful stiff shoulder is a common complication after arthroscopic shoulder surgery, with an
incidence of 4.9% to 32.7% among patients undergoing rotator cuff repair (Itoi, 2016). About
20% of males undergoing subacromial decompression require corticosteroid injections for
shoulder pain and stiffness, and 38% of females require corticosteroid injection after subacromial
decompression surgery (Skedros, 2017). The ratio of male to female patients (1:2) with stiffness
reported by the Site 03 PI is consistent with the higher incidence of post-arthroscopic stiffness in
female patients compared to male patients reported in the surgical literature (Koorevaarr, 2017).
The etiology of postsurgical stiff shoulder is unclear, with surgical factors (e.g., surgical
violation of tissue planes), postsurgical factors (e.g., postoperative immobilization), and patient
factors (e.g., various underlying comorbidities) all playing possible roles (Itoi, 2016). There are
no data to suggest that local anesthetics are a cause of post-arthroscopic shoulder stiffness or that
extracapsular agents might trigger what was, in these three cases, essentially an intracapsular
process.
These cases aside, there was only a single adverse event report of frozen shoulder in the C803-017
(b) (6)
or C803-017e trials. Subject
, who was treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, reported an AE
of frozen shoulder starting on study day 10 and ending on study day 11. The AE was rated as
severe and not related to study drug, and was treated with diclofenac 50 mg, PO, tid. Given the
acute onset less than two weeks after surgery and the one day duration of the AE, this report is
almost certainly not a true case of frozen shoulder, as the case does not meet accepted diagnostic
criteria (Bunker, 1998; Evans, 2015).
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Central Reading of MRI Images
Based on subsequent advice from the FDA, the sponsor was advised to obtain as many of the
baseline and follow-up MRI images from the C803-017 and C803-017e studies as possible, and
have them centrally read by a radiologist blinded to the underlying purpose of the reading and to
the study drug assignment. Accordingly, the sponsor gathered all MRI images from the
investigative sites that were still available and arranged for a blinded central reading by a
radiologist expert in shoulder MRI interpretation.
Methodology
The sponsor contacted all of the investigators who participated in the C803-017e trial and was
able to retrieve a total of 82 image sets for 43 of the 45 patients who had imaging at the
18 month follow-up visit. Two of the subjects had ultrasound imaging rather than MRI scans.
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
Subject
was claustrophobic and could not tolerate MRI, and Subject
had an
implanted nerve stimulator that precluded MRI examination. Table 89 summarizes the number
of MRI examinations done at baseline and at 18-months and the number of image sets that were
retrieved for central reading.
Table 89.

Summary of subjects and images available for central reading (C803-017e)
C803-017

C803-017e

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

40

20

31

16

39

18

29

14

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

MRI images available for central reading

24

13

27

14

Shoulder physical examination

40

20

31

16

Parameter
Total subjects enrolled
Subjects with MRI imaging
Subjects with ultrasound imaging
Subjects with no imaging

[1]

[2]

[1] Subject (b) (6) was claustrophobic and could not tolerate MRI; Subject (b) (6) had an implanted nerve
stimulator that precluded MRI examination. The central MRI scoring system could not evaluate ultrasound
images and each parameter for these two subjects was scored as “Not evaluable”. These two patients are not
included in the summary table, but the ultrasound data will be presented separately.
[2] Subject (b) (6) complained of claustrophobia during the baseline MRI and was unwilling to undergo an MRI
at the 18-month follow-up. Thus, no scans were done at the 18-month visit. Subject (b) (6) was
claustrophobic and could not tolerate an MRI. However, a CT scan of the right shoulder was done before
enrollment. No scans were done at the 18-month visit.
Source: C803-017e Addendum Table 14.3.0.0

The MRI images were received from the investigators on DVD discs, which were then
transferred to Bioclinica, a contract research organization with a specialty in medical imaging,
for central reading. The central reading process is described in detail in the Charter for
Independent Imaging Assessment in Appendix 1. A radiologist expert in musculoskeletal MRI
(Lynne Steinbach, MD, Professor of Radiology, USCF Medical School) read all available
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images at the Bioclinica facility. The radiologist was blinded to treatment assignment and the
purpose of the image evaluation, but was not blinded to the pre-operative and postoperative
sequence of the images. For each patient, the pre-operative and postoperative images were read
side by side on two screens. A detailed scoring screen was used to grade a total of 38 individual
anatomical features in the shoulder images. Seven regions of interest (ROI) were defined: (1)
acromioclavicular joint, (2) bodies of muscles of the rotator cuff, (3) bursa and soft tissue, (4)
coracoid, (5) glenohumeral joint and humeral head, (6) rotator cuff and labrum, and (7)
subacromial space–acromion. Thus, all areas of FDA concern for assessment of postoperative
healing, along with any effects of SABER-Bupivacaine on the shoulder joint and surrounding
soft tissue were completely examined in this central MRI evaluation.
After the radiologist had completed an independent reading all the MRI images, an orthopedic
surgeon experienced in shoulder surgery (John Costouros, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor of
Orthopaedic Surgery, Stanford School of Medicine) did a joint reading with the radiologist to
assess the clinical relevance of the radiological findings. Blinding to treatment and purpose was
maintained throughout the image evaluations. The verbatim summary of their joint report was as
follows:
Overall, this staged reading process led to the following conclusions:
•

No unexpected injuries or findings

•

Prevalent findings that did not show change on the post-operative [images]

•

All changes noted on the images were characterized as related to surgery or to natural
progression of an underlying disease or condition
- Majority were related to the acromioclavicular joint and bursitis
- In a limited number of cases, there were changes in the rotator cuff that were
related to surgical debridement
- In particular, there were no cartilage or bone lesions identified that would be of
concern.

Table 90 summarizes the MRI central reading results for the regions of interest and anatomical
structures that are most pertinent to the issues raised in the CRL and subsequent FDA
communications.
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Table 90.

Summary of results of central reading of MRI (C803-017 and C803-017e)
SABER Bupivacaine
5.0 mL
Screening
or
Baseline
Month 18
40
31
39
29
24
27

SABER Placebo
5.0 mL
Screening
or
Baseline
Month 18
20
16
18
14
13
14

Region of Interest
Test
Result
Safety Subjects
Subjects with MRI
Subjects with MRI obtainable for the central review
Glenohumeral Joint and Humeral Head
Presence of focal defect- Humeral head, n (%)
Yes
0
0
0
0
No
24 (100.0)
27 (100.0)
13 (100.0) 14 (100.0)
Presence of focal defect- Glenoid, n (%)
Yes
1 (4.2)
1 (3.7)
0
0
No
23 (95.8)
26 (96.3)
13 (100.0) 14 (100.0)
Comment:
Both focal defects are for the same patient (b) (6) ) and there was no change from baseline
Presence of cartilage thinning- Humeral head, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
23 (95.8)
26 (96.3)
13 (100.0) 14 (100.0)
Grade 1: mild
0
0
0
0
Grade 2: moderate
1 (4.2)
1 (3.7)
0
0
Grade 3: severe
0
0
0
0
Comment
Both cases of cartilage thinning are for the same patient ( (b) (6) ) and there was no change from baseline.
Presence of cartilage thinning- Glenoid, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
24 (100.0)
27 (100.0)
13 (100.0) 14 (100.0)
Grade 1: mild
0
0
0
0
Grade 2: moderate
0
0
0
0
Grade 3: severe
0
0
0
0
Rotator Cuff and Labrum
Supraspinatus tendon tear, n (%)
No tear
Partial
Full thickness
Other findings
Supraspinatus- Other findings, n (%)
Interstitial tear
Tendinosis
Surgically repaired tendon
Interstitial tear:Tendinosis
(blank)

180

15 (62.5)
5 (20.8)
1 (4.2)
3 (12.5)

16 (59.3)
7 (25.9)
1 (3.7)
3 (11.1)

5 (38.5)
6 (46.2)
1 (7.7)
1 (7.7)

5 (35.7)
7 (50.0)
0
2 (14.3)

0
2 (8.3)
0
1 (4.2)
21 (87.5)

0
2 (7.4)
0
1 (3.7)
24 (88.9)

0
1 (7.7)
0
0
12 (92.3)

0
1 (7.1)
1 (7.1)
0
12 (85.7)
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SABER Bupivacaine
5.0 mL
Screening
or
Baseline
Month 18

SABER Placebo
5.0 mL
Screening
or
Baseline
Month 18

Region of Interest
Test
Result
Acromio-Clavicular Joint
Bone resection at Acromioclavicular joint/
postoperative changes?, n (%)
Yes
0
10 (37.0)
0
4 (28.6)
No
24 (100.0)
16 (59.3)
13 (100.0)
10 (71.4)
Not evaluable
0
1 (3.7)
0
0
Joint effusion/Synovitis, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
8 (33.3)
9 (33.3)
1 (7.7)
2 (14.3)
Grade 1: mild
12 (50.0)
9 (33.3)
11 (84.6)
7 (50.0)
Grade 2: moderate
3 (12.5)
3 (11.1)
0
3 (21.4)
Grade 3: severe
0
0
1 (7.7)
1 (7.1)
Not evaluable
1 (4.2)
6 (22.2)
0
1 (7.1)
Comments:
1. Two SABER-Bupivacaine patients improved from moderate at baseline to mild at 18 months.
2. Four patients (3 Placebo, 1 SABER-Bupivacaine) went from mild at baseline to moderate at 18 months.
3. SABER-placebo patient (b) (6) worsened from mild at baseline to severe at 18 mo. SABER-Bupivacaine
patient (b) (6) improved from severe at baseline to mild at 18 months.
Bursa and Soft Tissue
Subacromial bursa- Bursitis/Excess fluid, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
11 (45.8)
18 (66.7)
4 (30.8)
5 (35.7)
Grade 1: mild
12 (50.0)
6 (22.2)
6 (46.2)
9 (64.3)
Grade 2: moderate
1 (4.2)
3 (11.1)
2 (15.4)
0
Grade 3: severe
0
0
1 (7.7)
0
Comment:
SABER-placebo patient (b) (6) was severe at baseline and mild at 18 months.
Subacromial bursa- Resection, n (%)
Yes
0
0
0
0
No
0
0
1 (7.7)
0
Not evaluable
24 (100.0)
27 (100.0)
12 (92.3)
14 (100.0)
Subacromial bursa- Scar tissue, n (%)
Yes
0
0
0
0
No
24 (100.0)
25 (92.6)
13 (100.0)
13 (92.9)
Not evaluable
0
2 (7.4)
0
1 (7.1)
Soft tissue scarring, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
24 (100.0)
27 (100.0)
13 (100.0) 14 (100.0)
Grade 1: mild
0
0
0
0
Grade 2: moderate
0
0
0
0
Grade 3: severe
0
0
0
0
Not evaluable
0
0
0
0
Note: MRI images were retrospectively collected from the study sites and centrally reviewed by a musculoskeletal
radiologist and orthopedic surgeon who were blinded to the purpose of the review and the treatments received.
One subject in each treatment group who had ultrasound imaging in lieu of MRI was excluded from the review.
Note: Percentages are computed with respect to subjects with MRIs obtainable for the central review.
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After a careful review of the baseline and 18-month follow-up MRI data, it was determined that
the data agreed with the summary conclusions of the central readers. In particular, there was no
evidence of any treatment-related injury to the shoulder cartilage, either on the humeral head or
on the glenoid. Each of the two positive MRI findings, moderate thinning of humeral head
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
cartilage (patient
) and presence of a focal defect on the glenoid cartilage (patient
),
was present both at baseline and at 18 months. Presence of the findings at baseline indicates they
were not due to surgery or to study drug treatment.
Other positive MRI findings included:
•
•
•
•

•

“Bursa and soft tissue, subacromial bursa, bursitis/excess fluid – severe” (SABER(b) (6)
placebo patient
, at baseline)
“Acromio-clavicular joint, joint effusion/synovitis, severe” (SABER-placebo patient
(b) (6)
at 18 months)
(b) (6)
“Supraspinatus muscle atrophy” (SABER-Bupivacaine patient
, at baseline and
18 months – no change from baseline)
(b) (6)
“Rotator cuff, supraspinatus full thickness tear” (SABER-Bupivacaine patient
, at
(b) (6)
baseline; SABER-Bupivacaine patient
, at 18 months; and SABER-placebo patient
(b) (6)
, at baseline, surgically repaired at the 18-month MRI).
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
“Acromion signal abnormality” (SABER-Bupivacaine patients
and
, at
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
baseline; SABER-Bupivacaine patients
and
at 18 months; SABER(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
placebo patient
, at baseline; and SABER-placebo patients
and
, at
baseline and 18 months.

These few positive MRI findings were sporadic and affected both treatment groups. There was
no consistent pattern to the MRI findings to indicate that treatment with either SABERBupivacaine or SABER-placebo caused any healing abnormalities or injuries to the shoulder
joint or the surrounding tissues.
The totality of data for the three shoulder surgery trials show that there are sufficient data to
allow an assessment of the benefit-risk ratio of SABER-Bupivacaine in shoulder surgery. A total
of 273 patients were studied in the three trials, 155 of whom were treated with SABERBupivacaine. The medical literature on chondrolysis and shoulder surgery has been carefully
reviewed and summarized in the ISS. It emphasizes that chondrolysis has occurred in the setting
of high-concentration, high-flow infusion of bupivacaine into the shoulder joint but not in cases
of subacromial infusion or instillation. The literature supported that the 6-month follow-up in
the BU-002-IM trial was of sufficient duration to detect any signs and symptoms of
chondrolysis. The totality of the safety data shows that the subacromial instillation of SABERBupivacaine after arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery did not result in chondrolysis
or injury to the surrounding soft tissues of the shoulder and did display any safety signals.
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3.1.4. Physical and functional assessments showing no harm at 6 and 18 months
In addition to the MRI examination, a physical examination of the operated shoulder for function
and wound healing was also performed at the 18-month follow-up visit. Table 91 summarizes
the findings for the 18-month physical examinations.
Table 91.

Shoulder examination at 18 months (C803-017e)

Pain Intensity
Mean (SE)
Standard Deviation
Median
Min, Max
Positive Impingement Sign, n (%)

SABER-Bupivacaine
(N=31)

SABER-Placebo
(N=16)

0.9 (0.36)
2
0
0, 7

1.2 (0.55)
2.2
0
0, 7

3 (9.7%)
28 (90.3%)

3 (18.8%)
13 (81.3%)

27 (87.1%)
4 (12.9%)

13 (81.3%)
3 (18.8%)

27 (87.1%)
4 (12.9%)

13 (81.3%)
3 (18.8%)

[1]

Yes
No
Full Passive Range of Motion, n
(%) [1]
Yes
No
Clinical Assessment, n (%) [1]
Normal
Abnormal

Note: Treatment groups represent original treatment group assignment from study
C803-017.
[1] Percentages based on non-missing responses.

At the 18-month shoulder examination, 25 of 31 SABER-Bupivacaine patients (80.6%) were
pain free (pain intensity ≤1) and 12 of 16 SABER-placebo patients (75%) were pain free. The
patients in the SABER-Bupivacaine group had a good result following surgery and treatment,
with 87% of patients having a favorable (i.e., normal) outcome compared with 81% of the
SABER-Bupivacaine group. All of the surgical incisions had healed normally at the 18-month
examination. Thus, there was no evidence of long-term adverse effects of SABER-Bupivacaine
as assessed by MRI imaging or by physical examination of the operated shoulder.
Review of Individual Data from the Three Patients of FDA Interest
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During the FDA review of the C803-017e data in the original NDA, three patients were regarded
by the reviewers as cases of possible post-arthroscopic glenohumeral chondrolysis (PAGCL).
(b) (6)

Patient
was a 66-year old male who had a history of repeated trauma to his right shoulder
due to a motor vehicle accident and a subsequent fall. He underwent surgery in the C803-017
trial and was treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. He completed the trial normally without
complications, but the surgery did not completely resolve all of his shoulder symptoms. At the
18-month follow-up, his right shoulder was still painful, with a limited range of motion.
(b) (6)

Patient
, was a 30-year old male who had a motor vehicle accident that injured his right
shoulder. He was treated for a frozen shoulder prior to enrolling in the C803-017 trial. He
(b) (6)
underwent right shoulder subacromial decompression surgery on
was treated with
SABER-placebo, and completed the trial without complications, albeit with continuing shoulder
(b) (6)
pain. On
he underwent repeat shoulder surgery for persistent symptoms. He
attended the 18-month follow-up visit on 2-April-2010, where he still had shoulder pain and
limited range of motion.
Both of these cases had baseline MRI findings of thinning of the glenohumeral articular
cartilage. In both cases, the baseline MRI findings were unchanged at the 18-month MRI
examinations, clearly showing that the arthroscopic surgery and treatment with study drug did
not cause any further thinning of the glenohumeral articular cartilage. The check boxes
indicating that these two patients had “evidence of chondrolysis” were clearly marked in error—
(b) (6)
in the case of patient
because the 18-month images had not been compared with the
(b) (6)
baseline images, and in the case of patient
, because the comparison was ignored. In
neither case was there a clinical correlation consistent with chondrolysis, and the investigators
did not report either case as an adverse event. In retrospect, the use of a chondrolysis check box
was ill-advised and clearly confusing to investigators and reviewers alike, as investigators were
asked to make a pathological diagnosis based on an isolated MRI finding.
(b) (6)

The third patient of FDA concern, subject
, was a 27-year old female treated with
SABER-Bupivacaine. She did not benefit from the first arthroscopic surgery in the C803-017
trial and underwent a second arthroscopic surgery about 15 months after the index surgery. The
investigator took it upon himself to take a small biopsy from the non-articular glenoid margin for
“scientific purposes” as the patient had participated in a clinical trial (i.e., C803-017). There was
no visible pathology at the biopsy site. The pathology report of the biopsy specimen was reported
as “mild degenerative change.” In spite of the incidental nature of the biopsy and the rather
benign pathology finding, the investigator incorrectly reported the biopsy finding as an SAE.
After MedDRA coding, this SAE was reported in the original ISS as “chondropathy,” which the
FDA reviewers erroneously concluded was a case of chondrolysis. At the 18-month examination
in the C803-017e study, the patient was pain-free and had a normal shoulder examination. The
18-month MRI showed that there was no abnormality of the glenohumeral cartilage. This patient
clearly did not have any abnormalities of the glenohumeral joint or cartilage.
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Fortunately, all three of these patients of FDA interest had a complete set of MRI images
available for central reading. The reading was completely blind and there was no information
provided to the radiologist that there was anything special about these three patients. Table 92
provides a summary of all of the central MRI reading data for the three patients of interest.
Table 92.

Central MRI reading of the 3 patients of FDA interest (C803-017e)
SABER-Bupivacaine
(b) (6)

Anatomical Location
Acromioclavicular joint
Bone marrow edema at
acromioclavicular joint
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Bone resection at
acromioclavicular joint/
postoperative changes?
No
Yes
Joint effusion/Synovitis
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Grade 1 (mild)
Not evaluable
Osteophytes at
acromioclavicular joint
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Grade 3 (severe)
Not evaluable
Body of muscles of the rotator cuff
Infraspinatus
Normal
Subscapularis
Normal
Supraspinatus
Normal
Teres minor
Normal
Bursa and soft tissue
Ectopic bone
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Soft tissue scarring
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Subacromial bursa:
bursitis/excess fluid
Grade 0 (normal/none)
Grade 1 (mild)
Subacromial bursa: resection
Not evaluable
Subacromial bursa: scar tissue
No

SABER-Placebo

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Baseline

Month 18

Baseline

Month 18

Baseline

Month 18
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SABER-Bupivacaine
(b) (6)

Anatomical Location
Baseline
Coracoid
Coracoacromial ligament
Normal

Thickened
Coracoid bone resection

No
Coracoid bony spur

No
Coracoid signal abnormality
(edema, fibrosis)

No
Presence of a labral cyst

No
Presence of a labral tear

No
Yes
Tear location: SLAP
Glenohumeral joint and humeral head
Bone marrow edema

Absent
Fracture

No
Osteophytes: glenoid

Grade 0 (normal/none)
Osteophytes: humeral head

Grade 0 (normal/none)
Presence of cartilage thinning:
glenoid

Grade 0 (normal/none)
Presence of cartilage thinning:
humeral head
Grade 0 (normal/none)

Grade 2 (moderate)
Presence of focal defect: glenoid

No
Presence of focal defect:
humeral head

No
Primary osteonecrosis

Absent
Subchondral cyst(s)

Absent

Month 18

SABER-Placebo

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Baseline

Month 18

Baseline

Month 18
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SABER-Bupivacaine
Anatomical Location
Rotator cuff and labrum
Infraspinatus tendon tear
No tear
Long head of biceps tendon tear
No tear
Partial tear
Other findings: surgical repair
Subscapularis tendon tear
No tear
Partial tear
Supraspinatus tendon tear
No tear
Other findings: tendinosis
Teres minor tendon tear
No tear
Subacromial space, acromion
Acromion bone resection
No
Yes
Acromion bony spur
No
Acromion os acromiale
No
Acromion signal abnormality
(edema, fibrosis)
No

SABER-Placebo
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Baseline

Month 18

Baseline

Month 18

Baseline

Month 18











































































































Note: Grade 0 = none; Grade 1 = mild; Grade 2 = moderate; Grade 3 = severe.
(b) (6)

There is a single finding of moderate humeral head cartilage thinning (patient
) that was
unchanged from the baseline examination. Review of the conjoint reading results with the
orthopedic surgeon did not mention any notable findings related to the glenohumeral joint.
(b) (6)

The physical examination data at the 18-month examination showed that patient
was pain
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
free, with a normal range of motion and no impingement sign. Patients
and
continued to have shoulder pain, did not have a full range of motion, and still had a positive
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
impingement sign. The lack of benefit for patients
and
should not be construed as
evidence of a study drug-related healing abnormality, as it is common for patients undergoing
arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery to not be completely cured of their presenting
symptoms (Beard, 2018; Schreurs, 2018).
3.1.5. Adverse Events Reported in the C803-017e Study
A final issue raised by the FDA concerning the C803-017e trial was the occurrence of adverse
events related to the shoulder joint and the surrounding tissues among the patients who
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participated in the C803-017e study. There were four adverse events reported by investigators to
have occurred during the period between the end of the original short-term study C803-017 and
the 18-month C803-017e evaluation. Three of these were shoulder related, while the fourth
(hyperglycemia) was not. The three shoulder-related cases are summarized in Table 93.
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Table 93.

Shoulder related events reported in C803-017e

Subject No. /
Treatment /
Demographics /
Shoulder operated

Baseline Data (C803-017)
Verbatim AE /
Day of onset /
Date of onset

(b) (6)

DEGENERATIVE
SABER-Bupivacaine CARTILAGE
27 YO WF
DISEASE
Left shoulder
Day 449
19-Oct-2010
(b) (6)

SABER-placebo
36 YO WF
Right shoulder

(b) (6)

SABER-placebo
68 YO WM
Right shoulder

MRI Assessment
23-Jul-2009:
No chondral
abnormality

BURSITIS
Day 553
11-Apr-2011

01-Oct-2009:
Subacromial/
subdeltoid bursal
fluid & thickening in
keeping with bursitis.
Mild supraspinatus
tendinopathic
changes

PARTIAL
RUPTURE BICEPS
TENDON RIGHT
SHOULDER
Day 313

No MRI

(b) (6)

NOTE: Occurred
when lifting a
shovel.

(b) (6)

CT Scan mentions
possibility of rotator
cuff tendon tears
Medical history of
BREAST CANCER
(RIGHT) SURGERY
WITH RESECTION
OF LYMPH NODES

Pain
Intensity on
Movement
5-6

Range of
Motion
(ROM)
Full Passive
ROM

9

Full Passive
ROM
Physical Exam:
Decreased range
of motion right
shoulder, but
pain on
abduction.

No screening
assessments,
but Day 0
ranged from
3-7

Source: C803-017e Addendum Table 3
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Full Passive
ROM

18-Month Follow-up (C803-017e)
Date of
Surgery
(C803-017)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

MRI
Assessment

Pain
Range of
Intensity on Motion
Movement (ROM)

19-Jan-2011:
Chondral
surfaces normal
without evidence
of chondrolysis.

1

Full passive
ROM

11-Apr-2011:
Moderate
tendinopathy,
small trace fluid
through bursa.

5

Reduced range
of movement
and pain,
abnormal,
unchanged
since
completion of
c803-017

F/U visit:

0

Full passive
and active
ROM

(b) (6)

MRI not done –
had waiver
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(b) (6)

Patient
had a completely normal physical examination of the operated shoulder, and the
centrally read MRI at the 18-month examination showed that the glenohumeral joint was
completely normal. The SAE reported for this patient was misleading and not supported by any
of the data.
(b) (6)

The AE of bursitis reported for patient
was a protocol-required transcription of an MRI
finding regarded as clinically significant. There was no indication that the patient had reported
symptomatic bursitis. The 18-month locally-read MRI reported: “There is overlying bursitis with
thickening and a small trace of fluid through the bursa” and “Secondary changes of
subacromial/subdeltoid bursitis.” The centrally-read MRIs for this patient at both the baseline
and 18-month examinations reported that the subacromial bursa had “grade 1: mild
bursitis/excess fluid.” Thus, there is no indication from the central MRI data that this patient had
any treatment-related worsening of bursitis.
(b) (6)

Patient
, a 68-year-old male treated with SABER-placebo in the C803-017 trial, had an
AE report of partial rupture of the biceps tendon on his right shoulder that had occurred while the
patient was lifting a shovel. The patient had a history of right breast cancer with resection and
extensive lymph node dissection including the right shoulder (2002). The patient suffered from
claustrophobia and could not tolerate MRI examination at baseline or the 18-month follow-up.
However, as part of his breast cancer surveillance, he did have a CT examination of his right
(b) (6)
shoulder on
that did not show any evidence of metastasis, but did show some
evidence of possible tears of the subscapularis and infraspinatus tendons. About 2 months after
the CT examination, the patient enrolled in the C803-017 trial and underwent uncomplicated
arthroscopic subacromial decompression of his right shoulder. His physical examination at the
end of the trial mentioned ongoing upper arm pain. The partial rupture of the right biceps tendon
(b) (6)
was reported on
313 days after the index surgery in C803-017. The AE was rated
(b) (6)
as mild and no treatment was given. On
(219 days after the AE) the patient had his
shoulder physical examination in the C803-017e study, which showed that he was pain free and
had a full range of shoulder motion. No MRI was done because of his claustrophobia. Biceps
tendon tear is a frequent complication of rotator cuff tear, especially the subscapularis tendon
(Chen, 2012; Desai, 2017). Given that the patient had extensive surgery on the right shoulder
(lymph node dissection and subacromial decompression), had a possible subscapularis tendon
tear, was treated with SABER-placebo, and injured the biceps tendon while stressing the tendon
lifting a shovel, it is unlikely that this AE was due to study drug treatment.
3.1.5.1. Summary and Discussion of C803-017e
The long-term follow-up data from the C803-017e trial were the original focus of the FDA DRL
and CRL. The initial assumption in the DRL was that there were one or more cases of
chondrolysis in the patients who had 18-month follow-up. This concern was dispelled by
presentation of detailed MRI and physical examination data that conclusively showed that there
were no patients in the C803-017e trial who had any signs or symptoms of chondrolysis in the
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operated shoulders. The CRL then presented concerns about less obvious problems in the
operated shoulders: “there were adverse events related to the shoulder joint and surrounding
tissues…” Subsequently, a General Advice letter on 15-June-2015 advised that the concerns of
adverse findings in the C803-017e trial could be addressed by re-reading on all available MRI
images by a radiologist who was blinded to purpose and treatment of the trial. Accordingly, a
detailed central reading of all available baseline and 18-month follow-up MRI images was
conducted by an expert musculoskeletal radiologist. A joint reading was then conducted between
the radiologist and an experienced orthopedic surgeon to add clinical interpretation of the
radiological findings.
The central, blinded reading of the MRI images did not discover any unexpected pathology or
any evidence of study-drug related injury to the treated shoulders. The three patients of FDA
concern were included in the blinded reading. There were no MRI findings of any newlydeveloped (i.e., treatment-related) abnormalities in any of the three patients. The 18-month
follow-up physical examinations of the treated shoulders did not reveal any evidence of
treatment-related injury to the treated shoulders. Finally, none of the three shoulder-related
adverse events that were reported at the 18-month follow-up visit had a plausible causal
relationship to study drug administration.
At 18 months, the C803-017 trial had the longest follow-up period of the three SABERBupivacaine shoulder trials. The BU-002-IM trial had a prospectively planned 6-month followup visit that included central MRI reading and a detailed physical examination of the operated
shoulder. The carefully conducted 6-month follow-up of the BU-002-IM trial was of sufficient
duration to detect any adverse reactions due to SABER-Bupivacaine treatment. The following
section describes the results of the BU-002-IM follow-up evaluation in detail.
3.1.6. Overview of BU-002-IM trial
The BU-002-IM trial was a very carefully designed (AWC) and executed trial conducted in
Europe. The trial included both a SABER-placebo control and a bupivacaine HCl control, and
demonstrated a significant reduction in postoperative pain and opioid consumption for the
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group compared with the SABER-placebo group. The protocol
prospectively included a 6-month follow-up assessment, which is a sufficient interval from
surgery to detect signs and symptoms of chondrolysis, especially with objective measurements
and a high index of suspicion (Hansen, 2007; Anderson, 2010; Provencher, 2011). The 6-month
follow-up assessment included physical examination for surgical site healing, a repeat MRI scan
for comparison with the baseline scan, and a repeat shoulder function assessment using the
Constant-Murley score (Constant, 1987). Table 94 summarizes the number of patients treated as
well as the number who were in the 6-month follow-up assessment. A very high proportion of
the treated patients returned for the 6-month follow-up examinations, further increasing the value
of the BU-002-IM trial for addressing FDA concerns.
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Table 94.

Patient treatment and follow-up in BU-002-IM

Population
Safety
6-month follow-up

SABERBupivacaine
53
52

SABERPlacebo
25
25

Bupivacaine
HCl
29
26

Total
107
103

Source: BU-002-IM CSR Section 14, Tables 14.1.1.1, 14.1.1.3, and 14.1.3.2

The BU-002-IM trial provided considerable data to address the deficiencies mentioned in the
CRL; in particular, it more than doubled the number of patients (103) with long-term follow-up
data compared to the C803-017e trial (47). In addition, the BU-002-IM trial included a
non-SABER control group (bupivacaine HCl). The 6-month follow-up was prospectively
planned, and the MRI images were centrally read by an experienced radiologist who followed a
defined image analysis protocol. The physical examination of the operated shoulders used a
well-established structured functional scoring system, the Constant-Murley score. The intact
rotator cuff required by the study protocol provided an effective anatomical barrier separating the
subacromial space from the glenohumeral joint, and the study drug was instilled into the
subacromial space under direct vision with an arthroscope. Thus, there was no possibility of the
study drug gaining access to the glenohumeral joint.
Symptoms of chondrolysis induced by the prolonged infusion of high-dose intra-articular
bupivacaine can occur as soon as 2 months after infusion (Anderson, 2010). Most patients report
pain and progressive motion loss by 3 to 5 months after surgery, with radiographic evidence of
cartilage breakdown typically seen by 5 or 6 months (Hansen, 2007). While early reports of local
anesthetic-induced chondrolysis cited long diagnosis intervals, increased awareness of the
phenomenon shortened that period considerably (Anderson, 2010), making the 6-month followup interval for the BU-002-IM trial sufficient to detect any important adverse reactions occurring
in the shoulder joint or surrounding tissues.
Review of Shoulder MRI Findings
The central MRI reading assessed five regions of interest: (1) bone erosion and edema,
(2) musculo-tendinous abnormalities, (3) the shoulder joint, (4) tissue abnormality or scarring,
and (5) vehicle or joint effusion. “Vehicle effusion” refers to any MRI evidence of residual SAIB
at the site of subacromial test drug administration. These five regions of interest correspond to
the anatomical sites of concern to FDA (i.e., the shoulder joint and surrounding tissues). The
radiologist provided an overall assessment of change from baseline, with the MRI comparison
between baseline and 6 months for each subject rated as “improved,” “no change,” or “worsened
(mild, moderate or severe).” Table 95 summarizes the results of the central MRI reading.
There were no consistent findings among the five regions of interest and there was little
difference in the findings between the treatment groups. Overall, 72.6 % of SABER-Bupivacaine
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patients had either improvement or no change. The SABER-placebo group had 64%
improvement or no change, and the bupivacaine HCl group had 60% improvement or no change.
In no subject was there any finding of cartilage thinning in the glenohumeral joint. There was
also no evidence that instillation of SABER-Bupivacaine into the subacromial space resulted in
any observable healing abnormalities of the shoulder joint or surrounding tissues.
Only two subjects were rated with severe worsening from baseline for any MRI parameter, and
(b) (6)
neither had been treated with SABER-Bupivacaine. Subjec
, a 51-year-old male who was
treated with bupivacaine HCl, had severe worsening of the shoulder joint, which was
characterized as a “severe fluid collection within the subacromial/subdeltoid bursa.” There was
no mention of any cartilage abnormality. The severe worsening of vehicle or joint effusion was
characterized as “severe marked joint effusion causing bulging of the joint capsule.” There was
also an observation of “massive bone edema adjacent to the acromioclavicular joint.” The
(b) (6)
patient had a normal Constant-Murley score (65) at the 6-month examination. Subject
,a
63 year-old male who was treated with SABER-placebo had a severe effusion in the subcoracoid
bursa. His Constant-Murley examination was somewhat improved at 6 months (31 at screening
to 42 at 6 months), but he still had a limited range of motion. Neither of these subjects was found
to have any abnormality of the joint cartilage.
Table 95.

MRI changes from baseline at 6-month follow-up examination (BU-002-IM)
Rating of MRI
Change from
Baseline

Category

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

Bupivacaine
HCl

53

25

29

52

25

28

51

25

25

Improved

2 (3.9)

1 (4.0)

1 (4.0)

No change

43 (84.3)

22 (88.0)

20 (80.0)

Mild

3 (5.9)

0 (0.0)

3 (12.0)

Moderate

3 (5.9)

2 (8.0)

1 (4.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Improved

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0)

1 (4.0)

No change

50 (98.0)

23 (92.0)

24 (96.0)

Mild

1 (2.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Moderate

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0)

0 (0.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Improved

4 (7.8)

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0)

No change

46 (90.2)

22 (88.0)

23 (92.0)

Safety population
Subjects with baseline MRI

[1]

Subjects with evaluable 6-month MRI

[2]

Bone erosion and edema, n (%)

Worsened

Musculo-tendinous abnormalities, n (%)

Worsened

Shoulder joint, n (%)
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Rating of MRI
Change from
Baseline

Category

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

Bupivacaine
HCl

Mild

1 (2.0)

3 (12.0)

0 (0.0)

Moderate

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0) [3]

Improved

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

No change

50 (98.0)

25 (100.0)

25 (100.0)

Mild

1 (2.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Moderate

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

Improved

5 (9.8)

2 (8.0)

4 (16.0)

No change

37 (72.5)

14 (56.0)

12 (48.0)

Mild

8 (15.7)

5 (20.0)

7 (28.0)

Moderate

1 (2.0)

3 (12.0)

1 (4.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0) [4]

1 (4.0) [3]

Improved

6 (11.8)

2 (8.0)

6 (24.0)

No change

31 (60.8)

14 (56.0)

9 (36.0)

12 (23.5)

5 (20.0)

9 (36.0)

Moderate

2 (3.9)

4 (16.0)

0 (0.0)

Severe

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (4.0) [3]

Worsened

Tissue abnormality or scarring, n (%)

Worsened

Vehicle or joint effusion, n (%)

Worsened

Overall assessment of change from
baseline, n (%)

Worsened
Mild

Note: percentages are based on the number of subjects with an evaluable 6-month MRI.
[1] Baseline MRIs were obtained at the screening visit.
[2] An MRI obtained at 6-month follow-up was considered evaluable if it had an accompanying baseline MRI for
comparison.
[3] Subject (b) (6) was noted to have "severe fluid collection within subacromial/subdeltoid bursa; massive bone edema
adjacent to acromion-clavicular joint; severe marked joint effusion causing bulging of the joint capsule."
[4] Subject

(b) (6)

was noted to have "severe effusion in subcoracoid bursa."

Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum 2, Table 1

Constant-Murley Shoulder Function Examinations
Table 96 summarizes the results of the Constant-Murley (C-M) overall score at screening and at
the 6-month follow-up. The Constant-Murley Score is a clinical assessment of shoulder function,
including quantitative scores for pain, activities of daily living, range of motion, and muscle
power. The maximum score is 100 for each shoulder. Here, the score refers to the operated
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shoulder. Muscle power, which can have a maximum score of 25, was not measured in this trial,
so the maximum Constant-Murley score is 75 for the BU-002 trial examinations. Higher is better
(Constant, 1987). The Constant-Murley scores at 6 months were also compared with their
baseline values, and per protocol, any subjects whose scores had decreased from baseline were
identified and their MRI scans reviewed to determine whether there were any radiographic
findings that could explain the decrease in function.
Table 96.

Constant-Murley Scores at 6-Months Compared to Screening

Treatment

Screening

6-Month
Follow-up

Change from
Screening [1]

Number
in Safety Number
Population with Data

Mean

SD

Median

Min

Max

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

53

53

44.7

12.5

47

14

65

SABER-placebo

25

25

41.7

11.7

42

21

66

Bupivacaine HCl

29

29

42

11.3

43

17

60

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

53

52

61.6

15.2

65

6

75

SABER-placebo

25

25

63.2

12.4

66

36

75

Bupivacaine HCl

29

26

65.6

6.8

66

53

75

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

53

52

16.6

12.1

17

-13

39

SABER-placebo

25

25

21.6

13.8

20

-11

41

Bupivacaine HCl

29

26

22.2

11.7

22

2

46

[1] P-value for differences among the treatment groups = 0.1
Source: BU-002-IM CSR, Table 14.1.3.2

The median Constant Murley-Score (C-M) at 6-months was nearly identical for the three
treatment groups, and at 65 to 66, was about 10 points below the maximum possible score of 75.
The median change from screening to 6 months was similar between treatment groups, with an
improvement ranging from 17 to 22 points. The C-M scores at screening and 6 months were
similar to C-M scores reported in the orthopedic literature for patients undergoing arthroscopic
subacromial decompression surgery (Paavola, 2018; Beard, 2018; Patel, 1999).
There were a number of patients with a decrease in the Constant-Murley score at 6 months, and
per-protocol, these patients were identified and the MRI images were examined to determine
whether there were any MRI findings that could explain the decrease in shoulder function.
Table 97 summarizes the observations for the 7 subjects whose Constant-Murley scores
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
decreased from baseline. Three of these subjects
, and
) had a decrease of
10 points or more at the 6-month assessment. Review of the individual components of the
Constant-Murley scores at presurgical baseline and at 6-month follow-up revealed that the
decreases were primarily due to reductions in the range of motion. With the exceptions of subject
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
, who was noted to have osteoarthritis of the acromioclavicular joint, and subject
,
who was noted to have mild subdeltoid inflammation (subdeltoid bursitis), MRI examinations of
the 7 subjects did not reveal any radiographic abnormalities to explain the decreases in mobility.
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None of the 7 subjects was found to have evidence of glenohumeral joint changes associated
with their decrease in shoulder function, nor was there any observation of cartilage loss or
chondrolysis. Reduced shoulder function can be expected in a subset of patients after
subacromial decompression.
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Table 97.

Subjects with a decrease in Constant-Murley Score at 6 months compared with baseline
Constant-Murley Score

Screening

6-Month
Follow-up

Change (%)
from Baseline

Comment from MRI Expert
Report Regarding Decrease in
Constant-Murley Score

MRI Change from Baseline
in Glenohumeral Joint

56

46

-10 (-17.8%)

No MRI finding to explain this

No change

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

19

6

-13 (-68.4%)

No MRI finding to explain this

No change

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

45

40

-5 (-11.1%)

No change to explain this

No change

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

23

21

-2 (-8.7%)

Osteoarthritis in the acromioclavicular joint can explain this

No change

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

37

32

-5 (-13.5%

No explanation on MRI for
this change

Improvement of intraarticular fluid (decrease as
compared to baseline)

SABER-placebo

52

41

-11 (-21.2%)

SABER-placebo

44

36

-8 (-18.2)

Treatment Group
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

Subject
Number
(b) (6)

Sources: BU-002-IM CSR Appendix 16.1.11 (MRI Expert Report) and SDTM.ZM
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Mild sub-deltoid inflammation
at follow-up
No explanation on MRI for
this change

No change
No change
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3.1.6.1. Summary and discussion for the BU-002-IM Trial
The presence of chondrolysis or significant cartilage loss at the glenohumeral joint would be
expected to result in markedly decreased shoulder function as well as pathological findings on
MRI (Provencher, 2011). Seven subjects were found to have a decrease from presurgical
baseline in Constant-Murley score at the 6-month follow-up examination; however, no MRI
abnormalities to explain the decline were reported by the expert reader for 5 of the 7 subjects.
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
Acromioclavicular osteoarthritis
) and mild sub-deltoid inflammation (
) were
suggested as possible causes for the remaining 2 subjects. In no case was a finding of new-onset
cartilage loss reported.
Some patients who undergo arthroscopic subacromial decompression for the impingement
syndrome have a less than favorable outcome that may include a decline in the Constant Murley
score. For example, in a patient series reported by Patel and colleagues, 10.5% of patients had a
deteriorating Constant-Murley score at 19-months mean postoperative follow-up. The range of
motion and activity of daily living components deteriorated in 9.6% and 13.1% of patients,
respectively (Patel, 1999). Thus, the incidence of functional worsening seen at 6 months in this
trial was consistent with published reports and does not point to any specific pathology related to
treatment with the study drug. Patel discusses possible reasons for a lack of improvement after
subacromial decompression. Patient selection is the most important consideration. If the patient’s
symptoms are not entirely due to subacromial impingement, decompression surgery will not be
expected to resolve the symptoms, which may be due to rotator cuff disease or other shoulder
(b) (6)
pathology. For example, Subject
had a pretreatment C-M score of only 19, indicating that
impingement was likely not the primary shoulder pathology for this subject. Another cause of
lack of improvement may be inadequate decompression of the subacromial space.
Based on both physical examination and MRI assessment of the shoulder 6 months after
treatment, there was no evidence of chondrolysis or new-onset cartilage loss, and the surgical
incisions had healed as expected in all subjects.
3.1.7. Review of Long-Term Outcome of CLIN005-0006 Shoulder Surgery Trial
The CLIN005-0006 trial was the first shoulder surgery trial conducted with SABER-Bupivacaine.
The trial was designed as an exploratory study to investigate the optimum site(s) of
administration of SABER-Bupivacaine for the relief of postoperative pain after arthroscopic
shoulder surgery. The trial was conducted in the US and New Zealand and investigated the periincisional and subacromial administration of SABER-Bupivacaine and SABER-placebo. The
study had a 14-day end-of-study follow-up visit, which was insufficient to detect any treatmentrelated injury to the shoulder joint. In an effort to investigate the long-term safety of SABERBupivacaine based on data from this trial, a post hoc survey of the principle investigators (PIs)
was conducted.
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Methodology of the PI Survey for Long-term Follow-up Information
Shortly after the receipt of the CRL in February, 2014, the Sponsor (DURECT) conducted a
telephone survey of the investigators who had enrolled patients in CLIN005-0006. Each was
contacted by telephone, explained the objective of the survey, and asked whether any of the
subjects who had participated in the trial at their study site had reported a post-surgical
complication of chondrolysis. Given the devastating nature of chondrolysis, which limits
shoulder movement and causes extreme pain, it is highly likely that any such complication would
have been brought to the attention of the investigator. Each of the PIs expressed certainty that
none of their trial subjects had reported a complication of chondrolysis.
Subsequently, each investigator was sent a letter and a case report form (CRF) listing each of the
patients treated at their site. The PIs were requested to review their clinical records for each
patient and indicate with a “yes” or “no” on the CRF whether chondrolysis had been reported.
Results of Written Survey
All but one of the PIs returned completed case report forms. None reported a case of
chondrolysis. The one investigator who did not complete the written survey (Dr. Bourne, Site 01)
had been contacted by telephone in February, 2014, and he confirmed that none of his trial
patients reported chondrolysis. Likewise, the one investigator who had not been contacted during
the original phone survey (Dr. Moodie, Site 06) did complete the written survey. Thus, long-term
follow-up information has been obtained for each of the 106 patients who were enrolled and
treated in the CLIN005-0006 trial. None of the patients who participated in the trial was reported
to have developed chondrolysis during the period of approximately 10 years between surgery
and the written follow-up survey. No other adverse outcomes were mentioned by any of the
investigators.
3.1.8. Literature review: no harm from subacromial bupivacaine
3.1.8.1. Review of Current Literature on Shoulder Surgery and Chondrolysis
This section will review the biology of cartilage injury by local anesthetics and will summarize
the exposure conditions necessary for local anesthetics to cause injury to cartilage.
Joint cartilage consists of a mesh of collagen fibrils with proteoglycans filling the interstices,
giving the cartilage the properties to smoothly glide and to absorb mechanical stresses. The
cartilage matrix is formed and maintained solely by chondrocytes, which comprise less than 1%
of the tissue volume. Chondrocytes are imbedded within the collagen-proteoglycan matrix and
obtain nutrients and oxygen by diffusion from the synovial fluid; they are noted for their low
oxygen requirement (Stockwell, 1991). Just as nutrients can diffuse through the collagenproteoglycan matrix, toxins can also diffuse and have an adverse effect on chondrocyte
metabolism and viability. Local anesthetics, including bupivacaine, have been shown to have a
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toxic effect on chondrocytes in both in vitro and in vivo studies (Chu, 2006; Chu, 2008; Chu,
2010, Piper, 2008).
High concentrations of local anesthetics given over a prolonged period can lead to chondrocyte
cell death. Widespread death of chondrocytes results in loss of collagen and proteoglycan
synthesis and maintenance, resulting in degeneration of the cartilage matrix. Over a period of
months, this leads to the irreversible loss of the articular cartilage in a process termed
chondrolysis. The nonspecific term “chondropathy” should not be used as a synonym for
chondrolysis. Chondropathy refers to a wide variety of congenital and acquired diseases
(e.g., osteoarthritis); it is not a precursor to chondrolysis nor is it related to local anesthetics.
Chondrolysis, by contrast, describes a specific pathology with a known association to local
anesthetic exposure and a defined set of diagnostic criteria.
The symptoms of joint pain and loss of function due to chondrolysis are profound, and the
radiographic appearance of complete loss of cartilage is obvious. Symptoms of chondrolysis can
develop as early as 2 months after surgery (Anderson, 2010), and most patients report pain and
progressive motion loss by 3 to 5 months after surgery, with radiographic evidence of cartilage
breakdown typically seen by 5 or 6 months (Hansen, 2007). Provencher recommends that the
term chondrolysis “be applied to patients who are seen within twelve months after an operative
intervention or potential cartilage insult, with pain, stiffness, limited joint motion, and severe
diffuse articular cartilage loss evidenced by radiographs, magnetic resonance imaging, or
arthroscopic evaluation.” (Provencher, 2011). A comprehensive review of the scientific and
clinical aspects of articular cartilage and the effects of local anesthetics has recently been
published (Gulihar, 2015).
Transient exposure of cartilage to local anesthetics is not sufficient to injure chondrocytes. The
dense collagen-proteoglycan matrix slows the diffusion of local anesthetics into articular
cartilage, and it takes prolonged contact with high concentrations of drug to reach the
chondrocytes at levels sufficient to cause chondrocyte injury or death. Chondrolysis was rare
before the widespread use of pain pumps that were capable of infusing sustained high
concentrations of local anesthetics for prolonged periods directly into the intra-articular space
(Matsen, 2013). In shoulder surgery, the incidence of postarthroscopic glenohumeral
chondrolysis (PAGCL) is highest with intra-articular infusion rates of 4-5 mL/h of bupivacaine
0.5% for 48 hours or longer (a delivery of more than 1 gram of bupivacaine HCl). At such doses,
chondrolysis develops in 50-63% of treated shoulders (Anderson, 2010; Hansen, 2007). At lower
flow rates (2 mL/hr), the incidence of PAGCL is lower, ranging from 0-17% (Rapley, 2009;
Anderson, 2010). The incidence of PAGCL is also dependent on the concentration of the
bupivacaine infused. With 0.5% bupivacaine infused at a high flow rate, 11 of 22 shoulders
(50%) developed PAGCL, whereas 0 of 6 shoulders (0%) treated with bupivacaine 0.25%
developed PAGCL (Wiater, 2011). Unlike continuous infusion, single intra-articular injections
of bupivacaine given at the conclusion of arthroscopic surgery have not been shown to cause
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PAGCL; a sustained high concentration of bupivacaine is required to allow toxic concentrations
to reach the chondrocytes within the protective collagen-proteoglycan matrix (Anderson, 2010).
Unlike intra-articular administration, sub-acromial administration of bupivacaine is safe and has
not resulted in chondrolysis. The sub-acromial space has an anatomical barrier consisting of the
rotator cuff muscle and tendon and the joint capsule that prevents seepage of infused local
anesthetics into the glenohumeral joint. The barrier is 1-2 cm thick and diffusion of local
anesthetics through that thickness of dense connective tissue would reduce the concentration of
drug reaching the glenohumeral joint by several orders of magnitude (Sendelbeck, 1985; Kroin,
1982; Kasamatsu, 1981).
A review article by Matsen indicated that, among 962 reported cases in which a pain pump was
used to infuse local anesthetics into the sub-acromial space, none of the treated shoulders was
reported to have developed chondrolysis (Matsen, 2013). A paper by Busfield et al reported that
sub-acromial pain pump use after rotator cuff repair is safe and that none of the patients followed
for at least one year had developed PAGCL (Busfield, 2014).
Similarly, in the sponsor’s shoulder surgery trials, in which test drug was administered into the
subacromial space under direct arthroscopic visualization, there were no verified cases of
chondrolysis among the 184 patients treated with either SABER-Bupivacaine or bupivacaine
HCl (or among the 89 patients treated with SABER-placebo). After injection into the subacromial space, the SABER formulation rapidly forms a viscous depot that remains in place at
the site of administration, further reducing the likelihood of seepage into the glenohumeral joint.
In addition, the 5 mL volume of a single dose of SABER-Bupivacaine does not appreciably
distend the sub-acromial space, in contrast to pain pumps that can deliver 4 mL/h over a 48-hour
period (192 mL total), a volume that may increase hydrostatic pressure within the injection site.
3.1.9. Conclusion: shoulder AEs
The CRL concerns about the safety of instillation of SABER-Bupivacaine into the subacromial
space at the conclusion of arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery have been
completely addressed. The safety data from the three shoulder surgery trials conducted with
SABER-Bupivacaine have studied 155 patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, 89 patients
treated with SABER-placebo, and 29 patients treated with bupivacaine HCl, for a total of 273
patients (Table 98).
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Table 98.
Trial
Number
/
Location
/
StartStop
Dates
CLIN005-0006
US & NZ
20062007
C803017
Australia
& NZ
20082009
BU-002IM
Europe
20092010
Total

Summary of DURECT-sponsored therapeutic trials in shoulder surgery
Number of patients treated with
subacromial drug

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

SABERPlacebo
5 mL

Bupivacaine
HCl
50 mg

Duration
of
Followup

Follow-up
Assessments

62 [1]

44 [2]

0

14 days

AE, PE, labs

0

18
months

MRI, AE,
PE, pain

Subacromial
decompression
without major rotator
cuff tears

MRI,
shoulder
function,
wound
healing

Subacromial
decompression with
intact rotator cuff

40

20

Surgery
Rotator cuff repair,
subacromial
decompression, labral
repair, or biceps
tendon repair

53

25

29

6 months

155

89

29

Overall Total = 273 Patients

[1] 3 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-Bupivacaine
[2] 4 patients received 7.5 mL SABER-placebo
Source: Clinical study reports

Study C803-017 had the longest follow-up period at 18 months. Even though the follow-up study
C803-017e had not been planned at the time the original study enrolled, 47 of the 60 patients
treated were able to return for the 18-month follow-up visit. At the 18-month follow-up, repeat
MRI scans and physical examinations of the operated shoulder were performed, and adverse
event reports were collected. In accordance with recent FDA recommendations, all the available
MRI images, both baseline and follow-up, were obtained and centrally read by a radiologist
blinded to study treatment and the purpose of the re-reading of the images. Following the
radiologist’s independent reading, an experienced orthopedic surgeon reviewed the images
together with the radiologist to add clinical context to the radiologist’s findings. In their joint
report Appendix 3 the radiologist and orthopedic surgeon concluded that they had seen “no
unexpected injuries or findings” and that “in particular, there were no cartilage or bone lesions
identified that would be of concern.” There was no evidence of residual SAIB at the subacromial
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site of administration and no evidence of any foreign body reaction due to the SABER
formulation. Review of the physical examinations and the interim adverse events did not reveal
any treatment-related abnormalities. The C803-017e data were the original cause for FDA
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
concern, with three patients (
, and
) identified as having possible evidence
of chondrolysis. Fortunately, baseline and 18-month MRI images were available for all three of
these patients. The blinded radiologist reading, as well as the joint review of these three patients,
found no evidence of treatment-related abnormalities of the glenohumeral cartilage or other
shoulder structures.
The BU-002-IM shoulder surgery trial had both a SABER (SABER-placebo) and a non-SABER
(bupivacaine HCl) control group, allowing simultaneous assessment of bupivacaine and vehicle
effects. At a prospectively planned 6-month follow-up visit, repeat MRI and shoulder functional
examinations were done. The 6-month period was sufficient to detect the signs and symptoms of
cartilage damage, if any, from exposure to bupivacaine. The MRI images were centrally read by
a single radiologist, and any changes from baseline were noted. From the 6-month MRI central
reading, there was no evidence that instillation of SABER-Bupivacaine into the subacromial
space resulted in any observable healing abnormalities of the shoulder joint or the surrounding
tissues, including cartilage injury. There was no MRI evidence of residual SAIB or foreign body
reaction. All surgical incisions had healed normally and the shoulder physical examinations
showed little difference between the three treatment groups.
CLIN-005-0006, the third and earliest shoulder surgery trial, studied 62 SABER-Bupivacaine
and 44 SABER-placebo patients who underwent arthroscopic shoulder surgery. The study design
did not require pre- or post-surgical MRI examinations and had only a 14-day post-surgery
follow-up examination. In an effort to obtain long-term follow-up on patients participating in this
study, all of the original investigators were contacted for a telephone survey inquiring whether
any of the treated patients had developed chondrolysis in the operated shoulder. The results of
this telephone survey were then confirmed by a written survey, conducted approximately 10
years after completion of the study. Long-term follow-up information was obtained for each of
the 106 patients who had been enrolled and treated in the CLIN005-0006 trial. Investigators
reported that none of the patients who participated in the trial had developed chondrolysis during
the follow-up period. No other adverse outcomes were mentioned by any of the investigators.
A thorough review of the literature on the occurrence of postarthroscopic glenohumeral
chondrolysis (PAGCL) provided good evidence from multiple studies that the subacromial
administration of bupivacaine HCl does not result in any injury to the glenohumeral cartilage.
The published data show that bupivacaine administered into the subacromial space does not
diffuse or seep into the glenohumeral joint in sufficient concentrations to cause any harm to the
glenohumeral cartilage. This is in contrast to patients treated with intra-articular infusions of
high-dose bupivacaine HCl, among whom symptoms of PAGCL can occur as early as 2 months
after treatment, and most symptoms are detected within 3 to 5 months.
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Reviewer concerns about non-clinical findings, specifically foreign body reactions observed in
rats and rabbits and synovitis observed in rabbits and dogs subjected to intra-articular
administration of SABER-Bupivacaine, have likewise been addressed by the three clinical trials.
Careful examination of the surgical sites treated with SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-placebo at
6 and 18 months after treatment have not revealed any evidence of granuloma formation or other
findings suggestive of a foreign body reaction, either by physical examination or by MRI
imaging of the surgical site.
In conclusion, data from the three arthroscopic shoulder surgery trials show that SABERBupivacaine instilled into the subacromial space does not cause any measurable harm to local
tissues that can be discerned from MRI examinations or physical examinations of the treated
shoulders. Likewise, there is good data from the surgical literature showing that the subacromial
administration of bupivacaine is a safe and effective way to treat post-arthroscopic shoulder pain.
3.2. Wound complications and healing (bruising, hematoma, pruritus, dehiscence)
3.2.1. CRL Verbatim Comments on Wound Complications
The risk of bruising, hematoma, pruritus, and dehiscence occurred following
administration of SABER-containing products (SABER-Bupivacaine and SABERplacebo) substantially more often than following administration of bupivacaine HCl.
There were insufficient data to determine whether the risk is greater with SABERBupivacaine than for either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo
following the surgical procedures studied and whether the risk was greater with only
certain surgical procedures.
To address the CRL issues, the PERSIST (C803-028) trial was designed and conducted to
carefully evaluate questions regarding surgical site complications and wound healing, among
other objectives. The PERSIST trial included only non-SABER controls (normal saline and
bupivacaine HCl), which more than doubled the number of non-SABER control patients
available for analysis in the new ISS, as well as the number of evaluable bupivacaine HCl-treated
patients. The increased number of non-SABER controls allowed a more robust assessment of the
risk of wound healing complications, particularly with regard to the comparison between
SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl.
At each clinic visit in the PERSIST trial, a blinded, medically trained evaluator examined each of
the surgical incisions for the presence or absence of any of 6 prospectively defined surgical site
complications of interest: peri-incisional bruising, wound hematoma, wound dehiscence, surgical
site infection, surgical site bleeding, and drainage from the surgical incision. Each incision was
examined prior to discharge from the surgical facility on the day of surgery and again on study
Days 4, 8, 15, and 29 at the scheduled clinic visits. At the request of the FDA, an additional
Day 60 examination was added for the last 90 enrolled patients to detect any late-occurring
complications (none were observed). If any of the pre-specified complications were present,
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additional details were collected on a dedicated eCRF. In addition, each incision was assessed for
normal or abnormal healing at each clinic visit.
All of the clinical trials of SABER-Bupivacaine in postsurgical analgesia have included
assessments for healing of the surgical incisions during and at the end of the primary 14-day
study period. The PERSIST trial (C803-028) also assessed the surgical incisions at 30 days postsurgery and, for patients enrolled after protocol Amendment 5, at 60 days post-surgery. Study
C803-006-0006 examined the surgical incisions for normal healing at 3-month and 6-month
follow-up visits. Three of the trials included long-term evaluation of the surgical sites by both
physical examination and MRI imaging: BU-001-IM and BU-002-IM at 6 months post-surgery
and C803-017e at 18 months post-surgery. The wound healing data from these studies with
relatively long-term follow-up have been reviewed and the pertinent results are summarized
below.
Wound healing data related to the longer laparotomy and laparoscopically-assisted colectomy
incisions in BESST (C803-025) are not included in this analysis because of the inadequate
14-day follow-up period and because, per protocol, peri-incisional bruising was considered
abnormal healing, thereby confounding the assessment.
Wound healing data have been reviewed for a variety of surgical incisions, ranging from longer
Pfannenstiel hysterectomy incisions (median incision length 15 cm; range 9 cm to 20 cm) to
medium length inguinal hernia incisions (median incision length 6.5 cm; range 5 cm to 10 cm) to
minimal laparoscopic cholecystectomy incisions (median cumulative length 3.7 cm; range 1.7 cm
to 9.5 cm). Long-term examinations for normal wound healing ranged from 29 and 60 days for the
PERSIST trial to 6 months for BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and CLIN-803-006-0006 to 18 months
for C803-017e. Physical examination of the surgical incisions was done in all studies, and MRI
scans of the surgical sites were obtained in three studies (BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and
C803-017e). In all of the studies, investigators assessed the wounds as having healed normally,
and no differences were observed between wounds treated with SABER-Bupivacaine and those
treated with non-SABER controls (bupivacaine HCl or saline placebo). The wound healing data
from widely different surgical incisions and follow-up intervals consistently showed that the
SABER formulation did not interfere with normal wound healing and did not cause any longterm adverse effects in surgical incisions treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
3.2.2. PERSIST designed to definitively study wound complications
The PERSIST (C803-028) trial serially evaluated each of the four laparoscopic port incisions for
the 6 surgical site complications of interest (bruising, bleeding, drainage, hematoma, dehiscence,
and infection) and also for normal or abnormal wound healing. Evaluations were made on the
day of surgery and at each of 4 subsequent clinic visits on Days 4, 8, 15, and 29. Ninety patients
enrolled under protocol Amendment 5 returned for an additional surgical site evaluation on Day
60. Bruising, which was classified as a surgical site complication of interest, was not considered
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to be abnormal healing for the evaluation of normal versus abnormal wound healing. Table 99
summarizes the assessment of normal wound healing for each of the clinical visits.
There were no cases of abnormal healing noted at any assessment time in Part 1 of the trial. In
Part 2, abnormal healing was noted for 9 subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine group and
7 subjects in the bupivacaine HCl group. Most of the reports of abnormal healing cited the
6 predefined surgical complications of interest. Most of the abnormalities were reported on study
Day 4 or Day 8 and usually involved the umbilical or epigastric incisions. By study Day 29, all
wounds had healed normally except for a single case of abnormal healing in a bupivacaine HCl(b) (6)
treated subject
) who developed an umbilical incisional hernia that was subsequently
surgically repaired. Notably, no abnormal healing was observed at the Day 29 or Day 60 visits
among subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, providing further evidence that exposure to
the SABER formulation does not affect normal wound healing.
Table 99.

Wound healing assessment - safety population - PERSIST trial (C803-028)
Part 1

Time of Wound Assessment, n (%)
Day of Surgery
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 4
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 8
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 15
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Day 29
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]
Subjects enrolled under Protocol Amendment 5 [2]
Day 60
Normal Healing at all Incisions
Abnormal Healing - at any Incision [1]

Part 2

SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

Saline
Placebo
(N=47)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=148)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

143 (97%)
5 (3.4%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

144 (97%)
4 (2.7%)

143 (97%)
5 (3.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

146 (99%)
2 (1.4%)

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=0)

47 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=0)

148 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
(N=45)

147 (99%)
1 (0.7%)
(N=45)

–
–

–
–

45 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

42 (100%)
0 (0.0%)

[1] The total number of patients that had abnormal wound healing at one or more of the four laparoscopic port
incisions (i.e. umbilical, epigastric, right lateral midaxillary, right lateral midclavicular)
[2] Only subjects enrolled under Protocol Amendment 5 were required to complete the Study Day 60 Visit.
Percentages for the Study Day 60 visit are computed relative to the number of subject enrolled under Protocol
Amendment 5.
Source: C803-028 Table 14.3.1.10.8, Listing 16.2.7.5.6
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3.2.3. Wound-healing and wound complication data from the safety database exhaustively
reviewed
3.2.3.1. Wound Healing in the Abdominal Hysterectomy Study BU-001-IM
The BU-001-IM trial in abdominal hysterectomy prospectively required that all treated subjects
(i.e., the Safety Population) return to the clinic for a 6-month clinical evaluation of healing of the
surgical incision (Pfannenstiel incision, median length 15 cm, range 9 cm to 20 cm). In addition,
an MRI scan of the pelvis to assess the hysterectomy scar characteristics and thickness was
performed in a subset of patients from investigational sites that had the appropriate MRI
scanning facilities. Table 100 summarizes the clinical wound-healing evaluations at the 6-month
follow-up visit. The only wound abnormality noted was scarring that was considered moderate or
excessive. Moderate or excessive scarring was noted in both the SABER-Bupivacaine and
bupivacaine HCl treatment groups, with a somewhat higher incidence in the bupivacaine HCltreated patients. Of the five patients whose scars were rated as moderate or excessive, only one
(b) (6)
(bupivacaine HCl patient
) had a corresponding MRI measurement of scar thickness.
(b) (6)
Based on the MRI, the scar thickness for patien
was actually smaller than average.
Table 100. Clinical wound healing evaluation at 6-month follow-up - BU-001-IM
(Safety Population)

Wound Evaluation, n (%)
Surgical site healing and/or local
tissue conditions as expected
Surgical site healing and/or local
tissue conditions not as expected
Scarring (moderate or excessive)

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=60)

SABER-Placebo
5 mL
(N=27)

Bupivacaine
HCl
100 mg
(N=27)

58 (96.7%)

26 (96.3%)

24 (88.9%)

2 (3.3%)

0 (0.0%)

3 (11.1%)

2 (3.3%)

0 (0.0%)

3 (11.1%)

Source: BU-001-IM Table 14.3.7.0 and Listing 16.2.21.0
Table 101 summarizes the MRI data for the subgroup of 21 patients who had MRI scans of their
healed surgical site. The MRI images were centrally read by an independent radiologist. There
were no findings of abnormalities of the scars or adjacent soft tissue, and the measured scar
thickness was similar between the three treatment groups. The finding of “small focal edema” by
the radiologist (which also pertained to the single patient noted to have “encapsulation of vehicle”)
was questioned by an independent expert reviewer (Prof. Gottrup, MD, DMSci., Professor of
Surgery, Copenhagen Wound Healing Center, Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen, DK), and the
radiologist confirmed that the actual MRI image showed a diffuse fluid signal detected by the
scanner that included “no cavities, no sharp borders, no residual vehicle, and no foreign body
reactions.” None of the findings were regarded as pathological and the physical examinations of
the surgical sites did not find any clinical correlates of the MRI finding. The conclusion was that
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the finding of small focal edema was of limited clinical relevance and that all of the wounds had
healed normally at the 6-month examination.
Table 101. MRI examination of surgical site at 6-month follow-up - BU-001-IM

MRI Parameter
Any other scar/soft tissue abnormality?
ABSENT
Any pericicatrial edema? [1]
ABSENT - NO SIGNIFICANT EDEMA
SEEN
MILD - SMALL FOCAL EDEMA
Any pericicatrial fibrosis?
ABSENT - NO SIGNIFICANT
FIBROSIS SEEN
NOT EVALUABLE
Any MRI image quality issues?
No
Yes (T2 without fat saturation not done,
can't measure scar thickness)
Measurement of scar thickness, N
Mean (SD), mm
Residual vehicle/incapsulated space in scar
ABSENT
PRESENT

Bupivacaine
HCl
100 mg
(N=6)

SABER
Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=10)

SABER
Placebo
5 mL
(N=5)

6

10

5

6

7

2

3

3

5

8

5

1

2

5

8

1

2

4
11.506 (2.047)

8
12.461 (3.464)

6
0

10
0

5

5
11.510 (4.563)
4
1 [2]

[1] Difference between treatment groups p=0.1
[2] Indicates a “diffuse fluid signal detected by the scanner, without cavities, no [residual]
vehicle, and no foreign body reaction,” according to a clarification from the radiologist
obtained by the independent expert reviewer (Wound Healing Expert Statement, BU-001 CSR
Appendix 16.1.11).
Source: BU-001 CSR, Table 12-10 and dataset SDTM.ZM
3.2.3.2. Wound Healing in the BU-002-IM Shoulder Surgery Study
The BU-002-IM study prospectively required that the treated patients (i.e., the Safety
Population) return to the clinic 6 months after surgery for a follow-up clinical examination of the
operated shoulder and an assessment of wound healing and local tissue conditions. Table 102
summarizes the results of the clinical wound healing assessments at the 6-month follow-up visit.
In all patients evaluated, the surgical incisions had healed normally, and no tissue abnormalities
were reported.
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Table 102. Clinical wound healing evaluation at 6-month follow-up - BU-002-IM
(Safety Population)

Time
Point

Day 7

Wound Assessment, n (%)
Surgical site healing and/or local
tissue conditions as expected
Surgical site healing and/or local
conditions not as expected

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=53)

SABERPlacebo
5 mL
(N=25)

Bupivacaine
HCl
50 mg
(N=29)

53 (100%)

24 (96%)

29 (100%)

0

0

0

0

1

0

53 (100%)

25 (100%)

29 (100%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

52 (98.1%)

25 (100%)

26 (89.7%)

0

0

0

1

0

3

Not evaluated

End of trial
(14 days
nominally)

Surgical site healing and/or local
tissue conditions as expected
Surgical site healing and/or local
conditions not as expected
Not evaluated

Follow-up
(6 months)

Surgical site healing and/or local
tissue conditions as expected
Surgical site healing and/or local
conditions not as expected
Not evaluated

Source: BU-002-IM Table 14.3.7.0 and Listing 16.2.24.0.

At the 6-month follow-up visit, MRI examinations were done for all patients who had returned
for the follow-up visit. The MRI examination also assessed the incisional scars and underlying
soft tissue, and these results are summarized in Table 103. All the MRIs were evaluated
as no
(b) (6)
change from baseline, except for a single patient in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (
) who
was reported to have mild edema of the deltoid muscle, which is distant from the site of study
drug administration and, therefore, unlikely to be related. Thus, both physical examination and
MRI examination of the surgical sites have shown normal wound healing at 6 months for all
treatment groups with no indication of any adverse effects of the SABER formulation.
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Table 103. MRI examination of surgical site at 6-month follow-up – BU-002-IM

Category
Safety population
Subjects with baseline MRI [1]
Subjects with evaluable 6-month
MRI [2]
Tissue abnormality or scarring, n
(%)

Rating of
MRI
Change from
Baseline

Improved
No change
Worsened
Mild
Moderate
Severe

SABERBupivacaine

SABERPlacebo

Bupivacaine
HCl

53
52
51

25
25
25

29
28
25

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

50 (98.0)

25 (100.0)

25 (100.0)

1 (2.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)
0 (0.0)

Note: percentages are based on the number of subjects with an evaluable 6-month MRI.
[1] Baseline MRIs were obtained at the screening visit.
[2] An MRI obtained at 6-month follow-up was considered evaluable if it had an accompanying
baseline MRI for comparison.
Source: BU-002-IM CSR Addendum 2/Table 1

3.2.3.3. Wound Healing in the C803-017 Shoulder Surgery Study
The C803-017 trial examined the arthroscopic shoulder incisions for healing at study day 14. All
incisions had healed normally at the 14-day visit. The C803-01e7 shoulder surgery trial
conducted a long-term follow-up examination at 18 months after surgery. The follow-up study
(C803-017e) was not prospectively planned, and some patients did not return for the 18-month
follow-up evaluation, which included both physical examination of the surgical site and MRI
examination of the operated shoulder. Of 40 subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine, 31 were
seen in C803-017e at 18 months, as were 16 of 20 subjects treated with SABER-placebo. All of
the 47 patients who were examined at the 18-month follow-up had completely normal healing of
the surgical incisions.
Table 104 presents an excerpt of the MRI data focusing on the surgical scar and the surrounding
soft tissue. The 41 patients with 18-month MRI data all had normal surgical scars and underlying
soft tissue, with no indication of any adverse effects of the SABER formulation.
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Table 104. MRI examination of surgical site at 18-months – C803-017 and C803-017e
SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0
mL
Screening
or Baseline Month 18
40
31
39
29

Safety Subjects
Subjects with MRI
Subjects with MRI obtainable for central
24
review
Soft tissue scarring, n (%)
Grade 0: normal/none
24 (100.0)
Grade 1: mild
0
Grade 2: moderate
0
Grade 3: severe
0
Not evaluable
0

SABER-Placebo 5.0 mL
Screening
or Baseline
20
18

Month 18
16
14

27

13

14

27 (100.0)
0
0
0
0

13 (100.0)
0
0
0
0

14 (100.0)
0
0
0
0

Note: MRI images were retrospectively collected from the study sites and centrally reviewed by a
musculoskeletal radiologist and orthopedic surgeon who were blinded to the purpose of the review
and the treatments received. One subject in each treatment group who had ultrasound imaging in
lieu of MRI was excluded from the review.
Source: C803-017e Addendum Table 14.3.0.0

3.2.3.4. Wound Healing at 3 and 6-month Follow-up of Inguinal Hernia Trial –
(CLIN803-006-0006)
The inguinal hernia repair study CLIN803-006-0006 prospectively conducted long-term
follow-up examinations of the surgical site at 3 months and 6 months after surgery (Table 105).
The surgical sites were evaluated for healing of the inguinal incisions as well as local tissue
condition. All examinations at 3 months were normal, with the exception of a single patient in
(b) (6)
the 2.5 mL SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group (
, who had a postoperative
complication of a scrotal hematoma on study day 8 of the trial, which was regarded as unrelated
to study drug. The scrotal hematoma was still resolving at the 3-month visit but was reported
completely resolved at 6 months. Scrotal hematoma is a well-known complication of hernia
surgery (Shah, 2008; Chen, 2017; Chowbey, 2006). At the 6-month examination all surgical
wounds were completely normal for all patients, providing evidence that the SABER formulation
does not interfere with normal wound healing or result in any long-term adverse effects.
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Table 105. Wound healing at 3 and 6-month follow-up - CLIN803-006-0006
(Safety Population)

Wound Healing Evaluation
3-Month Follow-up
Healing as expected, n (%)
Local tissue evaluation as expected,
n (%)
6-Month Follow-up
Healing as expected, n (%)
Local tissue evaluation as expected,
n (%)

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=44)

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL
(N=47)

SABERPlacebo
2.5 - 5 mL
(N=32)

34 (100%)

42 (100%)

26 (100%)

33 (97.1%)

42 (100%)

26 (100%)

32 (100%)

38 (100%)

24 (100%)

32 (100%)

38 (100%)

24 (100%)

Source: CLIN803-006-0006 CSR, Appendix 16.1.16, Assessment of Wound Healing (no table
number)

3.2.3.5. Conclusions: Wound Healing
Wound healing data have been reviewed for a variety of surgical incisions, ranging from longer
Pfannenstiel hysterectomy incisions (median incision length 15 cm; range 9 cm to 20 cm) to
medium length inguinal hernia incisions (median incision length 6.5 cm; range 5 cm to 10 cm) to
minimal laparoscopic cholecystectomy incisions (median cumulative length 3.7 cm; range 1.7 cm
to 9.5 cm). Long-term examinations for normal wound healing ranged from 29 and 60 days for the
PERSIST trial to 6 months for BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and CLIN-803-006-0006 to 18 months
for C803-017e. Physical examination of the surgical incisions was done in all studies, and MRI
scans of the surgical sites were obtained in three studies (BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and
C803-017e). In all of the studies, investigators assessed the wounds as having healed normally,
and no differences were observed between wounds treated with SABER-Bupivacaine and those
treated with non-SABER controls (bupivacaine HCl or saline placebo). `The wound healing data
from widely different surgical incisions and follow-up intervals consistently showed that the
SABER formulation did not interfere with normal wound healing and did not cause any longterm adverse effects in surgical incisions treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
3.2.4. Bruising
MedDRA Mapping Conventions
The original NDA used the MedDRA preferred term “Application Site Discoloration” to
describe and discuss bruising observed to occur at the surgical site. Trials prior to PERSIST did
not pre-specify a definition or suggested term to record the occurrence of peri-incisional
bruising. As a result, hundreds of different terms were used to report discoloration as an AE. In
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preparation for updating the ISS, the MedDRA coding for all wound complications was carefully
reviewed, and consistent preferred terms were chosen to more accurately summarize the surgical
site complications of interest. Particular attention was given to the term Application Site
Discoloration used in the original ISS. An unfortunate feature of the MedDRA mapping for this
preferred term was that many reported terms that contained the word “hematoma” were mapped
to the preferred term Application Site Discoloration. This mapping included terms such as
“subcutaneous hematoma” that was used by European investigators to describe bruising.
However, the original MedDRA mapping also included true wound hematomas requiring
drainage under the application site discoloration term. The current MedDRA mapping has
carefully separated the terms describing bruising from the terms that described true wound
hematomas, defined according to the PERSIST protocol definitions.
The ISS has used the more appropriate term “Peri-Incisional Bruising” to describe and discuss
this common postoperative finding. NOTE: The MedDRA preferred term for peri-incisional
bruising is “Post-Procedural Contusion.” Data for the revised ISS have been updated to
MedDRA Version 19.
3.2.4.1. Appearance, incidence, and time course (including comparison with bupivacaine
HCl)
3.2.4.1.1.

Results from the PERSIST (C803-028) Trial

The most detailed investigation of peri-incisional bruising was done in the PERSIST trial, which
incorporated all of the FDA suggestions for a new safety trial. The PERSIST trial used
non-SABER controls (saline placebo in Part 1and bupivacaine HCl in Part 2) to compare the
incidence, intensity, degree of blanching, skin area affected, and times to onset and resolution of
any observed bruising at the surgical site. A prespecified definition of bruising was provided in
the study protocol, and a detailed eCRF was used to collect the pertinent details, which also
included the anatomical location of the laparoscopic port incision(s) at which the bruising was
observed. The relatively short incisions in laparoscopic cholecystectomy made to accommodate
the 5 mm to 12 mm laparoscopic ports resulted in high local exposure to SABER-Bupivacaine.
Given a median cumulative incision length of 3.6 cm for the trial as a whole, the 5 mL dose of
SABER-Bupivacaine yielded a linear concentration of 1.39 mL/cm. By contrast, the midline
laparotomy incisions in Cohort 1 of the BESST trial had a median length of 20.0 cm, producing a
median exposure of 0.25 mL/cm for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL dose. Thus, the PERSIST
trial was a sensitive test of whether intra-incisional SABER-Bupivacaine interferes with normal
healing of the surgical incision, since the tissue margins and suture materials were exposed to
high concentrations of the 3 components of the SABER-bupivacaine formulation.
Based on serial surgical site examinations in PERSIST, the overall incidence of bruising in the
SABER-Bupivacaine groups was 91.1% in Part 1 and 95.9% in Part 2, compared with an
incidence in the saline placebo group of 70.2 % and in the bupivacaine HCl group of 70.9%
(Table 106). The prevalence and extent of bruising was maximal on Day 4, and by Day 28, 96%
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of all bruises had resolved without sequelae. No case of bruising was reported as an SAE. Six
patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine (5 in Part 1 and 1 in part 2) reported extensive
bruising at the telephone follow-up calls on Study Days 2 and 3. The self-reported bruises were
subsequently evaluated clinically as severe bruising AEs because the bruises were larger than
expected (about twice the mean area). In Part 1 of the trial, the median bruise area per subject on
study Day 4 was 108 cm2 for the SABER-Bupivacaine group vs. 16 cm2 for the saline placebo
group. In Part 2 of the trial, the median bruise area per subject on study Day 4 was 144 cm2 for
the SABER-Bupivacaine group vs. 18.6 cm2 for the bupivacaine HCl group. By 2 weeks
post-surgery, the median bruise area per subject among those treated with SABER-Bupivacaine
had diminished considerably to 21 cm2 in Part 1 and 27 cm2 in Part 2.
Figure 32 shows the percentage of subjects with bruising at one or more incisions by study day.
For study Days 2 and 3, the presence or absence of bruising was obtained from the protocolspecified telephone follow-up calls in which subjects were asked: “Today, have you noticed any
bruising or redness around your abdomen (belly) incisions?” For the other study days, bruising
prevalence was based on the examiner reports at scheduled clinical visits.
As shown in Figure 32, there was little peri-incisional bruising on the day of surgery, and
maximum prevalence occurred on study Day 4. By the Day 8 examination, the bruises were
beginning to resolve, and at the Day 29 examination, almost all bruises had entirely resolved.
There was no difference in the rate of onset and resolution between the treatment groups. The
PERSIST trial was the first SABER-Bupivacaine study to specifically examine and record the
presence of bruising as a pre-specified finding rather than an adverse event based on the
investigator’s judgment. The 70%-71% incidence of bruising seen in the saline placebo and
bupivacaine HCl control groups shows that peri-incisional bruising is a common finding after
surgery and is not unique to SABER-Bupivacaine exposure, although the size of bruises was larger
among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects than control subjects. In PERSIST, all of the bruises
resolved without sequelae and in no case was any specific treatment required. There was no
confusion of bruising with cellulitis, and no bruises were treated with antibiotics or surgical
procedures.
Table 106. Incidence of peri-incisional bruising in the PERSIST Trial
Part 1

Visible bruising, n
(%)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

Saline
Placebo
(N=47)

41 (91.1%)

33 (70.2%)

Part 2
SABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)
(N=148)

Combined
Parts 1 & 2
SABERBupivacaine
(N=193)

142 (95.9%)

183 (94.8%)

Risk ratio [1]

105 (70.9%)

1.336

95% CI

1.199, 1.489

[1] Combined Parts 1 & 2 SABER-Bupivacaine vs bupivacaine HCl
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Table 107. Peri-incisional bruising, Pooled Group A
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)

Preferred Term
Peri-Incisional Bruising

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)
Number (%)
Number
of Subjects [1]
of Events
205 (63.9%)
284

Risk-ratio estimate
95% confidence
interval

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)
Number (%)
Number
of Subjects [1]
of Events
121 (50.0%)
173
0.665
0.586, 0.755

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only),
and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
[1] The stratified estimate of the risk ratio and the 95% confidence interval are generated by the Cochran-MantelHaenszel test stratified by study, comparing the SABER-placebo and bupivacaine HCl groups to the SABERBupivacaine 5 mL treatment group.

Table 108 summarizes the rates of bruising for Pooled Group B. There was no statistically
significant difference between the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL dose and either of the two
comparators, SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL or SABER-placebo. Note that the markedly higher
rate of bruising in Group A than Group B was driven largely by the PERSIST (C803-028) trial in
Group A, in which investigators were asked to carefully examine the surgical site for evidence of
bruising at each of 4 to 5 follow-up visits.
Table 108. Peri-incisional bruising, Pooled Group B
Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
SABER-Bupivacaine
SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5-10 mL
2.5 mL
5 mL
(N=216)
(N=44)
(N=342)
Number
Number
Number
(%) of
Number of
(%) of
Number of
(%) of
Number of
Preferred Term
Subjects [1]
Events
Subjects [1]
Events
Subjects [1]
Events
Peri-Incisional Bruising 54 (25.0%)
74
9 (20.5%)
14
95 (27.8%)
126
Risk-ratio estimate
95% confidence
interval

0.928
0.735,
1.172

0.961
0.431,
2.142

Note: Pooled Group B consists of subjects from trials 005-0002, 005-0006, 005-0010, 006-0006, 803-017,
and 803-025 (Cohort 3 only), excluding subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5 mL.
[1] The stratified estimate of the risk ratio and the 95% confidence interval are generated by the CochranMantel-Haenszel test stratified by study, comparing the SABER-placebo and SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5
mL groups to the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL treatment group.
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3.2.4.2. Proposed causation
3.2.4.2.1.

Physiological Mechanism

Discoloration is due to the extravasation of a small amount of blood from the surgical incision
that then slowly spreads through the loose subcutaneous tissue to form a peri-incisional bruise.
The onset is usually between 12-24 hours after surgery and the initial appearance is a dark
reddish color that gradually changes to a typical brownish bruise over the next few days. The
evolution of color changes is consistent with the typical degradation of extravasated red cells into
hemoglobin (red-blue) then to biliverdin (green) and then to bilirubin (yellow) and hemosiderin
(golden-brown). The time to resolution is between 2-4 weeks and there is no effect on wound
healing or other sequelae. The amount of blood that seeps into the subcutaneous tissue is
minimal and there is no indication of a reduced hematocrit as a consequence of discoloration. As
an example, a 10 cc volume of blood could form a 10 x 10 cm area of subcutaneous blood 1 mm
thick, which would be clearly visible as a subcutaneous ecchymosis or bruise.
This mechanism of bruise formation was described in a March, 2011 letter by Prof. Afif Hadj,
who was an early clinical investigator in SABER-Bupivacaine trials and was a member of the
steering committee for the C803-025 (BESST) trial.
Postoperative peri-incisional diffuse skin discoloration is common. Blood seeps into the
surrounding subcutaneous tissues as a thin layer and in the abdominal wall this
happens easily because the subcutaneous adipose tissue is very loose and the blood
travels easily through it causing bruising evidenced by a discolored skin. A
Discoloration does not blanch on pressure, however, if continuous pressure is applied
(like in case of a firm dressing over the incision), this pressure “squeezes” the blood
away from the “pressured” area and discoloration is then less obvious.
3.2.4.2.2.

Pharmacological Mechanism

Table 109 summarizes the pharmacological properties of the three components of
SABER-Bupivacaine that have a bearing on the mechanism of discoloration.
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Table 109. Summary of pharmacological effects of the SABER Formulation
Formulation
Component

Concentration
in Formulation

Tissue
Residence Time

Benzyl alcohol

22%

12 hours

Vasodilation, inhibition of platelet
aggregation, hemolysis

Bupivacaine base

12%

3-4 days

Vasodilation, weak inhibition of
coagulation and platelet aggregation

Sucrose acetate
isobutyrate (SAIB)

66%

≥10 Weeks

No known pharmacological effects

Pertinent Pharmacology

Sources for benzyl alcohol: Macht, 1918; Raposio, 1999; Zweifler, 1969; Borg, 1985; Ogiso, 1983;
Ohmiya, 1978.
Sources for bupivacaine: Newton, 2005; Kopacz, 1989; Cederholm, 1991; Tobias, 1999.
Sources for SAIB: Chiang, 1998; Blair, 1998; Procter, 1998.

The transient pharmacological effects of benzyl alcohol can promote an increase in the
extravasation of subcutaneous blood from small blood vessels in the wound by virtue of
vasodilation and inhibition of primary hemostasis. The effect is self-limited due to the rapid
clearance of benzyl alcohol within 12 hours (Figure 33) and this coincides with the time to onset
of discoloration. It is likely that bupivacaine also contributes to the seepage of peri-incisional
blood by virtue of its vasodilation and weak inhibition of hemostasis. It is unlikely that SAIB
plays any role in the initiation or evolution of discoloration because of the lack of
pharmacological effects and its residence time in the wound long after the bruising has resolved.
It is known that benzyl alcohol in high concentrations (10 mg/mL) can hemolyze red blood cells,
and it is possible that some of the subcutaneous discoloration is due to free hemoglobin which
may spread through the subcutaneous adipose tissue.
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Figure 33. Plasma PK of benzyl alcohol after SABER-Bupivacaine instillation in the
surgical incision

3.2.4.2.3.

Risk Factors for Discoloration

The most important risk factor for discoloration was the type of surgery, as summarized in
Table 110. There was <1% incidence of discoloration with shoulder surgery, whereas hernia
surgery had a 10%-14% incidence, with little difference between the SABER-Bupivacaine,
SABER-placebo, and bupivacaine HCl groups. Abdominal surgery had the highest incidence of
discoloration, with an excess in the two SABER groups compared with bupivacaine HCl.
Table 110. Relationship of discoloration to surgery type
SABER-Bupivacaine
Subgroup

SABER-Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

N

Incidence

N

Incidence

N

Incidence

All

520

32%

268

24%

124

10%

Orthopedic surgery

152

<1%

89

0%

29

0%

Hernia surgery

105

14%

67

10%

30

10%

Abdominal surgery

263

56%

112

51%

65

15%

Increasing age and decreasing incision length were independent risk factors for discoloration.
The likelihood of discoloration increased with age, whereas it decreased with increasing incision
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length, possibly because of decreased concentration of study drug. The use of antithrombotics
such as unfractionated heparin or low molecular weight heparin for the postoperative prevention
of venous thromboembolic events may also have contributed to the oozing of blood at the
incision, especially after major abdominal surgery, where 80% of the patients were treated with
antithrombotics for DVT prophylaxis. Gender, race, and BMI did not appear to be significant
risk factors for discoloration.
3.2.4.2.4.

Biopsy results

Study C803-027 was done to investigate the histology of the skin over areas of application site
discoloration. Patients undergoing colectomy, either open or laparoscopically assisted were
treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL. At the time of maximal discoloration, usually on
postoperative day 1 or 2, a punch biopsy was taken from the site of maximal skin discoloration.
The biopsy samples were fixed, stained, and examined by an experienced dermatopathologist.
The overall summary of the dermatopathologist’s findings were as follows:
The administration of the study agent did not result in any significant changes in
skin that could be detected by thorough pathologic evaluation. The minor
changes listed above are most consistent with changes expected in skin adjacent
to a recent surgical wound. No infection was detected, and no vascular
alterations detected that could have been caused by the agent.
There were relatively few intact red blood cells in the biopsy samples, suggesting that perhaps
some of the red cells had hemolyzed.
3.2.4.3. Discussion and conclusion
Absence of meaningful safety implications
Bruising itself requires no particular treatment, although pressure dressings have been shown to
ameliorate the effect; therefore, it may be considered largely a cosmetic issue.
It is well known from clinical experience with minor traumatic bruises that compression and cold
packs can minimize the extent of bruising. It is common practice in surgeries known to have a
high incidence of postoperative bruising (e.g., vein stripping surgery) to apply compression
bandages to the wound to minimize blood extravasation and subsequent bruising (Shouler,
1989). Another option is to apply cold packs to the incision in the immediate postoperative
period to minimize cutaneous vasodilation as is commonly done after facial plastic surgery.
Several investigators in studies of SABER-Bupivacaine have used compression dressings or cold
packs to reduce the extent of postoperative bruising.
The photographs from a patient in the C803-027 trial (Figure 34) illustrate the effect of a
pressure dressing applied over the incision. There was an obvious reduction in discoloration after
the dressing was removed.
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4.

Furthermore, as substantiated by the results of cohort 2, the patients had no
increase in pain. Rather, the patients of cohort 2 demonstrated a statistically
significant reduction in pain compared to standard bupivacaine infiltration.
When does the color change occur? In the patients treated with POSIMIR
the color change occurred very consistently by the morning of postoperative day 1. In my experience, cellulitis from a wound infection never
occurs by post op day 1. Rather, it takes anywhere from 2-7 days to manifest
as erythema.

In summary, the discoloration displayed by wounds infiltrated with POSIMIR
could in no way be mistaken for a wound infection by a trained eye. As a
surgeon, the minute I suspect a wound infection I will open and allow a wound to
drain or begin patients on additional antibiotics. It was so clear to me that these
slight discolorations associated with POSIMIR did not represent infectious
processes that I never contemplated opening or draining any POSIMIR patients’
wounds or using additional antibiotic therapy. In my experience with the drug, I
found it to be as benign as infiltration with standard local anesthetic agents.
As this letter makes clear, differentiating the early reddish phase of peri-incisional skin
discoloration from a wound infection requiring medical attention should not be difficult for
surgeons, particularly since bruises are encountered on a regular basis in surgical practice.
Surgeons also did not complain of difficulty differentiating superficial skin discoloration from
true wound hematomas. A wound hematoma is defined as a collection of blood and clot in the
surgical wound. It is almost always caused by imperfect hemostasis, and the risk is higher in
patients being treated with antithrombotic agents such as low molecular weight heparin for the
prophylaxis of DVT. Wound hematomas produce elevation and discoloration of the wound
edges, with swelling and discomfort. Treatment consists of evacuation of the clot, achievement
of hemostasis as needed, and reclosure of the wound (Doherty, 2015). Only 1 out of 5 wound
hematomas were significant enough to require surgical evacuation in the SABER-Bupivacaine
trial experience (combined Groups A and B), and the rate was not imbalanced between treatment
groups, which suggests that surgeons did not mistake peri-incisional bruising for more serious
wound hematomas. Likewise, there were no reports from surgeons that severe bruising had
masked cases of incisional hematoma that went on to require surgical intervention.
Resolution without sequelae
Peri-incisional bruising is a common postoperative finding after surgery. The SABER
formulation is associated with more frequent and greater extent of bruising than non-SABER
controls, and physiological and pharmacological mechanisms have been proposed to explain this
effect. The peri-incisional bruises associated with SABER-Bupivacaine-treated incisions in
clinical trials have resolved at the same rate as bruises associated with the non-SABER controls
saline placebo and bupivacaine HCl. Surgical wounds showing evidence of bruising healed
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normally and without sequelae, and histological examination revealed no concerning pathology.
Because of its physical characteristics, bruising can be readily distinguished from the more
serious complications of infection and hematoma.
3.2.5. Hematoma
The following definition of wound hematoma from the PERSIST study protocol was used to
classify all hematomas reported in the ISS safety population:
A wound hematoma is a collection of blood and clot in the wound that may produce elevation
and discoloration of the wound edges, discomfort, and swelling. Blood may leak through skin
sutures. Treatments may include percutaneous drainage or opening the wound for evacuation of
the hematoma.
It is almost always caused by imperfect hemostasis. A peri-incisional bruise should not be
termed a hematoma.
Any reported wound hematoma meeting the above definition was coded in this ISS as an
“incision site hematoma,” including those that had the appropriate characteristics but did not
require surgical intervention. A reported wound hematoma that did not meet this definition (for
example, the term “subcutaneous hematoma” that was used by many European investigators to
mean “bruise”) was re-coded as “post-procedural contusion” to more accurately reflect its true
nature.
3.2.5.1. Incidence
Table 111 summarizes the incidence of hematomas for Group A (bupivacaine HCl-controlled
trials). Although there was a higher incidence of incision site hematomas among subjects treated
with SABER-Bupivacaine (3.4%) than among subjects treated with bupivacaine HCl (1.2%),
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
only two subjects (
and
) required drainage of their
hematomas and both were in the bupivacaine HCl treatment group. Based on the investigator
performed surgical site exams, all incisions associated with hematomas healed normally (ISS
ADCE dataset).
Table 111. Incidence of incision site hematomas in ISS Group A
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)

Preferred Term
Incision site haematoma

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
(N=321)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
11 (3.4%)

13

Bupivacaine HCl 50-150 mg
(N=242)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
3 (1.2%)

4

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only),
and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
P-value = 0.1102 (Fisher’s exact test) between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl
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Table 112 summarizes the incidence of incision site hematomas in ISS Group B (SABERplacebo controlled trials). Also included are 2 cases of “post-procedural hematoma,” a term that
was not remapped. Most of the incision site hematomas were reported after hernia surgery
(CLIN-803-006-0006) or laparoscopically-assisted colectomy (C802-025, Cohort 3). A total of
six incision site hematomas in Group B (3 SABER-placebo subjects and 3 SABER-Bupivacaine
subjects) were treated with surgical drainage; all were from C803-025, Cohort 3. Among incision
site hematomas as a whole (both drained and not drained) all but 2 were reported as having
healed normally within 1-2 weeks. Two patients were listed as “resolving” at the 14-day end-of(b) (6)
study examinations, but no record of complete healing was subsequently entered. Patient
(SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL) had coexisting dehiscence which may have slowed
(b) (6)
healing. Patient
(SABER-Bupivacaine, 2.5 mL) discontinued the trial on Day
1 for a protocol violation (administration of non-allowed analgesic medications), was seen again
on Day 14 for an end-of-study visit, and did not appear for the 3- or 6-month follow-up
examinations.
Table 112. Incidence of Incision Site Hematomas in ISS Group B

Preferred Term
Incision-site haematoma
Post-procedural
haematoma

Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
SABER-Bupivacaine SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5-10 mL
2.5 mL
5 mL
(N=216)
(N=44)
(N=342)
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
(%) of
(%) of
(%) of
of Events
of Events
of Events
Subjects
Subjects
Subjects
6 (2.8%)
6
1 (2.3%)
1
11 (3.2%)
14
0

0

2 (4.5%)

2

0

0

Note: Pooled Group B consists of subjects from trials 005-0002, 005-0006, 005-0010, 006-0006,
803-017, and 803-025 (Cohort 3 only), excluding subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5
mL.
P-value = 1.000 (Fisher’s exact test) between SABER-Bupivacaine and SABER-placebo

3.2.5.2. SAE Reports of Hematoma
There were 3 SAE reports of hematoma in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical program, none of
(b) (6)
which were particularly informative with regard to the overall safety picture. Patient
in
study C803-025, Cohort 3 (laparoscopically-assisted colectomy), who was treated with SABERplacebo, had an intra-abdominal abscess and seroma that were drained and treated with
antibiotics. The SAE report also included the notation “abdominal hematoma at incision site,”
which was a reference to skin discoloration (bruising) rather than blood or clot in the wound. The
discoloration was considered by the investigator to be mild and possibly related to study drug,
(b) (6)
while the other, more serious complications were considered severe and unrelated. Patient
in
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study 004-0001 (inguinal hernia repair), who was treated with a mix of SABER-Bupivacaine and
infiltrated bupivacaine HCl, was diagnosed with an incision-site hematoma on Day 14 that was
treated with antibiotics (cefazolin) and not drained. It was considered unrelated to study drug and
(b) (6)
recorded as resolved 19 days later. Patient
in study CLIN-803-006-0006, who was treated
with SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL, had a scrotal hematoma beginning on Day 8 that was judged
unrelated to study drug. It was reported as resolving at Day 30 and fully resolved at Day 60. A
scrotal hematoma is a common complication of inguinal hernia repair (Chen, 2017; Shah, 2008;
Chowbey, 2006).
Treated vs untreated
Table 113 summarizes the patients with incision site hematomas that were surgically drained.
The requirement for hematoma drainage was relatively uncommon, as only 8 of 40 incision site
hematomas (Group A + Group B events) were drained. The drainage procedures were either
percutaneous aspiration or opening of the incision for evacuation of the clot. There was no
mention of the need for taking the patients to the operating room for these relatively simple
office procedures. There were no important imbalances between treatment groups, although
the incidence was slightly higher for the bupivacaine HCl group (0.83%) than for both the
SABER-Bupivacaine group (0.45%) and the group of all subjects exposed to the SABER
formulation (0.64%). Eighty percent of all incision site hematomas resolved without any
treatment. The overall incidence of incision site hematomas among SABER-treated patients was
well within the expected incidence from the surgical literature. Based on these findings, incision
site hematoma does not appear to be a safety signal associated with SABER-Bupivacaine
treatment.
Table 113. Patients with hematomas requiring surgical drainage (ISS Groups A+B)

Study Treatment
Bupivacaine HCl 50 mg - 150 mg
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
SABER-placebo 5 mL
SABER formulation (active or
placebo)

Number of
Patients
with
Drained
Hematoma
2
3

Number of
Patients in
Treatment
Group
242
663

% Incidence
0.83%
0.45%

3

268

1.12%

6

931

0.64%

3.2.5.3. Literature review hematoma
Table 114 summarizes the published incidences of incision site hematoma for a variety of
surgical procedures. The incidence of wound hematomas reported in the surgical literature
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ranges from 2.4% to 10%. The incidence of incision site hematoma in the SABER-Bupivacaine
studies, which ranged from 0% to 3.4% in Group A and 2.8% to 6.8% in Group B, was well
within the published rates for similar surgical incisions, and the incidence of incision site
hematomas requiring drainage, at 0.45% to 1.12%, was far lower.
Table 114. Published wound hematoma rates
Surgical Procedure
Laparoscopic
cholecystectomy
Laparoscopic
cholecystectomy
Abdominal surgery
Laparoscopic inguinal hernia
repair
Cesarean section
Open inguinal hernia repair
Open inguinal hernia repair
Reduction mammoplasty

Reported Rate of
Wound Hematoma
2.9%

Reference
Pan et al, 2013

3.7% - 6.0%

Cheng et al, 2013

4.4% - 7.7%

Kakkar et al, 1997

5.1%
4.7% - 6.9%
5% - 10%
2.4%
5%

Panton and Panton, 1994
Nuthalapaty et al, 2013
Stucky et al, 2015
Zhang et al, 2013
Carpelan et al, 2014

3.2.5.4. Discussion and conclusion hematoma
The MedDRA mapping of adverse events for the ISS has been completely reviewed, and reports
of “hematoma” were mapped to preferred terms consistent with the physical characteristics of
the events reported. Reports of “hematoma” that more properly described peri-incisional bruising
have been differentiated from incision site hematomas that fit a standardized description
developed for study C803-028. Additionally, the ISS treatment groups have been separated into
bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials (Group A) and SABER-placebo-controlled trials (Group B).
There were no meaningful imbalances in the incidence of incision site hematomas between the
treatment groups in either Group A or Group B. Although more hematomas were reported
among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients than bupivacaine HCl-treated patients in Group A,
only 2 of the 14 subjects with hematomas required intervention, and both of these were in the
bupivacaine HCl group. For Groups A and B combined, 80% of reported hematomas did not
require treatment. A total of 8 hematomas were treated with drainage on an outpatient basis, and
the incidence of these clinically important hematomas was not imbalanced between the
bupivacaine HCl and SABER-Bupivacaine treatment groups. The overall incidence of incision
site hematomas among SABER-treated patients was well within the expected incidence from the
surgical literature. Based on these findings, incision site hematoma does not appear to be a safety
signal associated with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
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3.2.6. Pruritus
3.2.6.1. Incidence
The CRL included pruritus among its comments on wound healing complications of concern as
part of the following statement: “The risk of bruising, hematoma, pruritus, and dehiscence
occurred following administration of SABER-containing products (SABER-Bupivacaine and
SABER-placebo) substantially more often than following administration of bupivacaine HCl.”
This statement refers to an apparent imbalance in several AEs that resulted from the mixing of
spontaneously-reported events collected in bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials with solicited
events collected in SABER-placebo controlled trials. The apparent imbalance in reports of
pruritus was, in fact, artifactual and could have been avoided by a more careful presentation of
the data. For that reason, the ISS has carefully separated AEs into those that were solicited via
questionnaire on a paper or electronic diary (LogPad) and those that were spontaneously reported
without specific prompting.
Although pruritus at the incision site is not usually considered a wound complication, it is
discussed here to provide a complete response to the CRL issues.
Review of the ISS ADAE dataset shows that over 90% of occurrences of pruritus reported as
TEAEs were not related specifically to the incision but instead specified no particular anatomical
site or an anatomical site that was distant from the surgical site. Any AE reports of pruritus
localized to or associated directly with an incision were coded as “incision site pruritus.”
Table 115 summarizes the incidence of incision site pruritus for ISS Group A (Bupivacaine
HCL-controlled trials). As the table shows, the incidence of incision site pruritus was higher in
the bupivacaine HCl treatment group than the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group. Thus, for
pruritus localized to the site of study drug administration, there was no evidence that
SABER-Bupivacaine (or SABER-placebo) produced an excess of pruritus compared with
standard bupivacaine HCl.
Table 115. Incidence of incision site pruritus in ISS Group A
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)

Preferred Term
Incision site pruritus

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
(N=321)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
4 (1.2%)

4

Bupivacaine HCl 50-150 mg
(N=242)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
8 (3.3%)

8

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2
only), and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
P-value = 0.3862 (Fisher’s exact test) between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl
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Incidence of Pruritus as a Solicited AE
The symptom of itching was included in most of the solicited AE diaries. The diaries simply
asked the patients whether any itching was experienced, with no reference to a particular
anatomical location. Table 116 summarizes the incidence of nonspecific pruritus reported as a
solicited AE. The incidence of solicited pruritus was somewhat higher in the bupivacaine HCl
treatment group than the SABER-Bupivacaine group. Thus, for nonspecific pruritus solicited by
patient questionnaire, there was no evidence that SABER-Bupivacaine (or SABER-placebo)
produced an excess of pruritus compared with standard bupivacaine HCl.
Table 116. Incidence of nonspecific pruritus solicited as an AE (ISS Group A)
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)

Solicited
Preferred Term
Pruritus

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
(N=321)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
31 (9.7%)

33

Bupivacaine HCl 50-150 mg
(N=242)
Number (%) of
Subjects
Number of Events
27 (11.2%)

27

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only), and
803-028 (Part 2 only).

Incidence of Spontaneously-Reported Pruritus
Finally, Table 117 summarizes the incidence of pruritus spontaneously reported as an AE in
bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials. Reports that mapped to the preferred term “pruritus” or
“pruritus generalised” are shown. Once again, pruritus was spontaneously reported more often by
subjects administered bupivacaine HCl than by those administered SABER-Bupivacaine. For
spontaneously-reported instances of pruritus, there was no evidence that SABER-Bupivacaine
(or SABER-placebo) produced an excess of pruritus compared with standard bupivacaine HCl.
Table 117. Incidence of pruritus as a spontaneous AE (ISS Group A)
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine5 mL
(N=321)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term
Skin and subcutaneous
tissue disorders

Bupivacaine HCl50 -150 mg
(N=242)

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

28 (8.7%)

30

22 (9.1%)

26

Pruritus

6 (1.9%)

6

9 (3.7%)

9

Pruritus generalised

5 (1.6%)

5

2 (0.8%)

2

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only),
and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
[1] At each level of summation (overall, system organ class, preferred term), subjects reporting more than one
adverse event are counted only once.
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3.2.6.2. Discussion and conclusion
Pruritus is a common perioperative symptom. For example, it is often reported after the infusion
of intravenous opioids given for postoperative pain control, with an incidence ranging from 10%
to 50% (Ganesh, 2007). However, there is no evidence to suggest that the administration of
either bupivacaine (Reich, 2009) or SABER-Bupivacaine causes increased pruritus. Histological
examination of cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues adjacent to the SABER-Bupivacaine depot in
C803-027 did not reveal the presence of mast cells, eosinophils, or other indicators of a
hypersensitivity reaction that could cause pruritus. As noted in both the original NDA
submission and the EOR Meeting Package, the pruritus imbalance cited in the CRL was, in fact,
an artifact of data collection and presentation that has been corrected in the current ISS by more
careful attention to data handling. In the previous ISS, solicited reports of pruritus, which were
derived from SABER-placebo-controlled studies and spontaneous reports of pruritus, which
were derived from bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies, were combined for analysis. Since
solicited pruritus events far exceeded spontaneous events, it appeared that SABER-Bupivacaine
was associated with more pruritus than bupivacaine HCl. With the current separation of adverse
events into those solicited on patient diaries and those that were spontaneously reported, there is
no evidence of an excess of pruritus reports among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients
compared with bupivacaine HCl-treated controls.
3.2.7. Wound Dehiscence
3.2.7.1. Incidence
The CRL stated that the incidence of wound dehiscence (n=25) was greater in SABER-treated
patients than those treated with bupivacaine HCl. This was an accurate observation, as all
reported cases of wound dehiscence had occurred in patients treated with either
SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-placebo; but it does not take into account the fact that the
subject’s treated with immediate release bupivacaine in the Sponsor’s studies represent a
significantly different risk cohort than those receiving SABER-Bupivacaine. As was noted by
FDA, only 124 patients had been treated with bupivacaine HCl as opposed to 611 treated with
SABER-Bupivacaine (2.5 mL and 5 mL doses), which also reduced the reliability of the
comparison. In addition, because the numbers were small, there was confounding between the
treatment groups, surgical procedures, and surgical populations. Almost all of the dehiscence
cases were seen in association with long abdominal incisions, and over half of cases (13 of 25)
derived from Cohort 3 (laparoscopically-assisted colectomy) of the BESST (C803-025) trial.
Patients in Cohort 3 were at higher risk for dehiscence based both on the surgical procedure and
on population-based risk factors such as older age, obesity, diabetes, and the presence of
malignancy. Since there was no bupivacaine HCl arm in Cohort 3, patients developing wound
dehiscence had been administered either SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-placebo, ensuring that
dehiscence rates among SABER-treated subjects would be relatively elevated. With new
dehiscence data from the PERSIST (C803-028) trial added to the safety database, the number of
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evaluable bupivacaine HCl-treated subjects has now been more than doubled, permitting a more
robust, less confounded comparison with SABER-Bupivacaine.
Also, important to note is that of the 25 dehiscence cases reported in the original ISS, 22 were
characterized by small separations of the superficial cutaneous sutures (superficial dehiscence),
and only 2 cases involved separation of the deeper fascial layer (fascial dehiscence). The two
cases of fascial dehiscence were serious adverse events that required surgical repair, and detailed
(b) (6)
narratives for these cases (laparotomy patient
and laparoscopically-assisted
(b) (6)
colectomy patient
) are provided in Appendix 4. In both of these cases, there
were multiple pre-disposing risk factors for dehiscence. A third serious case (laparotomy patient
(b) (6)
) did not involve fascial dehiscence but did involve a complete separation of
the superficial cutaneous layer.
3.2.7.2. Incidence of Wound Dehiscence in the PERSIST (C803-028) Trial
Among other investigational objectives, the PERSIST trial (C803-028) was designed and
conducted to investigate the wound healing concerns mentioned in the CRL. Each of the surgical
incisions was evaluated over time by medically qualified examiners blinded to study treatment.
The PERSIST study protocol pre-specified definitions for superficial and fascial dehiscence,
which have also been applied to the dehiscence cases analyzed in pooled Group A and Group B
of the ISS:
Superficial dehiscence: separation of only the cutaneous suture closure. Dehiscence may range
from a small partial separation to complete separation of the entire cutaneous suture line. The
separation may be treated by re-suturing or allowed to heal by secondary intention.
Fascial dehiscence: Separation of the fascial suture closure, with or without concomitant
separation of the cutaneous layer. The dehiscence may be complicated by extrusion of abdominal
viscera. Fascial dehiscence generally requires operative repair.
The incisions were examined for any evidence of wound separation or dehiscence at follow-up
clinic visits on study Days 4, 8, 15, and 29, and (for patients enrolled after Amendment 5) Day 60.
Any findings of dehiscence were documented in detail on the relevant eCRF. The relatively short
incisions in laparoscopic cholecystectomy (3.6 cm median combined incision length) resulted in
high local exposure to SABER-Bupivacaine (5 mL/3.6 cm or 1.39 mL/cm). By contrast, the
midline laparotomy incisions in Cohort 1 of the BESST trial (C803-025) had a median length of
20.0 cm, yielding a linear concentration of 5 mL/20 cm or 0.25 mL/cm, or about 5.6 times lower
than that of PERSIST. Thus, the PERSIST trial was a sensitive test of whether intra-incisional
SABER-Bupivacaine interferes with normal healing of the surgical incision. Another unique
aspect of PERSIST was that there were equal numbers of patients randomized to SABERBupivacaine and the non-SABER controls (saline placebo and bupivacaine HCl). All the other
bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials randomized a greater number of subjects to SABERBupivacaine than to bupivacaine HCl, which resulted in many more SABER-treated patients at
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risk for dehiscence than bupivacaine-treated patients. Published superficial dehiscence rates for
laparoscopic cholecystectomy have been reported at 5.1%-9.1% (Na, 2015) and 20% (Neri,
2008), sufficient to allow comparison between SABER-Bupivacaine and non-SABER controls in
this trial of nearly 400 subjects.
Table 118 summarizes the incidence of wound dehiscence in the PERSIST trial. There was no
wound dehiscence reported in Part 1 of the trial. A total of 5 subjects with superficial dehiscence
was reported in Part 2 of the trial: 2 subjects in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group (1.4%)
and 3 subjects in the bupivacaine HCl treatment group (2.0%). There were no reports of fascial
dehiscence. In each case, there was only a 1 mm to 2 mm separation of the wound edges. Most
dehiscences involved the umbilical or epigastric incisions, and the day of appearance was study
Day 4 or 8. All cases were mild; no treatment was required; and all resolved within about
1 week. None of the cases was associated with infection, hematoma, or bleeding. Thus, despite
the high concentration of SABER-Bupivacaine in the surgical incisions in this study, there was
no greater rate of dehiscence for subjects exposed to intra-incisional SABER-Bupivacaine than
for those exposed to the non-SABER controls.
Table 118. Incidence of wound dehiscence in the PERSIST Trial (Safety Population)
Part 1
Pre-Specified
Surgical Site
Complication
Dehiscence, n (%)
Superficial
Fascial

SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

Saline
Placebo
(N=47)

0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)

Part 2
SABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)
(N=148)
2 (1.4%)
0 (0.0%)

3 (2.0%)
0 (0.0%)

3.2.7.3. Incidence of Dehiscence in ISS Group A
The incidence of wound dehiscence in ISS Group A (bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials) is
summarized in Table 119. In addition to the 5 PERSIST patients discussed above, there were 6
additional patients, all in the SABER-Bupivacaine group, for whom wound dehiscence was
reported: 3 from the laparotomy Cohort 1 in the BESST trial, 1 from the laparoscopic
cholecystectomy Cohort 2 in the BESST trial, 1 from the BU-001 hysterectomy trial, and 1 from
the BU-002 arthroscopic shoulder trial. The difference in the incidence of dehiscence between
the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group (2.5%) and the bupivacaine HCl treatment group
(1.2%) was not statistically significant (p=0.3661, Fisher’s exact test).
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Table 119. Incidence of wound dehiscence in ISS Group A

Preferred Term
Wound dehiscence

Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
Bupivacaine HCl
5 mL
50-150 mg
(N=321)
(N=242)
Number (%) of
Number of
Number (%) of
Number of
Subjects
Events
Subjects
Events
8 (2.5%)

8

3 (1.2%)

3

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025
(Cohorts 1 and 2 only), and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
P-value = 0.3661 (Fisher’s exact test) between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl
Of the 11 dehiscence cases in Group A, nine consisted of mild superficial cutaneous wound
separation and required no surgical treatment. Two cases, however, were serious and required
treatment.
(b) (6)

Laparotomy patient
experienced a fascial dehiscence on postoperative day 5 in
association with abdominal strain due to coughing and vomiting. The fascial dehiscence was
surgically repaired on postoperative day 9. This patient had many risk factors for fascial
dehiscence, including intra-abdominal infection, abdominal straining due to cough and vomiting,
anemia, elevated glucose, smoking, a long 25 cm midline incision, a colostomy, and a long,
complicated operation. The investigator regarded the dehiscence as unlikely to be related to
SABER-Bupivacaine administration.
(b) (6)

Laparotomy patient
underwent subtotal colectomy, distal pancreatectomy, and
splenectomy for colon carcinoma. On postoperative day 26, the patient experienced complete
superficial dehiscence of his midline incision after he had returned to strenuous work as a farmer.
The dehiscence was treated in the operating room with debridement and a vacuum dressing. Risk
factors for dehiscence in this patient included malignancy, strenuous activity, complex surgery,
pancreatic resection, and a postoperative pancreatic fistula which may have delayed and
weakened the wound healing. The investigator considered this severe superficial dehiscence as
unrelated to SABER-Bupivacaine treatment.
All but one of the 13 cases of dehiscence in Group B were mild-to-moderate superficial
(b) (6)
dehiscence that required no treatment or were treated with local wound care. Patient (
) experienced fascial dehiscence on study day 8, three days after he was discharged from
the hospital after a complication-free colectomy for colon cancer. He required operative repair of
the fascial dehiscence. This patient had several risk factors for dehiscence, including malignancy,
diabetes, and obesity (BMI of 32). The surgeon thought that the absorbable fascial suture had
actually broken and that the test drug was an unlikely cause of the dehiscence. There is good
evidence that SABER-Bupivacaine does not weaken absorbable suture materials.
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3.2.7.4. Treated vs untreated dehiscence
Among all 25 cases of dehiscence in ISS pooled groups A and B, only 3 required operative
intervention, 2 of them involving the fascial layer and 1 involving the cutaneous layer. The
patients in all 3 of these cases had numerous predisposing risk factors for dehiscence, and the
investigators did not find SABER-Bupivacaine to be a causal factor. The remaining cases of
dehiscence were superficial (cutaneous sutures only) and did not require treatment or were
treated with local wound care. There is no inherent property of the SABER-formulation that
would increase the risk of dehiscence compared with non-SABER controls. The PERSIST trial
was a sensitive test of whether intra-incisional SABER-Bupivacaine interferes with normal
healing of the surgical incision, since the tissue margins and suture materials were exposed to
high concentrations of the 3 components of the SABER-bupivacaine formulation. The incidence
of wound dehiscence in the PERSIST trial was low, with no imbalance between SABERBupivacaine and the Bupivacaine HCl control group. In conclusion, there is no nonclinical or
clinical evidence to suggest that the SABER-formulation increases the risk of wound dehiscence.
3.2.7.5. In vitro and in vivo studies: no effect on sutures
Non-clinical Studies Pertinent to Dehiscence
A number of non-clinical studies have a direct bearing on the issue of the SABER-formulation as
a possible risk factor for wound dehiscence. A series of in vitro studies (ED-06-0007; ED 060008; ED 06-0013) determined the effect of exposing commonly used suture and surgical mesh
products to a solution of SABER-Bupivacaine for 24 hours at 37° C. The tensile strength of the
SABER-Bupivacaine exposed sutures was compared to controls exposed to phosphate buffered
saline. The suture materials studied, included all commonly used non-absorbable and absorbable
suture materials. All suture materials were compatible with the SABER-Bupivacaine solution
and there was no reduction in tensile strength for any suture material compared to the phosphate
buffered saline control. Thus, the dehiscence observed in SABER-Bupivacaine clinical trials was
not due to weakening of the sutures by the SABER-formulation.
The effect of SABER-Bupivacaine on wound healing was studied in rats (DUR2) and in
minipigs (Study 60111). In study DUR2, rats were anesthetized and 2.5 cm full-thickness linear
surgical incisions were made on each side of their backs. SABER-Bupivacaine (0.125 mL=50
mg bupivacaine/kg) or SABER-placebo (0.125 mL) was instilled directly into the surgical
wounds and the incisions were closed with sutures. The human equivalent dose is 564 mg
bupivacaine for a 70 kg person or about 4.3 mL of SABER-Bupivacaine solution. The wounds
were allowed to heal for a period of 7 days. The control incisions were untreated and sutured
identically to the treated incisions. On Day 7, the wound strength of the incisions was determined
in vivo using a vacuum device (BTC-2000 TM) to apply negative pressure until wound disruption.
Compared to the untreated incisions, there was no difference in the wound strength of the
SABER-treated incisions.
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the investigators did not find SABER-Bupivacaine to be a causal factor. The remaining cases of
dehiscence were superficial (cutaneous sutures only) and did not require treatment or were
treated with local wound care. The nonclinical studies indicate that there is no inherent property
of the SABER-formulation that would increase the risk of dehiscence compared with nonSABER controls. The incidence of dehiscence in the SABER-Bupivacaine trials was well within
the range of similar surgeries published in the surgical literature, as summarized in Table 120
and Table 121. In conclusion, there is no nonclinical or clinical evidence to suggest that the
SABER-formulation increases the risk of wound dehiscence.
3.2.8. Conclusion: wound complications and healing
Wound healing data have been reviewed for a variety of surgical incisions, ranging from longer
Pfannenstiel hysterectomy incisions (median incision length 15 cm; range 9 cm to 20 cm) to
medium length inguinal hernia incisions (median incision length 6.5 cm; range 5 cm to 10 cm) to
minimal laparoscopic cholecystectomy incisions (median cumulative length 3.7 cm; range 1.7 cm
to 9.5 cm). The time to the final scheduled wound healing examination ranged from 29 days for
the PERSIST (C803-028) trial to 6 months for BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and CLIN-803-006-0006
to 18 months for C803-017e. Physical examination of the surgical incisions was done in all
studies, and MRI scans of the surgical sites were obtained in three studies (BU-001, BU-002, and
C803-017e). In all of the studies, investigators assessed the wounds as having healed normally,
and no differences were observed between wounds treated with SABER-Bupivacaine and those
treated with non-SABER controls (bupivacaine HCl or saline placebo). The wound healing data
from widely different surgical incisions and follow-up intervals consistently show that the
SABER formulation did not interfere with normal wound healing and did not cause any longterm adverse effects in surgical incisions treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
Peri-incisional bruising is a common postoperative finding. The SABER formulation has been
shown to be associated with a higher incidence and extent of bruising than non-SABER controls.
Physiological and pharmacological mechanisms have been proposed to explain this effect. The
peri-incisional bruising in SABER-Bupivacaine treated incisions resolved at the same rate as
incisions treated with non-SABER-controls (saline or bupivacaine HCl). Wounds with bruising
healed normally and without sequelae, and histological examination revealed no concerning
pathology. Because of its physical characteristics, bruising can be readily distinguished from the
more serious complications of infection and hematoma. Bruising itself requires no particular
treatment, although pressure dressings have been shown to ameliorate the effect; therefore, it
may be considered largely a cosmetic issue.
Incision-site hematoma was noted as an area of concern in the CRL because of an apparent
imbalance in frequency between the SABER-Bupivacaine group and the relatively small number
of bupivacaine HCl controls. The PERSIST (C803-028) study more than doubled the number of
evaluable bupivacaine HCl controls, thereby permitting a more accurate comparison. To allow
proper integration of the PERSIST data into the ISS dataset, the MedDRA mappings of adverse
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events for the ISS were carefully reviewed, and reports of “hematoma” were mapped to preferred
terms consistent with the physical characteristics of the events reported. Reports of “hematoma”
that more properly described peri-incisional bruising were differentiated from incision site
hematomas that fit a standardized description specified in the C803-028 protocol. Additionally,
the ISS pooled treatment groups were separated into bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials (Group A)
and SABER-placebo-controlled trials (Group B) to avoid confounding based on the uneven
distribution of treatment groups among studies.
There were no meaningful imbalances in the incidence of incision site hematomas between the
treatment groups SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl in Group A or SABER-Bupivacaine
and SABER-placebo in Group B. Although more hematomas were reported among SABERBupivacaine-treated patients than bupivacaine HCl-treated patients in Group A, only 2 of the 14
subjects with hematomas required intervention, and both of these were in the bupivacaine HCl
group. For Groups A and B combined, 80% of the 40 reported hematomas did not require
treatment. A total of 8 hematomas were treated with drainage on an outpatient basis, and the
incidence of these clinically important hematomas was similar between the bupivacaine HCl
(0.83%), SABER-Bupivacaine (0.45%), and combined SABER formulation (0.64%) treatment
groups. The overall incidence of incision site hematomas among SABER-treated patients was
well within the expected incidence from the surgical literature (2%-10%), and the incidence of
hematomas requiring surgical intervention was much lower. Based on these findings, incision
site hematoma does not appear to be a safety signal associated with SABER-Bupivacaine
treatment.
Pruritus is a common perioperative symptom—often reported, for example, after the infusion of
intravenous opioids given for postoperative pain control, with an incidence ranging from 10% to
50% (Ganesh, 2007). However, there is no evidence to suggest that the administration of either
bupivacaine (Reich, 2009) or SABER-Bupivacaine causes increased pruritus. Histological
examination of cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues adjacent to the SABER-Bupivacaine depot in
C803-027 did not reveal the presence of mast cells, eosinophils, or other indicators of a
hypersensitivity reaction that could cause pruritus. As noted in both the original NDA
submission and the EOR Meeting Package, the pruritus imbalance cited in the CRL was, in fact,
an artifact of data collection and presentation that has been corrected in the current ISS by more
careful attention to data handling. In the previous ISS, solicited reports of pruritus, which were
derived from SABER-placebo-controlled studies and spontaneous reports of pruritus, which
were derived from bupivacaine HCl-controlled studies, were combined for analysis. Since
solicited pruritus events far exceeded spontaneous events, it appeared that SABER-Bupivacaine
was associated with more pruritus than bupivacaine HCl. With the current separation of adverse
events into those solicited on patient diaries and those that were spontaneously reported, there is
no evidence of an excess of pruritus reports among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients
compared with bupivacaine HCl-treated controls.
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Wound dehiscence was carefully evaluated in the PERSIST trial, in which SABER-Bupivacaine
treated patients were compared with equal numbers of non-SABER (saline placebo and
bupivacaine HCl) control patients. Compared to the longer incisions studied in previous SABERBupivacaine trials, the relatively small incisions in laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgery
resulted in a much higher local exposure to test drug, providing a robust test of the effect of
SABER-Bupivacaine on wound healing and dehiscence. The incidence in the bupivacaine HCl
control group (2.0%) was slightly higher than the incidence in the SABER-Bupivacaine group
(1.4%) in Part 2 of the trial (N=296). No dehiscence was reported for either the saline placebo
group or the SABER-Bupivacaine group in Part 1 (N=92).
When all bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials were combined (ISS Group A), there was a small,
nonsignificant excess incidence in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (2.5%) compared with the
bupivacaine HCl group (1.2%), p=0.3661. Among all 25 cases of dehiscence, only 3 required
operative intervention, 2 of them involving the fascial layer and 1 involving the cutaneous layer.
The patients in all 3 of these cases had numerous predisposing risk factors for dehiscence, and
the investigators did not find SABER-Bupivacaine to be a causal factor. The remaining cases of
dehiscence were superficial (cutaneous sutures only) and did not require treatment or were
treated with local wound care. Nonclinical studies indicated that there is no inherent property of
the SABER-formulation that would increase the risk of dehiscence compared with non-SABER
controls. The incidence of dehiscence in the SABER trials was well within the incidence range of
similar surgeries published in the surgical literature. In conclusion, there is no nonclinical or
clinical evidence to suggest that the SABER-formulation increases the risk of wound dehiscence.
No clinically meaningful short- or long-term complications shown by clinical assessment,
MRI examination, and nonclinical studies
Wound healing data have been reviewed for a variety of surgical incisions, ranging from longer
Pfannenstiel hysterectomy incisions (median incision length 15 cm; range 9 cm to 20 cm) to
medium length inguinal hernia incisions (median incision length 6.5 cm; range 5 cm to 10 cm) to
minimal laparoscopic cholecystectomy incisions (median cumulative length 3.7 cm; range 1.7 cm
to 9.5 cm). Long-term examinations for normal wound healing ranged from 29 and 60 days for the
PERSIST trial to 6 months for BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and CLIN-803-006-0006 to 18 months
for C803-017e. Physical examination of the surgical incisions was done in all studies, and MRI
scans of the surgical sites were obtained in three studies (BU-001, BU-002, and C803-017e). In
all of the studies, investigators assessed the wounds as having healed normally, and no
differences were observed between wounds treated with SABER-Bupivacaine and those treated
with non-SABER controls (bupivacaine HCl or saline placebo). The wound healing data from
widely different surgical incisions and follow-up intervals consistently showed that the SABER
formulation did not interfere with normal wound healing and did not cause any long-term
adverse effects in surgical incisions treated with SABER-Bupivacaine.
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3.3. Neurologically-related adverse events
3.3.1. Artifactual genesis of FDA concern
It was apparent to the Sponsor during the preparation of the original ISS that there was an
imbalance in neurological AEs between SABER-containing products and bupivacaine HCl. The
cause of the apparent imbalance was traced to the nonuniform use of patient diary questionnaires
to capture common symptoms of opioid administration, a practice that was intended to explore
whether SABER-Bupivacaine treatment had an effect on opioid-related adverse events. Most of
the SABER-placebo controlled trials used such questionnaires (e.g., the Brief Pain Inventory list
of opioid symptoms), whereas most of the bupivacaine HCl-controlled trials did not. The upshot
was that, in trials where bupivacaine HCl was not a comparator, several neurological AEs were
seen to occur at relatively higher rates because they were actively solicited on a daily basis. By
contrast, in trials where bupivacaine HCl was a comparator, they were seen at relatively lower
rates because they were spontaneously reported. Thus, the apparent imbalance that resulted when
these two types of AEs were combined was the result of the confounding of study methodology
and control comparators.
The PERSIST trial was designed specifically to investigate the incidence of neurological AEs.
The PERSIST statistical analysis of AEs carefully separated the solicited AEs from the
spontaneous AEs to eliminate any confusion about the origin of AEs of FDA concern. The
revised ISS likewise has carefully separated solicited AEs from spontaneous AEs. Together, the
data conclusively demonstrate that the neurological AEs of FDA concern occurred at the same
rates in SABER-Bupivacaine-treated patients and bupivacaine HCl-treated patients.
3.3.2. Concern that benzyl alcohol is causing neurological symptoms
As an added benefit, the PERSIST trial (C803-028) was designed specifically to investigate the
incidence of neurological AEs of concern to FDA reviewers. An electronic diary (LogPad) was
used to solicit the occurrence of 10 pre-specified symptoms at specified intervals during the first
3 days after study drug treatment (7 symptoms were initially specified but the list was increased
to 10 at the request of the FDA). The symptoms queried were, in lay terms: drowsiness,
dizziness, headache, metallic taste in the mouth, tingling, numbness, nausea, vomiting,
constipation, and itching, which translated to the medical terms: somnolence, dizziness,
headache, dysgeusia, paresthesia, hypoesthesia, nausea, vomiting, constipation, and pruritus.
Most of these 10 symptoms are known to be caused by opioids (Apfelbaum, 2004), and others,
such as dysgeusia, are by no means specific symptoms of elevated systemic concentrations of
benzyl alcohol or bupivacaine. LogPad questionnaire assessments were taken at 6 and 10 hours
after treatment with study drug to capture any early onset symptoms that could be related to
benzyl alcohol exposure. The maximum period of systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol is shown
in Figure 35 (from the BU-001-IM trial). By 12 hours after the instillation of a 5 mL dose of
SABER-Bupivacaine into the surgical incision, the plasma concentration of benzyl alcohol is
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almost nil. LogPad symptom questionnaires were also collected once daily through study Day 4,
so that any symptoms potentially related to systemic exposure to bupivacaine could be detected.
The PERSIST statistical analysis of AEs carefully separated the solicited AEs from the
spontaneous AEs to eliminate any confusion about the origin of AEs of FDA concern. This
revised ISS likewise has carefully separated solicited AEs from spontaneous AEs. The incidence
of solicited AEs reported by the PERSIST patients from 6 hours after treatment through 8:00 pm
on the third day after treatment are presented in Table 122. This period covers the systemic
exposure time to both benzyl alcohol and bupivacaine. Together, the data conclusively
demonstrate that the neurological AEs of FDA concern occurred at the same rates in SABERBupivacaine-treated patients and bupivacaine HCl-treated patients. The analysis demonstrates
that the systemic absorption of benzyl alcohol following SABER-Bupivacaine administration did
not result in any consistent or meaningful pattern of neurological symptoms.
Table 122. C803-028 Overall incidence of LogPad solicited adverse events within 6 hours
post-treatment (Safety Population)
Dictionary-Derived Term
(Verbatim LogPad Term)

Subjects reporting at least
one solicited adverse event
[1]
, n (%)
Somnolence
(Drowsiness)
Nausea (Nausea)

Part 1
SABERSaline
Bupivacaine Placebo
(N=45)
(N=47)
25 (55.6%)
29
(61.7%)
18 (40.0%)
9 (20.0%)

Dizziness (Dizziness)

3 (6.7%)

Headache (Headache)

5 (11.1%)

Vomiting (Vomiting)

2 (4.4%)

Constipation
(Constipation)
Pruritus (Itching)

0 (0.0%)

Events Added with
Amendment 2, n (%)
Dysgeusia (Metallic
Taste in Mouth)
Paraesthesia (Tingling)
Hypoaesthesia
(Numbness)

1 (2.2%)
(N=23)
3 (13.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)

Part 2
SABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)
(N=148)
103 (69.6%)
97 (65.5%)

Parts 1 & 2
SABERBupivacaine
(N=193)
128 (66.3%)

Study
Total
(N=388)
254
(65.5%)

16
(34.0%)
13
(27.7%)
3
(6.4%)
4
(8.5%)
3
(6.4%)
4
(8.5%)
1
(2.1%)
(N=22)

60 (40.5%)

48 (32.4%)

78 (40.4%)

48 (32.4%)

57 (38.5%)

57 (29.5%)

28 (18.9%)

31 (20.9%)

31 (16.1%)

23 (15.5%)

18 (12.2%)

28 (14.5%)

10 (6.8%)

15 (10.1%)

12 (6.2%)

9 (6.1%)

10 (6.8%)

9 (4.7%)

6 (4.1%)

5 (3.4%)

7 (3.6%)

(N=148)

(N=148)

(N=171)

2
(9.1%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)

26 (17.6%)

22 (14.9%)

29 (17.0%)

2 (1.4%)

6 (4.1%)

2 (1.2%)

53
(15.5%)
8 (2.3%)

1 (0.7%)

1 (0.7%)

1 (0.6%)

2 (0.6%)
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3.3.2.1. Known benzyl alcohol effects per literature and approved products
There are two FDA-approved pharmaceutical products that deliver benzyl alcohol in amounts
similar to the benzyl alcohol (BA) content of the SABER-formulation.
Benzyl alcohol (5%) is the active ingredient in ULESFIA® Lotion (benzyl alcohol topical) used
for the topical treatment of lice infestation in patients from 6 months of age and older. Dosages,
repeated after 7 days (2x), should be prescribed based on hair length and range from 4 to 48oz,
equivalent to 5.66 to 67.9 g of benzyl alcohol. Data from the approved ULESFIA label include
single time-point plasma benzyl alcohol levels for 4 out of 19 subjects measured at 0.5 hour or
1 hour post-treatment, with an exaggerated exposure period (30 minutes) to 4-12 oz of lotion
(5.66-16.9 g benzyl alcohol). Benzyl alcohol plasma concentrations ranged from 1.63 μg/mL to
2.99 μg/mL. The absence of any systemic benzyl alcohol-related AEs in the ULESFIA label
supports the safety of benzyl alcohol plasma levels lower than ~3 μg/mL in children between
6 months and 11 years. By comparison, using a much more sensitive benzyl alcohol assay, the
mean Cmax observed in patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in trial BU-001-IM was
0.388 μg/ml (range 0.148 µg/mL to 1.20 µg/mL) at 1 hr after dosing, which was the earliest time
point collected. Plasma benzyl alcohol plasma concentrations rapidly declined thereafter,
approaching the limit of quantization (0.005 μg/mL) by 24 hours. Thus, patients treated with
topical 5% benzyl alcohol lotion applied to the scalp had higher plasma concentrations of benzyl
alcohol than surgical patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine in the BU-001-IM trial.
The other approved drug that contains high concentrations of benzyl alcohol is FASLODEX
(fulvestrant) which contains 10% w/v ethanol, 10% w/v benzyl alcohol and 15% w/v benzyl
benzoate as co-solvents. The adult dose is 10 mL IM, which delivers about 1 gram of benzyl
alcohol, which is close to the 1.2 grams of benzyl alcohol contained in the standard 5 mL dose of
SABER-Bupivacaine. There is no indication from the product label that the 10 mL dose of IM
FASLODEX causes any systemic effects. Likewise, review of the Summary Basis of Approval
for fulvestrant does not report any systemic effects of the benzyl alcohol component, either in
pre-clinical toxicology studies or in clinical studies. However, intramuscular injection of the
FASLODEX depot formulation in rats did cause a foreign body granuloma and chronic myositis.
The product label also reports a 10.9% incidence of injection site pain, but no neurological
adverse events.
3.3.2.2. Benzyl alcohol PK after SABER-Bupivacaine Instillation (BU-001-IM)
LogPad questionnaire assessments were taken at 6 and 10 hours after treatment with study drug
to capture any early onset symptoms that could be related to benzyl alcohol exposure. The
maximum period of systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol is shown in Figure 35 (from the
BU-001-IM trial). By 12 hours after the instillation of a 5 mL dose of SABER-Bupivacaine into
the surgical incision, the plasma concentration of benzyl alcohol is almost nil. LogPad symptom
questionnaires were also collected once daily through study Day 4, so that any symptoms
potentially related to systemic exposure to bupivacaine could be detected. The 6- and 10-hour
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LogPad queries were intended to elicit any symptoms that could possibly be related to genzyl
alcohol, as systemic levels of benzyl alcohol are detectable during this period. The compound is
largely cleared from the plasma after 12 hours, with the mean concentration having declined by
at least an order of magnitude from the Cmax measured at 1 hour.
Figure 35. Plasma PK of benzyl alcohol after SABER-Bupivacaine instillation in the
surgical incision

Source: BU-001-IM CSR, Table 14.4.15

3.3.3. No SABER-Bupivacaine-related effects apparent in PERSIST (neurologic)
3.3.3.1. AEs of interest
An electronic diary (LogPad) was used to solicit the occurrence of 10 pre-specified symptoms at
specified intervals during the first 3 days after study drug treatment. The symptoms queried
were, in lay terms: drowsiness, dizziness, headache, metallic taste in the mouth, tingling,
numbness, nausea, vomiting, constipation, and itching, which translated to the medical terms:
somnolence, dizziness, headache, dysgeusia, paresthesia, hypoesthesia, nausea, vomiting,
constipation, and pruritus. Most of these 10 symptoms are known to be caused by opioids
(Apfelbaum, 2004), and others, such as dysgeusia, are by no means specific symptoms of
elevated systemic concentrations of benzyl alcohol or bupivacaine.
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The symptoms solicited by LogPad questionnaire and reported within 6 and 10 hours of
treatment are summarized in Table 123 and Table 124 respectively. The 6- and 10-hour LogPad
queries were intended to elicit any symptoms that could possibly be related to benzyl alcohol, as
systemic levels of benzyl alcohol are detectable during this period. The compound is largely
cleared from the plasma after 12 hours, with the mean concentration having declined by at least
an order of magnitude from the Cmax measured at 1 hour (Figure 35).
Overall, there was no discernible pattern among early-occurring solicited symptoms between the
two SABER-Bupivacaine groups and the corresponding control groups. The percent incidence of
all but three symptoms (constipation, somnolence, and dysgeusia) was similar (i.e. <5%
difference between treatment groups). Constipation occurred slightly more frequently in the
saline placebo group than the SABER-Bupivacaine group in Part 1 (10.6% vs 4.4%). The
incidence of somnolence was identical between SABER-Bupivacaine and Saline Placebo in Part
1, whereas in Part 2 of the trial, somnolence occurred somewhat more frequently in the SABERBupivacaine group compared to the bupivacaine HCI group in Part 2 (55.4% vs 45.9%). It
should also be noted that there was a 10% difference in the incidence of somnolence between the
Part 1 and the Part 2 SABER-Bupivacaine groups, indicating that for the same treatment, the
incidence of somnolence can vary by as much as 10%. As discussed above most of these
symptoms are well known to be common symptoms caused by the post-operative administration
of opioids (Apfelbaum, 2004). Dysgeusia, is a nonspecific symptom that could be an effect of
bupivacaine, benzyl alcohol, various peri-operative medications, or general endotracheal
anesthesia, occurred slightly more frequently in the SABER-Bupivacaine groups than the control
groups in both Part 1 (17.4% vs. 9.1%) and Part 2 (23.6% vs. 18.2%). Given the relatively high
rates at which these common postsurgical symptoms were reported relative to the magnitudes of
the between-group differences, it is unlikely they represent evidence of a pharmacological effect.
To the contrary, this analysis suggests that the systemic absorption of benzyl alcohol following
SABER-Bupivacaine administration does not result in any consistent pattern of neurological
symptoms, and that the imbalances in neurological symptoms noted in the CRL were likely
artifactual.
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Table 123. C803-028 Overall Incidence of LogPad solicited adverse events (Safety
Population)
Part 1

Part 2

SABERBupivacaine
(N=45)

Saline
Placebo
(N=47)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=148)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)

36 (80.0%)

39 (83.0%)

134 (90.5%)

132 (89.2%)

Somnolence (Drowsiness)

25 (55.6%)

22 (46.8%)

89 (60.1%)

76 (51.4%)

Constipation (Constipation)

20 (44.4%)

20 (42.6%)

71 (48.0%)

65 (43.9%)

Nausea (Nausea)

15 (33.3%)

19 (40.4%)

64 (43.2%)

73 (49.3%)

Headache (Headache)

17 (37.8%)

15 (31.9%)

59 (39.9%)

57 (38.5%)

Dizziness (Dizziness)

11 (24.4%)

10 (21.3%)

46 (31.1%)

49 (33.1%)

Pruritus (Itching)

5 (11.1%)

11 (23.4%)

31 (20.9%)

29 (19.6%)

Vomiting (Vomiting)

7 (15.6%)

7 (14.9%)

15 (10.1%)

26 (17.6%)

(N=23)

(N=22)

(N=148)

(N=148)

Dysgeusia (Metallic Taste in Mouth)

4 (17.4%)

2 (9.1%)

38 (25.7%)

29 (19.6%)

Paraesthesia (Tingling)

2 (8.7%)

2 (9.1%)

20 (13.5%)

22 (14.9%)

Hypoaesthesia (Numbness)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

8 (5.4%)

9 (6.1%)

Dictionary-Derived Term
(Verbatim LogPad Term), n (%)
Subjects Reporting at Least One
Solicited Adverse Event [1]

Events Added with Amendment 2

[1] This line includes all 10 LogPad-solicited events reported by subjects both pre- and post-Amendment 2.
Source: Table 14.3.1.9.1
Note: Solicited events were reported on the Adverse Events CRF, based on subject-reported symptoms collected
on the LogPad electronic diary.
Note: Dizziness, Somnolence, Constipation, Nausea, Vomiting, Pruritus, and Headache were solicited on the
LogPad electronic diary from all treated subjects. Dysgeusia, Paraesthesia, and Hypoaesthesia were solicited
on the LogPad electronic diary only from subjects treated under Protocol Amendment 2 (April 2016) and
later.
Note: For each symptom, subjects reporting more than one symptom are counted only once.
Note: Table is sorted by descending total subjects reporting each adverse event.
[1] This line includes all 10 LogPad-solicited events reported by subjects both pre- and post-Amendment 2.
Source: adam.adsl, adam.adae
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Table 124. Incidence of LogPad solicited adverse events within 10 hours post-treatment
(Safety Population)
Dictionary-Derived Term
(Verbatim LogPad Term)
Subjects Reporting at Least One Solicited
Adverse Event a, n (%)
Somnolence (Drowsiness)
Nausea (Nausea)
Dizziness (Dizziness)
Headache (Headache)
Vomiting (Vomiting)
Constipation (Constipation)
Pruritus (Itching)
Events Added with Amendment 2, n (%)
Dysgeusia (Metallic Taste in Mouth)
Paraesthesia (Tingling)
Hypoaesthesia (Numbness)

Part 1
SABERSaline
Bupivacaine
Placebo
(N=45)
(N=47)

Part 2
SABERBupivacaine
Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)
(N=148)

29 (64.4%)

31 (66.0%)

121 (81.8%)

119 (80.4%)

20 (44.4%)
15 (33.3%)
7 (15.6%)
8 (17.8%)
5 (11.1%)
2 (4.4%)
1 (2.2%)
(N=23)
4 (17.4%)
1 (4.3%)
0 (0.0%)

21 (44.7%)
16 (34.0%)
6 (12.8%)
7 (14.9%)
4 (8.5%)
5 (10.6%)
1 (2.1%)
(N=22)
2 (9.1%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)

82 (55.4%)
56 (37.8%)
37 (25.0%)
36 (24.3%)
13 (8.8%)
15 (10.1%)
12 (8.1%)
(N=148)
35 (23.6%)
7 (4.7%)
5 (3.4%)

68 (45.9%)
62 (41.9%)
40 (27.0%)
33 (22.3%)
20 (13.5%)
15 (10.1%)
7 (4.7%)
(N=148)
27 (18.2%)
11 (7.4%)
5 (3.4%)

a

This line includes all 10 LogPad-solicited events reported by subjects both pre- and postAmendment 2. Source: Table14.3.1.9.4

Table 123 summarizes the overall incidence of solicited AEs that were reported by the PERSIST
patients from 6 hours after treatment through 8PM on the third day after treatment. This period
covers the exposure time to both benzyl alcohol and to bupivacaine. There is little treatmentrelated difference in the overall rate of subjects reporting one or more of the solicited symptoms.
The only consistent disparities with >5% difference in incidence in both Part 1 and Part 2 are
somnolence and dysgeusia (SABER-Bupivacaine > Saline or bupivacaine HCl) and nausea
(Saline and bupivacaine HCl > SABER-Bupivacaine). There is no evidence from the incidence
of solicited symptoms in the PERSIST trial to suggest that systemic exposure to either benzyl
alcohol or to bupivacaine is causing any consistent or clinically meaningful imbalance in
“Neurologically-related adverse events” as suggested in the CRL. Most of these symptoms can
be caused by the postoperative administration of opioids (Apfelbaum, 2004).
3.3.4. Incidence of Solicited TEAE in ISS Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine-controlled Trials)
The current ISS has carefully separated those TEAEs that were either solicited with a patient
questionnaire or were spontaneously reported without any prompting by a patient questionnaire.
Table 125 summarizes those TEAEs that were solicited by patient symptom questionnaires for
the bupivacaine-controlled trials, ISS Pooled Group A.
Only a single TEAE, nausea, had a >5% difference between treatment groups (Bupivacaine>
SABER-Bupivacaine). Almost all of the TEAEs had a slightly higher incidence in the
bupivacaine HCl treatment group compared to the SABER-Bupivacaine group. The separation
of solicited from spontaneous TEAEs for the bupivacaine-controlled trials clearly shows that
there are imbalances in the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group compared to the bupivacaine
HCl treated group.
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Table 125. Solicited TEAEs ISS pooled Group A (Safety Population)
ISS Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)

Solicited
Preferred Term
Somnolence
Constipation
Headache
Nausea
Dizziness
Pruritus
Dysgeusia
Paraesthesia
Vomiting
Hypoaesthesia
Muscle
twitching
Tinnitus
Urinary retention
Fatigue

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)
Number (%) of
Number of Events
Subjects
76 (23.7%)
85
65 (20.2%)
66
53 (16.5%)
55
47 (14.6%)
53
44 (13.7%)
48
31 (9.7%)
33
31 (9.7%)
31
20 (6.2%)
22
16 (5.0%)
16
8 (2.5%)
13
2 (0.6%)

2

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)
Number (%) of
Number of Events
Subjects
66 (27.3%)
72
58 (24.0%)
61
49 (20.2%)
53
50 (20.7%)
56
43 (17.8%)
47
27 (11.2%)
27
24 (9.9%)
28
21 (8.7%)
23
20 (8.3%)
22
9 (3.7%)
10
1 (0.4%)

1

1 (0.3%)
1
0
0
1 (0.3%)
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2
only), and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each preferred term in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL.
Note: See ISS SAP (Section 7.2.4 and Appendix 1) for definitions and handling of solicited treatmentemergent adverse events.
Source: ISS Table 8.3, Dataset ADAE.

3.3.4.1. Incidence of Solicited TEAE in ISS Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled
Trials)
Similarly to Group A, the TEASs in ISS Group B were carefully separated into Solicited and
Spontaneous TEAE. Table 126 summarizes the solicited TEAEs that were elicited by patient
reported questionnaires in SABER-Placebo controlled trials. There were no disparities between
the SABER-placebo group and the 5 ml SABER-Bupivacaine group. The small number of
patients in the 2.5 mL SABER-Bupivacaine group (All from CLIN803-000-0006 hernia trial)
had a somewhat higher incidence of TEAEs solicited by the modified brief pain inventory
questionnaire over a 5-day period. The incidence of the patient-reported TEAEs in Group B is
comparable to the incidence in Group A, providing further evidence that the SABER-formulation
is not associated causally with neurological AEs when compared to non-Saber controls.
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Table 126. Solicited TEAEs ISS pooled Group B (Safety Population)
ISS Pooled Group B (Placebo-controlled Trials)

Solicited
Preferred Term

Constipation
Somnolence
Pruritus
Dizziness
Nausea
Tinnitus
Dysgeusia
Paraesthesia
Vomiting
Hypoaesthesia
Dysuria
Dyspnoea

SABER-Placebo
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)
Number
(%) of
Number of
Subjects
Events
54 (25.0%)
57
54 (25.0%)
59
37 (17.1%)
39
38 (17.6%)
40
34 (15.7%)
38
14 (6.5%)
14
18 (8.3%)
18
14 (6.5%)
14
9 (4.2%)
10
12 (5.6%)
14
3 (1.4%)
3
0
0

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)
Number
(%) of
Number of
Subjects
Events
83 (24.3%)
87
74 (21.6%)
86
59 (17.3%)
64
54 (15.8%)
62
47 (13.7%)
52
25 (7.3%)
26
24 (7.0%)
24
19 (5.6%)
23
16 (4.7%)
16
15 (4.4%)
16
3 (0.9%)
3
1 (0.3%)
1

Note: Pooled Group B consists of subjects from trials 005-0002, 005-0006, 005-0010, 006-0006, 803017, and 803-025 (Cohort 3 only), excluding subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5 mL
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each preferred term in SABER-Bupivacaine
5mL.
Note: See ISS SAP Section 7.2.4 and Appendix 1 for definitions and handling of solicited treatmentemergent adverse events.
Source: Dataset ADAE.

3.3.5. mPADSS, time to ambulation, and PACU discharge results
Time to Discharge from the PACU and Time to Ambulation
Time to discharge from the PACU was mentioned in the CRL as a possible measure of the
clinical impact of the neurological AEs noted in the CRL:
There were insufficient data to determine whether the risk is greater with SABER-bupivacaine
than for either bupivacaine HCl or a non-SABER containing placebo following each of the
surgical procedures studied and clinical impact of these reactions, e.g., whether they delayed
discharge from the post-anesthesia care unit or affected time to ambulation.
It was hypothesized by the FDA that neurological symptoms such as somnolence and dizziness
induced by exposure to SABER-Bupivacaine could interfere with postoperative ambulation and
delay discharge from the PACU. This hypothesis can be definitively refuted based on the time to
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PACU discharge records collected in both the BESST (C803-025) and PERSIST (C803-028)
trials. It can also be refuted by examining time to ambulation records collected as part of the
modified Post-Anesthesia Discharge Scoring System or mPADSS (Awad, 2006) discharge
eligibility assessments in both trials. The data from the BESST trial show that for the
bupivacaine HCl- controlled Cohorts 1 and 2, there were no consistent or meaningful differences
in time to PACU discharge between the SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group and the
bupivacaine HCl control. Likewise, for the bupivacaine HCl-controlled Cohorts 1 and 2, there
was no evidence that the benzyl alcohol component of the SABER-formulation interfered with
recovery of normal ambulation.
Table 127 presents the time to PACU discharge eligibility by mPADSS, the time to actual
PACU discharge, and the time to hospital discharge. There was no difference between the
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment group and the applicable (non-SABER) control group for any of
the three variables. The median time to discharge was well within the period of systemic
exposure to benzyl alcohol, so that any symptoms of excess benzyl alcohol exposure that might
have delayed discharge would have been readily apparent. The fact that between-group
differences were not observed for these assessments provides further evidence that the benzyl
alcohol component of the SABER-formulation did not have an impact on postoperative recovery.
Table 127. Median time of discharge – PERSIST – mITT Population
Part 1

Parameter

SABERBupivacaine
(N=46)

Part 2
Saline
Placebo
(N=46)

SABERBupivacaine
(N=148)

Bupivacaine
HCl
(N=148)

Time to PACU Discharge Eligibility as Assessed by mPADSS [1]
Median, hours [2]
Min, Max

1.8

1.8

1.9

1.9

1, 72

1, 72

0, 72

0, 72

Time from Study Drug Treatment to Actual Discharge from PACU
Median, hours [2]

1.1

1.2

2.2

2.2

Min, Max

1, 4

1, 4

0, 4

1, 5

2.5

2.5

2.6

1.0, 4.5

1.8, 5.4

2.0, 5.4

Time from Study Drug Treatment to Discharge from Hospital
Median, hours
Min, Max

2.5
1.1, 32.8

[3]

[1] Elapsed time from time of transfer to PACU to first mPADSS score of 9 or 10.
[2] Based on Kaplan-Meier survival estimates.
[3] Patient (b) (6) was hospitalized overnight because of dizziness from high doses of opioids in the PACU.
Source: PERSIST Tables 14.2.8.1 and 14.2.11; Listing 16.2.6.2.
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Figure 36 shows a Kaplan Meier analysis of the time to full ambulation in the PERSIST trial,
using the data from mPADSS assessments.
Figure 36. Time to full ambulation in the PERSIST Trial

Source: Table 14.2.8.3
There was no difference in time to ambulation between the SABER-Bupivacaine and the
bupivacaine HCl treatment groups. The Saline placebo group appeared to ambulate somewhat
sooner than SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl, although this was a much smaller
treatment group. The time to full ambulation coincides with the period of maximal systemic
exposure to benzyl alcohol, again demonstrating that the benzyl alcohol component of the
SABER-formulation does not interfere with normal ambulation.
3.3.6. Conclusion: neurological AEs
In its CRL, the FDA commented upon an apparent excess of neurologically-related adverse
events among subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine compared with those treated with
bupivacaine HCl. Careful re-analysis of the existing safety data has shown that these imbalances
were a methodological artifact, and that they disappeared when solicited AEs were segregated
from spontaneously-reported AEs. Moreover, the PERSIST trial provided specific and definitive
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new data to address the concerns related to neurological adverse events. This trial compared
SABER-Bupivacaine with two non-SABER controls, saline placebo in Part 1 and bupivacaine
HCl in Part 2, allowing for precise characterization of the effects of the SABER formulation.
Comparison of the incidence rates of a set of 10 prespecified neurological AEs thought to be
related to the systemic effects of benzyl alcohol, bupivacaine, and/or opioid analgesics,
demonstrated no meaningful differences between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl
either in the immediate 10-hour postoperative period when the effects of benzyl alcohol were
maximal, or in the longer 3-day recovery period, during which bupivacaine effects
predominated. An analysis of the solicited neurological AEs reported in all bupivacaine HClcontrolled studies (ISS Pooled Group A) also failed to turn up any meaningful differences
between the SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl treatment groups in the incidence of
these neurologically-related symptoms.
PACU recovery time and time to ambulation after treatment were evaluated for both the BESST
and PERSIST studies. These analyses showed that benzyl alcohol had no effect on either clinical
indicator during the period of its maximum plasma concentration. Finally, for context, a review
of the exposure to benzyl alcohol associated with two approved benzyl alcohol-containing
products showed values matching or exceeding those for benzyl alcohol exposure associated
with the administration of SABER-Bupivacaine. The totality of evidence thus shows that the
concerns in the CRL regarding neurologically-related adverse events were unfounded. The data
presented demonstrate conclusively that SABER-Bupivacaine does not cause neurological
adverse events resulting from excessive benzyl alcohol or bupivacaine exposure.
3.4. PK data showing limited exposure to bupivacaine
The ISS examines the subset of SABER-Bupivacaine treated patients who had elevated
bupivacaine concentrations with Cmax ≥1500 ng/mL; their records near the Tmax will be examined
for any drug-related AEs. In past communications with the Sponsor, the Division has expressed
concern that in some patients the administration of SABER-Bupivacaine at the intended dose of
5 mL could result in high plasma concentrations of bupivacaine that could pose a safety risk. The
labeling of bupivacaine-containing products reflects the possible dangers of bupivacaine, and
there are numerous literature reports of bupivacaine-related adverse drug reactions, some of
which were fatal. Many of the reported cases have involved epidural administration or regional
nerve blocks, and little information is available on the risk of bupivacaine given as an infiltrate
for surgical wounds (Mulroy, 2002). There are even less data that correlate bupivacaine plasma
concentration with adverse events in patients administered bupivacaine by wound infiltration or
instillation. For this reason, the safety data from the SABER-Bupivacaine program have been
examined for possible adverse events associated with high bupivacaine concentrations in the
population of patients in all trials that used the final formulation (Pooled Group C) for whom
plasma bupivacaine concentration data was collected.
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Table 128 summarizes the pharmacokinetic parameters for the patients in the ISS safety
population by treatment group, and Table 129 summarizes the PK parameters by surgery type.
The data in Table 128 show reasonable dose proportionality for the SABER-Bupivacaine 2.5 mL
and 5 mL dose groups and also show that exposure was lowest for the bupivacaine HCl group.
The data also show that SABER-Bupivacaine has a delayed Tmax compared with immediaterelease bupivacaine HCl. The data in Table 129 show that for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
treatment group, the mean and median Cmax was highest in the abdominal surgery group, but
there was not a pronounced difference among the surgical groups.
In all three surgery types a few SABER-Bupivacaine patients had bupivacaine plasma levels in
which the Cmax exceeded 1500 ng/mL. Figure 37 shows the distribution of Cmax for all of the
patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in the ISS population. It can be seen that 28 of
the 337 patients with PK data had a Cmax that was ≥1500 ng/mL. These patients are discussed in
more detail below. There are a few literature reports of bupivacaine-related toxicity at
concentrations near 1500 ng/mL (Knudsen, 1997; Denson, 1984), although most CNS toxicity
occurs at considerably higher concentrations (Tucker, 1979). Thus, for analysis of PK and safety,
the ≥1500 ng/mL value was chosen as a threshold category.
For patients treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL, the demographic and baseline
characteristics of the patients with Cmax ≥1500 ng/mL have been compared with the population
of patients with Cmax ≤500 ng/mL to determine whether there are any risk factors for high plasma
concentrations of bupivacaine after treatment with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL. Table 130
summarizes this comparison of baseline characteristics and suggests that predictive factors for
higher bupivacaine concentrations may include higher age, female sex, and black race. For local
anaesthetics such as bupivacaine, it is well known that pharmacokinetic parameters are altered by
the age of the patient. The sample sizes for the other variables, sex and race, are too small to
produce a conclusive finding. Surgery type, incision length, and BMI do not appear to be risk
factors for Cmax ≥1500 ng/mL.
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Table 129. Descriptive statistics for bupivacaine plasma pharmacokinetic parameters by
surgery type for PK study group
Orthopedic

Inguinal Hernia Repair

Abdominal Surgery

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

Bupivacaine
HCl
50 mg

SABERBupivacaine
2.5 mL

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

Bupivacaine
HCl
75-87.5 mg

SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

Bupivacaine
HCl
150 mg

Cmax (ng/mL)
N
Mean (SE)
Std. Dev.
Median
Min, Max

54
730.6 (55.03)
404.41
671.5
70.4, 1940.0

20
90.3 (11.11)
49.70
81.5
8.2, 195.0

20
410.0 (48.00)
214.68
337.5
101.0, 854.0

19
762.3 (94.30)
411.03
645.0
317.0, 1650.0

20
269.3 (38.26)
171.11
193.0
64.0, 734.0

262
807.4 (27.38)
443.21
753.0
92.3, 2850.0

38
313.7 (36.77)
226.67
274.5
18.6, 1170.0

Tmax (h)
N
Mean (SE)
Std. Dev.
Median
Min, Max

54
8.2 (1.01)
7.39
7.9
1.0, 26.9

20
1.9 (0.57)
2.56
1.0
0.9, 12.0

20
16.4 (2.95)
13.17
12.0
2.0, 48.0

19
18.3 (3.15)
13.74
23.9
1.0, 48.0

20
1.1 (0.38)
1.70
0.5
0.5, 8.0

262
37.2 (1.13)
18.30
36.0
1.0, 95.9

38
10.1 (2.29)
14.10
1.2
0.5, 48.3

54
28601.8
(2713.27)
19938.42
23234.7
1028.3,
85980.2

20

20
18281.5
(2108.87)
9431.15
17941.3
5792.0,
37279.3

19
39886.1
(4385.19)
19114.62
31617.9
15337.9,
78602.0

20
3031.0
(310.38)
1388.08
2829.5

262
39044.6
(1401.31)
22682.14
36090.7
634.8,
136308.9

38
7172.8
(921.89)
5682.94
6502.4

AUC(0–last)
(h*ng/mL)
N
Mean (SE)
Std. Dev.
Median
Min, Max

944.0 (138.56)
619.66
771.5
28.8, 2211.3

809.0, 5399.0

464.6, 26363.8

Table 130. Comparison of demographic and baseline characteristics for high and low
Cmax after SABER-Bupivacaine 5.0 mL
Cmax ≥1500 ng/mL

Cmax ≤500 mg/mL

28

93

58.9 (14.5); 28-85

49.0 (12.1); 23-87

% Female

82%

51%

% Black

21%

3%

28.7 (5.7); 18.6-43.7

28.1 (5.8); 15.9-52.5

Mean (SD) duration of surgery; range (minutes)

136 (85); 11-334

106 (77); 16-406

Mean (SD) incision length; range (cm)

12.3 (8.4); 3-33

12.4 (8.2); 2.7-34

% Orthopedic surgery

14.3%

19.4%

% Hernia repair

7.1%

6.5%

% Abdominal surgery

78.6%

74.2%

Parameter
N
Mean (SD) age; range (years)

Mean (SD) BMI; range (kg/m2)
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Table 131 summarizes PK parameters by incision length. In general, there is not a strong or
consistent relationship of PK to incision length. For the larger SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL group,
the Cmax is slightly greater and the Tmax is earlier for incisions less than or equal to the median
length, but the AUC0-last is almost equal.
Table 131. Summary of PK parameters by incision length
SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5 mL
(N=20)

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=335)

Bupivacaine HCl
150 mg
(N=38)

PK
Parameter
Cmax
(ng/mL)
N
Mean (SE)
SD
Median
Min, Max

Length
≤Median

Length
>Median

Length
≤Median

Length
>Median

Length
≤Median

Length
>Median

7
487.1 (85.89)
227.24
414.0
242.0, 820.0

7
446.4 (91.31)
241.58
368.0
190.0, 854.0

142
829.0 (34.60)
412.29
779.0
92.3, 1940.0

138
798.7 (39.73)
466.68
723.5
119.0, 2850.0

19
365.6 (57.78)
251.85
267.0
101.0, 1170.0

19
261.7 (43.82)
191.01
283.0
18.6, 551.0

Tmax (h)
N
Mean (SE)
SD
Median
Min, Max

7
13.2 (2.99)
7.92
12.0
4.0, 24.1

7
14.2 (2.84)
7.53
12.1
2.9, 24.1

142
28.7 (1.52)
18.15
27.0
1.0, 72.6

138
41.2 (1.50)
17.67
36.3
2.2, 95.9

19
3.3 (1.65)
7.21
0.8
0.5, 23.9

19
17.0 (3.68)
16.04
16.3
0.5, 48.3

AUC(0–last)
(h*ng/mL)
N
Mean (SE)
SD
Median
Min, Max

7
7
142
138
19
19
18207.6
18448.0
38066.5
39042.2
6578.4 (600.38) 7767.3 (1759.05)
(3595.39)
(4038.41)
(1676.56)
(2008.39)
9512.51
10684.62
19978.48
23593.26
2617.01
7667.52
17696.4
17833.8
35902.4
35824.6
6727.3
3375.0
7749.3, 37279.3 7277.1, 36399.3 1626.3, 87806.3 634.8, 136308.9 1771.1, 11868.2 464.6, 26363.8
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An important aspect of the pharmacokinetic safety review of SABER-Bupivacaine was to
investigate whether there was an increased incidence of TEAEs in patients with elevated plasma
bupivacaine concentrations compared with patients with lower concentrations of plasma
bupivacaine. Accordingly, the SABER-Bupivacaine patients from the clinical trials that
measured bupivacaine concentrations (CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025) were separated into two populations: those
patients with one or more plasma bupivacaine concentrations ≥1500 ng/mL and a control
population of all patients whose bupivacaine plasma concentrations did not exceed 1500 ng/ml at
any time, or who did not have a PK sample measurement. Only patients receiving the 5 mL dose
of SABER-Bupivacaine were included in the TEAE analysis and only TEAEs that occurred
during the first 5 study days were included in the analysis, as this would include the time when
systemic bupivacaine may have still been present. Table 132 summarizes the TEAEs for the
≥1500 ng/mL group compared with the control group. The source table (Appendix 2) included
all TEAEs that occurred in either group during the first 5 study days. The TEAEs that only
occurred in the control group but not in the ≥1500 ng/mL group were truncated for in-text
Table 132, with the following exceptions: all nervous system disorder TEAEs, all cardiac
disorder TEAEs, and all TEAEs that were solicited as possibly bupivacaine-related were
included. Also, all control TEAEs with an incidence >5% were included.
The most important finding in this comparison is that the symptoms purportedly caused by
bupivacaine toxicity (e.g., dizziness, dysgeusia, hypoesthesia, paresthesia, tinnitus, visual
blurring) were all less frequent in the >1500 ng/mL group compared with the control group.
Likewise, there were no imbalances in the nervous system and cardiac SOCs to suggest that the
≥1500 ng/mL group experienced an excess of neurological or cardiac adverse reactions. TEAEs
that had a >5% higher incidence in the ≥1500 ng/mL group than the control group included:
post-procedural contusion, hypertension, nausea, pneumonia, urinary tract infection, pruritus,
hypokalemia, and oropharyngeal pain. TEAEs that had a >5% higher incidence in the control
group than the ≥1500 ng/mL group included: headache, dizziness, dysgeusia, vomiting,
tachycardia, and constipation. The observed imbalances were scattered across a wide variety of
SOCs and did not create a pattern suggestive of bupivacaine-related adverse reactions.
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Table 132. Adverse events for SABER-Bupivacaine patients with Cmax ≥1500 ng/mL
versus all other SABER-Bupivacaine patients (Pooled Group C)
Subjects with Bupivacaine
Concentration
≥1500 ng/mL [1]
(N=27)
20 (74.1)
16 (59.3)

All Other
SABER-Bupivacaine
Subjects [2]
(N=287)
191 (66.6)
142 (49.5)

Constipation

5 (18.5)

68 (23.7)

Vomiting

3 (11.1)

50 (17.4)

Diarrhoea

2 (7.4)

14 (4.9)

System-organ classification /
Preferred Term
Gastrointestinal disorders, n (%)
Nausea

Abdominal distension

1 (3.7)

23 (8.0)

Enlarged uvula

1 (3.7)

0

Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease

1 (3.7)

6 (2.1)

Ileus

1 (3.7)

5 (1.7)

0

13 (4.5)

14 (51.9)
11 (40.7)

115 (40.1)
74 (25.8)

Incision site haemorrhage

2 (7.4)

8 (2.8)

Contusion

1 (3.7)

6 (2.1)

Incision site erythema

1 (3.7)

22 (7.7)

Flatulence
Injury, poisoning and procedural complications, n (%)
Post procedural contusion

Incision site haematoma

1 (3.7)

8 (2.8)

Incision site hypoaesthesia

1 (3.7)

0

Procedural hypertension

1 (3.7)

3 (1.0)

Nervous system disorders, n (%)

7 (25.9)

120 (41.8)

Somnolence

6 (22.2)

59 (20.6)

Dizziness

3 (11.1)

61 (21.3)

Hypoaesthesia

1 (3.7)

16 (5.6)

Paraesthesia

1 (3.7)

15 (5.2)

Burning sensation

0

1 (0.3)

Dysgeusia

0

23 (8.0)

Headache

0

40 (13.9)

Lethargy

0

1 (0.3)

Presyncope

0

1 (0.3)

Syncope

0

2 (0.7)

7 (25.9)

79 (27.5)

Pruritus

7 (25.9)

55 (19.2)

Ecchymosis

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)

5 (18.5)
2 (7.4)

8 (2.8)
0

Urinary tract infection

2 (7.4)

1 (0.3)

Incision site cellulitis

1 (3.7)

0

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders, n (%)

Infections and infestations, n (%)
Pneumonia

Infusion site infection

1 (3.7)

0

5 (18.5)

37 (12.9)

Blood glucose increased

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)

Blood potassium decreased

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)

Investigations, n (%)
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Subjects with Bupivacaine
Concentration
≥1500 ng/mL [1]
(N=27)
1 (3.7)

All Other
SABER-Bupivacaine
Subjects [2]
(N=287)
0

Haematocrit decreased

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)

Haemoglobin decreased

1 (3.7)

3 (1.0)

Urine output decreased

1 (3.7)

4 (1.4)

White blood cell count increased

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)
22 (7.7)

System-organ classification /
Preferred Term
Electrocardiogram T wave abnormal

Metabolism and nutrition disorders, n (%)

4 (14.8)

Hypokalaemia

3 (11.1)

13 (4.5)

Hyperglycaemia

1 (3.7)

1 (0.3)

4 (14.8)
1 (3.7)

34 (11.8)
9 (3.1)

Joint swelling

1 (3.7)

2 (0.7)

Musculoskeletal discomfort

1 (3.7)

1 (0.3)

Pain in extremity

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders, n (%)
Back pain

1 (3.7)

5 (1.7)

Muscle spasms

0

1 (0.3)

Musculoskeletal pain

0

13 (4.5)

4 (14.8)

22 (7.7)

4 (14.8)

8 (2.8)

Vascular disorders
Hypertension
Hypotension
General disorders and administration site
conditions, n (%)
Pyrexia

0

12 (4.2)

3 (11.1)

45 (15.7)

3 (11.1)

23 (8.0)

Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders, n (%)

3 (11.1)

29 (10.1)

Oropharyngeal pain

2 (7.4)

4 (1.4)

Rales

1 (3.7)

0

Tachypnoea
Blood and lymphatic system disorders, n (%)
Anaemia
Psychiatric disorders, n (%)

1 (3.7)

1 (0.3)

2 (7.4)
2 (7.4)

13 (4.5)
12 (4.2)

2 (7.4)

21 (7.3)

Disorientation

1 (3.7)

0

Insomnia

1 (3.7)

13 (4.5)

Cardiac disorders, n (%)

1 (3.7)

36 (12.5)

Atrial fibrillation

1 (3.7)

0

Atrioventricular block complete

0

1 (0.3)

Atrioventricular block first degree

0

1 (0.3)

Bradycardia

0

13 (4.5)

Palpitations

0

1 (0.3)

Sinus arrhythmia

0

1 (0.3)

Sinus bradycardia

0

2 (0.7)

Sinus tachycardia

0

3 (1.0)

Tachycardia

0

15 (5.2)

Ventricular extrasystoles

0

1 (0.3)

1 (3.7)

14 (4.9)

Ear and labyrinth disorders, n (%)
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System-organ classification /
Preferred Term
Tinnitus
Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified
(including cysts and polyps) , n (%)
Metastases to liver

Subjects with Bupivacaine
Concentration
≥1500 ng/mL [1]
(N=27)
1 (3.7)

All Other
SABER-Bupivacaine
Subjects [2]
(N=287)
14 (4.9)

1 (3.7)

0

1 (3.7)

0

1 (3.7)
1 (3.7)

21 (7.3)
10 (3.5)

0

5 (1.7)

0

2 (0.7)

Renal and urinary disorders, n (%)
Urinary retention
Eye disorders, n (%)
Vision blurred

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies
CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002, CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
[1] Subjects with at least one PK sample with plasma bupivacaine concentration ≥1500 ng/mL are summarized in this
column.
[2] All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.

3.5. General safety profile
3.5.1. Deaths, SAEs, and AE discontinuation
3.5.1.1. Serious TEAEs
Table 133 and Table 134 summarize all serious TEAEs that occurred in patients in pooled
Group A and B, respectively. For Pooled Group A, the time of onset for the SAEs ranged from
study day 1 to study day 217. A total of 11 SAEs (5 treated with bupivacaine HCl and 6 treated
with SABER-Bupivacaine) had a time to onset in the first 3 days when exposure to bupivacaine
or benzyl alcohol was possible. None of the reported SAEs was plausibly related to the benzyl
alcohol content of the SABER-formulation or to systemic exposure to bupivacaine. Almost all of
the SAEs were complications of the surgical procedure, and most of the SAEs involved
anatomical sites distant from the application site of the study drug. Only wound dehiscence and
incision site infection were anatomically related to the site of study drug administration. The
SAEs were almost all isolated events that were widely distributed among the body systems, and
there is no pattern to suggest that the somewhat higher incidence of SAEs in the SABERBupivacaine group was plausibly caused by the study drug. All but four SAEs were considered
by the investigators to be unrelated to study drug. The four SAEs that were considered related to
the study drug (electrocardiogram change, QT prolongation, pulmonary arterial hypertension,
and incision site infection) were carefully assessed by the Sponsor and none was determined to
be plausibly related to study drug administration (data on file, DURECT Corporation).
The serious TEAEs for pooled Group B were similar to those for Group A. The overall incidence
of SAEs was 7.9% for SABER-placebo patients and 6.1% for the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
patients.
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Table 133. Serious TEAEs (Pooled Group A) - Safety Population
Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
5 mL
(N=52)

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

System Organ Class /
Preferred Term
Subjects Reporting at Least
One Serious Treatment
Emergent Adverse Event

Number (%)
of Subjects [1]

Number of
Events

1 (1.9%)

1

23 (7.2%)

30

12 (5.0%)

16

Investigations
Electrocardiogram change
Electrocardiogram QT
prolonged
Hepatic enzyme increased

0
0

0
0

4 (1.2%)
2 (0.6%)

4
2

0
0

0
0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

4 (1.2%)

5

3 (1.2%)

3

0
0
0

0
0
0

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1 (0.3%)
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3 (0.9%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
0
0
0
0

3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

3 (1.2%)
0
0
0
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)

4
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0

0

3 (0.9%)

3

1 (0.4%)

1

0
0
0

0
0
0

2 (0.6%)
1 (0.3%)
0

2
1
0

0
0
1 (0.4%)

0
0
1

1 (1.9%)

1

2 (0.6%)

2

0

0

0
1 (1.9%)

0
1

2 (0.6%)
0

2
0

0
0

0
0

Respiratory, thoracic and
mediastinal disorders
Bronchospasm
Dyspnoea
Laryngeal oedema
Pulmonary arterial
hypertension
Pulmonary embolism
Apnoea
Pleurisy
Respiratory failure
Gastrointestinal disorders
Acute abdomen
Nausea
Pancreatitis
Colitis
Gastritis
Ileus
Pancreatitis acute
Injury, poisoning and
procedural complications
Wound dehiscence
Post procedural bile leak
Procedural pain
General disorders and
administration site conditions
Chest pain
Drug intolerance
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Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
5 mL
(N=52)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

Number (%)
of Subjects [1]

Number of
Events

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 (0.6%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
0
0
0
0

5 (2.1%)
0
0
2 (0.8%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)

5
0
0
2
1
1
1

0

0

2 (0.6%)

2

0

0

0
0

0
0

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)

1
1

0
0

0
0

0

0

2 (0.6%)

2

0

0

0

0

2 (0.6%)

2

0

0

Vascular disorders
Deep vein thrombosis
Hypotension

0
0
0

0
0
0

2 (0.6%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)

3
1
2

0
0
0

0
0
0

Cardiac disorders
Acute myocardial infarction
Supraventricular
tachycardia

0
0

0
0

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)

1
1

1 (0.4%)
0

1
0

0

0

0

0

1 (0.4%)

1

Hepatobiliary disorders
Bile duct stone

0
0

0
0

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)

1
1

0
0

0
0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

1 (0.4%)

1

0
0

0
0

1 (0.3%)
0

1
0

0
1 (0.4%)

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1 (0.4%)
1 (0.4%)

1
1

Infections and infestations
Colonic abscess
Incision site infection
Abdominal abscess
Perirectal abscess
Pneumonia
Sepsis
Neoplasms benign, malignant
and unspecified (including
cysts and polyps)
Rectal cancer
Renal neoplasm
Reproductive system and
breast disorders
Vaginal haematoma

Metabolism and nutrition
disorders
Dehydration
Pregnancy, puerperium and
perinatal conditions
Abortion
Pregnancy
Nervous system disorders
Tongue paralysis

Number (%) Number of Number (%) Number of
of Subjects [1]
Events
of Subjects [1]
Events

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only),
and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL then by
descending subject incidence of each preferred term within each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL.
[1] At each level of summation (overall, system organ class, preferred term), subjects reporting more than one adverse
event are counted only once.
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Table 134. Serious TEAEs (Pooled Group B) - Safety Population

System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
SABER-Bupivacaine
SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5-10 mL
2.5 mL
5 mL
(N=216)
(N=44)
(N=342)
Number
Number
Number
(%) of
Number
(%) of
Number
(%) of
Number
Subjects[1]
of Events
Subjects[1]
of Events
Subjects[1]
of Events

Subjects Reporting at Least One
Serious Treatment Emergent
Adverse Event

17 (7.9%)

22

6 (13.6%)

7

21 (6.1%)

22

Gastrointestinal disorders

3 (1.4%)

4

1 (2.3%)

1

11 (3.2%)

11

Ileus

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

6 (1.8%)

6

Abdominal pain

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Colitis

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Diarrhoea

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Small intestinal obstruction

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Vomiting

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Intestinal obstruction

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Localised intraabdominal fluid
collection
Strangulated umbilical hernia

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

Nervous system disorders

2 (0.9%)

2

1 (2.3%)

1

3 (0.9%)

3

Syncope

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

2 (0.6%)

2

Presyncope

1 (0.5%)

1

1 (2.3%)

1

1 (0.3%)

1

5 (2.3%)

5

1 (2.3%)

2

2 (0.6%)

2

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Postoperative ileus

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Incision site haematoma

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

Injury, poisoning and procedural
complications
Humerus fracture

Post procedural haematoma
Procedural pain

2 (0.9%)

2

0

0

0

0

Scrotal haematoma

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

Wound dehiscence

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

3 (1.4%)

3

0

0

1 (0.3%)

2

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Blood and lymphatic system
disorders
Anaemia
Heparin-induced
thrombocytopenia
General disorders and
administration site conditions
Pyrexia
Infections and infestations
Abdominal abscess
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System Organ Class /
Preferred Term
Clostridium difficile colitis

Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
SABER-Bupivacaine
SABER-Bupivacaine
2.5-10 mL
2.5 mL
5 mL
(N=216)
(N=44)
(N=342)
Number
Number
Number
(%) of
Number
(%) of
Number
(%) of
Number
Subjects[1]
of Events
Subjects[1]
of Events
Subjects[1]
of Events
0
0
0
0
1 (0.3%)
1

Cellulitis

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Perirectal abscess

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Musculoskeletal and connective
tissue disorders
Osteoarthritis

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Renal and urinary disorders

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Urinary retention

0

0

0

0

1 (0.3%)

1

Cardiac disorders

2 (0.9%)

4

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

Acute coronary syndrome

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

Atrial fibrillation

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Atrial flutter

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Myocardial infarction

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Myocardial ischaemia

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1 (2.3%)

1

0

0

2 (0.9%)

2

0

0

0

0

Deep vein thrombosis

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Orthostatic hypotension

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

Congenital, familial and genetic
disorders
Hydrocele
Investigations
Urine output decreased
Neoplasms benign, malignant and
unspecified (incl cysts and
polyps)
Basal cell carcinoma
Vascular disorders

Note: Pooled Group B consists of subjects from trials 005-0002, 005-0006, 005-0010, 006-0006, 803-017, and 803-025
(Cohort 3 only), excluding subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5 mL
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL then by
descending subject incidence of each preferred term within each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL.
[1] At each level of summation (overall, system organ class, preferred term), subjects reporting more than one adverse
event are counted only once.
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3.5.1.2. TEAEs Leading to Study Discontinuation
Table 135 presents all of the patients who discontinued trial participation because of adverse
events. Among the 1,463 patients who have been treated in the SABER-Bupivacaine clinical
trials, just 4 patients discontinued trial participation because of an adverse event. There is no
significant imbalance in treatment groups and all events were regarded as complications of
surgery unrelated to study drug. All of the adverse events leading to trial discontinuation were in
patients that had undergone major abdominal surgery.
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3.5.1.3. Adverse event profile (by comparator)
Spontaneously reported TEAEs for pooled Group A and B are summarized in Table 136 and
Table 137. TEAEs with an incidence of ≥ 2.5% in either the SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL or the
Bupivacaine HCl treatment groups are included in the table. Small imbalances of individual
TEAEs between SABER-Bupivacaine and Bupivacaine HCl as measured by the difference
between percent incidences were almost equal between the two treatment groups. The only
TEAE with a difference in incidence over 5% in the SABER-Bupivacaine compared with the
Bupivacaine HCl group was post procedural contusion (bruising). The only TEAE that had a
>5% difference in incidence between Bupivacaine HCl group compared with SABERBupivacaine was nausea. Importantly, there were no imbalances in Neurological or in Cardiac
TEAEs. The wound complications have been analyzed and discussed in detail in Section 3.2.
The small differences in the incidence of TEAEs between SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine
HCl appeared to be random, as the percent incidences were low, and they were not concentrated
in any particular body system.
Table 136. Spontaneously reported TEAEs (Pooled Group A) - Safety Population
2.5% incidence in either SABER-Bupivacaine or Bupivacaine HCl Groups

≥

Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

System Organ Class /
Preferred Term
Subjects Reporting at Least
One Spontaneously-Reported
Adverse Event
Injury, poisoning and
procedural complications

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

272 (84.7%)

1205

207 (85.5%)

847

228 (71.0%)

412

150 (62.0%)

284

Post procedural contusion

202 (62.9%)

273

119 (49.2%)

167

Procedural pain

34 (10.6%)

37

37 (15.3%)

39

Incision site haemorrhage

14 (4.4%)

14

6 (2.5%)

12

Post procedural discharge

12 (3.7%)

13

8 (3.3%)

8

Incision site haematoma

11 (3.4%)

13

3 (1.2%)

4

Incision site erythema

10 (3.1%)

10

5 (2.1%)

6

Wound dehiscence

8 (2.5%)

8

3 (1.2%)

3

Incision site pain

5 (1.6%)

5

8 (3.3%)

8

Incision site pruritus

4 (1.2%)

4

8 (3.3%)

8

126 (39.3%)

274

113 (46.7%)

205

Nausea

85 (26.5%)

100

79 (32.6%)

90

Vomiting

38 (11.8%)

46

27 (11.2%)

33

Constipation

27 (8.4%)

27

22 (9.1%)

22

Diarrhoea

19 (5.9%)

21

11 (4.5%)

12

Gastrointestinal disorders
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Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

Abdominal distension

13 (4.0%)

13

8 (3.3%)

8

Abdominal pain

10 (3.1%)

11

2 (0.8%)

2

Dyspepsia

9 (2.8%)

11

3 (1.2%)

4

Abdominal pain upper

8 (2.5%)

10

2 (0.8%)

2

Dry mouth

8 (2.5%)

8

2 (0.8%)

2

Flatulence

7 (2.2%)

7

8 (3.3%)

8

78 (24.3%)

128

52 (21.5%)

79

34 (10.6%)

43

16 (6.6%)

19

Nervous system disorders
Headache
Dizziness

27 (8.4%)

28

21 (8.7%)

22

Somnolence

18 (5.6%)

18

16 (6.6%)

16

Dysgeusia

17 (5.3%)

18

10 (4.1%)

10

44 (13.7%)

52

32 (13.2%)

38

Pyrexia

22 (6.9%)

23

17 (7.0%)

17

Fatigue

9 (2.8%)

9

7 (2.9%)

7

Infections and infestations

37 (11.5%)

45

23 (9.5%)

30

Urinary tract infection

4 (1.2%)

4

6 (2.5%)

6

Respiratory, thoracic and
mediastinal disorders

33 (10.3%)

51

23 (9.5%)

33

Cough

8 (2.5%)

8

4 (1.7%)

4

Oropharyngeal pain

8 (2.5%)

8

2 (0.8%)

2

Dyspnoea

5 (1.6%)

6

6 (2.5%)

6

28 (8.7%)

30

22 (9.1%)

26

Pruritus

6 (1.9%)

6

9 (3.7%)

9

Rash

3 (0.9%)

3

8 (3.3%)

8

28 (8.7%)

47

29 (12.0%)

45

Musculoskeletal pain

11 (3.4%)

21

8 (3.3%)

10

Back pain

8 (2.5%)

10

17 (7.0%)

22

17 (5.3%)

18

8 (3.3%)

10

14 (4.4%)

14

4 (1.7%)

4

16 (5.0%)

17

12 (5.0%)

14

11 (3.4%)

11

9 (3.7%)

11

16 (5.0%)

22

7 (2.9%)

9

8 (2.5%)

10

2 (0.8%)

2

15 (4.7%)

20

7 (2.9%)

7

General disorders and
administration site conditions

Skin and subcutaneous tissue
disorders

Musculoskeletal and
connective tissue disorders

Blood and lymphatic system
disorders
Anaemia
Vascular disorders
Hypertension
Metabolism and nutrition
disorders
Hypokalaemia
Psychiatric disorders
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Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=321)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term
Insomnia
Cardiac disorders
Tachycardia

Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

Number (%) of
Subjects [1]

Number of Events

8 (2.5%)

8

7 (2.9%)

7

7 (2.2%)

8

19 (7.9%)

21

4 (1.2%)

4

8 (3.3%)

8

Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only), and 803-028
(Part 2 only).
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL then by
descending subject incidence of each preferred term within each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
Note. TEAEs with an incidence of ≥ 2.5% in either the SABER-Bupivacaine or the bupivacaine HCl treatment groups are
included in the table. If an SOC did not contain any individual TEAEs with an incidence of ≥2.5%, then the entire SOC was not
tabulated.
[1] At each level of summation (overall, system organ class, preferred term), subjects reporting more than one adverse event are
counted only once.

Table 137. Spontaneously reported TEAEs (Pooled Group B) - Safety Population ≥ 2.5%
incidence in either SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-Placebo Groups
Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

Subjects Reporting at Least One
Commonly Reported Spontaneous
Adverse Event
Gastrointestinal disorders
Nausea
Vomiting
Constipation
Diarrhoea
Abdominal distension
Dyspepsia
Flatulence
Ileus
Abdominal pain
Dry mouth
Abdominal pain upper

190 (88.0%)

653

299 (87.4%)

1047

116 (53.7%)
90 (41.7%)
25 (11.6%)
22 (10.2%)
13 (6.0%)
14 (6.5%)
8 (3.7%)
10 (4.6%)
3 (1.4%)
3 (1.4%)
6 (2.8%)
0

201
94
27
22
13
15
8
10
3
3
6
0

193 (56.4%)
146 (42.7%)
50 (14.6%)
39 (11.4%)
23 (6.7%)
19 (5.6%)
12 (3.5%)
11 (3.2%)
9 (2.6%)
7 (2.0%)
5 (1.5%)
3 (0.9%)

345
160
53
39
23
22
12
12
9
7
5
3

Injury, poisoning and procedural
complications

78 (36.1%)

121

127 (37.1%)

216

46 (21.3%)
13 (6.0%)
9 (4.2%)
4 (1.9%)
1 (0.5%)

58
16
10
4
1

81 (23.7%)
22 (6.4%)
17 (5.0%)
16 (4.7%)
14 (4.1%)

96
28
20
16
14

Post procedural contusion
Incision site erythema
Post procedural discharge
Incision site haemorrhage
Contusion
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Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

6 (2.8%)
6 (2.8%)
4 (1.9%)
5 (2.3%)
3 (1.4%)
4 (1.9%)
0
0
1 (0.5%)
0

6
6
5
5
4
4
0
0
2
0

11 (3.2%)
7 (2.0%)
7 (2.0%)
7 (2.0%)
5 (1.5%)
2 (0.6%)
0
0
0
0

14
7
7
7
5
2
0
0
0
0

Nervous system disorders
Headache
Dizziness
Somnolence
Paraesthesia
Hypoaesthesia
Dysgeusia
Migraine
Presyncope

99 (45.8%)
40 (18.5%)
30 (13.9%)
39 (18.1%)
9 (4.2%)
6 (2.8%)
11 (5.1%)
0
1 (0.5%)

148
45
35
41
9
6
11
0
1

114 (33.3%)
51 (14.9%)
43 (12.6%)
43 (12.6%)
12 (3.5%)
9 (2.6%)
8 (2.3%)
2 (0.6%)
2 (0.6%)

196
61
50
48
15
10
8
2
2

General disorders and administration
site conditions

30 (13.9%)

31

39 (11.4%)

43

19 (8.8%)
6 (2.8%)
4 (1.9%)
1 (0.5%)
0

20
6
4
1
0

27 (7.9%)
6 (1.8%)
5 (1.5%)
2 (0.6%)
2 (0.6%)

28
6
5
2
2

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders
Pruritus
Rash
Hyperhidrosis

22 (10.2%)
16 (7.4%)
3 (1.4%)
3 (1.4%)

22
16
3
3

34 (9.9%)
23 (6.7%)
7 (2.0%)
6 (1.8%)

37
23
8
6

Cardiac disorders
Bradycardia
Tachycardia

10 (4.6%)
7 (3.2%)
3 (1.4%)

10
7
3

32 (9.4%)
18 (5.3%)
14 (4.1%)

34
19
15

Infections and infestations
Incision site infection
Urinary tract infection
Nasopharyngitis
Upper respiratory tract infection
Bronchitis

17 (7.9%)
4 (1.9%)
8 (3.7%)
1 (0.5%)
3 (1.4%)
1 (0.5%)

19
6
8
1
3
1

31 (9.1%)
12 (3.5%)
7 (2.0%)
6 (1.8%)
5 (1.5%)
1 (0.3%)

32
13
7
6
5
1

Renal and urinary disorders
Urinary retention
Dysuria
Pollakiuria

11 (5.1%)
7 (3.2%)
3 (1.4%)
3 (1.4%)

14
7
4
3

22 (6.4%)
12 (3.5%)
11 (3.2%)
2 (0.6%)

26
12
12
2

Vascular disorders

12 (5.6%)

13

22 (6.4%)

24

Incision site haematoma
Incision site pruritus
Incision site swelling
Wound dehiscence
Procedural pain
Incision site pain
Incision site inflammation
Post procedural haematoma
Post procedural swelling
Scrotal haematoma

Pyrexia
Chills
Fatigue
Infusion site bruising
Vessel puncture site bruise
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Pooled Group B (SABER-Placebo-controlled Trials)
SABER-Placebo
2.5-10 mL
(N=216)
System Organ Class /
Preferred Term

SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
(N=342)

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

Number (%) of
Subjects[2]

Number of
Events

4 (1.9%)
9 (4.2%)

4
9

12 (3.5%)
11 (3.2%)

12
12

Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal
disorders
Oropharyngeal pain
Cough
Dyspnoea

9 (4.2%)

9

21 (6.1%)

23

4 (1.9%)
3 (1.4%)
2 (0.9%)

4
3
2

12 (3.5%)
5 (1.5%)
5 (1.5%)

12
5
6

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue
disorders
Back pain
Musculoskeletal pain
Groin pain
Muscle spasms

23 (10.6%)

26

19 (5.6%)

20

15 (6.9%)
0
2 (0.9%)
7 (3.2%)

15
0
3
8

14 (4.1%)
6 (1.8%)
0
0

14
6
0
0

Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Hypokalaemia
Decreased appetite

19 (8.8%)
12 (5.6%)
8 (3.7%)

21
13
8

17 (5.0%)
14 (4.1%)
4 (1.2%)

18
14
4

Psychiatric disorders
Insomnia

9 (4.2%)
9 (4.2%)

9
9

17 (5.0%)
17 (5.0%)

17
17

Blood and lymphatic system disorders
Anaemia

7 (3.2%)
7 (3.2%)

7
7

13 (3.8%)
13 (3.8%)

13
13

Investigations
White blood cell count increased
Alanine aminotransferase increased

1 (0.5%)
1 (0.5%)
0

1
1
0

3 (0.9%)
2 (0.6%)
1 (0.3%)

3
2
1

Neoplasms benign, malignant and
unspecified (incl cysts and polyps)
Basal cell carcinoma

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

1 (0.5%)

1

0

0

Hypertension
Hypotension

Reproductive system and breast
disorders
Scrotal swelling

Note: Pooled Group B consists of subjects from trials 005-0002, 005-0006, 005-0010, 006-0006, 803-017, and 803-025 (Cohort 3
only), excluding subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 7.5 mL.
Note: Table is sorted by descending subject incidence of each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL then by
descending subject incidence of each preferred term within each system organ class in SABER-Bupivacaine 5mL.
[1] At each level of summation (overall, system organ class, preferred term), subjects reporting more than one adverse event are
counted only once.

3.5.2. ECGs
The PERSIST trial did not contribute any ECG data that were suitable for integration and did not
measure bupivacaine plasma concentrations.
The electrocardiographic data were presented to satisfy many of the cardiac safety concerns that
the agency has discussed with the sponsor in previous communications. Unlike a traditional
Thorough QT (TQT) study with healthy subjects in a physiologically and pharmacologically
quiescent state, the cardiac safety of SABER-Bupivacaine has been assessed in real world
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patients undergoing the physiological and pharmacological stress of surgery and anesthesia, as
well as suffering from other co-morbidities. The electrocardiographic methodology meets the
specifications suggested by the agency. The three placebo and active bupivacaine-controlled
trials in the integrated ECG analysis have a substantial sample size of 526 patients. All ECGs
were done in triplicate and were done at frequent intervals over a 3-day period to cover the
period of maximal exposure to SABER-Bupivacaine, including the Cmax. Immediately after each
of the scheduled ECGs, blood samples were collected and analyzed for bupivacaine
concentrations for concentration-effect modeling. All electrocardiograms were read centrally.
The C803-025 trial used continuous Holter monitoring to not only capture ECGs at the specified
time points, but also to detect any pro-arrhythmic events. The dose (5 mL, 660 mg) and method
of administration of SABER-Bupivacaine (instillation directly into the surgical wound) studied
in the cardiac safety studies are what is being proposed for approval and marketing. Supratherapeutic doses were not assessed, but the plasma concentrations attained are representative of
those expected in practice and cover an upper range of well over 2000 ng/mL. The incisions
studied ranged from a few centimeters in the arthroscopic and laparoscopic procedures to over 30
cm in open laparotomy. Thus, cardiac safety has been assessed in a variety of incisions with
differing vascularity, which produced a broad range of Tmax and Cmax values. It has not been
possible to attain comparable Cmax values in healthy subjects by administering SABERBupivacaine with trailing subcutaneous injections. For example, in the CLIN005-0008 study,
the median Cmax was only 540 [range: 282-1090] ng/mL after the subcutaneous injection of 5 mL
SABER-Bupivacaine. The following data provide a thorough assessment of the effects of
SABER-Bupivacaine on heart rate, cardiac conduction, and repolarization.
Three trials had electrocardiography (ECG) data suitable for an integrated analysis of
electrocardiographic parameters. Trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025 all had the same
three dose groups and all collected electrocardiograms at defined time points and used suitable
methods to analyze electrocardiographic parameters at central ECG laboratories. Table 138
summarizes the dose groups for the three trials, and Table 139 summarizes the time points for
ECG collection. For all three trials, the baseline ECG was taken pre-operatively (either presurgery or at the screening visit). For multiple assessments collected within each time point
(including baseline) the average was analyzed.
Table 138.
Trial

Summary of dose groups for ECG analysis
SABER-Bupivacaine

SABER-Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

BU-001-IM

5 mL, 60 subjects

5 mL, 27 subjects

100 mg, 27 subjects

BU-002-IM

5 mL, 53 subjects

5 mL, 25 subjects

50 mg, 29 subjects

C803-025

5 mL, 189 subjects

5 mL, 78 subjects

150 mg, 38 subjects

302

130

94

Total subjects
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Table 139. Time points for ECG and PK collection – hours after surgery
Trial

SCN

Pre-op

BU-001-IM

X

X

BU-002-IM

X

X

C803-025

X

X

0.5

X

1

4

8

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

X

16

X

24

36

48

72

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

30

X

SCN, screening; Pre-op, screening or immediately presurgery

Baseline Data
The mean ECG parameters were comparable between the three treatment groups, with
reasonably tight 90% confidence intervals. Most of the mean parameters were within the normal
range, although the QRS interval in the SABER-Bupivacaine group was slightly above the
normal range Table 140.
Change in Heart Rate from Baseline (∆HR)
The heart rate was increased from baseline for all three treatment groups, with no apparent
temporal trend. The SABER-Bupivacaine and SABER-placebo groups had a mean increase from
baseline of about 6 bpm, whereas the bupivacaine HCl group increased by an average of 3 bpm
(Table 141).
QTcF Change from Baseline (∆QTcF)
Some of the time points were not common to all three trials, but were included for completeness.
All treatment groups had a double-digit increase in ∆QTcF in the immediate postoperative
recovery period (1 to 4 hours) which was then followed by a sustained decrease from baseline
over 72 hours, resulting in a time-averaged ∆QTcF close to zero (Table 142). The initial increase
in ∆QTcF in the first few hours after surgery is almost certainly due the autonomic effects of
surgery and anesthesia, as it is seen in all three treatment groups, including placebo.
Time-Averaged Change from Baseline
The heart rate showed a mean increase from baseline of 3 bpm to 6 bpm over the entire 72-hour
period, and the RR and PR intervals showed a reciprocal decrease from baseline, with little
difference between the treatment groups. There was little change in the QRS interval from
baseline values. The QT interval decreased, the QTcF was unchanged, and the QTcB intervals
increased from baseline, which is consistent with the increased heart rate (Table 143).
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Table 140. Baseline ECG parameters – pooled trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
SABER Bupivacaine 5 mL

SABER Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

Parameter

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

HR – bpm

261

71.6 (12.6)

70.3 - 72.8

108

71.4 (11.7)

69.5 - 73.3

85

71.6 (11.0)

69.6 - 73.6

RR – msec

113

875.1 (155.6)

850.8 - 899.4

52

875.1 (140.1)

842.6 - 907.7

55

890.3 (121.0)

863.0 - 917.6

PR – msec

259

152.9 (23.6)

150.5 - 155.4

108

149.4 (20.2)

146.1 - 152.6

85

156.0 (27.8)

151.0 - 161.0

QRS – msec

260

100.9 (14.1)

99.5 - 102.4

108

99.5 (14.2)

97.2 - 101.7

85

96.6 (13.0)

94.3 - 99.0

QT – msec

261

395.8 (35.0)

392.3 - 399.4

108

394.0 (31.3)

389.0 - 399.0

85

391.7 (28.7)

386.6 - 396.9

QTcF – msec

261

416.5 (21.6)

414.3 - 418.8

108

414.7 (20.0)

411.5 - 417.9

85

413.3 (19.0)

409.8 - 416.7

QTcB – msec

261

427.9 (22.4)

425.6 - 430.2

108

425.9 (22.2)

422.4 - 429.5

85

424.9 (20.4)

421.2 - 428.6

Source: ISS Table 20.1

Table 141. Heart rate change from baseline (∆HR) – pooled trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
Time
After Dosing

SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL

SABER-Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

1 hr

238

1.2

12.5

-0.2, 2.5

99

2.2

13.1

0.0, 4.4

81

-0.1

14.2

-2.7, 2.5

4 hr

248

6.0

14.9

4.6, 7.6

104

6.3

14.6

3.9, 8.6

82

1.1

12.1

-1.2, 3.3

8 hr

254

7.4

14.7

5.9, 8.9

96

5.4

15.6

2.7, 8.0

83

2.6

12.1

0.4, 4.8

12 hr

247

6.4

13.6

5.0, 7.9

99

5.0

13.0

2.8, 7.2

80

3.6

11.9

1.4, 5.8

24 hr

235

6.0

12.3

4.7, 7.3

97

4.5

10.0

2.8, 6.2

78

5.3

11.0

3.2, 7.4

48 hr

228

9.1

13.6

7.6, 10.6

97

8.8

11.7

6.8, 10.8

76

5.6

11.3

3.5, 7.8

72 hr

212

7.4

13.0

5.9, 8.9

89

8.0

12.5

5.8, 10.2

76

5.5

11.3

3.3, 7.6

Time Average

261

6.1

10.8

5.0, 7.2

108

5.9

9.8

4.4, 7.5

85

3.4

9.3

1.7, 5.1

Source: ISS Table 20.1
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Table 142. QTcF change from baseline (∆QTcF) – pooled trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
Time after
Dosing

SABER-Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

N

Mean

SD

90% CI

1 hr

238

15.7

19.5

13.6, 17.8

99

16.4

21.5

12.8, 20.0

81

12.0

15.7

9.1, 14.9

4 hr

248

7.5

19.9

5.4, 9.6

104

8.7

19.9

5.5, 12.0

82

7.2

17.2

4.1, 10.4

8 hr

254

-0.8

18.0

-2.7, 1.0

96

1.0

19.9

-2.3, 4.4

83

-0.3

14.7

-3.0, 2.4

12 hr

247

-2.8

17.2

-4.6, -1.0

99

-1.8

17.7

-4.8, 1.1

80

-1.0

17.4

-4.3, 2.2

24 hr

236

-6.4

17.2

-8.2, -4.5

97

-7.6

18.9

-10.8, -4.5

78

-5.2

15.5

-8.1, -2.2

48 hr

228

-10.9

18.6

-13.0, -8.9

97

-11.6

15.4

-14.2, -9.0

76

-11.2

15.6

-14.2, -8.3

72 hr

212

-9.7

19.0

-11.8, -7.5

89

-11.0

16.0

-13.8, -8.2

76

-9.7

15.0

-12.5, -6.8

Time Average

261

-0.0

14.7

-1.5, 1.5

108

0.5

14.1

-1.8, 2.7

85

-0.8

11.8

-2.9, 1.3

Source: ISS Table 20.1

Table 143. Time-averaged change from baseline - pooled trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
Saber Bupivacaine 5 mL

SABER Placebo

Bupivacaine HCl

Parameter

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

N

Mean (SD)

90% CI

ΔHR - bpm

261

6.1 (10.8)

5.0, 7.2

108

5.9 (9.8)

4.4, 7.5

85

3.4 (9.3)

1.7, 5.1

ΔRR - msec

113

-29.8 (110.7)

-47.0, -12.5

52

-25.0 (101.3)

-48.5, -1.5

55

-29.4 (96.5)

-51.2, -7.7

ΔPR - msec

259

-1.6 (11.0)

-2.7, -0.4

108

-3.1 (10.0)

-4.7, -1.6

85

-2.8 (15.8)

-5.6, 0.1

ΔQRS - msec

260

1.1 (5.1)

0.6, 1.6

108

1.1 (4.8)

0.3, 1.8

85

0.2 (5.1)

-0.7, 1.1

ΔQT - msec

261

-10.7 (24.5)

-13.2, -8.2

108

-9.0 (24.4)

-12.8, -5.1

85

-5.7 (21.3)

-9.6, -1.9

ΔQTcF - msec

261

-0.0 (14.7)

-1.5, 1.5

108

0.5 (14.1)

-1.8, 2.7

85

-0.8 (11.8)

-2.9, 1.3

ΔQTcB - msec

261

5.8 (17.5)

4.0, 7.6

108

5.9 (14.6)

3.5, 8.2

85

2.1 (12.6)

-0.2, 4.4

Source: ISS Table 20.1
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Placebo-Corrected Change in QTcF from Baseline (∆∆QTcF)
Table 144 summarizes the ∆∆QTcF data for the pooled trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and
C803-025. Only data from the time points common to all three pooled trials were used for the
double delta analysis of the QTcF data. There is no signal of QTcF prolongation at any time
point and no upper 90% confidence interval (UCI) exceeds 10 msec.
Table 144. QTcF placebo-corrected change from baseline (∆∆QTcF) – pooled trials
BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
90% CI
Time

Mean

SE

Lower

Upper

1 hr

-0.7

2.4

-4.7

3.2

4 hr

-1.2

2.3

-5.1

2.6

8 hr

-1.9

2.2

-5.5

1.8

12 hr

-1.0

2.1

-4.4

2.4

24 hr

1.3

2.1

-2.3

4.8

48 hr

0.7

2.1

-2.8

4.2

72 hr

1.3

2.3

-2.5

5.1

Time-Average

-0.5

1.7

-3.3

2.2

Source: ISS Table 20.2

Outlier Analysis
An analysis of ECG outliers in the three pooled trials was conducted using the generally
accepted definitions of clinically important outliers (Morganroth, 2010). The results are
summarized in Table 145.
There is a greater incidence of tachycardia outliers than bradycardia outliers during the
postoperative period, with the SABER-Bupivacaine group having a slightly higher incidence of
tachycardia, whereas bupivacaine HCl had a higher incidence of bradycardia. This finding is
consistent with the overall increase in heart rate from baseline summarized in Table 141.
Outliers for increased PR or QRS intervals were uncommon and showed little relationship to
treatment group. There is little evidence for a drug-induced inhibition of cardiac conduction.
About 2% of the patient population had QT intervals that exceeded 500 msec, and no relation to
treatment group was apparent. There were four patients in the SABER-Bupivacaine group and
one in the bupivacaine HCl group with one or more QTcF measurements >500 msec. All of the
QTcF outliers >500 msec occurred within the first 4 hours post-dosing, and the corresponding
bupivacaine plasma concentrations ranged from 49 ng/mL to 412 ng/mL. An important
observation is that all of the patients with QTcF >500 msec also had an abnormally high baseline
QTcF, ranging from 448 to 484 msec. The proportion of patients who had an increase in QTcF of
>60 msec from baseline was higher in the SABER-Bupivacaine and the SABER-placebo groups
compared with the bupivacaine HCl group.
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Table 145. Analysis of ECG outliers (Any Post-Dose Time Point) – pooled trials
BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, and C803-025
SABERBupivacaine
5 mL

SABERPlacebo

Bupivacaine
HCl

HR >25% decrease from BL and <50 bpm

3 (1.0%)

2 (1.6%)

3 (3.2%)

HR >25% increase from BL and >100 bpm

43 (14.4%)

17 (13.2%)

9 (9.7%)

PR >25% increase from BL and >200 msec

4 (1.3%)

0

1 (1.1%)

QRS >25% increase from BL and >100 msec

6 (2.0%)

5 (3.9%)

2 (2.2%)

QT new >500 msec

5 (1.7%)

3 (2.3%)

2 (2.2%)

QTcF new >450 msec

94 (31.4%)

42 (32.6%)

15 (16.1%)

QTcF new >480 msec

14 (4.7%)

6 (4.7%)

4 (4.3%)

QTcF new >500 msec

4 (1.3%)

0

1 (1.1%)

76 (29.1%)

30 (27.8%)

17 (20.0%)

8 (3.1%)

3 (2.8%)

1 (1.2%)

QTcB new >450 msec

173 (57.9%)

71 (55.0%)

40 (43.0%)

QTcB new >480 msec

53 (17.7%)

20 (15.5%)

7 (7.5%)

QTcB new >500 msec

14 (4.7%)

4 (3.1%)

2 (2.2%)

112 (42.9%)

51 (47.2%)

27 (31.8%)

20 (7.7%)

4 (3.7%)

2 (2.4%)

Outlier Criteria, n (%)

QTcF >30-60 msec increase from baseline
QTcF >60 msec increase from baseline

QTcB >30-60 msec increase from baseline
QTcB >60 msec increase from baseline
Source: ISS Table 20.3

The pooled electrocardiographic and pharmacokinetic data were subjected to all of the analyses
that are required for a TQT assessment. There was no evidence that bupivacaine, either from
SABER-Bupivacaine treatment or from bupivacaine HCl treatment, resulted in any changes in
electrocardiographic intervals. In particular, the data conclusively show that bupivacaine does
not prolong the QT interval. Analysis of the Holter recordings from the BESST trial did not
reveal any evidence of cardiac arrhythmias.
3.5.3. Vital signs and laboratory measurements
Figure 38 and Figure 39 summarize the extensive data on vital signs (heart rate, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, respiratory rate, and body temperature) for pooled Group A. The acute
postoperative vital signs (Figure 38) and the vital signs to the final visit (Figure 39) showed no
significant differences between the SABER-Bupivacaine and the bupivacaine HCl treatment
groups. The acute vital signs data in Figure 38 indicate, in particular, that the benzyl alcohol
component of the SABER-formulation, whose peak plasma levels occur 1 hour or less after
SABER-Bupivacaine administration, had no effect on vital signs. The PERSIST trial also
investigated oxygenation in the immediate postoperative period, as measured by pulse oximetry
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(SpO2). SABER-Bupivacaine had no effect on blood oxygen saturation compared with the nonSABER controls saline placebo and bupivacaine HCl during the initial 2-hour period after
treatment.
Figure 38. Vital signs by hour after surgery – Group A – Safety Population
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Figure 39. Vital signs by study day after surgery – Group A – Safety Population

Laboratory Measures
Review of the chemistry data indicated that for the electrolytes (bicarbonate, calcium, chloride,
phosphate, potassium and sodium), there were no acute changes from baseline to postsurgery
study day 4, and there were no differences between the SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine
HCl treatment groups. There were no extreme outliers in either treatment group. Likewise for the
functional biomarkers (albumin, blood urea nitrogen, total bilirubin, direct (conjugated) bilirubin,
creatinine, glucose, protein, and uric acid) there were no significant changes from baseline to
study day 4 and no differences between treatment groups. The data for the serum enzymes,
bilirubin, and creatinine are summarized in text Table 146.
Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase AST) both showed small
increases from baseline to Day 4 for both SABER-Bupivacaine and bupivacaine HCl treatment
groups. These transient elevations in ALT and AST were mostly observed in the laparoscopic
cholecystectomy patients in the PERSIST trial. Transaminase elevations are a well-described
result of the insufflation of carbon dioxide gas into the abdominal cavity during the laparoscopic
procedure. The resulting elevation in intra-abdominal pressure (~15 mmHg) is thought to reduce
portal hepatic blood flow and result in the transient release of hepatic enzymes (Andrei,1998;
Ahmad, 2011; Güven, 2007; Halevy, 1994; Hasukic, 2005; Nguyen, 2003; Sakorafas, 2005; Tan
2003). The elevations in ALT and AST observed on Day 4 had normalized by the end-of-trial
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assessment, which was the next scheduled laboratory draw. At the Day 4 measurement, the
creatine kinase (CK) level had increased slightly in the SABER-Bupivacaine group and
decreased in the bupivacaine HCl group. Only the PERSIST trial measured CK on study day 4,
so this is not an integrated finding from multiple surgery trials. The elevated CK levels had
normalized by Day 29, at which point there were no differences between treatment groups.
Elevation of CK is a common finding in the postoperative period, and CK can remain elevated at
least through post-operative Day 3 (Krafft, 1977; Safioleas, 2006; Yousef, 2006; Phornphutkul,
1974; Laurence, 2000). At study day 4, the serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) showed a small
increase in the SABER-Bupivacaine group that had normalized by the final visit. Only the
PERSIST trial measured LDH at study day 4, so this is not an integrated finding. Increases in
LDH after laparoscopic cholecystectomy and other surgeries have been reported in the surgical
literature (Güven, 2007; Berglund, 1979; Clarke, 1976).
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Table 146. Chemistry - Group A - Safety Population

Analyte
Alanine
Aminotransferase
(U/L)

Alkaline Phosphatase
(U/L)

Aspartate
Aminotransferase
(U/L)

Bilirubin (mg/dL)

Creatine Kinase

Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
5 mL
Time Point
(N=321)
Baseline [1]
n
317
Median
21
Min, Max
7.00, 314.00
Day 4
n
245
Median
30
Min, Max
7.00, 353.00
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
244
Median
5.5
Min, Max
-133.00, 312.00
Baseline [1]
n
205
Median
79
Min, Max
32.00, 210.00
Day 4
n
143
Median
84
Min, Max
37.00, 197.00
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
143
Median
2
Min, Max
-50.00, 107.00
Baseline [1]
n
204
Median
23
Min, Max
9.00, 177.00
Day 4
n
143
Median
29
Min, Max
16.00, 233.00
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
143
Median
6
Min, Max
-74.00, 201.00
Baseline [1]
n
317
Median
0.4
Min, Max
0.10, 1.90
Day 4
n
245
Median
0.5
Min, Max
0.20, 1.90
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
244
Median
0.1
Min, Max
-1.10, 1.00
Baseline [1]
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Bupivacaine HCl
50-150 mg
(N=242)
239
23
7.00, 290.00
201
35
10.00, 480.00
199
8
-215.00, 456.00
185
79
38.00, 209.00
147
80
35.00, 217.00
147
1
-41.00, 118.00
185
23
9.00, 373.00
147
29
15.00, 366.00
147
5
-340.00, 330.00
240
0.4
0.10, 1.70
200
0.5
0.10, 2.30
199
0
-0.50, 0.90
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Pooled Group A (Bupivacaine HCl-controlled Trials)
SABER-Bupivacaine
Bupivacaine HCl
5 mL
50-150 mg
Analyte
Time Point
(N=321)
(N=242)
(U/L)
n
203
185
Median
85
84
Min, Max
25.00, 1103.00
24.00, 754.00
Day 4
n
143
147
Median
98
69
Min, Max
22.00, 721.00
24.00, 296.00
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
143
147
Median
6
-13
Min, Max
-922.00, 565.00
-694.00, 130.00
Creatinine
Baseline [1]
(mg/dL)
n
320
241
Median
0.75
0.76
Min, Max
0.50, 2.20
0.47, 2.30
Day 4
n
246
201
Median
0.7
0.73
Min, Max
0.40, 1.62
0.47, 1.41
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
246
200
Median
0
-0.01
Min, Max
-0.31, 0.59
-0.59, 0.47
Lactate
Baseline [1]
Dehydrogenase
n
204
185
(U/L)
Median
176
181
Min, Max
73.00, 485.00
104.00, 429.00
Day 4
n
143
147
Median
196
182
Min, Max
106.00, 422.00
75.00, 473.00
Change from Baseline to Day 4
n
143
147
Median
17
-7
Min, Max
-78.00, 214.00
-229.00, 266.00
Note: Pooled Group A consists of subjects from trials BU-001-IM, BU-002-IM, 803-025 (Cohorts 1 and 2 only),
and 803-028 (Part 2 only).
[1]
Baseline is defined as the last non-missing value prior to first dose of study drug.
Source: ISS Table 17.1, Dataset ADLB.

3.6. Safety conclusions: newly developed and re-analyzed data show favorable safety
profile
The updated ISS has addressed issues related to safety concerns in compliance with the advice
and recommendations from the FDA.
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Chondrolysis
All available MRI data from the shoulder surgery trial, C803-017 and the 18 month follow-up
study C803-017e have been retrieved from the investigators and have been subjected to a blinded
reading by an expert musculoskeletal radiologist and an orthopedic surgeon expert in shoulder
imaging. The results of the blinded reading have been presented in detail. No evidence of
chondrolysis or other new-onset abnormalities were found.
In addition to the MRI data from the C803-017 and C803-017e trials, the MRI data from the
European shoulder surgery trial, BU-002, have also been presented in detail to further address
concerns related to chondrolysis. The BU-002 trial is especially useful because it used a nonSABER control (bupivacaine HCl) and had a prospectively planned follow-up visit at 6 months
after surgery where repeat MRI scans and a structured physical examination of the operated
shoulders were done. Neither the imaging studies, which were centrally read, nor the shoulder
physical examinations revealed any significant pathology that had developed in the 6 months
after treatment.
A formal written survey of the principal investigators in the U.S. shoulder trial CLIN-005-0006
was undertaken to validate the results of a phone survey that was done in preparation for the
EOR meeting. Each investigator was sent a letter of explanation and a case report form on which
to record pertinent follow-up information for each of the patients treated at the investigator’s site.
All investigators provided follow-up information indicating that none of the treated patients had
developed chondrolysis in the operated shoulder.
Finally, the medical literature on chondrolysis and shoulder surgery has been carefully reviewed
and summarized. It emphasizes that chondrolysis has occurred in the setting of highconcentration, high-flow infusion of bupivacaine into the shoulder joint but not in cases of
subacromial infusion or instillation.
The totality of the safety data shows that the subacromial instillation of SABER-Bupivacaine
after arthroscopic subacromial decompression surgery did not result in chondrolysis or injury to
the surrounding soft tissues of the shoulder and did not display any safety signals.
Wound Complications and Neurological Adverse Events
The PERSIST trial (C803-028) was designed and conducted to satisfy advice from the Division
to provide definitive safety data to address the issues of wound complications and neurological
adverse events. The trial used non-SABER controls (saline placebo in Part 1 and bupivacaine
HCl in Part 2) to provide a more accurate picture of the effects of the SABER formulation.
PERSIST more than doubled the number of evaluable bupivacaine HCl patients in the safety
database. The PERSIST trial protocol included definitions of each of the wound complications to
be evaluated at each of the postoperative clinic visits, and a detailed eCRF was developed to
capture all pertinent information for any wound complications observed. An agreed-upon list of
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10 neurological symptoms that could be potentially related to the benzyl alcohol content of the
SABER-formulation was used to solicit patient reported symptoms during the brief period of
systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol and the longer period of exposure to bupivacaine. Solicited
and spontaneous AEs were carefully separated during the trial, and the statistical analyses
reported the incidence of solicited and spontaneous AE in separate tables. The new data that the
PERSIST trial provide completely address CRL Items 1b and 1c and provide sufficient safety
data to permit a robust assessment of the benefit-to-risk ratio of SABER-Bupivacaine.
In addition to the explicit concerns expressed, the updated ISS also addresses other FDA
concerns about the safety profile of SABER-Bupivacaine including:
1) Potential systemic adverse effects of the benzyl alcohol component of SABERBupivacaine
2) Persistence of SAIB in the surgical incision
a) Implications of foreign body reactions observed in animal studies
b) Potential for long-term adverse effects on wound healing
3) High systemic exposure to bupivacaine and systemic toxicity, including:
4) Possible neurological adverse reactions
5) Possible cardiovascular adverse reactions
6) Possible electrocardiographic abnormalities, including prolongation of the QTc interval
7) Potential interference with normal wound healing or scar formation
8) Possibility of harmful effects of the SABER-formulation on surgical suture material
9) Possible clinical correlates to non-clinical adverse findings in animal studies

Each of these issues has been specifically addressed in the current ISS, and convincing data have
been provided to eliminate them as safety concerns of any clinical importance. Monitoring of
vital signs, early postsurgical recovery, and a comprehensive set of potential symptoms indicate
that the brief systemic exposure to benzyl alcohol resulting from SABER-Bupivacaine
administration does not cause any detectable adverse effects. The literature on foreign body
reactions to injectable long-acting drug depot formulations, reviewed in detail, shows that all
long-acting drug depot formulations, including SABER-Bupivacaine, result in foreign body
reactions, and careful analysis of pertinent data from the clinical program show that such
reactions do not result in clinical consequences. The neurological, cardiac, electrocardiographic
effects of SABER-Bupivacaine have been rigorously examined, and no evidence of untoward
adverse effects have been uncovered when SABER-Bupivacaine is administered at the
recommended 5 mL dose. Interference with normal wound healing has not been observed in any
of the surgical models studied, based on short-term follow-up ranging from 3 to 60 days and
long-term follow-up extending to several years. Non-clinical studies of SABER-Bupivacaine
show that the formulation does not affect the integrity of suture materials, and adverse findings
from animal toxicology studies have not translated into clinical consequences.
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The updated ISS carefully addressed the three issues summarized in the CRL as well as other
concerns of the FDA. The data presented show that the concerns are not replicated in this newly
reorganized and enlarged data set, and that no new important safety signals for SABERBupivacaine have emerged from the new data in the ISS. The Sponsor believes that it is now
possible for the Agency to perform a full benefit-to-harm assessment of SABER-Bupivacaine, as
well as a full assessment of the safety signals that were identified in the CRL.
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4. ARGUMENT FOR APPROVABILITY
4.1. Clinical relevance
4.1.1. Pain reduction: suitable addition to multimodal regimens
Since no single analgesic is able to target all types of pain, a multimodal approach (combined
opioid and non-opioid analgesic drugs administered systemically, neuraxially, regionally, and/or
locally) is recommended. Multimodal approaches to pain management that target the central and
peripheral nervous system and take advantage of the synergistic effect of combining different
analgesic agents and anesthetic techniques can improve the treatment of postoperative pain while
also reducing the consumption of opioid analgesics and lessening their attendant risks
(Buvanendran, 2009; Chou, 2016; Devin, 2015).
The pain reduction achieved with SABER-Bupivacaine indicate that it is a suitable addition to
multimodal regimens. Compared with placebo control in 2 adequate and well-controlled clinical
studies, one using a soft tissue surgical model and one an orthopedic model, SABERBupivacaine 5 mL reduced pain on movement for 72 hours postoperatively after a single-dose
instillation into the surgical site at the close of surgery. In addition, meta-analysis of the
outcomes of the 6 adequate and well-controlled (AWC) efficacy trials indicated a statistically
significant collective improvement in mean pain on movement over 72 hours postoperatively of
-0.57 (95% CI -0.85 to -0.30). Pooled analysis of the 2 pivotal and 6 AWC trials using combined
subject-level data showed improvements in mean pain control over 72 hours postoperatively in a
heterogeneous surgical population. For the 2 pivotal trials combined (N=157), the LS mean
difference in pain intensity on movement over 0-72 hours for SABER-Bupivacaine compared
with placebo control was -1.83 (95% CI -2.48 to -1.18, p<0.0001), a relative reduction of 33%.
For all 6 AWC trials combined, the treatment difference was -0.97 (95% CI -1.28 to -0.66,
p<0.0001), a relative reduction of 17%.
4.1.2. Opioid use reduction: demonstrates meaningfulness of analgesia (and may also be a
stand-alone goal)
Opioids can provide effective relief from acute pain, but they have many adverse effects that
limit their benefit in the postoperative setting. Gastrointestinal side effects such as nausea,
vomiting, and constipation, which occur in a large percentage of opioid-treated patients, have
major impacts on patient management, and are an important reason for undertreatment of acute
pain (Wheeler, 2002). Results from a systematic review of opioid-associated adverse events in
postoperative patients from multiple randomized controlled trials, observational studies, and case
reports indicated that 31% of patients experienced an adverse gastrointestinal event, most
commonly nausea, vomiting, ileus, or constipation. In addition, sedation and somnolence were
reported by 30.3% of patients, pruritus by 18.3%, urinary retention by 17.5%, and respiratory
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events by 2.8% (Moore, 2005). Thus, minimizing opioid use is an important consideration in the
management of surgical patients.
In the 2 pivotal efficacy trials, reliance on opioid rescue medication was significantly reduced
among SABER-Bupivacaine-treated subjects compared with placebo-treated subjects. In the
inguinal hernia trial (CLIN803-006-0006) the median IV morphine-equivalent consumption of
opioids over 72 hours postoperatively was reduced from 12.5 mg in the placebo group to 2.5 mg
in the SABER-Bupivacaine group (p=0.009). In the shoulder arthroscopy trial (BU-002-IM), the
median IV morphine-equivalent consumption of opioids was reduced from 12.0 mg to 4.0 mg
(p=0.010). Other measures of opioid use (time to first use and percent of subjects abstaining
from use) were also significantly improved in the pivotal trials, with the sole exception of the
proportion of subjects not using opioid rescue medication in CLIN-803-006-0006, which
approached, but did not achieve, statistical significance.
Meta-analysis of the prespecified endpoint results of the 6 adequate and well-controlled efficacy
trials showed a median reduction of -5.6 mg (95% CI -8.55 to -2.62) in IV morphine-equivalent
opioid consumption over 0-72 hours with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment. Meta-analysis of the
pivotal trials and the 6 AWC trials using subject-level data produced similar results. For the
pooled pivotal trials, median IV morphine-equivalent consumption was 4.0 mg in the SABERBupivacaine group vs 12.0 mg in the placebo group (p=0.0002). For the pooled AWC trials,
median IV morphine-equivalent consumption was 21.2 mg in the SABER-Bupivacaine group vs
28.9 mg in the placebo group (p=0.0007). In the 4 supportive studies alone (pivotal trials
excluded), all but one point estimate for measures of opioid use (specifically, time to first use of
opioid rescue in C803-017) favored SABER-Bupivacaine over placebo control, consistent with
the results of the pivotal trials. Reductions in the requirement for opioid rescue medication seen
with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment relative to placebo treatment, along with a significant
prolongation of the time to first use of rescue opioids, confirm that the observed reductions in
pain with SABER-Bupivacaine treatment were clinically meaningful.
4.2. Generalizability: surgical population and procedures
Two of the adequate and well-controlled clinical studies presented in this document
demonstrated clear evidence of both safety and analgesic efficacy—one in the setting of inguinal
hernia repair, a soft tissue surgical model (CLIN-803-006-0006), and the other in the setting of
subacromial decompression, an orthopedic surgical model (BU-002-IM). The remaining 4
adequate and well-controlled trials, comprising a range of surgical procedures (see below),
showed positive trends in support of SABER-Bupivacaine in comparison with placebo control.
The totality of the evidence thus supports a generalizable analgesic effect on the part of SABERBupivacaine.
During the course of the clinical program, the following surgical pain models, representing a
range of inpatient and ambulatory procedures potentially suitable for SABER-Bupivacaine use,
were studied:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inguinal hernia repair
Arthroscopic subacromial decompression
Abdominal hysterectomy
Laparoscopically-assisted colectomy
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy
Appendectomy
Laparotomy

Of these, all but appendectomy and laparotomy are represented in the set of 6 AWC efficacy
trials discussed above. The AWC studies included 4 soft-tissue procedures (3 with entry into the
peritoneal cavity) and 2 orthopedic procedures (both arthroscopic subacromial decompression).
There were 2 open procedures (CLIN-803-006-0006, inguinal hernia repair, and BU-001-IM,
abdominal hysterectomy), 3 endoscopic procedures (BU-002-IM and C803-017, arthroscopic
subacromial decompression, and C803-028, Part 1, laparoscopic cholecystectomy) and 1
procedure that was a combination of both (C803-025, Cohort 3, laparoscopically-assisted
colectomy). Abdominal hysterectomy and laparoscopically-assisted colectomy were major
inpatient procedures, while inguinal hernia repair, laparoscopic cholecystectomy, and
arthroscopic subacromial decompression were outpatient procedures. Cumulative incision
lengths ranged from 2 to 40 cm, depending on whether the procedure was open or endoscopic.
For all trials combined, the mean length was 10.4 cm and the median was 8.0 cm.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria were designed to recruit a representative surgical population into
the clinical program, with care was taken to exclude subjects with pre-existing conditions that
could interfere with or bias the results, such as chronic pain or the regular use of a medication
with analgesic effects.
Subjects ranged in age from 18-87 years; approximately 30% were younger than 45 years, 57%
were between 45 and 65 years, and 13% were older than 65 years. Approximately 57% of
subjects were female and 43% male. Nearly all the subjects were white (about 94%), which may
have been the result of local demographics and patterns of healthcare utilization in the countries
where many of the studies were done (northern Europe and Australia/New Zealand). Although
nonwhite subjects were underrepresented, there is no evidence that the activity of local
anesthetics is affected by race, and a subgroup analysis did not uncover such an association.
Approximately 30% of subjects had a body mass index (BMI) ≤25, 61% had a BMI between 25
and 35, and 9% had a BMI >35. Subgroup efficacy analyses of pooled data from the 6 adequate
and well-controlled studies did not reveal important differences in response to SABERBupivacaine treatment among any demographic groups.
4.3. Benefit-risk statement
The treatment of postoperative pain remains a pressing problem, and new, safe and effective
non-opioid options can provide benefit to how patients feel and function. SABER-Bupivacaine
has been shown in clinical trials to provide clinically meaningful pain reduction over 72 hours
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after surgery, which is the period of greatest postoperative pain. It has also been shown to reduce
(and in some cases eliminate) the consumption of systemic opioids postoperatively, which not
only lends credence the observation of analgesic effect, but can be considered a clinical goal in
its own right. As a locally-acting analgesic, SABER-Bupivacaine may be integrated into
multimodal analgesic regimens, providing additional incremental pain reduction without undue
burden. In clinical studies SABER-Bupivacaine has been studied in a range of inpatient and
outpatient surgeries in a representative surgical population, suggesting that its benefits should
extend to general use.
To address the concerns expressed by FDA in the 2014 Complete Response Letter based on the
data in the initial NDA submission, a more complete assessment of the safety of SABERBupivacaine has now been made possible through additional research (a new bupivacaine HClcontrolled clinical trial and a central reading of the MRI studies from a previous shoulder surgery
trial) and careful re-analysis of the pre-existing clinical safety data. SABER-Bupivacaine is
subject to the same risks as the approved immediate-release bupivacaine formulation, with the
important distinction that it presents a greatly diminished risk of accidental intravascular
injection. Careful review of the safety data generated by the complete clinical program has not
revealed additional clinically meaningful adverse reactions with the use of the product. The one
adverse reaction noted more frequently with SABER-Bupivacaine than with immediate-release
bupivacaine preparations, peri-incisional bruising, is a transient effect that resolves without
sequelae and does not appreciably affect patient risk. Classic signs of CNS and cardiac
bupivacaine toxicity have not been observed with use of the extended-release SABER
formulation. FDA questions about wound complications and effects on joint cartilage have been
resolved by additional data and by follow-up clinical and MRI data showing no chondrolysis or
shoulder tissue damage associated with use of SABER-bupivacaine.
Based on the pain reduction and confirmatory opioid sparing benefits summarized above, and a
risk profile comparable to that of current local anesthetic agents approved for postoperative
surgical pain control, the Sponsor believes that the benefit-risk profile of SABER-Bupivacaine
supports NDA approval.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this charter is to describe the procedures for the retrospective collection,
handling, and blinded analysis of MRI and US images for the DURECT Protocol C803-017e
“A Multi-Center, Prospective, Observational, Extension Trial Following DURECT Protocol
C803-017 to Investigate the Long-term Safety of SABER®-Bupivacaine Following
Arthroscopic Shoulder Surgery”. Additional details can be found in the Bioclinica standard
operating procedures (SOPs).
Imaging assessments in this study were used to investigate the long-term safety of SABERBupivacaine or SABER-Placebo, 18 months following arthroscopic shoulder surgery for
subjects enrolled in DURECT Protocol C803-017. At the time of the study, each
investigative site utilized their own radiology groups to collect and assess the 18-month
images in accordance with the standard procedures at their institution. This retrospective
analysis is intended to permit a single qualified, independent radiologist to review and assess
available baseline and 18-month images for each subject using a standardized methodology
to assess any changes observed. Upon completion of the assessments by the radiologist, an
independent, orthopedic surgeon will review all findings in conjunction with the radiologist
to ascertain and record their clinical significance.

1.1 Pr otocol Summar y
This was a Phase 2b, Multi-Center, Prospective, Observational, Extension Trial Following
DURECT Protocol C803-017 to Investigate the Long-term Safety of SABER-Bupivacaine
Following Arthroscopic Shoulder Surgery. All available subjects who received treatment in
DURECT Protocol C803-017 were qualified to participate in this trial.
The primary objective was the safety assessment of SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-Placebo
at 18 months following arthroscopic shoulder surgery for subjects enrolled in DURECT
Protocol C803-017.

2

INTRODUCTION

2.1 Roles and Responsibilities
2.1.1

Sponsor

DURECT contacted each site to retrieve the available images (baseline and 18 months) for
this study. Each site was instructed to provide the images (either digital or hard copy) to
DURECT’s QA via traceable courier (e.g. FedEx, DHL). Based upon the transmittal form
included with each shipment from the site, DURECT’s QA verified the subject numbers
listed on the inventory form with the subject numbers listed on the CD cover or film
envelope. Images were not reviewed or downloaded by DURECT. All image data obtained
by DURECT was then delivered to Bioclinica.
Bioclinica
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DURECT will provide additional information about the clinical design, outcomes, or
execution when questions arise.
2.1.2

Imaging Cor e Labor ator y

Bioclinica will deliver results of the independent review defined herein (see sections 3, 5 and
6) to DURECT at a mutually agreed upon frequency and time using a pre-defined data
transfer format. Details of the data transfer format can be found in the data transfer
specification.
Bioclinica will have responsibility for the imaging components of the trial, including the
following:
•

Receipt, and archival of study images

•

Digitization of film-based image data and preparation of digital image data for
blinded review

•

Central reading of MRI and other images by blinded radiologist

•

Analysis of clinical significance of radiological findings in joint review by radiologist
and orthopedic surgeon blinded to purpose of underlying study

•

Transfer of analysis results (SAS files) to DURECT

The following employees of Bioclinica are key scientific and operational personnel who will
supervise the activities of Bioclinica’s receipt, processing, and central reading of the imaging
exams:
Name

Title

Souhil Zaim. MD

Head of Global Medical and Science Affairs

Thomas Fuerst, PhD

Chief Science Officer

Alma Sonza

Manager, Medical Imaging Operations

Jennifer Martinez

Manager, Medical Imaging Operations, R&P

Laura Bonnett

Clinical Project Manager

These personnel will assemble a project team with the appropriate ability and experience to
execute the activities outlined for the independent review of the imaging exams. The
Bioclinica project team will participate in the project from the pre-study planning stage to the
completion of the image review and transfer of data to DURECT.
All activities described by this charter will be conducted at the offices of Bioclinica, Inc. The
Bioclinica offices participating in the study are:

Bioclinica
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Newark Office (NWK)

Bioclinica, Inc.
7707 Gateway Boulevard
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Newark, CA 94560
USA
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The Bioclinica Clinical Project Manager is located in the Newark Office.
Imaging data will be provided to and processed and analyzed at the single Bioclinica office
noted above. Bioclinica offices will also provide administrative, technical, and engineering
support for the study.
2.1.3

Miscellaneous Study Communication Pr ocedur es

Sections 2.1.3.1 and 2.1.3.2 are presented as guidelines with regard to communication
regarding this document, the independent reviewers, and any regulatory authority.
2.1.3.1
Review and Approval of Charter
This charter was written by Bioclinica in consultation with DURECT and is consistent with
applicable regulatory requirements and guidelines. Bioclinica agrees to follow the procedures
described therein. This charter has been reviewed and approved by Bioclinica and DURECT.
Additionally, it is anticipated that this charter may be submitted to regulatory authorities.
2.1.3.2
Meeting Schedule
As needed, charter development meetings will be scheduled between Bioclinica and
DURECT. Additionally, regularly occurring meetings between the Bioclinica project
manager and the DURECT study team will be scheduled. These meetings will include
discussions of: imaging data analysis, study deliverables, schedule and data transfers.

2.2 Objectives of Imaging Analysis
Images will be read centrally to assess any changes from baseline in the condition of the
shoulder 18 months post arthroscopic shoulder surgery, which included the administration of
SABER-Bupivacaine or SABER-placebo, as described in Protocol C803-017.

3

IMAGE COLLECTION

3.1 Descr iption of On-Pr otocol Imaging
All MRI and scans of other modalities (XR, ultrasound), whether they are at protocol defined
visits scheduled for imaging examinations or at unscheduled, intermediate time points, are
considered to be on-protocol imaging.

Bioclinica
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Similarly, all images of the shoulder acquired at protocol defined visits or at unscheduled
times to investigate subject reports of shoulder pain are considered on-protocol imaging.
3.1.1

Acceptable Imaging Modalities

MRI, US, and XR will be used to assess the condition of the shoulder.
All images will be retrospectively provided to Bioclinica. It is expected that scans be
submitted as electronic images in approved digital formats. Plain radiographs on hardcopy
films are also acceptable for shoulder images.
3.1.2

Anatomical Cover age

MRI and other images will include coverage of the shoulder.
3.1.3

Imaging Time Points / Schedule

Imaging time-points and visit schedule are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Imaging Time Points and Visit Schedule
Imaging Modality/
Anatomical Area

Screening/Baseline

Month 18

MRI Shoulder





US Shoulder





XR Shoulder





For subjects that do not have imaging from the Screening/Baseline visit, only the Month 18
visit will be presented to the central reviewers.

4

RECEIPT, TRACKING AND QUALITY CONTROL OF IMAGE
DATA

The flowchart below (Figure 1) summarizes the overall data handling process from imaging
site preparation through final image preparation prior to the independent review, and transfer
to DURECT.

Bioclinica
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4.1 Receipt, Stor age, and Back-up of Data in Image Ar chive
Processes detailing image management, tracking and image digitization/loading, and archival
at Bioclinica are documented in Bioclinica’s SOPs.
4.1.1

Package Receipt, Pr ocessing, Data Entr y

Bioclinica will receive images (digital or hard copy) from DURECT in a variety of formats.
Electronic images will be transmitted to Bioclinica on physical media (CD-ROM, DVD).
Bioclinica’s operations team will review each individual subject data package (images and
transmittal form) received. The operations team will check the completeness of contents, the
accuracy of information on the transmittal form, and the appropriateness of the timing of the
visit (scheduled visits versus unscheduled visits) as well as any additional correspondence
such as comments received from the clinical site.
Data will be electronically loaded into the database or by double-data entry. The database
will maintain all necessary audit trails. Information captured in the database will include:
•

Subject demographic information (site and subject ID numbers, date of birth)

•

Visit information (visit name, visit date)

•

Exam information (date of scan and subject anatomy examined)

•

Date package received and identity of data entry personnel

•

Results of package review including annotations, status of completeness and
correctness, and query issuance and closure

•

Results of quality image review including annotations

4.1.2

Digitization of Images

Hard copy MRI, XR, or US films received at Bioclinica will be digitized at a resolution of
200-micron pixel size using a high-resolution digitizer and converted to a digital image in the
DICOM format. The use of digitized images permits computer assisted evaluation of images
and provides a means for electronic archival of the study hard copy films.
The assistant will mask any information (i.e., labels or subject, institution identifiers and
exam date) from the digital image to allow blinding of subject identity and institution name
4.1.3

Image Ar chiving

After the process of conversion or digitization, each digital image will be copied to the
Bioclinica image archive. The image archive will be backed up nightly. Each image will be
archived as a digital image onto a server. When needed, images will be retrieved from the
archive and transferred over the network to reading workstations for analysis.

Bioclinica
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4.2 Data Tr acking Pr ocedur e
Semi-automated tracking of all MRI and US images and transmittal forms will be
accomplished using Bioclinica’s proprietary tracking database and barcode labeling. Data
received at Bioclinica will be logged into the tracking database and a unique barcode is
associated with each image/scan and each transmittal form. As the data is processed, the
status will be updated in the system database such that the location and status of the data at
any time can be determined.

4.3 Quality Assessment of Images
The Bioclinica Quality Control team will not reject any images due to poor quality, but will
provide all images to the reviewers for analysis.

4.4 De-identification and Labeling of Image Data
4.4.1

De-identification of Data

Following the initial review of data received from the sites, Bioclinica will convert all nonDICOM imaging data to DICOM using customized software designed especially for use in
clinical trials. Original image header information will be retained in the DICOM header, with
the exception of personal identifying information. If such information was inadvertently left
in by the site, it will be automatically and permanently removed upon loading the data into
the tracking database.
The Bioclinica database will hold subject identifiers (e.g., Site ID and Subject ID number)
and these keys will be used to link reading results to the same subject in DURECT’s clinical
database.
All personnel at Bioclinica, including the operations staff, will also be blinded to treatment
assignments of study subjects. There will be no communication between Bioclinica and
DURECT regarding treatment codes. Unblinding information will not be shared with
Bioclinica even after the Bioclinica database is locked.
4.4.2

Labeling of Data

Imaging data will be labeled with the appropriate visit code as well as the modality and the
examination date for each image/scan. Finally, the anatomical location will be assigned by
Bioclinica technologists or radiologists.

4.5 Pr ocedur es for Tr acking, Documenting and Resolving Missing Image
Data
Bioclinica will collaborate with DURECT to identify and collect all missing data. Each
protocol-required image will be tracked until it is collected or the site has confirmed that the
scan was not done or is no longer available. In cases when the imaging data are not available,
DURECT will ensure that appropriate documentation is obtained from the site and/or
radiology center.

Bioclinica
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DESIGN OF INDEPENDENT REVIEW

5.1 Pur pose
Independent centralized review using a prespecified scoring system will assist in evaluating
drug safety.

5.2 Descr iption of Review Par adigm
Screening and Month 18 shoulder images will first be read in a semi-quantitative manner in
batched sessions (“Primary Session”) by a single radiologist identified by Bioclinica and
approved by DURECT. The radiologist will not be informed of the specific surgical
procedures that the subject has undergone or any details of the underlying clinical trial.
The radiologist will then participate in a joint review session (“Joint Session”) in
collaboration with an orthopedic surgeon to establish accurate clinical interpretation of any
findings from the Primary Session and determine the clinical significance of any such
findings.
The reads from the Primary Session will be preserved without changes once completed, and
an additional analysis cycle will be implemented for the Joint Session in which the reviewers
will record details of their joint review. After the Primary Session but before the Joint
Session, the reviewers will be presented with pertinent medical records, as detailed in Section
5.5, which will include the specific surgical procedure(s) undergone by each of the subjects
but not details of trial drug treatments.

5.3 Radiological Assessments
This section lists the assessments that will be performed for each of the screening and 18month shoulder imaging visits in the Primary Session, grouped by anatomical area.
5.3.1

Gleno-humer al J oint and Humer al Head

The gleno-humeral joint will be evaluated for any prevalent and incident findings:
•

Cartilage
-

-

•

Humeral head:


Focal defect



Thinning

Glenoid surface


Focal defect



Thinning

Bone lesions:
-

Osteophytes


Bioclinica
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Glenoid

-

Bone marrow edema

-

Subchondral cyst(s)

-

Primary Osteonecrosis

-

Fracture (if yes, indicate location):

-

Other

Rotator Cuff and Labr um

The rotator cuff will be evaluated for presence of tear. Similarly, labral tears or cysts will be
noted:
•

Rotator cuff:
o Supraspinatus tendon tear:


Partial tear



Full-thickness tear



Other findings: interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired
tendon

o Infraspinatus tendon


Partial tear



Full-thickness tear



Other findings: interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired
tendon

o Subscapularis tendon


Partial tear



Full-thickness tear



Other findings: interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired
tendon

o Teres minor tendon


Partial tear



Full-thickness tear



Other findings: interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired
tendon

o Long head of biceps tendon

Bioclinica



Partial/Complete tear



Other findings: interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired
tendon
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o Body of Muscles of the rotator cuff

•



Supraspinatus: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other



Infraspinatus: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other



Subscapularis: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other



Teres minor: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other

Subacromial space
o Acromion


Bony spur



Bone resection



Os acromiale



Signal abnormality (edema, fibrosis)

o Coracoid


Bony spur



Bone resection



Signal abnormality (edema, fibrosis)

o Coracoacromial ligament

•



Normal



Thickened



Ossified



Torn



Resected

Labral tear
o SLAP
o Bankart
o Other

•
5.3.3

Labral cyst

Acr omio-Clavicular J oint

The acromio-clavicular joint will be evaluated for the following:
•

Bone resection / Postoperative changes

•

Presence of osteophytes

•

Joint effusion/synovitis

•

Bone marrow edema

Bioclinica
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Bur sa and Soft Tissue

Presence of bursitis, muscle and soft tissue abnormalities will be noted:
•

Subacromial bursa
o Bursitis/Excess fluid
o Resection
o Scar tissue
o Other

•

Soft tissue scarring

•

Ectopic bone

5.4 Assessment Cr iter ia
Assessments will be performed according to clinical standards and Bioclinica’s SOPs and
analysis guidelines. No exceptions to standard methods are expected.
5.4.1

Pr imar y Radiologist Session

Features described in Section 5.3 above will be determined as absent or present and when
applicable will be scored using a semi-quantitative method:
•

Grade 0: normal/none

•

Grade 1: mild

•

Grade 2: moderate

•

Grade 3: severe

The following assessments will be included at defined time points:
Gleno-humeral Joint and Humeral Head
Assessment Name
Cartilage thinning or
defects
Osteophytes
Bone marrow edema
Subchondral cyst(s)
Primary osteonecrosis
Fracture

Bioclinica

Assessment Criteria
Humeral head: Focal defect: Yes/No.
Thinning: Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not Evaluable.
Glenoid: Focal defect: Yes/No. Thinning: Mild, Moderate,
Severe, Not Evaluable.
Humeral head: Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not Evaluable.
Glenoid: Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not Evaluable.
Absence / Presence.
Absent, Present (location), Not Evaluable
Absence / Presence.
Absent, Present (location), Not Evaluable
Absence / Presence.
Absent, Present (location), Not Evaluable
(if yes, indicate location):
- Humeral head
- Glenoid

Timepoints
All Visits

All Visits
All Visits
All Visits
All Visits
All Visits
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- Other (provide location)
Not Evaluable.
Other

Free text

All Visits

Rotator Cuff and Labrum
Assessment Name
Supraspinatus tendon tear

Infraspinatus tendon tear

Subscapularis tendon tear

Teres minor tendon tear
Long head of biceps
tendon tear
Body of Muscles of the
rotator cuff

Subacromial space

Presence of a labral tear
Presence of a labral cyst

Assessment Criteria
No tear, Partial, Full-thickness, Other findings (interstitial
tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired tendon), Not
interpretable
No tear, Partial, Full-thickness, Other findings (interstitial
tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired tendon), Not
interpretable
No tear, Partial, Full-thickness, Other findings (interstitial
tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired tendon), Not
interpretable
No tear, Partial, Full-thickness, Other findings (interstitial
tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired tendon), Not
interpretable
No tear, Partial tear, Complete tear, Other findings
(interstitial tear, tendinosis, surgically repaired tendon),
Not interpretable
Supraspinatus: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other
Infraspinatus: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other
Subscapularis: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other
Teres minor: atrophy, fatty infiltration, edema, other
Acromion:
- Bony spur: Yes/No,
- Bone resection: Yes/No,
- Os acromiale: Yes/No
- Signal abnormality (edema, fibrosis): Yes/No
Coracoid:
- Bony spur: Yes/No,
- Bone resection: Yes/No,
- Signal abnormality (edema, fibrosis): Yes/No
Coracoacromial ligament:
- Normal
- Thickened
- Ossified
- Torn
- Resected
Yes (SLAP, Bankart, Other), No, Not interpretable
Yes, No, Not interpretable

Timepoints
All Visits

All Visits

All Visits

All Visits

All Visits

All Visits

All Visits

All Visits
All Visits

Acromio-Clavicular Joint
Assessment Name
Bone Resection at
Acromioclavicular joint
Osteophytes

Bioclinica

Assessment Criteria

Timepoints

Yes, No, Not interpretable

All Visits

None, Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not interpretable

All Visits
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None, Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not interpretable

All Visits

None, Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not interpretable

All Visits

Bursa and Soft Tissue
Assessment Name

Subacromial bursa

Soft tissue scarring
Ectopic bone

Assessment Criteria
Bursitis/Excess fluid: None, mild, Moderate, Sever, Not
Interpretable
Resection: Yes, No, Not interpretable
Scar tissue: Yes, No, Not interpretable
Other:
None, Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not interpretable
None, Mild, Moderate, Severe, Not interpretable

Timepoints

All Visits

All Visits
All Visits

Note:
•

5.4.2

Not Interpretable will refer to variables that cannot be evaluated due to insufficient
image quality or other issues with the images.
J oint Radiologist-Or thopedic Sur geon Session

After completion of the radiological assessments in the Primary Session, the Joint Session by
the radiologist and an orthopedic surgeon will be performed. During this session,
standardized clinical profiles of study subjects will be provided and the reviewers will
evaluate the clinical significance of all incident (new from baseline) findings identified
during the radiological read session.
The following clinical information will be provided in the clinical profiles:
-

Type of surgery and sponsor’s case report forms indicating categorical
information on surgical procedures

-

Clinical findings (pain scores, range of motion, presence of impingement) at
Screening and Month 18

-

Adverse events reported by the investigators

-

Any intercurrent illness, intervention, or injury reported by the investigators

For each Month 18 visit where a screening visit was also available, the reviewers will assess
whether or not there was a significant incident finding for each anatomical region. The
following will be recorded:
-

Change from baseline:


Yes



No/Minor

For each affirmative change from baseline, the reviewers will assess each of the incident
findings as described in (1) – (4):

Bioclinica
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(1) Clinical Significance of Findings
-

Unlikely to be clinically significant

-

Possibly clinically significant

-

Probably clinically significant

(2) Post-op change?
-

Yes, expected given the surgery performed

-

No, not expected (reviewer will comment)

-

Unable to interpret

(3) Progression of pathophysiology at 18 months, given clinical information or
radiological finding at baseline?
a. Yes, expected given baseline condition
b. No, not expected, (reviewer will comment)
c. Unable to interpret
(4) Result of known intercurrent illness/intervention/injury?
a. Yes, likely or possibly caused by (enter intercurrent event here)
b. No, unlikely to have been caused by intercurrent event (reviewer will
comment)
An additional comments section will also be included in the Joint Session.
In the event of disagreement between the orthopedist and the radiologist, the orthopedist will
make the final decision on entry and will sign off on each eCRF in the joint session.

5.5 Types of Assessments or Measur ements
5.5.1

Descr iption of Measur ements or Assessments

Evaluation of shoulder images will be conducted by subjective evaluation by an expert
radiologist in the Primary Session and by an expert orthopedic surgeon in conjunction with
the radiologist in the Joint Session. Results will be recorded and stored in the study database.
5.5.2

Limitations of Image Acquisition Par ameter s on Measur ements

MRI and US scanners use standardized acquisition protocols, but each has several “scan
modes” to select from. Inconsistency in the scan acquisition parameters can cause
measurement results to be invalid; they cannot be compared to measurements made with a
different scan mode. Variation in parameters (e.g., slice thickness, kV, reconstruction kernel,
etc.) can invalidate results and lead to a failed analysis.
Variation in acquisition parameters will be evaluated during the scan analysis steps.
Reviewers may indicate any impact of these variations during their review of the scans

Bioclinica
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5.6 Number and Classification of Reviewer s
A single expert radiologist will review images for the primary assessment session. For the
subsequent joint session, an expert orthopedic surgeon, in conjunction with the radiologist
from the primary session, will review images for clinical interpretation.

5.7 Reviewer Roles and Responsibilities
The expert reviewer(s) will be selected by Bioclinica and approved by DURECT. The
reviewer(s) will be further trained and qualified as described in Section 7.0. Reviewers will
be responsible for evaluating MRI, XR, and US scans for all subjects in the trial.

5.8 Delineation of Independent Review Population
All shoulder images of enrolled subjects obtained by DURECT from the original
investigators or study sites will be included in the independent review.

5.9 Reviewer Blinding
During the Primary Session image analysis, the reviewer will be blinded to the nature and
purpose of the original clinical trial, including treatment interventions and assignment, as
well as the purpose of the scans. However, clinical information, as recorded in trial CRFs,
will be provided for each subject during the Joint Session between the radiologist and the
orthopedic surgeon. This includes medical and surgical history that might explain artifacts or
abnormalities in the images, but does not include any information about the study itself or the
study drugs administered (see Section 5.4.2). Reviewers will not be provided the complete
Charter because it would unblind them to the nature and purpose of the study.

5.10 Descr iption of Adjudication Par adigm
There will be no adjudication of read findings between the central reviewers and the previous
readings performed for the site investigators.

5.11 Inter im Analysis
No formal interim analysis is planned for this study.

6

METHODOLOGY FOR THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW

6.1 Descr iption of Image Analysis Systems
Bioclinica will customize its proprietary electronic central reading system, StudyDirect™ for
the radiological assessment of the imaging data collected in this study. The review of images
and recording of analysis results will be performed using StudyDirect™. The StudyDirect™
reading system will be used for the study. The core system has been validated and is Part 11
Compliant. Study specific customization is described in Section 6.8.1.

Bioclinica
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Radiogr aphic Image Analysis

The StudyDirect™ reading system will allow reviewers to see the shoulder images from all
visits for a subject side-by-side. Reviewers can customize the image display including the
hanging protocol as well as image brightness/contrast and magnification. Scores from all
visits will be displayed and reviewers can record new results or edit existing results via the
user interface.

6.2 Tempor al Pr esentation of the Images Dur ing Analysis
Scans will be presented to the reviewers in a sequential mode, as applicable (when two visits
are available for a subject). The reviewers will compare each scan to its corresponding
baseline scan at the time of reading.
Images will be analyzed in batches, with all shoulder scans from a subject analyzed at the
same time. The analysis will begin soon after the finalization of the charter and validation of
the StudyDirect™ instance has been completed.

6.3 Recor ding Results of Image Assessment
6.3.1

Image Quality Assessments

Since the images have been compiled retrospectively, corrective actions resulting from image
quality assessments will not be requested at the time of review, though findings related to
image quality may be documented by QC tech or reviewer. The Quality Control techs will
review the submissions prior to recommendation to the reviewer. The QC tech will notify
the Bioclinica team of any observations that are not related to image quality, such as a
baseline scan and 18-month follow up for one subject ID appearing to be from two different
subjects. Reviewers will have the option to comment on image quality findings.
6.3.2

Descr iption of Assessments in Relation to Study Design

Details of the image analysis are provided in Section 5.

6.4 Descr iption of the Reading Schedule
The readings will be performed in batched reading session(s) as images are made available to
the reviewer(s).

6.5 Implementation of Adjudication Pr ocess
This is not applicable.

6.6 Pr ocess for Database Lock of Image Assessments
Once completed, the image reading and analysis results will be locked into the database and
the reviewers will not be able to amend them unless a re-assessment of the review is needed:
for example, new imaging data being made available or changed by the site, DURECT, or

Bioclinica
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Bioclinica as a result of data reconciliation. These deviations will be documented. The audit
trail will also document all changes to the database.
Prior to transferring the data to DURECT, Bioclinica will perform various data cleaning
procedures. These will include edit checks and consistency checks as outlined in the Data
Validation Plan. Edit checks will include checks of the completeness and correctness of the
data. Discrepancies will be identified and corrected. Identified outliers will be reviewed and
potentially be reanalyzed.
After all edit checks have been applied and all issues resolved, the Bioclinica database will
be frozen and audited. Corrective action that results from the audit will be executed and
verified by the quality assurance department. Once the Bioclinica database passes an internal
audit, it will be locked and the final transfer will be sent to DURECT. Bioclinica will obtain
signed approval from DURECT if it is necessary to make changes to the data in final locked
database.

6.7 Reviewer Per for mance and Quality Metr ics
6.7.1

Inter - or Intr a-r eviewer Var iability

This is not applicable to this study.

6.8 Methodology for Expor t of Results to Sponsor s
6.8.1

Database Set-up and Maintenance

The customization and initialization of the database by Bioclinica will include the creation of
all necessary validation documents required by regulatory authorities. These validation
documents may include requirement specifications, design documentation, source code
(written to coding standards) and the validation test plan and report.
After customization and initialization, the database will be maintained throughout the study.
User accounts will be assigned and the database will be periodically backed up and archived
to protect against data loss.
6.8.2

Data Tr ansfer to Sponsor

Bioclinica will transfer the results of the reviewers’ assessments as data files to DURECT
according to a predefined schedule. Prior to the transfer, Bioclinica and DURECT will
develop a Data Transfer Specification (DTS) to define the content and format of the data
transfer file. Data transfers for final analysis will be subject to additional review and/or audit
prior to transfer. For each transfer, Bioclinica will create, validate and send the file as
outlined in the DTS. DURECT will load the transferred file into the appropriate database.
DURECT may generate and send queries to Bioclinica requesting resolution of any
remaining data discrepancies. Bioclinica will investigate and correct the data in the
Bioclinica database as necessary. The corrected data will be sent to DURECT in the
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subsequent transfer, except for the last scheduled transfer in which the changes will be
completed prior to sending the final transfer. The records of all transfer files sent to
DURECT from Bioclinica will be stored by Bioclinica.
6.8.3

Data Stor age and Back-up

All data will be stored on Bioclinica’s servers which have full daily back-ups and are
archived offsite.

7

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF INDEPENDENT
RADIOLOGISTS

7.1 Reviewer Selection
Bioclinica will identify an expert musculoskeletal radiologist with shoulder MRI expertise
and an expert Orthopedic Surgeon as reviewers for the sessions described herein. The expert
reviewers will not be affiliated with DURECT in any way other than their participation in
this central reading. This includes current employment at DURECT, present or previous
consulting arrangements with DURECT or equity ownership in DURECT. Bioclinica will
maintain the CVs and qualifications of each of the reviewers and technologists performing
any work under this charter.

7.2 Reviewer Tr aining
Prior to initiating readings, the radiologist(s) and the orthopedic surgeon(s) will undergo
formal training on the assessments described in the imaging charter and reading system to be
used. Reviewers will not be provided the complete Charter because it would unblind them to
the nature and purpose of the study.

7.3 Pr ocedur es for Replacing Reviewer s
In the event that a radiologist or an orthopedic surgeon is unable to continue his/her readings,
all reads will be deleted and a new reviewer will be selected and trained to re-read the entire
image dataset.

Bioclinica
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TECHNICAL/SUPPLEMENTAL SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

9.1 Image Acquisition Guidelines
Film digitization
Electronic CRF Screenshots
Programming Specification Documents
Read application
Data export
Database QC Procedure
Database validation plan

9.2 Sample Supplemental Documents
Radiation dosage
More detailed depiction of Image review system configuration
Communication plan
Curricula vitae of external reviewers
Database QC and transmission to client
Data reconciliation certification
Data transfer specification document
Data tracking design
Database design and programming
Database review by client
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population
Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)

Gastrointestinal disorders
Nausea
Constipation
Vomiting
Diarrhoea
Abdominal distension
Enlarged uvula
Gastrooesophageal reflux disease
Ileus
Abdominal discomfort
Abdominal pain
Abdominal pain lower
Abdominal pain upper
Abdominal rigidity
Anal incontinence
Anorectal discomfort
Ascites
Defaecation urgency
Dry mouth
Dyspepsia
Dysphagia
Epigastric discomfort
Eructation
Flatulence
Haematochezia
Impaired gastric emptying
Intestinal dilatation
Rectal haemorrhage
Sensitivity of teeth
Small intestinal obstruction

20 (74.1)
16 (59.3)
5 (18.5)
3 (11.1)
2 ( 7.4)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

191 (66.6)
142 (49.5)
68 (23.7)
50 (17.4)
14 ( 4.9)
23 ( 8.0)
0
6 ( 2.1)
5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
4 ( 1.4)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
8 ( 2.8)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
13 ( 4.5)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)

Injury, poisoning and procedural complications
Post procedural contusion
Incision site haemorrhage
Contusion
Incision site erythema
Incision site haematoma
Incision site hypoaesthesia
Procedural hypertension
Anaemia postoperative
Burns first degree
Endotracheal intubation complication
Fall
Incision site oedema
Incision site pruritus
Incision site rash

14 (51.9)
11 (40.7)
2 ( 7.4)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

115 (40.1)
74 (25.8)
8 ( 2.8)
6 ( 2.1)
22 ( 7.7)
8 ( 2.8)
0
3 ( 1.0)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
4 ( 1.4)
2 ( 0.7)

System-organ classification
Preferred term

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population
Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)
1 ( 0.3)
7 ( 2.4)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)

Nervous system disorders
Somnolence
Dizziness
Hypoaesthesia
Paraesthesia
Burning sensation
Dysgeusia
Headache
Lethargy
Presyncope
Syncope

7 (25.9)
6 (22.2)
3 (11.1)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0

120 (41.8)
59 (20.6)
61 (21.3)
16 ( 5.6)
15 ( 5.2)
1 ( 0.3)
23 ( 8.0)
40 (13.9)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)

Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders
Pruritus
Ecchymosis
Blister
Decubitus ulcer
Dermatitis
Erythema
Hyperhidrosis
Night sweats
Pruritus generalised
Rash
Rash generalised
Skin discolouration
Skin disorder

7 (25.9)
7 (25.9)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

79 (27.5)
55 (19.2)
2 ( 0.7)
3 ( 1.0)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
5 ( 1.7)
5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
6 ( 2.1)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)

Infections and infestations
Pneumonia
Urinary tract infection
Incision site cellulitis
Infusion site infection
Appendicitis
Conjunctivitis
Incision site infection
Lower respiratory tract infection
Oral herpes

5 (18.5)
2 ( 7.4)
2 ( 7.4)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0

8 ( 2.8)
0
1 ( 0.3)
0
0
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)

System-organ classification
Preferred term
Incision site swelling
Post procedural discharge
Postoperative ileus
Procedural anxiety
Procedural hypotension
Procedural nausea
Procedural pain
Skin abrasion
Wound dehiscence

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population
Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)
0

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)
1 ( 0.3)

Investigations
Blood glucose increased
Blood potassium decreased
Electrocardiogram T wave abnormal
Haematocrit decreased
Haemoglobin decreased
Urine output decreased
White blood cell count increased
Blood chloride increased
Blood magnesium decreased
Blood phosphorus decreased
Blood pressure increased
Blood pressure systolic increased
Blood urine present
Body temperature increased
Electrocardiogram QRS complex prolonged
Electrocardiogram T wave inversion
Heart rate decreased
Heart rate increased
Liver function test abnormal
Liver function test increased
Mean cell haemoglobin decreased
Oxygen saturation decreased
Red blood cell count decreased
Respiratory rate decreased

5 (18.5)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

37 (12.9)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)
0
2 ( 0.7)
3 ( 1.0)
4 ( 1.4)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
4 ( 1.4)
5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
8 ( 2.8)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)

Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Hypokalaemia
Hyperglycaemia
Decreased appetite
Gout
Hypocalcaemia
Hypomagnesaemia
Hyponatraemia
Malnutrition

4 (14.8)
3 (11.1)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0

22 ( 7.7)
13 ( 4.5)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
3 ( 1.0)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders
Back pain
Joint swelling
Musculoskeletal discomfort
Pain in extremity
Arthralgia
Muscle spasms
Musculoskeletal pain
Neck pain

4 (14.8)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0

34 (11.8)
9 ( 3.1)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
5 ( 1.7)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
13 ( 4.5)
6 ( 2.1)

System-organ classification
Preferred term
Upper respiratory tract infection

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population

System-organ classification
Preferred term

Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)

Vascular disorders
Hypertension
Accelerated hypertension
Flushing
Hypotension
Phlebitis

4 (14.8)
4 (14.8)
0
0
0
0

22 ( 7.7)
8 ( 2.8)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
12 ( 4.2)
1 ( 0.3)

General disorders and administration site conditions
Pyrexia
Application site irritation
Asthenia
Chest pain
Chills
Discomfort
Drug intolerance
Face oedema
Fatigue
Hypothermia
Infusion site bruising
Infusion site pain
Infusion site swelling
Local swelling
Oedema
Oedema peripheral
Pain
Peripheral swelling
Submandibular mass
Vessel puncture site bruise

3 (11.1)
3 (11.1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

45 (15.7)
23 ( 8.0)
1 ( 0.3)
4 ( 1.4)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)

Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders
Oropharyngeal pain
Rales
Tachypnoea
Apnoea
Atelectasis
Bronchospasm
Cough
Diaphragmalgia
Dry throat
Dyspnoea
Hiccups
Lung consolidation
Pleural effusion
Productive cough
Pulmonary congestion
Pulmonary oedema

3 (11.1)
2 ( 7.4)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

29 (10.1)
4 ( 1.4)
0
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
4 ( 1.4)
3 ( 1.0)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
3 ( 1.0)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population
Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)
0
0
0
0

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)

Blood and lymphatic system disorders
Anaemia
Leukocytosis

2 ( 7.4)
2 ( 7.4)
0

13 ( 4.5)
12 ( 4.2)
1 ( 0.3)

Psychiatric disorders
Disorientation
Insomnia
Agitation
Anxiety
Confusional state
Enuresis
Restlessness

2 ( 7.4)
1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0

21 ( 7.3)
0
13 ( 4.5)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)

Cardiac disorders
Atrial fibrillation
Atrioventricular block complete
Atrioventricular block first degree
Bradycardia
Palpitations
Sinus arrhythmia
Sinus bradycardia
Sinus tachycardia
Tachycardia
Ventricular extrasystoles

1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

36 (12.5)
0
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
13 ( 4.5)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
3 ( 1.0)
15 ( 5.2)
1 ( 0.3)

Ear and labyrinth disorders
Tinnitus

1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)

14 ( 4.9)
14 ( 4.9)

Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified (incl
cysts and polyps)
Metastases to liver

1 ( 3.7)

0

1 ( 3.7)

0

Renal and urinary disorders
Urinary retention
Bladder discomfort
Bladder spasm
Chromaturia
Dysuria
Haematuria
Micturition urgency
Renal colic
Urinary incontinence

1 ( 3.7)
1 ( 3.7)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

21 ( 7.3)
10 ( 3.5)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)
3 ( 1.0)
2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)
3 ( 1.0)

System-organ classification
Preferred term
Respiratory tract congestion
Sinus congestion
Sleep apnoea syndrome
Wheezing

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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Table 21.3
Summary of TEAE for Subjects Treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL
With Plasma Bupivacaine Concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL
Safety Population
Bupivacaine
concentration
≥ 1500 ng/mL1
(N=27)
n (%)

Other Comparable
SABER-Bupivacaine2
(N=287)
n (%)

Eye disorders
Eye irritation
Eye pruritus
Vision blurred

0
0
0
0

5 ( 1.7)
1 ( 0.3)
2 ( 0.7)
2 ( 0.7)

Product issues
Thrombosis in device

0
0

1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)

Reproductive system and breast disorders
Metrorrhagia
Penile pain

0
0
0

2 ( 0.7)
1 ( 0.3)
1 ( 0.3)

System-organ classification
Preferred term

NOTE: Subjects summarized in this table were treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL in clinical studies CLIN004-0001, CLIN004-0009, CLIN005-0002,
CLIN005-0006, CLIN-803-006-0006, and C803-025
1. Subjects with at least one pK sample with plasma Bupivacaine concentration ≥ 1500 ng/mL are summarized in this column.
2. All other subjects treated with SABER-Bupivacaine 5 mL are summarized in this column.
Source: t_pk_ae.sas
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ISS Appendix 4: Subject Narratives and Case Report Forms
The subject narratives and case report forms for deaths, SAEs, TEAEs leading to discontinuation and
other significant AEs of interest can be found in the individual clinical study reports (see below).
* preferred term coded using MedDRA version 19.0 [preferred term coded using MedDRA version 13.0
as reflected in original NDA]
Protocol
Reason for Reporting or
Subject ID
Narrative Location
CRF Location
Number
Preferred Term* if an SAE
5.3 Clinical Study Report and Related Information
5.3.3 Reports of Human Pharmacokinetic (PK) Studies
5.3.3.1 Healthy Subject PK and Initial Tolerability Study Reports and Related Information
SABER01-01
There were no deaths, discontinuations due to adverse event, or serious adverse events in this trial.
CLIN005-0008
There were no deaths, discontinuations due to adverse event, or serious adverse events in this trial.
5.3.3.2 Patient PK and Initial Tolerability Study Reports and Related Information
CLIN005-0007 CSR,
(b) (6)
CLIN005-0007
Inguinal hernia
CLIN005-0007 CRF
Section 8.3.3
5.3.5 Reports of Efficacy and Safety Studies
5.3.5.1 Study Reports and Related Information of Controlled Clinical Studies Pertinent to the Claimed Indication
(b) (6)

Other significant AE of mild
fainting

CLIN-803-006-0006
CRF (b) (6)

Myocardial infarction, Myocardial
ischaemia
Presyncope
Acute coronary syndrome
Syncope
CLIN-803-0060006

Basal cell carcinoma
Hydrocele

CLIN-803-006-0006
CSR, Section 12.3.2

CLIN-803-006-0006
CSR, Section 16.3.1

Procedural pain [Testicular pain]
Strangulated umbilical hernia
[Abdominal strangulated hernia]
Presyncope
Syncope
Scrotal haematoma
Procedural pain
Drug intolerance
BU-002-IM

Pulmonary arterial hypertension
Pregnancy

BU-002-IM CSR,
Section 12.3.2

BU-002-IM CRF

Pleurisy
Tongue paralysis
Other significant pregnancy-related
AE of missed abortion

BU-001-IM CRF

Bronchospasm, Laryngeal oedema

BU-001-IM CRF

Renal neoplasm

BU-001-IM

Withdrawn due to unrelated severe
abdominal pain
Vaginal haematoma

BU-001-IM CSR,
Section 12.3.2

BU-001-IM CRF

Vaginal haematoma
Electrocardiogram QT prolonged
Electrocardiogram change
Electrocardiogram change
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(b) (6)

BU-001-IM CRF

(b) (6)
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Protocol
Number

Subject ID

Reason for Reporting or
Preferred Term* if an SAE

Narrative Location

CRF Location

Pyrexia

C803-017 CSR,
Section 12.3.2 and
Section 14.3.3

C803-017 CSR,
Section 16.3.1

(b) (6)

C803-017

Ileus, Colitis
Sepsis
Apnoea, Supraventricular
tachycardia, Perirectal abscess
Chest pain, Dyspnoea
Wound dehiscence, Deep vein
thrombosis
Acute abdomen
Chest pain
Pulmonary embolism, Acute
myocardial infarction

C803-025 CSR,
Section 14.3.3

Wound dehiscence
Nausea
Incision site infection [Postoperative
wound infection]
Colonic absecess [Peridiverticular
abscess]

C803-025

Respiratory failure, Abdominal
abscess
Respiratory failure
Withdrawn due to unrelated mild
atelectasis (non-treatment-emergent)
Pneumonia
Withdrawn due to unrelated
moderate hypoxia and pneumonia
Ileus

C803-025 CSR,
Section 12.3.1.3 and
Section 14.3.3
C803-025 CRF

Colitis
Postoperative ileus and Death
Abdominal pain
Postoperative ileus
Atrial fibrillation, Atrial flutter
Anaemia
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
Abdominal abscess, Clostridium
difficile colitis
Abdominal abscess, Incision site
haematoma [Application site
discolouration]
Abdominal pain
(non-treatment-emergent)
Ileus
Intestinal obstruction, Ileus
Ileus
Ileus
Urinary retention
Perirectal abscess
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Section 14.3.3
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Protocol
Number

Subject ID

Reason for Reporting or
Preferred Term* if an SAE

Narrative Location

CRF Location

C803-025 CSR,
Section 14.3.3

C803-025 CRF

C803-028 CSR,
Section 14.3.3

C803-028 CSR,
16.3 Case Report Forms

(b) (6)

Dehydration
(non-treatment-emergent)
Ileus
Diarrhoea
Humerus fracture
Deep vein thrombosis

C803-025

Small intestinal obstruction
Vomiting; Discontinued because
patient was lost to follow-up
Presyncope
Wound dehiscence
Ileus
Dizziness
Hepatic enzyme increased
Post procedural bile leak
Bile duct stone, pancreatitis
Rectal cancer

C803-028

Dehydration, Hypotension
Abdominal abscess
Pancreatitis acute;
Withdrawn due to unrelated severe
Pancreatitis acute
Gastritis

5.3.5.2 Study Reports and Related Information of Uncontrolled Clinical Studies
C803-027

(b) (6)

Facial bones fracture, Subdural
haematoma

C803-027 CSR,
Section 14.3.3

C803-027 CRF

CLIN004-0001 CSR,
Section 8.3.3

CLIN004-0001 CSR,
Section 13.3.1

5.3.5.4 Other Study Reports and Related Information
(b) (6)

CLIN004-0001

Incision site haematoma
[Application site discolouration]
Suicidal ideation
Unresponsive to stimuli

CLIN004-0009

There were no deaths, discontinuations due to adverse event, or serious adverse events in this trial.
(b) (6)

CLIN005-0002

Cellulitis, Localised intraabdominal
fluid collection
Vomiting
Other significant AE of mild atrial
fibrillation

CLIN005-0006

Procedural pain
Other significant AE of mild
drowsiness, dizziness, metallic taste
and numbness

CLIN005-0002 CSR,
Section 12.4.3

CLIN005-0002 CSR,
Section 16.3.1
CLIN005-0006 CRF

CLIN005-0006 CSR,
Section 12.3.2

(b) (6)

CLIN005-0006 CSR,
Section 16.3.1

CLIN005-0006 CSR,
Section 9.4.7

Clin005-0006 CSR,
Section 16.3.2

CLIN005-0010 CSR,
Section 12.3.2

CLIN005-0010 CSR,
Section 16.3.1

Orthostatic hypotension
CLIN005-0010

Syncope
Urine output decreased
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Protocol
Number

Subject ID
(b) (6)

C803-017e

Reason for Reporting or
Preferred Term* if an SAE

Narrative Location

CRF Location

Pyrexia [Other significant AE of
suspected chondrolysis]

C803-017e CSR,
Section 12.3.1.3

C803-017e CRF

Osteoarthritis [Chondropathy]

C803-017e CSR,
Section 12.3.2

C803-017e CRF
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(b) (6)

(b) (6)

